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Introduction 
Since the establishment of the first colonies, the literary relationships 
bet1-reen America and England have been a constant source of interest, of 
comment, of study, and. of controversy. The purpose of this study is to 
examine the criticism of certain nineteenth century American authors in 
both American and British periodicals with a view to presenting in summary, 
paraphrase, and quotation a complete cr oss section of the criticism and 
also of discovering, if possible , the extent of ag~eement and the 
similarity of treatment the t1-ro groups exhibit . This comparison may also 
help to determine whether British criticism was as harsh, unjust , and 
condescending or the American as kindly, exaggerated., and chauvinistic 
as it is generally believed to have been. It may help to indicate, too, 
whether, as was so often charged, American criticism vras timid, servile, 
and imitative, waiting upon 'lvord from the English oracles before daring 
to commit itself. Another question is whether or not forces such as 
education, class, politics, religion, ethics, geography, aesthetics , and 
the temperament of the critic influenced literary opinions to any great 
extent . 
To make the study manageable, I have limited it in several ways . In 
time , it covers the two mid- century decades, 184o-186o . By 184o, there 
was no question but that America had a literature to be reckoned with. 
Betvreen 184o and 186o, a number of significant and interesting nineteenth 
century American writers were active, the entire literary output of some 
falling within these years . In addition, this period -vra.s one of relative 
tranquillity between the t'l·m countries, except for the Oregon boundary 
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dispute , lying as it did bet\.rcen the vlar of 1812 and the American Civil 
vlar , tvo political events that had far - reaching and. unfortunate consequences 
in all relationships between the t1ro countries and their peoples . 
The authors were chosen to represent the various divisions of belles 
lettres, various d.egrees of ability and popularity, both se;(es , different 
parts of the country, and different interests, points of view, ideals, 
and theories of art . Some 1vriters such as Mrs . Stovre and Longfellow were 
omitted. because of their vlid.esprcad popularity in England and. because 
numerous individual studies have already been made of their reputations; 
two extremely popular writers , Mrs . Sigourney and. I1rs . Southworth, vrithout 
present critical reputations, were included to determine \vhat their 
contemporaries thought of their work. The writers considered are 
\-lilliam Cullen Bryant, Edgar Allan Poe , Oliver vlendcll Holmes , John 
Greenleaf \f'hittier , James Fenimore Cooper, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman 
Melville , vlilliam Gilmore Simms, Lydia Sigourney, Nr·s. E. D. E. N. 
South-...rorth, \valt 1-l'nitman, and Henry David Thoreau. 
The periodicals i·rere like1.fise selected for a variety of reasons . An 
attempt -~ras made ;vherever possible to choose only those ;vhich -...rere published 
during the entire period covered. In addition, political, regional , and 
reliGious differences were represented , as were the various types of 
periodicals--quarterlies, nonthlies, and weeklies . The American list 
consists of the conservative American lf'hig Revie~V1 established in 
opposition to The Democratic Revie1-1; Brownson ' s Quarterly Revieiv 1 the 
vehicle for the expression of Orestes Broi{Uson 1 s vivid. personality and 
his strong Roman Catholic position, coinciding as it did in its 1844 
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inception with his conversion; DeBow ' s Commercial Review of~ South and 
West , 'iTith its strong Southern partisanship; The Democratic Review, a party 
organ almost violently nationalistic; The Knickerbocker, the urbane voice 
of the Northeast and advocate for America; The Ladies' Repository, a 
Methodist magazine for 'immen, less vTOrldly than Godey 's Lady's Book and, 
because of its publication in Cincinnati, representative of the \>lest ; 
The New Englander , devoted to Congregationalism, Yale , and New England; 
The North American Reviei-r, offspring of Harvard, Boston, and Ne'iv England. 
and modeled on the prominent English reviews; Putnam's 1'-Iagazine, one of 
the strongest literary periodicals of America during its short life; 
The Southern Literary Messenger, the tr'Ulllpet of the South; and The 
Southern Quarterly Review, a militant counterpart for the South of The 
North American Review. 
The British list consists of The Athenaeum, a popular British weekly 
devoted to literature and the arts and usually most Generous with praise 
and. space for American vTriters; Black'imod ' s Magazine , the most notable 
British magazine , Tory in its sympathies and conservative in its literary 
taste; Chambers ' Edinburgh Journal, one of the more popular magazines , 
appealing to the rising middle class reader; Colburn 1 s Ne'iv Monthly Magazine , 
the literary journal most interested in America; The Dublin Review, Tne 
Dublin University Magazine , and ~ Irish Quarterly Review, representative 
of the Irish interests; The Eclectic Review, Congregational by denomination 
and religious in its interests; The Edinburgh Revievr, perhaps the most 
famous and in many ways influential of the Revie'i·Ts and llhig in its principles; 
Fraser 1 s Magazine, sometimes called the London Blackvood 's; The London 
Quarterly Reviev11 a denominational review, Hethoclist in persuasion and. 
containing only one reference of concern to this study in the whole 
twenty years ; The North British Revievr and. Tai t 1 s Edinburgh l~azine , 
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both liberal Northern periodicals; The Quarterly Reviei·r, found.ed in 
opposition to The Edinburgh Review and Tory in its politics; and finally 
'E'le \Jestminster Review, advocate for d.emocracy and expressive of Benthamite 
l iberalism. The American Eclectic ~hgazine, which reprinted British 
articles, ivas used occasionally as a source for material -vrhen copies of 
the original publications 1vere not available . 
The material has been organized on the basis of the various authors 
treated., the major poets being presented first and. the major novelists 
next , a chapter to each author. The two popular lady authors, Mrs . 
Sigouxney and Mrs . Southworth, are considered together in a single chapter 
because they are women authors, vrere tremendously popular in their own times, 
have little appeal today, and vrere not reviewed in their ovm day enough 
to provide material for separate chapters . In the last chapter, Whitman 
and Thoreau, t-vm of America 1 s most famous and most American authors , 
are presented together because there is little material on either and. 
because both suffered. from contemporary neglect, though receiving the 
acclaim of later generations . Within the chapters, various patterns of 
presentation have been follmved accord.ing to the nature of the material 
available , \fherever possible the American point of vie1r being presented 
first , follmved. by the British. 
Regardless of whether it is English, Irish, or Scotch, the criticism 
is generally referred to as English. Also , inclusive references are 
made from time to time to 11the American 11 or 11the British 11 criticims: 
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these, of course, are to be understood as including only the criticism 
covered. in this stud.y. The folloving abbreviations for the periodicals 
have been used in the footnotes and bibliography : .Ami-migR (American Whig 
Review ), Ath (The Athenaeu.rn) , Blbrd. 1 s (Blackwood 1 s I.Iagazine), Brmmson 1 sQR 
(Brmmson 1 s Quarterly Revie1-r), Chambers 1 (Chambers 1 Edinburgh Journal) 1 
Colburn 1 s (Colburn 1 s New 111onthly Jvagazine) , DeBow 1 s (DeBow 1 s Commercial 
Revievr 2!_ the South and West) , DemR (The Democratic Review) , DublR 
(The Dublin Review) , DublUH (T'.ae Dublin University Nagazine ), EclM 
(Eclectic M:l.gazine) , EclR (The Eclectic Revie-w) , Ed.irL.-q (The Ed.inburgh 
Review ), Fraser 1 s (Fraser 1 s Magazine), IrishQR (The Irish Quarterl y 
Revie;,·r ), Knick (The Knickerbocker Magazine) , Ladies'Rep (The Lad.ies' 
ReJ?ository) , LondQR (The London Quarterly Revie1v), NewEng_ (The New 
~lander), NAmR (The North American Review) , NBrR (The North British 
Revie-vr) , Putnam 1 s (Putnam 1 s 1-.ia~az ine ) , QR (The Quarterly Review) , SU1 
(The Southern Literary Massenger ), SQR (The Southern Quarterl;z Review) , 
Tai t 1 s ( Tai t 1 s Ed.inb urgh 1-:Jegaz ine ) , Uni vQR (The Uni ver sali st Quarterly 
Revieu) , and WestR (The i'1estminster Review) . 
For convenience of reference, the bibliography has been arranged 
according to authors . Under the author divisions , two further 
classifications are used. General references and. signed. reviews are 
listed first in alphabetical order ; then references to specific works , 
usually unsigned. revievrs or brief notices, are given under the various 
works of each author . 
xi 
Review of Hork in the Field 
AJ.though, to my knovrledge, no general comparison of British-American 
criticism for the nineteenth century exists, a number of 1-1orks dealing 
vi th the reception of American writers in England and others dealing 
with the reception of American wTiters in either England or America 
or both have been 1vri tten. 
Hilliam B. Cairns, of course, is the pioneer in t he :field 1-rith his 
tvo 1wrks covering English critic isms of American 1vri tings during 178 3-
1833. In addition to general treatment of the various types of American 
literature, he has devoted a chapter of more detailed study to Franklin 
and Paine in the first volume and a chapter each to Irving and Cooper 
in the second.. Chapters on the British periodicals are particularly 
valuable because there exists no comprehensive history of British 
periodicals, such as Mott's history of American magazines . 1 
Clarence Gohdes, in a more general treatment not confined merely to 
periodical criticism, has covered the period 1833-1900 . A chapter of 
particular interest is that devoted to the book trade, for Gohdes feels 
that the profit motive as veil as aesthetic considerations are important 
to the literary historian. LongfellovT is the only individual wTiter to 
vThom a separate chapter is devoted, and a chapter on American humor 
indicates that it vas popular 1-Tith the British. 2 
1 Hilliam B. Cairns, British Criticisms of American ~lritings, 1783-1815 
Madison, llisconsin, 1918) and British Criticisms of American Hriti?es, 
1815-1833 (1mison, IUsconsin, 1922). 
2 Clarence Gohdes, American Literature in Nineteenth Century England 
( Ne-vr York, 1944 ). 
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Henderson Kincheloe has d.onc a particularly conrprehensi ve piece of \-rork 
on the period 1850-1870, coverinG the reception of American fiction, 
poet~J, history, humor, biography, travel, essays, periodicals, and 
newspapers in the British Isles . 3 
A number of studies of individual authors have been made . Marcel Clavel 
has discussed the reception of Cooper 's early novels, Precaution (1820) 
through The Last of the ~bhicans (1826). 4 Bertha Faust has published 
a study of Hawthorne's contemporaneous reputation in England and America, 
covering the years 1828-1864, in a chronological presentation that makes 
little if any attempt to distinguish between American and English criticism. 5 
Ralph Aderman traces the growth of Hawthorne's high reputation in England, 
finding it a slow process halted temporarily by the publication of Our 
Old Home in 1863. 6 
Hugh H. Hetherington, in his study of ~lville's American reputation, 
concluded that ~lville the titan was not recognized by his contemporaries 
and that he "\ffiS not seen as a significant literary fi(jUI'e of his own 
times . 7 
3 Henderson G. Kincheloe, ''British Periodical Criticism of American 
Literature, 1850-1870 11 (Unpublished Duke University Doctoral Dissertation, 
1948 ). 
4 l,farcel Clavel, Fenimore Coo er and His Critics: American, British, 
and French Criticism of the Novelist's Early Work Aix-en-Provence, 1938). 
5 Bertha Faust, Hawthorne 's Cont oraneous Re utation: A Study of 
Li terar;y Opinion in England and .America, 1 2 -1 Hashington, 1946). 
6 Ralph M. Aderman, 11Nathaniel Ha\.rthorne 's Ent;J..ish Reputation 11 
(Ul~ublished University of viisconsin Doctoral Dissertation, 1951). 
7 Hugh i-l . Hetherington, 11The Reputation of Herman Melville in .Arnerica11 
(Unpublished University of Michigan Doctoral Dissertation, 1933) . 
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WaJ.t vlhitman 1 s reputation has been the subject of a number of studies . 
Hilliam Sloan Kennedy ' s is the earliest and most partisan, consisting 
of a chronological presentation of reviews and references and. dividing 
the 1-rriters into hostile camps of friend.s and implacable foes . The 
1wrk is a kind of fascinating hodgepodge of materials from the point 
of vie"'\·T of a defender of the sacred flame . 8 In the year that savr the 
publication of Kennedy ' s book, J:.farion R. Speake covered \·lhi tman' s 
American reputation between 1855-1892 and. found that, after an initial 
period of neglect, Vlhitman was discovered in the decade 1871-1881, that 
the suppression of the 1881 edition aroused interest and. support, and that 
the period from 1861 until \ihitman 's death was one of increasing interest 
and conscientious criticism, although Hhitman was never popular as were 
Longfellow, Lowell, or Hhittier. 9 Portia Baker deaJ.t 1'lith Hhitman ' s 
literary reputation in America during the same time and saw four periods 
of critical activity: in 1855-56, and initial fUror; in 1859-60, a rise 
in reputation arising from Saturday Press promotion; in 1866-68, increased 
activity due to British publication; and. in the period after 1876, an 
especially stormy time . 10 Ella Pardee Harner emphasized the variety of 
those vrho read and appreciated vlhitman in England, finding also that the 
8 Hilliam Sloan Kennedy, The Fight of A Book for the World 
(\-lest Yarmouth, Mass ., 1926) .. 
9 Marion R. Speake, "Contemporary American Criticism of 1-lalt \fuitman" 
(Unpublished University of Imva Iv.iaster of Arts Thesis, 1926) . 
10 Portia Baker, "The Development of Hhitman ' s Reputation in the 
United States and England, 1855-1892'' (Unpublished University of Chicago 
Doctoral Dissertation, 1931). 
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periodicals supported him four to one.. Interest reached a peak in the 
t1-ro years 1881-1900, declining in the next two d.ecad.cs 1n about the same 
proportion as it had risen in the tvo earlier ones. 11 Harold i.J . Blogett 
concluded, from his study of v1h1 tman 1 s reputation in England that i-lhi tman 1 s 
appeal vTas not a popular one , but that his readers and. admirers were 
generally educated., intelligent, rebellious , and reform-minded 
individuals. 12 
ll Ella Pardee \larner , A Hi story of Hhi tman ' s Reception in the 
British Isles 11 (U:n,published. Yale University Doctoral Dissertation, 1916) . 
l2 Harold. Blogett , "Walt vlhitma.n in England." (Unpublished Cornell 
University Doctoral Dissertation, 1934). 
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Chapter I 
'Ylilliam Cullen Bryant 
By 1840, the initial year of this study, the forty- six year old Bryant 
had been publishing for thirty-tw·o years , had. an established. reputation 
with the critics, and boasted a considerable popular following . The 1817 
publication of 11Thanatopsis'' in ~ North American Review, followed by 
the appearance of his first volume of poems in 1821, marked. the beginning 
of his literary reputation. In the twenty years before 1840, he 
published. five editions of Poems in America. However, eleven years 
. -
intervened between the first edition, in 1821, and. the second, in 1832; 
and this 18 32 edition, for which Bryant 1 s friend Irving wrote an introduction 
and arranged publication in England, brought him to the English public 
in a separate volume , although, as Cairns points out, he was already 
favorably known through periodicaJ. and anthology appearances and vras 
generally recognized in both America and England as the most talented 
poet yet to appear in the new· republic . 1 After 186o, the terminal 
date of this study, Bryant continued. writing for another t>renty years . 
The nature of the material on Bryant suggests that it may be well 
to present the brief notices of specific volumes in first their 
American and then their British forms , next to give the American and 
British miscellaneous references, and finally to include the longer 
articles on Bryant that ~ppeared in the American and. British 
periodicals respectively. 
1 \·lilliam B. Cairns, British Criticisms of American Writings, 
1815-1833 (Madison, Wisconsin, 1922), pp . 158-16h. 
A. Notices 
The yea:r 1842 saw the publication of The Fountain~ Other Poems 
in both New York and London, and in August a brief notice in The 
Democratic Review announced the volume, comparing it to diamonds, 
which, though small in size, are highly prized. As most of the poems 
originally appeared in The Democratic Review, the editor assumed that 
many readers aJ.ready knew them by heart; however, he said that this 
was no reason to ignore the book, because new poems equally precious 
appeared in it. 2 
In September of the same year, the editor of The Knickerbocker 
Ma£;azine mentioned the new volume in "The Editor 1 s Table . " He too 
took pride in the fact that many of these poems first appeared in his 
magazine, some of the "noblest poetry of the first of American poets." 
A fervent and avowed admirer of Bryant's poetry, he spoke of the 
"faultless melody of verse, 11 of the simple, vivid diction, clear 
pictures of nature, and love of the beautiful that endear Bryant to 
his readers, pointing out that hardly any aspect of nature or of life 
2 
exists that Bryant has not touched with beauty and clarity. The editor 
told of a visit to Irving at Sleepy Hollow in which a group of guests 
stood looking across the hills during a shower, when one of them quoted 
Bryant 1 s lines: 
I stood upon an upland slope and cast my eye upon a 
broad and beauteous scene, 
Where the wid.e plain lay girt by mountains vast, 
And hills o'er hills lifted their heads of green, 
With pleasant vaJ.es scooped out, and villages between. 
2 ~ XI {1842), 215. 
3 
Irving is said to have commented on the force and beauty of the lines 
as typical of Bryant's simple yet effective diction and to have suggested 
that "scooped., " in the last line, was the perfectly descriptive and 
suggestive word. It was the opinion of the group as they recalled 
other examples of his diction, that Bryant was not only the first 
living poet in America but, with one exception, in the world .• 3 
In October, G. s. Hillard, reviewing The Fountain in ~ North 
American Review, pointed out that Bryant is known and loved wherever 
English poetry is read, appearing in anthologies, national readers, 
and school texts. If he is not the first of American poets, he is 
among the first two or three. 11Thanatopsis," which is universaJ.ly 
regarded, has a "rich and solemn melody," "almost Miltonic rhythms," 
11majestic imagery, 11 and a flgrave and impressive moral . " In addition, 
Bryant shows exquisite taste, a delicate ear, and a sense of nature's 
beauties even to the most minute observation; for to him nature is a 
book of infinite meaning and beauty, a teacher, a record, and an 
analogy to man's life. It is amazing that he who is vi taJ.ly and 
passionately in the thick of the world's unpleasant realities, injustices, 
strifes, and battles can express in his poetry peace, serenity, and 
universal themes far above petty worldliness. Although it seems 
impossible for the poet and the politician to be the same man, they 
are; and it is wonderful for America to be reminded of the charities of 
poetry bordering the strife of politics. The poems, nearly aJ.l of which 
have appeared before, Hillard continued, are carefully thought out 
3 Knick, XX (1842), 296. 
4 
and 1:1':'i tten, the essence of years of observation, t hought, feeling, 
and passion. His intimate and f ond absorption in and deep knowledge 
of nature provide him with the ability to dra-vr analogies and moral 
compari sons with the human cond.i tion. 
The fountain of the title piece stands as a symbol of permanence in 
a ;mrld ceaselessly changing, and ''The Wind" has f ine descriptions and 
analogies to life . "T'ne Green Mountain Boys" is a spirited song of 
Ethan Allen's triturrph at Ticonderoga, but "The Death of Schiller" is 
not up to standard. Some lines are hard., unmusical, incoherent, and 
incongruous . "Life , 11 quoted in full , is called "exqui site," packed 
with t he pain of passing time and decay, w·ith faith and tnanks for 
l i fe , and ending on a question. "T'ne Presentiment " i s short but 
beautiful and striking. "The Future Life 11 shows r e f ined thought , tender 
sentiment, pathetic language; ~t is one of the best of his poems, 
ref lecting perhaps personal, not imagined experience . 4 
A Southern magazine, De Bow 1 s Revie>-.r, for Januar- , 1846, used. a 
familiar and frequently employed device when dealing -vri t h writers who 
were 1-.rell-known and -vrhose reputations were already established . 
Noticing the 1846 illustrated edition of Poems, the editor commented, 
"The celebrity of the most brilliant and original of all .American 
poets, renders it unnecessary to say anything in its praise. 'Thanatopsis' 
cannot be too highly commended." 5 
The .American Whig Revie>l spent a column and a half on the same volume . 
The editor was happy to see an admirable work receiving elegant 
4 G. S. Hillard, N.AmR, LV (1842) , 
500 -510. 
5 DeBm-.r 1 s, III (1846), 91-92 . 
5 
treatment by the publisher of' the "saddest -and sweetest" of' our poets. 
Hm-1ever 1 that was all he had to say about Bryant ; the rest of' the notice 
was devoted. to criticizing the illustrations. He concluded with the 
corrnnent, "This volume of poems is certain to go dmm to posterity, by 
reason of' the precious matter I·Thich it contains; and along with it go 
these very mediocre illustrations I·Ti th the artist 1 s name /J.. leatziJ at 
the bottom. " 6 
The next volume of Bryant 1 s to be noticed was letters of ~ Traveller 
(1850), and The Southern Quarterly Review was both fair and objective 
in its analysis. Speaking of the unpretentiousness of' both Bryant's 
poetry and prose, it found "simplicity" the key to the letters. 
Although some might object to them because of lack of detail and others 
would. regret the lack of' moral considerations, neither quality was 
possible under the circumstances. As occasional sketches, which is all 
they pretend to be, they are interesting and occasionally valuable, 
easy reading. It is a pity that Bryant did not take more advantage of 
11his o,pportunities and the privileges of his pen. 11 7 
In a very short notice of the 1854 edition of Poems , The Southern 
Literary Messenger for December referred enthusiastically to the quality 
of the book itself and wondered if the high reputations of some British 
poets do not rest in part, ~s one critic suggested, on the appearance of 
t heir poetry in beautiful ex~les of the bookmaker's art. Of course, 
Bryant's reputation as America's chief poet is firmly based on his 
poetry alone, not on the quality of the book's appearance. Even 
Longfellow, with all his admirable qualities, has never d.one anything 
6 AmWhigR1 V (1846), 213. 7 SQR, XVIII (1850), 261-262. 
6 
as grand in thought and form as "Thanatopsis 11 and "The Ages." Bryant's 
occasional. poems are "delicate, musical., and compact." "To a Waterfowl" 
is aJ.ready 11 classic. 11 8 
Noticing the same volume, The Knickerbocker suggested that, when 
Bryant dies, he will leave a great deal. that is of permanent vaJ.ue. 
He has become so intimately Nature's spokesman that it is hard to think 
of one without the other coming to mind. Hardly a day passes without 
the writer being remind.ed of something Bryant wrote , al.ways sincerely 
and out of deep feeling. Every experience in the country or with 
nature finds the poet's lines recurring to mind and enriching the 
experience. Memory is a true critic, and Bryant is aJ.ways easily 
remembered. 9 
The first volume of Bryant's poems to be noticed on publication in 
England was this 1854 edition of the complete Poems, published in 
London, \nth an introduction by the Reverend George Gilfillan, and 
reviewed with feeling in The Athenaeum as a volume of "one of the 
soundest and soberest" American poets presented to the public by 
the "loudest and most extravagant" of British editors. "The Rev. 
'Georgeous 1 Gilfillan," it continued, "gives us a taste of his 
usual quaJ.ity in an introductory essay; but as he fails to throw any 
particular light on the subject in hand and. as Mr. Bryant is al.ready 
sufficiently known and valued in this country to render such 
recommendations unnecessary, we open the volume only for the purpose 
8 
SL!vl, XX (1854), 771. 9 Knick, XLIV (1854), 635. 
of presenting to our readers, two of the 'Later Poems, 1 -vrith which it 
is possible they may not yet have made acquaintance. 11 10 
7 
The last American short notice appeared in ~ Democratic Review and 
dealt >·rith an illustrated edition of Poems, in January of 1858, pointing 
out that holiday books often are mere fancy showcases. Quite different 
and most welcome, then, is an attractive volume of "our greatest and 
most distinctively national poet . " The volume is the most beautiful 
production printed either here or abroad that the -vrriter has ever seen. 
Paper, binding, and illustrations are superb . Half apologizing for 
spending so much time on the externals, the writer pointed out that no 
praise could increase Bryant 's fa."Ue . Longfellow is a mixture of German 
and English qualities; Poe is mere intellect without American descrip-
tions or characters; Whittier wasted his talents on j ournalism; and 
Lm·rell is too snobbish. Bryant, therefore, stands a:9art as the leader 
to whom American poets must look for inspiration. Later times will 
hail him as the "father of American song . 11 It is certainly praise 
enough for the publisher to suggest that he has produced a "casket 
vrorthy of the gem. " ll 
These brief notices, in spite of their shortcomings as criticism, 
do indicate unanimously Bryant's acceptance as America's first poet . 
In addition, they suggest that his tone is elevated, his verse noble 
and melodic, and his diction suggestive and accurate. Frequently 
mentioned is his interpretation and presentation of nature and his 
lO Ath, April 22, 1854, p. 489. ll Dem.R, XLI (1858), 90-91. 
ability to enrich the reader's own nature experiences through his 
poetry. In this connection, "Thana top sis 11 is singled out for special 
comment. The Democratic Review and The KniCkerbocker are proud of 
Bryant as poet, American, and contributor. The emphasis on good and 
8 
bad examples of book making is unexpected and reveals a concern with 
craftsmanship that has a long history in America. The Democratic Review 
gives a thumbnail critique of American poets that suggests what the 
American poet ought to be . He should be American, not English and 
German, should present American descriptions and characters, and 
should not be snobbish. Bryant has the qualities of the American poet. 
The only reference to a volume of Bryant's prose finds it undistinguished. 
It is quite surprising, however, that The Democratic Review alone seems 
impressed with Bryant's American qualities but does not go beyond the 
obvious in so characterizing them. 
The only British notice mentions Bryant's English popularit y as a 
matter of, course and spends most of its words expressing contempt for 
the Reverend George Gilfillan, Bryant's English editor. 
Although this British periodical alone noticed a volume of Bryant's 
on its publication, brief references were more numerous, principally 
because Bryant was mentioned in several long articles devoted to the 
poets of America. Four English references appeared to three American 
ones. 
B. Miscellaneous References 
A number of miscellaneous references of various lengths appeared. 
In 1842, the nineteenth of a series of articles called ''Political 
Portraits with Pen and Pencil" 1-1as published in The Democratic Revievr 
and -vras devoted to Bryant . It opened with the comment that, although 
Br ant had long been noted for his poetry, which for that reason 
need.ed no praise, it was not so >Tell known that he deserved equal 
respect as a "prose writer , politician, and man. " The article, i-Ihile 
9 
discussing Bryant principall:; as man, editor, and politician, did refer 
to a long article of October, 1839, for The Review's critical appraisal 
of Br~~t the poet and suggested that his poetry had increased in 
po-vrer since that time. l2 
Two years later, in an 1844 man.ber of The North American Review, 
E. P. vlliipple pointed out, as he reviewed Griswold's Poets ~Poetry 
of America, that Bryant 's poems were almost perfect of their kind, 
resulting from thought not passion. vlithout startling imagery or 
passion, they represent the philosophy of the soul and exert a great 
moral influence. National feelings and manners arc felt to have been 
greatly influenced by Bryant's poems, a fact which gives them added 
value . It is a great privilege for America to have such a thoughtful 
poet amid the haste and the bustle of her work- a - day culture, a poet 
who can make worldly men think on God and nature occasionally. Although 
. vlhipple holds no brief for "metrical moralizing, n Bryant is more than 
such a moralist; truth naturally emerges from his conceptions without 
beinc artificially imposed on them from vtithout. Finally, Whipple 
12 
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sugsests that Bryant is too well -known to make any quotations 
necessary. 1 3 
The North American Review for January, 1849, carried a review of 
Lm·rell' s ~ Fable for Critics, in vrhich F. Bovren took sharp exception 
to Lovrell ' s estimate of Bryant, objecting to the lack of proportion in 
the criticisms that gave high praise to poetic nobodies and visited 
severe censure on those all the vrorld admires for their many virtues, 
regardless of their fewer faults. Lowell , accordinG to Bowen, evidently 
dislikes Bryant ' s kind of poetry, which has "too much of the majesty of 
repose, to suit the admirers of the intense and fervid manner which is 
now most in vogue . " Bm.;en quoted an excerpt from "Evening Reverie" then 
Lo-vrell' s lines referring to the iceberg, and concluded that no comment 
is necessary to expose Lo,.;ell' s error. l4 
Among the British periodicals, Fraser's Magazine for July, 1850, in 
a brief reference from a longer article on American poetry, spoke of 
Bryant as a precocious poet of nature who had been before the public 
for forty years , his career beginning when he was thirteen. His subjects 
are nature , evening, the prairie , and night 'rinds . 11Thanatopsis, " 
vrritten -vrhen Bryant was eighteen, exhibits a finished style and mature 
thought . 15 
13 E. P. Whipple , NAmR, LVIII 
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The writer of an article appearing in Blackwood's l1a{;azine for 1851 
is reminded of Felicia Hema.ns by Bryant because he is pleasant though 
not often powerful, revealing good taste without strong passions or 
profound thought . His poems need "concentration," "energy," and 
"unity; 11 some of them would be improved by the omission of entire 
stanzas to achieve more complete unity, for example, 11The Prairie. 11 16 
The North British Review for August, 1852, discussed Bryant in an 
article devoted to American poetry. ''Thana top sis" is called "probably 
the most finished piece of verse which has proceeded from the American 
press, and the Americans are correct to so regard it." The reviewer 
vrent on to say that in this vrork Bryant just missed writing a fine 
poem, missed because he had nothing new to offer in meaning or music, 
although 11beautiful movements of verse" and ttadmirable touches of 
imaginative description" are present . Preferable to a neretricious 
orisinality is Bryant's sincerity. He has been a devoted student of 
nature but neither an independent nor original one; he walks with a 
copy of the English poets in his hand. Honest, 11ma.nly, accomplished, 
and sensitive in heart, eye, and ear, he is not and does not pretend 
to be original. 11 17 
In The Electric Review for November, 1858, a regular feature of 
that time, "Quarterly Revie,., of American Literature, " nade reference 
to Bryant . Noting that few and inferior poets appeared in America 
16 
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before the beginning of the nineteenth century but that since that time, 
especially in New England, considerable variety has appeared, the writer 
mentions Bryant, Dana, Longfellow, and Ha.lleek [SiiJ, among others, and 
suggests that any country can be proud of them. Longfellow is said to 
deserve his popularity on both sides of the ocean; and Bryant, who was 
first published in London in 1832, is now approved and popular in 
England as well as in America. His detailed representations make his 
scenes of America very vivid, "The Prairie, 11 "Autumn vloods, 11 and 
''Monument Mountain 11 being good examples. His lyrics deal with domestic 
feelings, not with the deepest and most passionate emotions. "The 
Damsel of Peru" is a good narrative, "lively and elegant, pure and 
elevated, 11 earnest and thoughtful. Deeply moral as Bryant is, he has 
not been popular with the masses but appeals to people of "sound 
judgment and cultivated taste." 18 
These few miscellaneous references to Bryant offer a better opportunity 
of co~aring American and British reactions than did the brief notices. 
The obvious interest in and approval of Bryant the Democrat is apparent 
in The Democratic Review and explains its continued and enthusiastic 
concern. E. P. Whipple is the first to indicate that Bryant is a poet 
of thoughtful feeling rather than of fervid passion, a point that is 
frequently made in subsequent references . His comments on the 
materialism of American culture and the value and need of a poet such 
as Bryant to counteract this tendency represents a theme that is 
18 
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present throughout American life and literature and one that is 
represented in Bryant 1 s own life as busy ed.itor embroiled in the thick 
of politics but finding refuge and strength in his communion with 
nature and in his poetry expressive of that strength. Through his 
criticism of Lowell's attitude tmmrds Bryant, Bowen makes the same 
point concerning Bryant 1 s lack of passion as Whipple but in slightly 
different terms. 
The British connnent frequently on Bryant's popularity in England 
but indicate that it was of later growth than in .America. 1-lhipple 's 
contention that Bryant is a poet of thought rather than of passion is 
repeated by the British, who are not as enthusiastic as the Americans, 
although they grant Bryant sterling qualities. The chief d~fference 
between the two criticisms is the far more restrained tone of the 
British material, which d.oes, however, find the same qualities 
admirable. 
c. Articles 
The first long article in an American periodicaJ. appeared in The 
Southern Literary Messenger for 184o and was entitled ''Mental and Moral 
Portraits - William Cullen Bryant. 11 It suggested that Bryant • s fame 
had reached the stage at which he was of interest to the reading pUblic 
as a man as well as a poet. And while the article deals principally, 
as its title suggests, with Bryant the man, a fairly detailed analysis 
is given of his characteristics as a poet. As such, he is felt to be a 
student of men and history, not merely an observer. His poetry is 
deeply religious without being sectarian, his thoughts are pure, and 
14 
his trust in God is complete. Good taste and sound judgment are always 
apparent in his poetry, the style o~ which re~ects his classical 
studies, being 11force~, compact, and dignified. 11 He is never 
sentimental or morbid and has high ideals, which are straightforwardly 
expressed. His poetry has an ample supply of beauty but rarely rises 
to the level of the sublime. Description, not narration is his forte, 
and wit and humor are not among his strong points. 
No traces o~ the early Byronic in~uence remain in his poetry now 
nor of that of Shelley, skeptical and full o~ conceit; for gentleness 
is one of Bryant's great qualities. Nature , the source of his chief 
inspiration, is presented with descriptive powers that are precise 
and accurate . 11The .Ages 11 is considered a noble conception that is 
generally praised less than it deserves, exhibiting, as it does, 
Bryant's love o~ freedom, sense of the dignity of man, and scorn of 
aristocratic pretentious, hypocritical saintliness, oppression, and 
slavery. In spite o~ these qualities, the poem is not discussed as 
a particularly American work. 
A few minor objections are voiced to lapses of style and to 
juxtapositions in the poetry; the writer felt that the time spent on 
translations might better have been put t o the creation of more original 
poetry. Many poets have written with more imagination; none, with more 
tenderness and true descriptive power. Some have written with more 
variety; none, with more pure and compressed use of language . If 
B~Ja.nt had wit, invention, and psychological penetration to equal his 
enthusiasm, pathos, and understanding o~ nature, he w·ould be among the 
15 
great poets. A comparison of poems written early -vrith those written 
later reveals no loss of power but a gain; the later poems are felt to 
be more effective in style and more powerful in thought and quality of 
expression, all this being true in spite of the daily drudgery of 
editorial work in the later years. Bryant is unquestionably the chief 
poet yet to appear in America. 19 
Five years later, H. T. Tuckerman, writing for ~Democratic Review, 
discussed. poetry in general and Bryant's in particular. The article is 
interesting in addition to its comments on Bryant because it presents 
a nineteenth century romantic attitude towards poetry and gives some 
American applications of that theory. The author charges into the 
lists, denying that poetry is a mere branch of authorship. Calling it 
a perversion to consider the divine and spontaneous visitations of 
poesy related to simple craftsmanship, he blames this perverse belief 
for the recent decline of the poetic art. Following Hordsworth, he 
calls poetry the overflow of the soul, the record of the best in the 
world's experience, the chief prerogative of youth. 11Emotions recollected 
in tranquility form the true source of inspiration." Verse writers 
seek inspiration, poets receive it; one tries to command it, the other 
obeys it. Reverence is necessary, and Bryant has this quality to a 
high degree, a situation unusual in America, where speed and materialism 
are the chief gods worshipped. The American poet often subdues art to 
the ends of party, cause, or career. Bryant, however, is true to his 
19 
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muse; and for that reason he can be called. a successful poet . With a 
pure heart and lofty purpose, he has sung the glory of nature and 
praised. freedom, untainted by the events of the moment. 
Tuckerman distinguished carefully between poetry as knmrledge and 
as pleasure and between types of readers . Romantically he felt that 
16 
the less educated. find reading the only pleasure available t o them and 
believed that in poetry they discover imaginative escape from the harsh 
reality of life. On the other hand, poetry as knowledge teaches them 
self-respect. Dealing with familiar emotions and scenes that are theirs 
viithout cost, it 11Vindicates capacities and. dest inies of which they 
partake .. '' In the upper classes, where poetry ' s lessons are most needed, 
they are least valued and at best provide a d.ilettantish pleasure . In 
such a situation Bryant ' s calmness, tranquility, chasteness, seriousness, 
and nobility are valuable . Clarity and depth are characteristic of 
the Americans; uncontrolled passions are typical of tropical climates 
where despotism crushes individualism and. people turn for escape to 
pleasure . In America, where nature is magnificent and. the republican 
form of government is fresh and new, poetry, to reflect the age and its 
interests, must be fresh and full of vigor . It should indulge no 1-reak 
sentiment but encourage r obust, serious , and beautii'uJ.. id.eals . It 
should deal with the domestic affections and. solemnize, nor merely 
decorate , life. This is the American quality, this is what its poetry 
should be, this is what Bryant is . 
Bryant's love of nature is pervasive, an instinctive quality, 
unsupported by metaphysics, as is Hood.sworth ' s love of nature, and 
having more depth of feeling than Thomson's . Wonder is appropriate to 
the new world, and Bryant exhibits that trait . Each country has its 
17 
own peculiar natural features, which have a given effect on the observer; 
and Bryant not only pictures accurately the features of America but also 
conveys the essential spirit of nature in America. His anthem-like 
cadences are appropriate to the vastness of America, and he is conscious 
of the "virgin grandeur'' of the forests . Each aspect of American 
nature has its meaning for him. A foreigner reading Bryant sensitively 
is aware of the quality of awe and delight our forests invoke . His 
tranquil joy in nature provides a middle ground for those who cannot 
accept Byron•s passionate identification with nature or Wordsworth's 
boldness and philosophy. No mystical element is present in Bryant; 
all is "clear, earnest, thought:f'ul.; and. his manly sincerity is a 
contrast to the vague and artificial effUsions of the transcendental 
bards. 11 He is superior to his public only in degree, not in kind, and 
speaks a universal religion in a language understandable to all. When 
man oppresses and digmays, nature is available for solace, refinement, 
stimulation, encouragement, and renewal. Because love intensifies a 
person's vision of the beloved object, Bryant 1 s love of nature makes 
it possible for him to see what vre do not; the minute and grand are 
wisely combined. 
Above all, Bryant is a contemplative poet, lacking the spontaneous 
tenderness and passion so typical of the day but strong in the qualities 
of benevolence and veneration. His humor is not effective, nor is love 
his theme; description and philosophy are his concerns. Fortunately such 
18 
insights are not weakened as the poet ages but are strengthened. His 
noble simplicity of language creates many fine images, for real poetry 
consists of grand ideas presented without affectation and in a reverent 
and earnest way. 11Thanatopsis 11 illustrates Bryant's calmness; "The 
Disinterred Warrior 11 reveals his respect for humanity; the rhythm of 
"To a Waterfowl" suggests the flight of birds. It is delightf'ul to 
turn from life to the poetry of Bryant, who gives both pleasure and 
inspiration in the midst of boredom and discouragement so that 11We 
recognize once more the original glory of the universe, and hear 
again the latent music of our souls." 20 
In a long review article on an 1848 edition of Poems, appearing some-
what belatedly in De Bow's Review for December, 1850, J. A. Turner of 
Georgia began his interesting and well-organized piece by discussing 
poetry and the critic's standards. He suggested that there are three 
elements of poetry: feeling--the soul of poetry; fancy--the body of 
poetry; and melody--the garb of poetry. Feeling, itself and alone if 
adequate, is sufficient to qualify a work as poetry. Fancy alone may 
be enough to entitle a work to the name of poetry, although a true poem 
based only on fancy is not common. And melody alone is never sufficient 
to make real poetry. The best poetry is, of course, a unified combination 
of all three. Feeling is of two types, that of passion and that of 
moral sentiment. For the purposes of the essay, passion is considered 
a quality of feeling based on the heart or on emotions; moral sentiment 
20 H. T. Tuckerman, "The Poetry of Bryant," Dem..~, XVI (1845 ), 185-191. 
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is a quality of feeling based on the mind or on philosophic emotions . 
Neither is inherently superior to the other; d.epending on his temperament, 
one or the other -vrill attract and be used by a given poet . Obviously the 
greatest genius Vlill be master of both. The poetry of passion, represented 
by that of Byron, is most popular; the poetry of morality, represented by 
that of Shelley, is for the few alone. Byron will have from one hundred 
to a thousand readers for every one of Shelley's. Fancy is defined as 
word choice; the -..wrds of poetry are 11purer, chaster, neater 11 than those 
used for prose . They must be appropriate and fused in a 11happy turn of 
expression1 11 for a loose, careless style is anathema to poetry. 11 Quickness , 
pertness, pointedness, laconicness 11 are necessary; and 11verbiage, 
cir cumlocution, particles, epithets, expletives 11 must be avoided; and 
the use of words that express or suggest ideas independently of their 
meanings as words shovrs great art. M=lody is confused by some with 
fancy, but it should be clearly distinguished as 11 sireetness 11 of rhythm, 
rhyme, alliteration, and such other graces of languace as are considered 
under the rules of prosody. The least important of the three elements, 
it is significant and difficult to master , although excellence in this 
quality comes more from art than nature. 
A true poet is born; feeling may be cultivated somewhat; fancy may be 
cultivated more; and melody may be cultivated most. Bryant will be 
judged as a poet on the foregoing basis. Turner indicated that he owes 
a debt to and agrees with Poe in his 11Rationale of Verse, 11 which deals 
chiefl y with the subject of melody . In the light of the preceding 
material, Bryant is a true poet , though not of the first class, lvho sees 
20 
poetry in what is not ordinarily felt to be poetic. Most of us see the 
obvious; but it takes a poet to visualize "light, hope, and beauty, 
where there is usually nothing seen but darkness, gloom, and deformity." 
Bryant sees beauty and light in stormy March and hope in the wild. storm. 
He is also a poet of moral sentiment, seeing sublimity in death; 
"Thanatopsis" is "deep, grand, noble," as is also "Hymn to the North 
Star." His love of nature is his chief characteristic; and loveliness 
is apparent whenever he deals with her, creating his magical tales. To 
the world-weary, he gives, through his poetry, the repose that he 
himself finds in nature, hearing and repeating for others to hear, the 
still voice of nature that only a few are privileged to know. His 
rural scenes are accurate and beautiful, and his s;y111pathy for Indians 
is a part of his great love of nature. Indians are an especially fine 
subject of poetry--their passions, habitats, activities, religion, and 
legends. Love of liberty and patriotism inspire Bryant to feel that 
his country is a land of promise, benevolent and incapable of wrong. 
The philanthropy his heart embraces is in the truest sense a love of 
man and desire for his betterment. Bryant is almost always optimistic, 
the one exception being his regret at the passing of happy childhood 
days. Although not ignoring the evil in life, he does refuse to be 
cast down by it; and by good cheer and contentment, he banishes many 
ills that, if given free rein, might become obsessive. He is a reformer 
but not a "fool reformer." He has faith in education, in truth, in 
justice; he believes good will battle evil and overcome it, if not 
on earth, in heaven; and he feels that death offers rest to the tired 
and overburdened. 
Only occasionally is Bryant humorous, as 11To a ~bsquito, '' "A 
Meditation on Rhode Island Coal, 11 and "Spring in Town 11 evidence. 
Though chiefly a poet of moral sentiment, on rare occasions he rises 
to the expression of passion, as in "The Greek Amazon. 11 As far as 
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fancy is concerned, Bryant 1 s language is "pure, chaste and correct. 11 
Usually he writes as directly and briefly as possible, using few figures, 
apostrophe being the chief one he does employ. He lacks a 11rich fancy 
and imagination; and. often, with his strong feelings and rather average 
fancy, he is not as effective as another poet who has weaker feeling 
but stronger fancy. His use of melody is excellent; in fact, few poets 
are as correct in prosody as he, in spite of occasional lapses of too 
many syllables or unmusical lines. 
As for his limitations, they are several: First of all, the 
translations are hardly worthwhile; he is a poor translator or should 
have got better originals. Second, the poems are unequal, the later 
ones in general being less effective than the earlier; consequently, 
to have omitted from a fourth to a third of the poems would have improved 
the volume. 
Bryant 1 s final position is either high in the third rank or low in 
the second. With his talents, he has done the best that could be expected .• 
If he had more of the animal than the moral, he would be high in the 
second rank. Unfortunately it takes more intelligence to achieve a 
certain rank as a poet of moral sentiment than it does to reach the 
same position as a poet of passion. However, he is in t he first rank 
22 
of living poets writing in the English language . 21 
On the other side of the Atlantic, two long articles on Bryant appeared. 
The eighth of a series of articles on American authors in Colburn's Ne-vr 
Monthly lv'e&azine was devoted to Bryant. Opening >-Ti th Hoodsivorth' s 
"spontaneous overflow" definition of poetry, the writer went on to 
sugcest that he sensed a lack of pm·rerful emotion in Bryant . "Tranquility 
somewhat overlays the emotion. The philosophic mind, brought by rolling 
years, somewhat overrides, checks, confines the soul of poesy, and 
sometimes 'lies upon it i-Tith a iveight/ HeavY as frost. 111 To support 
this contention, John Neal 1 s Blacbvood's article of thirty years before, 22 
w-vrell 1 s Fable for Critics, and Tuckerman 23 are all called to the 
witness stand. Bryant exhibits none of the "sprightliness" of Campbell 
nor the narrative power of Scott . Love is rarely central; and sentiment, 
except f or that of benevolence, is almost never present. 
, 
For a resume 
of Bryant 's fine qualities, Jolm Hilson of Blackvrood 's fame is pressed 
into service . 11 Song of Marion 's l·Ien 11 is a stirrinc ballad; "The Hunter 1 s 
Serenade 11 and "Song of Pitcairn 1 s Island" are preferred as love poetry. 
His chief quality is tender pensiveness; and purity, piety, and faith in 
the Creator are also outstanding. One of his chief themes is the 
sacredness of the domestic affections . Tenderness and pathos are central 
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in "Death of the Flowers1 11 "The Indian Gir l's Lament,'' and 'The Rivulet . 11 
Simple verses that express a bit of l egend or a simple, heartfelt story 
are "The African Chief's Lament1 11 "The Hunter's Vision,•• and 11The 
Murdered Traveller. 11 His poetry as condensed, pithy, and picturesque 
expression is illustrated by 11The .Z.1urdered Traveller"; and his similies 
are likewise terse and effective . 11Thanatopsis" is properly admired: 
Hawthorne used it in his Mosses; and Dana refused to b~lieve it was 
by an American, so fine a piece of work it was. 
The writer went on to say that, as a descriptive poet, Bryant is 
excellent, according to those vrho are familiar with his country. The 
English, however, are apt to feel that he lacks vigor and contrast when 
he is compared with Cooper . Tuckerman is again cited as suggesting 
that Bryant's poetry gives both general feeling and tone as well as 
the details of American scenery. Irving, too, is said to claim that 
Bryant's poetry takes the reader intimately, sympathetically, and 
feelingly into nature. Not1dthstanding all this praise, the reviewer 
experienced a sense of dullness and disappointment in trying to catch 
the inspiration of 11Forest Hymn. 11 He also found 11The Prairie 11 disap-
pointing, although the lines, 11lo, they stretch, / In airy undulations 
far away, / As if the ocean, in his gentlest swell, / stood still, with 
all his rounded billows fixed,/ And motionless forever--motionless. 11 
are fine . 
The article closed with a few rand.om comments: AJ. though the Letters 
of a Traveller are ordinary and lack enthusiasm, those with quiet tastes 
will enjoy them and profit from them. Bryant's views on international 
subjects and politicaJ. issues are purely American . Host 1fho cherish 
belles lettres regret his devotion to newspaper 1-Tri tin.:; . 24 
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Tne Irish Quarterly Revieu of June, 1855, found Br•'ant a philosophicaJ. 
poet, full of refinement of thoUGht , richness of fancy, and the beauty of 
a thouc;htful imagination, m:pressed through languace unusually well 
controlled . \·lithout unpleasant egotism or "supersubtlety, 11 he ioTOrks at 
his chief a im of doing good. Although he is neither consumingly passionate , 
nor brilliantly intellectuaJ., he perhaps achieves a deeper effect through 
a calm and kindly profusion. It is a relief that in his composure he did 
not become infected. -vri th the 11ridiculous d.octrines of the transcendental 
school, " -vrhich is extending its influence throueh so many works in the 
arts and sciences of America. Reverent, sympathetic, cenerous , he seeks 
to drail sustaining lessons !'..com every work of God 1 s hand. He is like 
Wordsw·orth, especially in his love of nature, in detailed examination, 
and in the loveliness of his thouchts . Works such as his cannot help 
but have a beneficial effect on a people so uncontemplative as the 
Ara.ericans are ; his work "must" perfect a school of objective 
thoughtfulness among those "Vrho have wished for it but have lacked the 
purpose and drive to succeed. From across the water came an unexpected 
criticism, for the aggressiveness of American patriotism ifas usually 
a source of irritation there . The reviewer complained that Bryant is 
not so d.evoted a patriot as his peers , presenting fmr if any passionately 
patriotic outpourings and being "tame and subdued" vhen boldness and 
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fire are called for . Recall, however 1 that this comment is from The 
Irish Quarterly Review. In addition, his belief in the progress of 
"philanthropy" is unusual . On the other hand, his versification is 
fine; and his tone is elevated and inclusive . "The Ages 11 is a 
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classical and sober review of periods in history; t he "calm observation" 
of "The Yellow Violet 11 is admirable; "The Indian story " is a "beautiful 
ballad, n as good as anything by Southey, the king of balladeers, and is 
marked by ndelicate allusion to incidents, suspense, and fine diction"; 
"Summer Wind" has perhaps the most select and lovely images; "The 
Prairie " is probably the best poem in the volume, exhibiting lovely 
language, deep thought, and sublimity; the translations are graceful 
and spirited 1 La Fontaine 's ''Love and Folly 1 11 being a case in point; 
"Hymn to Death" reveals true philosophy and resignation; "The White 
Footed Deer 11 is the best ballad in the volume, the "chastity of language, 
the clarity of the story, and the pathos being enough to establish his 
name. n25 
The foregoing material illustrates the three categories of critical 
comment used in this study. Most worthwhile is the full length article 
dealing either with a single figure or with several under some unifying 
theme . In these pieces a fairly complete analysis of the writer, his 
vTorks, and his qualities is presented, often with a summary of the 
critical canon employed. or an indication of the poetic art as the writer 
conceives it. Next in value is the review, usually of a specific work 
25 "Poets of America," IrishQR1 V (1855), 204-209. 
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and often fairly long, including some critical appraisal, at least a 
partial summary of the plot if the work is fiction or a descriptive 
catalog if it is a volume of poems or tales, and finally a series of 
extracts worked into the text to supplement the plot summary or illustrate 
the reviewer 1 s opinion, generally of the 11beauties 11 or admirable 
characteristics of the work, less often of its weclcnesses. Of least 
value are the short notices, generally grouped together in a regular 
"department" of the periodical. These notices consist of a paragraph 
or t•ro, occasionally a column, more rarely a whole page. They give a 
fe\-1' generalities concerning the '\-Tork and/or its author and occasionally 
include a brief quotation. These last, though obviously least important, 
have their value; because they seem to represent customary commonplaces, 
they probably indicate the generally accepted critical and public 
reaction to a given author or work. 
A comparison of the American and British estimates of Bryant is 
difficult to make because an equal number of similar reports from the 
same kind of sources do not exist. In the first place, a breakdown of 
the material shows considerably more activity in the American periodicals 
than in the English. The American Whig Review had one notice; De Bow 1 s, 
one notice and one review; The Democratic Revie,.;, two notices, one review, 
and two articles; ~ Knickerbocker, two notices; The North American 
Review, two notices and one review; The Southern Literary Messenger, 
one notice and one article; and ~ne Southern Quarterly Review, a single 
notice. The Democratic Review, with its five references, was most devoted 
to Bryant; obviously its interest in his work was influenced by his 
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political activity. None of the British periodicals had more than a 
single reference. ~Athenaeum, The Eclectic Review, and. Fraser's each 
had one notice; Blackwood's and~ North British Review each had. one 
revievT; and Colburn's and The ~ Quarterly Revielv each had one article. 
Seven British and four American periodicals of those examined made no 
mention of Bryant during the entire period. In all, sixteen American 
and seven British references were noted. This ratio may represent more 
American critical interest in Bryant than the British displayed or more 
frequent publication of his works in America, probably a combination 
of both. 
In the second place, a fairly clear difference in attitude between 
the American and British critics is apparent, a situation that was to 
be expected. In discussing Bryant, the American critics are dealing 
with one of their own, their countryman, and their chief claim to 
poetic fame; and it was quite natural that patriotism and national 
feeling should to some extent influence aesthetic judgment. The British, 
on the other hand, are discussing a foreigner, although one who uses 
the English language and who is a native of a country that is looked 
upon as an offspring of Britannia, however wayward and refractory she 
may have been in the past. 
In the third place, Bryant held a twofold position in the eyes of his 
countrymen: he was both poet and nevrspaper editor; and through the latter 
position, he was a significant political force. To the British, he was 
almost exclusively a poet. In spite of the foregoing differences, the 
critical judgments of Bryant have much in common. 
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It is not surprising to find the American estimates remarkably similar. 
The article in ~ Southern Literary Messenger, presenting perhaps the 
most thorough analysis of any dealing with Bryant the man and poet, is 
quite free from sectional feeling, possibly because of the friendship 
between Bryant and the writer. On the other hand, Bryant's poetry, as 
is frequently pointed out, reveals a deep and sincere love of liberty 
and concern with justice. However, it is apparently never specific 
enough on the point of Negro slavery to arouse resentment, even in 
"The Af'rican Chief. 11 His other themes are all of general enough concern 
and treatment to avoid. partisan resentment. De Bow 's Review likewise 
treats him with uniform respect. 
Bryant 's qualities as seen by his American critics are easily 
summarized, for they are consistently recognized and generally approved. 
Perhaps first in importance is his kinship with and dependence on nature 
as a source of inspiration. Closely related to and in part derived from 
this force is his d.eep religious, though non-sectarian spirit. Clustered 
about these two dependent elements are a host of qualities expressed in 
a variety of ways by the different critics but all related; among them 
are sincerity, good taste, tenderness, honesty, and humility. He is 
didactic but not obtrusively so for nineteenth century taste, with a 
deep sense of the power of poetry to affect conduct and a determination 
to use that power for good. Description, not narration, is his forte; 
and his nature poetry is at its best in accurate and detailed delineation. 
He is thoughtful and contemplative and deeply concerned with the human 
predicament. In general, he is cheerful and hopeful, comforting and 
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inspiring, finding solace and inspiration in nature . Though aware of 
evil and man's lot as a creature born to suffer, he is determined not to 
submit to a pessimistic outlook and is never morbid or unhealthy. 
Though he concerns himself with the so- called domestic affections and 
is able to evoke pathos, he is quite free from sentimentality. His 
diction is without exception considered effective and powerful, and his 
versification is rarely at fault and almost invariably appropriate . 
Hith the exception of one critic, he is not felt to reach the heights 
of sublimity very often, though his poetry is beautiful . Hhen mentioned, 
his translations are felt to be an unfortunate waste of time that could 
have been better spent on his ovm creations or are accorded rather mild 
praise; and his Letters of ~ Traveller does not evoke much enthusiasm. 
He is uniformly recognized as America's most important poet; yet it may 
come as a surprise to those vrho have accepted. the thesis that .American 
critics accorded i ndiscriminate praise t o American writers, to learn 
that Bryant is, wherever such judgments are made--and they are made 
frequently enough, either directly or by implication, to make conclusions 
possible-- considered to be in the second or third rank of poets . The 
reasons for this attitude are several: He lacks a certain breadth and 
scope of theme and. treatment; he lacks the ability to handle or the 
desire to deal with the deeper passions of mankind; he lacks both wit 
and humor, though the latter quaJ.i ty has one supporter vrho maintains 
that Bryant is 11occasionally humorous . 11 Most of his American critics 
consider him a truly American poet, seeing in his choice of themes and 
in his nature descriptions peculiarly American characteristics . 
Hillard first emphasizes the American dichotomy of Bryant's twofold 
career as poet and politician and indicates the importance to America 
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of such a poet, whose serenity and humanity can counteract the feverish 
activity of her citizens. Tuckerman makes the same point in slightly 
different terms. Bryant's relationship to nature as pupil and. discoverer 
of analogies to life is frequently mentioned; and Tuckerman calls 
attention to the intimate association between the size, geography, and 
the topography of a country and its inhabitants, feeling that Bryant 
expresses the expansiveness, magnitude, and awesomeness imposed by nature 
in America. Reform, optimism, faith in education, strong moral influence, 
and a deep sense of convention, bordering on the pl'ldish, are all 
American characteristics observable in Bryant, although he is said by 
one critic to find poetry in the most unlikely places. The fact that 
there is only one very brief, though favorable, notice of Bryant in The 
American Whig Review during the entire twenty-year period and three long 
articles and several short notices in The Democratic Review during the 
same period is fairly clear evidence of the latter periodical's feeling 
for Bryant the contributor and Democrat, as well as for Bryant the poet. 
It is also noteworthy that ~Democratic Review's articles praise Bryant 
emphatically as a peculiarly American poet, one who is called on for the 
production of the great American poem and to lead the younger American 
poets in the paths of national greatness. 
As for the British views, few significant differences of opinion are 
apparent, either within the fold or with their brother critics across 
the Atlantic. Blackwood's only variant criticism is that Bryant lacks 
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unity f'rom time to time. The ~British Review feels that his study 
of nature is not original and that he has learned from the English 
poets, the latter fact is also acknowledged by his American critics. 
Colburn's long article on Bryant, and the only one in the British 
periodicals devoted. entirely to him1 shows considerable familiarity 
\vith prior American criticism and is perhaps the least favorable. It 
is a rather strange essay: much of the criticism cited is presented to 
indicate Bryant's shortcomings, and much of it is American. Yet the 
writer suggests that all of this praise has left him with a feeling of 
disappointment in the actual poetry. The final result1 really little 
different from the American consensus, is that Bryant is not a great 
poet of the first rank. Yet the tone is such that this conclusion, 
though no different from that of other critics, seems much more severe. 
Truly significant in indicating the possible direction of critical 
influence is the writer's frequent citation of American critics. The 
Irish Quarterly Review seems almost like an echo of a Democratic Review 
article of 1839. However, it does have one interesting fault to find: 
Bryant is not patriotic enough. This reviewer is interested in the 
doctrine of progress held by Bryant but merely finds it 11unusual1 " not 
particularly American. The Eclectric Review article completes the 
roster of British criticism, is quite unexceptional, and, while noting 
Bryant 1 s popularity in England, points out that he is not for the 
masses but for those of "sound judgment and cultivated taste," an 
opinion not held by Hillard of ~ North American Review. 
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Except where some special bias influenced judgment, the British 
criticisms are surprisingly like those of the Americans, the outstanding 
differences being the understandable one of tone and the American concern 
with Bryant the American poet. A careful and detailed comparison of the 
individual opinions expressed in these articles vTill perhaps reveal 
differences which I have not emphasized. For example, Bryant is 
considered both cheerful and serious, original and unoriginal, 
philosophical and not profound, concentrated and discursive, simple and 
easily understood but not for the masses. Generally I have not concerned 
myself with single disclaimers from the general opinion unless there 
\vas some significant reason to do so. Frequently a careful study of 
the context reveals that the difference is only an apparent one: for 
example, "philosophical,'' which seems to contradict 11lack of d.epth as a 
thinker" or "lack of profundity 1 " may merely mean "thoughful" or "pensive. " 
In addition to personal bias and exceptions that are made into 
generalizations or overemphasized, one has the feeling as he reads this 
criticism that some of it is rather perfunctory and t hat once words 
begin to flow they automatically arrange themselves on paper one after 
the other, sometimes in patterned sequence, without careful regard for 
their appropriateness. 
In my conclusions, I have tried to establish and emphasize the 
general reactions rather than to dwell on minute and individual ones in 
order to determine the attitudes of the two groups of critics representing 
British and American opinions and to note their significant similarities 
and differences. A final conclusion, though difficult to prove as far 
as Bryant is concerned, may be hazarded. In the British criticism, 
ideas appear which, if not merely coincidental, indicate that, quite 
contrary to the general belief both in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries 1 critical influence concerning individual writers may have 
moved f'rom America to England rather than the reverse. Perhaps later 
investigation will be more conclusive on this matter. 
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Chapter II 
Ed.gar Allan Poe 
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Although Poe :published Tamerlane (1827) 1 AJ. .Aaraa£ (1829) 1 Poems 
(1831) 1 The Narrative of Arthur Gordon !1.!!! (1838)1 and~ Conchologist 1 s 
First ~ (1839) before 1840, all the rest of his :published works came 
out within the :period 1840-1849, a short span indeed to have :produced 
such a varied and widely influentiaJ. output. Because Poe's early 
reputation grew :primarily through :periodical writing and because the 
criticism does not deaJ. at all systematically with his few :published 
works, the material in this chapter will be :presented as follows: First 
some of the general :posthumous estimates of Poe 1 s -vrork, including its 
outstanding characteristics, the rank assigned him as a writer, and 
judgments as to his :popularity '\dll be given. Then his reputations 
as :poet, writer of tales, critic, and :philosopher will be examined in 
that order. Finally, since it seemed impossible for the critics of his 
day to avoid. the subject, their reactions to his life, chiefly as 
distorted by Griswold, will be mentioned briefly. In each case, first 
the .American :point of vievr and then the British will be treated. 
A. General Estimates 
Among those :periodicals that attempted to :place Poe in the ranks 
of American's writers, The Knickerbocker felt that his work would insure 
him an enduring and enviable fame . 1 John Savage, vrri ting in The 
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Democratic Review, called him one of the great American writers but felt 
that his habits and the enmities he aroused destroyed him and kept him 
from the good living and the great reputation he should have achieved. 2 
~ Southern Quarterly Review said, 11His writings constitute a decided 
feature of our literature and demand a permanent place in the American 
library. 11 3 Mrs. E. v. anith concluded a long and somewhat biased, 
though thorough and perceptive, article by suggesting that Poe had 
genius but also the cant of genius , which feels it is above the ordinary 
rules of the game; consequently the impression of his work as a whole 
is paini'ul because of the feeling that what he did -vras only a hint of 
what he could have done. He had great intelligence, little healthfulness, 
and an uncontrolled imagination. The finaJ. few lines of this material 
must be quoted, for they reveal the moraJ.istic approach that is by far 
the most consistent and unfortunate, though not universal, a~ect of 
the Poe criticism. Mrs. Smith suggested that Poe drove himself to 
excellence but did so merely because it would have been unendurable for 
him to waste his talent. She went on to say, 11If the human brain is 
indeed a paJ.impsest, • • • and if all the inscriptions once written 
there are liable to be reproduced, then most assuredly should we pray 
for some more potent chemistry to blot from our brain-roll forever, 
beyond the power of future resurrection, the greater part of what has 
been inscribed upon it by the ghastly and. charnel-hued pen of Edgar 
2 
Jolm Savage, "Edgar Allan Poe, 11 3 SQR, XXIV (1853), 284. 
DemR, XXVIII (1851), 166-7. 
Allan Poe . Rather than remember all, we 1vould choose to forget all he 
has ever written. 11 4 
This comment is pertinent to her contention that Poe's audience in 
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the East was limited because of his personal life and conduct. It also 
indicates, once more, how strong was the influence in this period of 
what we have called the doctrine of poetic sUbjects. Additional estimates 
of Poe 1 s pow·ers will be presented in later considerations, but these are 
representative. 
The British were hardly different in their general estimates of Poe. 
However, little praise was given without some sort of reservation except 
for the Irish periodicals. The vlestminster Review said that the word 
genius still has some force and is truly applicable to Poe as both 
friends and foes must admit.. His genius is not ":i..nwulsive 11 but 
11analytical and constructive. 11 Although he tried to convince the world 
that he had the chief type of genius, the impulsive or passionate, by 
claiming that poetry was with him not "a puxpose but a passion, 11 "The 
Philosophy of Composition 11 unmasked his pretensions to this type of 
genius . 5 Tait's, which was consistently critical of Poe from a moral 
point of view, did admit his ability and spoke of him as a 11 semi-insane, 
irregular, and in some senses, prodigious genius . " A wretch of the 
gravest type, "without principles and a stranger to the feeling of 
either honour or gratitude, he 11as yet the idol of his countrymen for 
his original and extraordinary talents. A blazing comet soon darkened, 
4 E.V. Smith, "Edgar Allan Poe," 5 WestR, VII (1852), 306. 
NAmR, LXXXIII (1853), 455. 
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he should. have left three-fourths of his work unpublished.. 11 6 Two years 
later, Tait's called. Poe the most original American writer but not the 
country's highest talent. It defined. genius and. indicated. Poe's qualities . 
11A work of genius is the result of the spontaneous and. harmonious 
exercise (or overflow) of any number of faculties excited. to such a 
degree of activity that the product shall be homogenous (we mean no pun), 
and. exclude the id.ea of process. 11 Poe has no such work. He may have, 
111 . Extraordinary, perhaps unparalleled., powers of analysis. 2. Great 
command. of language. 3. Very great imitative and. constructive tact. 
4. An id.eali ty sufficiently intense to tinge (but not to saturate and. 
deeply colour), all his conceptions. 5. All these receiving a special 
direction from a love of the wonderful and. mysterious, and. the gloomy 
morale, in which a sense of the terrible was an everpresent influence. 11 
This combination doesn't constitute genius, and. the fact that dissection 
is possible means his work is a mixture not a solution. Poe may be a 
11 consmnmate artist, 11 but he is not a genius. 7 ~ Edinburgh Review 
pointed. out in careful understatement that Poe gave joy to many and 
that his gifts were not meagre. e 
In the preceding estimates is clear recognition that in Poe was a 
very remarkable talent, if not a wholeheartedly endorsed. one. The 
6 
Tait's, XX (1853), 118. 
8 EclM, XXXXIV {1858), 398 fr Ed.inR, 
CVII U8"58), 419-442. 
7 ~., XXII {1855), 34-35 . 
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reservations that several critics introduce appear to have two sources 
that ~>rill become increasingly apparent as more material is presented. 
First is the feeling that his l ife must have had some crippling effect 
on his talent; he ivould have i·rri tten better had he lived a more regular 
life. In addition, one has the feeling that Poe ' s very originality left 
his critics somewhat bewildered and ivi thout standards by which to judge 
him. It is ironic and. amusing that the writer for Tait's who so 
emphatically denies Poe's clain to genius should base his entire 
reservation on a lack of unity in Poe ' s work, since this quality is 
the keystone which supported the entire edifice of his artistic theory 
and his i·Tork . Little difference exists in these fei·T references between 
the American and British reactions, although the British show greater 
extremes, from the term genius , used by The 1-lestminster Revievr, to the 
very luke-vrarm praise of The Edinburgh RevievT. In some cases the 
difference may be more apparent than real, one critic's genius equaling 
another's talent. 
As for some of the general characteristics of Poe the writer, one 
deficiency, his lack of warmth, tenderness, affection, humanity, stood 
out in spite of all his excellences . The Knickerbocker found in his 
works no 11elevated and generous sentiment'' but admitted that few Americans 
had so much "creative energy 11 or "constructive faculty. 11 He had a 
"vivid imagination; was often original; showed. remarkable ingenuity, 
compactness, and simplicity in expressing the dark pl~tasms of his 
imagination; presented with distinctness , completeness, and force 
metaphysical analysis and illustrations; and finished his work in a 
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carefUl and artistic manner~' 9 
The Democratic Review saw him as one o:f the great .American writers in 
"intellect, power, copiousness, capacity, intensity, and execution." 
Like all great artists, he retained in his memory the details o:f sense 
impressions, even those of his early childhood days. The Gothic 
architecture and atmosphere of the school he attended in England had a 
permanent effect on his imagination. 10 His power of analysis is 
unrivaled and is his greatest strength, revealing itself in an ability 
to make and unfold solutions to mysteries, an ability which is more 
admirable than the critics \v.Lll admit. It is easier to make a puzzle 
and then not solve it satisfactorily than it is to apprehend both 
problem and solution. Poe does the latter so well that he makes ingenuity 
appear simple. ll This ability to complicate a situation and to resolve 
it effectively is particularly emphasized in the discussion of his tales, 
for he has the ability to convince completely through the minuteness of 
his details. 12 His wide range of diction is remarkable, especially con-
sidering the exotic subjects he introduces; and his plot structures are 
equally admirable. 1 3 The Southern Quarterly Revie\-T characterized Poe's 
mind as "curiously metaphysical and subtle, with something of the 
mathematical element, and much of the bizarre." 14 
9 XXXV (1850), 163. 10 XXVIII (1851), 166-167. Knick, DemR, 
ll 164. 12 Ibid., p. ~., p. 167. 
13 14 
~., p. 172. SQR, XXIV (1853), 284. 
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The English were less inclined to generalize as to Poets characteristics, 
but The \.festminster Review did point out that he has a power:t'ul "imagination 11 
and a great amount of "causality, 11 plus analytic ability such as made 
readers believe absolutely in the truth of the reality of such pieces as 
11~smeric Revelations 11 and 11The Case of M. Valdemar. 11 His aesthetic and 
moral deficiency curbed the flow of his inspiration and 1blighted with 
falsehood his ablest efforts. 11 As a result, though he has clarity and 
symmetry, there is no warmth or 1beauty of life." 15 This view illustrates 
the difficulties that the critics had in separating the man from his 
work. Perhaps an even better example appears in Taitt s, which charged 
Poe with a lack of conscience, affection, and moral development in his 
work. Only a kind of maniac remorse, selfish and without moral basis, 
is suggested in 11The Telltale Heart, 11 11I.enore, 11 and "William Wilson. 11 
His works show little affection and his career is that of the "most 
unmitigated beast known to modern civilization." In life he shows just 
enough affection to pass muster as a human being, without mentioning 
his murdered wife and the mother-in-law, who loved him. He speaks in 
his tales of love, grief, and relationships enough; but not one tear 
falls. His use of rhyme and refrain is sentimental; 11To Mary in Heaven•• 
lacks real tenderness; and 11Lenore, 11 though extraordinary, lacks heart. 
In addition, though he was skilled in the grotesque, he lacked. humor. 16 
Sooner or later, in almost all discussions of Poe, his lack of warmth 
and the more ordinary human feelings and experiences are criticized, 
15 
WestR, VII (1852), 306. 16 Tait's, XXII (1855), 35-36. 
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either directly or by implication. 
A fe"'v references to Poe 1 s popularity and position, especiaJ.l.y by the 
English, are worth considering. Mr-s . E. V. &nith suggested that Poe is 
knmm in the South as a story teller, in New York as a critic, and in 
the East as a writer whose personal life and character was such that 
his uork should be ignored. In France and England, vThat reputation he 
has in the result of his literary hoaxes . Wherever English is read, he 
is knmm for two poems 1 "The Raven 11 and "Annabel Lee, 11 accepted alike 
by both the learned and the vulgar. Such acceptance establishes an 
author ' s reputation eternally. But though poetry made his popular 
reputation, he wrote relatively little of it . 17 On the other hand, 
The Southern Quarterly Review is not discouraged that the masses fail 
to appreciate Poe . It took ~vo hundred years for the public really 
to appreciate Shakespeare; and though Poe is no Shakespeare, the 
comparison will explain the otherwise incomprehensible stupidity which 
has confined the recognition of his genius to "a select and cultivated 
few·. " 18 The above lament is hardly borne out by the facts. Poe r s 
repeatedly demonstrated ability to increase circulation for the magazines 
he edited and wrote for and his appearance in F. L. M:>tt 1 s Golden 
Multitudes as a best seller with his Tales (1845) and~ Raven ~ other 
Poems (1845 ), do not suggest that he was mereJ.y the darling of a 11 select 
and cultivated few. " Nor does the evidence of other critics, for what 
their opinions are worth, support this view. It is true, however, that 
17 
NAmR, LXXXIII (1856), 427. 18 "The Late Edgar Allan Poe,'' 
SQR, XXXVII (1856 ), 334. 
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Poe reaped little financial reward as a result of his popularity. 
Tai t 's spoke of Poe as an .American 11 celebrity, 11 not entirely unknown 
in England nor without publication prior to the 1852 Tales . 11But he is 
sufficiently unknown, and his life and writing sufficiently eccentric, 
to render interesting a sketch of the former and a brief estimate of 
the latter. 11 19 Five years later Fraser's said that Poe is little 
known or appreciated in England, though .Americans are unanimous as to 
his genius . 20 The article went on to point out that his introduction 
to the British was unfortunate. The tales were presented in two volumes 
of railroad publications which, though better printed and illustrated 
than usual, were marred by garishly colored paper covers. The poems 
were handsomely bound and had good illustrations, but an impossible 
introduction by James Hannay would have caused anyone who read. it and 
did not know anything about Poe to throw the book in the fire because 
of its terrible 11self-conceit and affected smartness. 11 21 
What is interesting in these remarks is the fact that the British 
feel that Poe is little knmm in England but well knmm in .America; at 
the same time, ~Southern Quarterly Review laments Poe's lack of 
popularity in America. 
B. The Poet 
In discussing Poe as poet, the American critics are not very systematic 
19 
EclM, XXVI (1852), 115 fr 
Tait 's, XIX (1852), 231-234. 
21 Ib.d 
__2:_., p. 150. 
20 
Littell's, LIV (1857), 155 fr 
Fraser's, LV (1857), 634-700. 
or thorough; and some reactions are the obvious result of bias. Chief 
among those aspects of Poe's poetry that were mentioned are his position 
as a poet and the characteristics of his poetry, his poetic theory, his 
chief faults, and the quantity of his poetry. "The Raven," of course, 
was discussed most frequently, although other poems were occasionally 
mentioned. 
G. vl. Peck, writing in The American Whig Review, asked where Poe will 
stand among the poets of the ages and answered that he will be treated as 
a poet of unusual accomplis11ments who broke new trails, using language 
chiefly for musical effects. He has no "learning" or 11true philosophy" 
for those who do not respond to the beauty of language and depends too 
exclusively on this single effect of the musical. "Dreamland" is like 
a rondo, and "Ulalume, 11 11The Bells, 11 and "Annabel Lee, " among others, 
are examples of this skill. 22 The Democratic Revie;.r said that Poe 
ranks high among his countr;ymen and is equal to any in "construction, 
power of exciting, and popularity." Actually through "The Raven, " he 
is the most popular American poet, but he is not a "great one."23 
~ Southern Literary z.Essenger called him a brillia.11t but eccentric 
genius. 24 
As has already been suggested, his chief qualities are related by 
most of the critics to the form and mechanics of poetry. The Knickerbocker 
damned Poe with very faint praise by saying that his poetical quality 
consists merely in the possession of an "aptitude for rhythm." In 
22 G. w. Peck, 11The Works of E. A. 
Poe," AnMhigR, XI (1852), 312-313. 
23 DemR, XXVIII (1851), 168. 
24 
SLM, XXV (1857) 1 331. 
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addition, vagueness is a favorite device, but true poetry is not vague. 
Even his titles are coy. Having no wish to criticize his poems, The 
Knickerbocker welcomes them, "such as they are." Subsequently, however, 
the reservations in this article are explained when the writer says, "If 
we vTere disposed to retort upon Mr. Poe for the exceedingly gross and 
false statements which upon an imaginary slight, he made in his paper 
respecting this magazine we could ask for no greater favor than to be 
allOi·Ted to criticize his volume of poems . 11 25 
P. P. Cooke, writing in The Southern Literary ~~ssenger, said he 
would only praise Poe's long admired mechanical skill~among which are 
rhythm and diction, always near perfection. Cooke called even the 
generally condemned "Poli tian 11 a fine example of Poe's excellent diction. 26 
A year later, ~Southern Literary Messenger repeated that Poe's chief 
characteristic is melodiousness and instanced his "UJ..alume" and "The Bells," 
the latter being more successful than Southey's "How the Waters Came 
Down at Lad.ore, 11 in suggesting the actual sounds involved. 27 In the same 
article, his verse is said. to have supernatural beauty, revealing the 
genuine pathos of genius and subtle and melancholy aspirations for more 
than is available on this earth. 28 
John Savage, writing in The Democratic Review, went so far as to say 
that the style of Poe's rhythm and expression is being taken up by a 
25 26 
Knick, XXVII (1846),69-71 SLM, XIV ( 1848 ) , 38. 
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group known as "The Poe School. 11 He indicated that this style is not 
original but has been used. for some time by the Irish poet James Mangan, 
who is published frequently in The Dublin University Magazine and from 
whom Poe learned. 29 Mrs. E. v. Smith said that Poe 1 s chief quality lies 
in his "opuJ.ence of imagination, power of production and skillful. 
combination, and especially in the delicate perception of the true 
harmonies of thought and expression, which is the soul. of physical 
aesthetics." He lacks, however, "spontaneity," revealing more word play 
than true feeling. He is intellectual, theoretical, highly skillful. 
and effective, but his readers admire, without loving him. 30 
In the preceding criticisms, appears a tendency to minimize Poe 1 s 
ability as a poet on the part of all but the Southern periodicals . 
The Knickerbocker admittedly has a personal quarrel \vi th Poe; The 
Democratic Review emphasizes r~an 's priority in the field of Poe's 
pecuJ.iar talents; and Mrs. Smith, a representative of New England, is 
concerned over his lack of poetic fire, passion, inspiration, and warmth. 
The mechanical excellence of his verse, particuJ.arly his use of rhythm, 
is generally acknowledged, although John Savage cannot see how Poe 
couJ.d have included "vista1 11 "sister, " and "kissed her," among other 
unfortunate rhymes. 31 The ability of Poe to create an atmosphere that 
29 
DemR, XXVIII (1851), 170. 30 11 E. V. Smith, Edgar Allan Poe 1 " 
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31 John Savage, "Edgar Allan Poe, " 
DemR, XXVIII (1851), 169. 
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may be called ethereal is suggested in various ways by different critics. 
Directly related to this apprehension of Poe as pOi·Terful in creating 
this pervasive and. peculiar atmosphere are two qualities that concern 
the critics quite consistently. The first is Poe ' s condemnation of the 
didactic, which strikes at some of the Olympians of American poetry, and 
also his lack of life, vitality, and the light of common day. 
Both of these qualities are related to his theory of poetry, which 
provoked considerable comment on Poe the critic. The Knickerbocker 
reacted to his contention that there is no such thing as a didactic poem 
by suggesting that ;nth this one pronouncement, Poe does away vrith 
nine -tenths of what was formerly called poetry. Possibly ;nth some 
irony, it goes on to suggest that ''The Haunted Palace" and other of 
Poe's "best poems and much prose 11 are written on the pr inciple that a 
poem is a "metrical composition without ideas . " 32 Hrs . Smith, speaking 
for The North American Revie'\·r, summarized Poe 1 s aesthetics and refuted 
it point by point. His theory \.;as almost an obsession with him, she felt , 
but it is very limited and is illustrated almost exclusively by poetry. 
Since he believed beauty to be the only theme for poetry, he would 
disagree with Johnson, who held that i t was "to inform men in the best 
reason for living." Poe rejects truth, morals, and spiritualities 
(except incidentally) , all didacticism, wit, reasoninG, satire, and even 
passionate love. No long or humorous poems are possible, archness being 
the only element of humor admissable . Because he could not maintain 
32 Knick, XXVII (1846), 70. 
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attention more than half an hour, he felt no one could do so, and, from 
this circumstance, denied the possibility of a long poem. The limitation 
of such a theory is obvious as it would eliminate all the greatest poetic 
works of the ages, leaving Poe supreme. Beauty was never the sole con-
cern of poetry, for d.idacticism has always been present. Poetry, suggests 
Mrs. ~ith, giving Longfellow's "Psalm of Life" as an example, is better 
in some cases than prose for teaching the young. Poe was unable to see 
the beauty of moral and spiritual themes, truly the highest type of 
beauty, because his moral fibre was "1-Tarped; and he refutes his own theory 
by such poems as "The Conqueror '\.form, 11 which is made up of horrible things 
to arouse "sad, wild terror in the mind, far enough removed from any 
pleasurable sensations. " 33 
Here is apparent the strong moral bias of the American critics, . 
particularly acute in the New England mind. Mrs . ~ith 's criticism of 
Poe's aesthetic theory also reveals a fairly typical attitude which fails 
to read carefully, fastens upon obvious elements, and exaggerates in 
order to ridicule . Her support of the didactic is hardly more than the 
suggestion that rhymed. morality is more readily remembered than prose . 
Poe's theory was limited in many ways, particularly in the matter of 
appropriate subject matter; yet his idea of beauty in theory is general 
enough to include much more than he admits in practice and. when giving 
examples. Mrs . Smith denies Poe's awareness of the beauty of the moral 
and spiritual, but this is to misinterpret Poe . In addition, is the 
33 E. v. Smith, "Edgar .Allan Poe," NAmR, LXXXIII (1856), 429-431. 
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fact that every innovator has a natural tendency to oversimplifY or 
overstate his case in order to make it effective and to arouse interest. 
Mrs. Smith's obvious annoyance with Poe and her transferrence of attitude 
from his life to his ideas and works needs no comment. She also confuses 
cause and effect to some extent; for it seems apparent that Poe did fit his 
practice to his aesthetics more than his aesthetics to his practice, although 
it i'TOuld be impossible to maintain that no causal relationship existed 
between practice and theory. 
The moral bias was perhaps even stronger in the West , principally 
through the influence of New England settlers, a New England-educated 
clergy, and a New England system of education. The Ladies' Repository, 
lacking breadth and sophistication and being much more reactionary, 
revealed a far more limited point of view than that expressed by The 
North American Review. After dwelling almost perversely upon Poe's 
biography and character failings, the notice suggested that Poe's poems 
are like his personality, bits of fragmentary genius darkened by "moral 
night." Percival's oddities arouse 11pity"; but Poe's,"reprobation." 
The latter is proof of the homely bit of verse that says, "Great wit to 
madness nearly is allied." The editor reminded his readers that he does 
not like Poe's poetry, which has no moral or spiritual element, the true 
soul of poetry, but only fancy, imagination, and passion. Poe, by his 
Oi'm judgment that "a poem deserves its title only inasmuch as it excites 
by elevating the soul, 11 has not iYritten a single poem. There would be 
no real loss to literature were Poe's poems destroyed. The world's 
opinion, the editor sadly admitted, is counter to his, as the praise 
Poe receives and the number of editions of his works attest. 34 
This type of criticism, extremely widespread, offers a sharp contrast 
to Poe's own carefully worked out theories and reveals one of the reasons 
that he met with so much opposition as poet and critic. Of great 
importance, too, was the problem of understanding. Many of the critics 
of Poe did not understand what he meant , especially as few took the 
trouble to familiarize themselves thoroughly with his beliefs. For the 
critic with a strong moral sense, Poe's attacks on the didactic and his 
insistence on beauty as the sole aim of poetry, immediately, it seems, 
conjured up Puritanic visions of a reign of vice, the scarlet woman, 
and various other forbidden sensual appeals . Only a few of the critics 
recognized the high moral quality of his vision. Of course, his 
11disgraceful 11 life served effectively to conq>lete the distortion of his 
image and his theory in the eyes of the strict moralists. 
G. W. Peck, almost alone, condemns the reviewers who charge Poe with 
a lack of moral and religious principle, and elevated and generous 
sentiment, pointing out that there is no reason for such condemnation 
on the basis of his works. It was not his place to treat of sentiment, 
but he certainly expresses 11elevated emotion. 11 As for morality, he 
writes like a gentleman and never intended to write sermons. His work 
is full of ''pure beauties . 11 35 
Related to the raatter of didacticism and morality is the much more 
legitimate complaint against Poe's theory and his art that it is too 
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narrow and limited, leaving out much of life and conceiving of poetry in 
an extremely restricted sense. This is certainly a valid criticism, even 
though Poe's theory was usually more narrowly interpreted than he intended. 
While regret might legitimately be expressed that Poe did not admit or 
deal with a greater variety of subjects and while this lack of variety in 
subjects is evidence of limitations in his range, it is hardly proper to 
criticize him for avoiding material that, theory aside, he would have 
been temperamentally incapable of handling. 
The Democratic Review criticized the poetry because it lacks soul, 
htunani t y, largeness of heart and mind, and vision. Poe is always 
present in his poetry, which is somewhat mechanical and contrived.. He 
is better as a prose writer because this self-consciousness and 
artificiality are absent. 36 Certainly Poe was not a hwnanitarian, which 
seems to be what the critics had in mind when they ob j ected to his 
coldness; yet he was not lacking in vision, encompassing as he did, the 
universe in a concept of such compelling and complete unity that in 
Eureka it amounts almost to a mystic experience. 
Of the specific poems mentioned or discussed, "The Raven, 11 of course, 
led all the rest and established Poe 1 s popularity and fame. The 
Knickerbocker called it "unique and musical 11 but said that, as a poem, 
it would not stand criticism. 37 The Southern Literary Messenger, 
however, called. "The Raven 11 unusually beautiful, an artistic and 
imaginative triumph, even though people who like cheerfulness would 
36 DemR, XXVIII (1851), 168. 37 Knick, XXVII (1846), 71. 
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not appreciate it . The ''rh~111e is exquisite, 11 the diction musical , and 
the tone appropriate , perfectly maintained and proper to the topic's 
"vrild and tender melancholy. " The reviewer supported his ovm opinion 
by quoting N. P . Willis and Elizabeth Barrett on the poem 's effectiveness . 
Hillis said, "It is the most effective single example of fugitive poetry 
ever published in this country and unsurpassed in EnGlish poetry for subtle 
conception, masterly ingenuity of versification, and consistent sustaining 
of im.a(;inative lift . It is one of those dainties vrhich we feed on. It 
vrill stick in the memory of everyone who reads it . 11 1Jtiss Barrett 
conn:1ented, "This vivid '\vri tine; .! --this power which is felt ! ' The Raven' 
has produced a sensation--a ' fit horror ' here in England . Some of my 
friends are taken by the fear of it , and some by the music . I hear of 
persons haunted by the nevermore , and one acquaintance of mine , who has 
the misfortune of possessinG a bust of Pallas never can bear to look 
at it in the twilight . Our great poet ~~ . BrowninG, author of Paracelsus, 
etc., is enthusiastic in his admiration of the rh;ythm. 11 38 
A year later, in a notice of Poe ' s complete works, The Southern 
Literary ~ssenger referred to 11The Raven" as havinc; been read carelessly 
in the past; but since Poe ' s death, the writer indicates that it has 
become a source of study in which each ne1v reading reveals fresh effects . 
"The beautiful rhythm, the mourmUl cadence , still ring in the ear for 
hours after a perusal--whilst the heart is bowed do1m by the outpouring 
of a soul made desolate not alone by disappointed love, but by the 
?'"' 
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crushing of every hope and every aspiration. " 39 G. W. Peck called 
"The Raven 11 best as an example of the picture -creating faculty of 
language and a strong plea for the importance of music as an expression 
of emotion. He also felt that in the analysis of the writing of "The 
Raven, 11 Poe was probably misled by his own peculiarly analytical mind 
and that "The Philosophy of Conrposi tion" is a hoax and a satire. 4o 
This last point involves an obvious contradiction. If, as Peck suggests, 
Poe was misled and merely thought the composition proceeded as he describes 
it, that is one theory, a not unpopular one . If, however, the essay is 
a hoax and a satire, then there is no question of Poe's being misled but 
only of his deliberately misleading his readers . Obvious to anyone 
familiar with the growth of Poe's theory is his seriousness in presenting 
it; whether he himself were misled or whether he were distorting the 
actual process in order to clarify and illustrate his theory, he was 
certainly serious and intended no satire, unless possibly of those who 
placed too much emphasis on the poet's eye in fine frenzy rolling. 
The Southern Literary Messenger discussed "The Raven" and indirectly 
"The Philosophy of Composition, u hinting at criticisms like those above. 
It called "The Raven 11 the most remarkable and characteristic of Poe's 
work. The first reading arouses "a strange and thrilling interest" of 
the horror of an overburdened heart t oo full to keep from telling its 
story. Repeated readings reveal the situation. The poet's skill in 
conceiving and communicating the delusion of another exhibits great 
39 SLM, XV (1849) 1 697. 4o AmlfuigR, XI (1850), :P9. 
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intellectual powers. No longer is it possible to believe in inspiration 
that makes writing easy. Thus it is no failure in Poe that he took pains 
with the poem, first planning it and then executing the plan with skill 
and art seldom surpassed. Obviously reacting to charges of plagiarism 
against Poe, the writer believ~d that the poet is not to be condemned 
if he borrowed, for he has taken the material and done remarkable things. 
The writer suggested that some lines even recurred to Poe without his 
realization that they were borrmved. The two sources mentioned are 
11Noctes Ambrosianae, " Blackwood 1 s, III (1829} 224-5, for the idea of 
the raven, and Elizabeth Barrett's "Lady Geraldine 11 for the verse and 
some similar lines. The writer concluded that, if Poe owed the idea to 
Professor \>Tilson and the form to 1.fi.ss Barrett, he developed one and 
polished the other until both 1-rere peculiarly and indelibly his own, 
more rich, fruitful, and suggestive than the originals. 41 Even this 
apology, however, makes the indebtedness seem much greater than it 
actually was. 
Specific poems other than "The Raven 11 are not frequently mentioned. 
"The Bells 11 has already been referred to in another connection, and 
T'.ne Democratic Review spoke of 11To Helen11 as being almost the only 
poem in which the author is not obtrusive. It is beautiful, full of 
true poetic inspiration, and written in delicate "i·Tords and melody. 
11
.Annabel Leett is almost as good but is not quite as artistic. 11Eulalie'' 
and 11Ulalume 11 both have 11:peculiar and catching" qualities, and the latter 
41 SLM, XXV (1857 ), 331-335. 
is equal to his best. His "melancholy and metaphysical" poems are the 
most natural and effective. 42 Mrs . Smith did not think much of the 
early poems, found!!:, Aaraaf incoherent, and believed no comparison 
possible between Tamerlane and the mature poetry. 43 
The final point that is made in the American criticism of Poe is 
from ~ Knickerbocker and is typical of the extremely personal and 
critical tone of the entire article already mentioned. The magazine 
found the limited number of Poe's poems surprising in one for whom 
poetry was not a "purpose but a passion. " It went on to state that 
many far more prolific poets of high talent have had hindrances as 
great as Poe's and that no problems will stop a poet except lack of 
ability. Mr~ . Smith also criticized Poe's slight output of poetry, 
comparing it to the prose, one hundred pages to two thousand in the 
collected works. 44 
Tne British emphasis on Poe the poet is different from that of the 
American critics chiefly in that there is almost no consideration of 
his aesthetics, a subject that the Americans discussed frequently. The 
reason, of course, is that the British were not so familiar with it 
since the pieces devoted to the subject had first appeared in various 
American periodicals and later in the 1850 New York edition of the 
collected works. These were the only sources available to the British; 
and, although many periodicals and the collected works w·ere to be had 
in England, there was far less likelihood of the British critics seeing 
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them than if they had been published in England. The British treatment 
seems to fall into three general categories, a consideration of Poe's 
significance and his outsta~ding qualities, a fascination with his life 
and its relation to his work, and discussion of 11The Raven 11 and a few 
other specific poems. Like the American criticism, the Bri tish, in 
general, lacks analysis and system and tends to run to side issues. 
~ Athenaeum, usually very cordial and generous to American authors 1 
was generally hostile to Poe. Reviewing The Raven and Other Poems, it 
claimed that America has no true poet as yet, but only imitators and 
t hat England even grows the 11singularities and absurdities 11 which Poe, 
in spite of his claim to originality, follows. Unfortunately his 
mysticism is not that of his great homeland but that of the worst of 
the London group that tries to make commonplaces seem diffi cult or 
profound by the way in which they express themselves. It i s too bad 
that Poe follows this group 1 because he has a sense of 11picture and 
music 11 and because occasionally the poet breaks through. Usually 1 
however, wishing to be obscure or at most unintelligible, he is almost 
childish or absurd. It is not fair to use Politian as an example, for 
the 11excess of puerile there amounts to dramatic imbecility. 11 His tales 
illustrate both the good and bad qualities of the poems, great powers 
of description without the ability to communicate clearly and naturally. 
Poe should try being 11 simple and natural 11 and should write of things 
American to achieve a true originality not possible in his present course. 45 
45 Ath, Feb. 28, 1846, pp. 215-216. 
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The t'ro objections that stand out here are Poe's failure to deal with 
American subjects and his obscurity. The latter charge apparently is based. 
principally on the earlier ivorks and is understandable though somewhat 
exaggerated. The use of American subjects by American authors was a 
frequent theme of The Athenaeum and other periodicals both in England 
and America, and it is surprising how sincerely the belief seemed to be 
held that subject alone was sufficient to make the difference between 
success or failure for American 1vri ters . That Poe ' s vision transcended 
national boundaries and that, especially in his poetry, he was seeking 
to exemplify the art he had outlined in his poetics, few seemed to 
realize, least of all the British, -vrho, because of their interest in 
America and their belief that Americans were incapable of much, other 
than a parochial literature, were even more insistent than the Americans 
on native subjects for American literature. Perhaps a case could be 
made for the thesis that Poe would have had a different attitude towards 
native subjects had he been more sympathetically understood and more 
appropriately rewarded, and had American society and culture had more 
graciousness and less vulgarity to offer; but it seems to me very 
doubtful, for Poe seems unaware in his writing that there is anything 
inimical to his art in the American culture of his day. 
Fraser ' s found Poe's poetry fantastic and felt that his general air 
and tone was reminiscent of Tennyson. His use of melody was considered 
very artificial and studied though effective, except that it was sometimes 
overdone to the point of nonsense for the sake of rhythm, and too much 
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dependent on the use of refrain. 46 The poetry wTitten in Poe's youth 
should never have been included in his published vorks; but, the reviewer 
sue;gested, the Americans do not know vrhat to reject. This lack of 
selection is especially bad for Poe, vrhose fondness for rh;yme runs away 
vith h~. Fraser's pointed out that Poe is not regional even though he 
is a Southerner and expressed surprise that the slaveholders, who use 
every possible means to justify the institution, should not have thought 
to keep a poet to sing the praises of slavery, especially as the 
Abolitionists have theirs. 47 
The reference to the Americans as incapable of selection is pertinent, 
for it indicates the rather indiscriminate enthusiasm that is typical 
of Americans; and the suggestion that the South keep a poet laureate 
of slavery hints that Fraser's antagonism is based on the fact that 
Poe is a Southerner, although it does point out that he is not regional 
in his work. 
The Athenaeum, true to its interest in description in American literature, 
spoke of some of the pictures in Poe 's poems as being 11gracefully 
fantastic . 11 48 Chambers ' called Poe especially original and worth more 
attention than his contemporaries for his remarkable poems and pointed 
out that until very recently only his poems had been available in England . 
46 Fraser's , XXXXII (1850), 17 . 47 ~., pp. 19-20. 
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His poetry is less diseased than the prose because it is more personal 
and always sincere, having a gl:i.m;pse of fallen beauty and analysis of 
emotion to give the moral. Almost anyone can versify and keep time; but 
Poe is extremely skillful in expressing his meaning in an appropriate 
rhythm, exhibiting the skill of genius . His poetry is chiefly wild and 
melancholy, and occasionally it is of extreme beauty, revealing visions 
of purity and ennobled love. Yet the beauty is always touched with 
sadness. 49 Obviously the reviewer for Chambers' was in full sympathy 
with Poe's work. Can his reaction to the poetry as sincere and natural 
be reconciled with the more generally accepted feeling, expressed by 
~ Democratic Review, that it smacked of artificiality except on the 
grounds of personal differences and temperaments? Perhaps a partial 
answer is given in Tait's, "\vhich called Poe a "semi- insane, irregular, 
and, in some senses, prodigious genius." 50 This reaction is probably 
the most typical of all, with its recognition of his great ability but 
the sense of strangeness and unfamiliarity that made complete endorsement 
and acceptance difficult. 
The Eclectric Review complacently indicated that, though Poe's 
reputation in England was at first based on a single lyric, such was 
no longer the case, even if it was still true in America, where the 
"reputation of one of the bold.est and most original writers rests among 
his countrymen upon a single poem. 11 Anyone who knm.;s more of Poe 's works 
than "The Raven" is aware that they are "among the most striking specimens 
49 Chambers', XIX (1853), 137-139. 50 Tait's, XX (1853), 118. 
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of imaginative literature which America has yet produced." 5l Each of 
his short poems is perfectly constructed; all are subjective, even the 
few· descriptive verses. He wrote relatively few poems because he vras 
a perfectionist and lived a brief, ''aimless, 11 and 11irregular 11 life. 
His work shows such 11power 11 that, controlled, it would have put him at 
the head of American poets and that even in occasionaJ. use made him 
significant. 52 
Ho"\-rever, five years later, the same magazine said, 11The poeticaJ. 
works need not detain us long. 11 Poe has no quaJ.ities that distinguish 
him among his fellows; and his poems, with one remarkable exception, 
are neither very good nor very bad. He shows graphic power but little 
tenderness. His blank verse is not good, but some of the short poems 
have a smoothness that is 11pleasant enough. 11 53 Hhat is interesting 
about these two notices is the fact that they differ so markedly in 
their estimates of Poe, obviously representing the opinions of two 
different writers. The first also illustrates how the writer praises 
the English and criticises the Americans by claiming, quite contrary to 
the evidence presented here, that, aJ.though the British gave widespread 
and general recognition to Poe as a poet, his own countrymen knew him 
only as the author of 11The Raven.'' Nevertheless, in the second article, 
the writer indicated that Poe is universally known in the United States 
and that though he was well-known in England he deserved to be better 
51 EclR, XC (1853), 313. 
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known there. 54 ~ ~ Quarterly Review called Poe one of the most 
11extraordinary writers of his own or of any other country1 11 having great 
imaginative power, ability to present ideas clearly, unparalleled use of 
diction, and marvelous melody. No other poet evokes the air of mystery 
so well. 55 
The British were fascinated by the relationship of Poe's life to his 
poetry and interpreted it in various ways. Fraser's suggested that, even 
though his enemies blamed his death on intemperance, his writings would 
suggest that he was an opium add.ict.56 The Athenaeum said, 11The story 
of Poe 's life was told by himself so largely and loudly to the public in 
the daily papers of America, that to attempt to colour over its shames 
with sympathy and apology is idle. The poems with their strange 1 unwholesome 1 
unequal vigor (nightmare verses, if such things can be) speak for themselves. 
Their writer apart from his works had best be forgotten." 57 This 
notice is typicaJ. of one point that may be remarked. Like most of The 
Athenaeum materiaJ., it is criticaJ., apparently because of Poe's life; 
yet the finaJ. sentence in the quoted materiaJ. implies a grudging respect 
for the poems. They should be read. 
~Dublin University Magazine also was concerned over the relationship 
betvreen life and work. But it had a different conclusion to offer from 
those commonly drawn by the moralists. If Poe had been in his poetry as 
immoral. as he was in life, if he had taught in his poems what he learned 
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in dissipation, if his songs were as immoral as beautiful and encouraged 
the passions, then the critic would have to discuss his life and point 
out his follies as a -vrarning against the pollution and degradation out of 
-vrhich they came. But no matter how he lived, he wrote like an angel if 
purity of thought and spirituality of fancy are characteristics; and this 
situation is one of the great paradoxes of humanity . The article 1-1ent 
on to suggest that Poe was probably mistaken in feeling that he would 
have done greater things had he not led so tormented a life, because 
his best poetry seems to have come later in life vrhen strife was at its 
height and the poorer were done i-Then leisure was more abundant . 58 Of 
course, the writer leaves out of account entirely Poe's conscious 
development as an artist and craftsman. 
Chambers' likewise pointed out that the discrepancies bet-vreen Poe 1s 
personal life and his sense of physical and moral beauty are exhibited 
in his "i-TOrks, which show no viciousness but reveal true sorro\o/' over the 
wreck of his life . 59 The Eclectic Review indicated that no more strange 
contrasts exist than in his life itself and his sense of the beautiful 
in the moral and physical worlds. His life story -vras judged. too painful 
to repeat, even for the valuable lessons it reveals , illustrating, as 
it does, the fact that men of great genius often seem to exhibit grave 
~erfections . Yet his poetry is either perfectly pure or expressive 
of the profoundest regret at his lapses . His life was not broad but was 
extremely intense , and his poems were kept apart from his life to 
58 DublUM, XXXXII (1853), 89. 59 Chambers', XD<: (1853), 137-138. 
reveal his higher feelings and. to serve as a cathartic. His use of 
rhythm is expressive of his feelings . 6o The Irish Quarterly Review 
called Poe a sad example of unfortunate genius . With the highest and 
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most vital mind and a robust constitution suited for the greatest tasks, 
he not only failed but offered self-defeating excuses. It is difficult 
to imagine how he could let drink destroy him and keep him from 
unparalleled. success. Whether it was the lack of moral training or his 
constitution itself that "\vas the cause, he remains an awf'ul lesson. 61 
Fraser's felt that it was difficult, artistic projection to the contrary, 
not to believe that his work reflects his 11mm dreary, ghastly, and 
appalling thoughts. 11 62 
On~ possible explanation f or the greater interest that the British 
seem to have shown in Poe's life and its effect on his work is that 
they vrere more suddenly made aware of the facts of his life by Griswold's 
shocking memoir; vrhereas the Americans had been more familiar with it 
as it unfolded during his career, culminating in the calumny of Griswold's 
bioeraphical material in the collected "\·rorks. 
As in the American criticism, 11The Raven 11 was most frequently discussed 
of those poems mentioned specifically. The Athenaeum, in the minority, 
said of the poem that it reveals the author's oddities but does not have 
poetic feeling to which the oddities themselves contribute. 63 Fraser's 
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spoke of the tremendous popularity of "The Raven 11 and the numerous parodies 
which indicate its notoriety if not its quaJ.ity. It has a "peculiar and 
fantastic excellence in execution, while the conception is highly striking 
and poetic. 11 The 11peculiar vcrsification11 is shO'vry and not ineffective, 
and the meter is a modification of Elizabeth Barrett's 11Lad.y Geraldine . " 
In addition, particulars of rhythm and phrase are present . Poe's 
weakness for refrain resulted in the use of the same last line in each 
verse . "The Raven 11 is not Poe's best : the writer preferred "The Haunted 
Palace. 11 64 Tait ' s agreed >nth Willis that 11The Raven" is "unsurpassed 
in English poetry for subtle conception, masterly ingenuity of versification, 
and consistent sustaining of imaginative power. " The writer continued, 
regretting the weakness that besotted Poe's mind, for every verse exhibits 
the"true note of genius . 11 65 The article concluded, "For though to allow 
any literary excellence to our American brethren is considered a tolerably 
good proof of a low standard of taste, we yet venture to say that a half-
dozen such poems as "The Raven 11 I·Tould have placed Edgar Poe in the 
foremost ranks of modern poetry." 66 The attitude to1-1ards American 
literature revealed by the preceding article has been noted before as 
an obvious exception rather than the rule; but being an exception, as 
usual, it made an impression that seems to have been felt by the Americans 
as the rule. 
The North British Review called "The Raven 11 a poem of "unquestionable 
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merit1 11 revealing a true mastery of verse that Tom Hood alone could equal 
in its ~hyme . The meter is very fine and memorable and perfectly fitted to 
the subject. The cadence at the end of each stanza expresses the feeling 
of deep sorrow conveyed by the words, which are colloquial without 
vulgarity. The sent:ilnent, though deeply sorrowful, is not sent:ilnental 
and reveals manly passion id thout tears . The mechanics of the poem, 
employing all possible devices to aid the emotional effects, are 
unsurpassable; no other of his poems is equal to it. Poe's death was 
judged a loss that would be felt more half a century hence than now. 67 
The Dublin University Ma§azine cla:ilned for the music of 11The Raven 11 a 
haunting elfin quality similar to that of Coleridge 1 s 11Kubla Kahn 11 and 
stated that poets who read it are moved to use the same meter to express 
some of their own thoughts. 68 Chambers 1 called "The Raven" the most 
remarkable and original poem of .American literature, comparable to The 
Ancient Mariner and Christabel in English literature. 69 Tait's 
considered it unsurpassed and unequalled even in Poe 's own works; 70 
and The Eclectic Review believed it to be completely original in meter 
and perfectly adapted to sentiments and the expression of feelings , often 
"fantastic" and "ghostly. 11 71 The Irish Quarterly Review was the most 
enthusiastic and effusive, finding in "The Raven" 11mysterious grandeur" 
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and the ability of Poe to infuse himself with the subject, a quality 
typical of all his poetry. This fact was considered all the more 
remarkable as it was, according to the writer, a synthetic process, 
11subtle, laborious, and profmmd." Furthermore, "a mind capable of such 
Herculean energy might triumph over the most enormous obstacles. 11 The 
melody of his line, the imprint of his ideas, and the awful sense of 
mystery give the poem power. "We bow instinctively before the Titanic 
genius, the product of whose labor is so stupendous. 11 72 The Eclectic 
Review called "The Raven n Poe's best poem, gloomy but of great merit 
and sufficient alone to make a reputation. Whether or not Poe wrote 
it as he claimed, the description of its composition is a good example 
of the analytical quality of his mind. 73 
The British remarks on 11The Raven 11 illustrate almost perfectly the 
variety of critical reactions to a given work of merit . First there is 
the almost complete rejection of it by The Athenaeum; at the other 
extreme is the purple patched effusion of the adulatory Irish Quarterly 
Review. In between lie the rest of the references, surprisingly similar 
and revealing a judicious recognition of Poe 1 s ability and the qualities 
of 11The Raven. 11 
A number of other references to specific poems appear. In The 
Athenaeum 1Tireamland11 was cited as indicating the power and imagination 
of Poe, but the writer was unable to follow him into the region of the 
lost star. Although Poe apparently feels that mystery adds to the poem, 
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the meaning of the mystery needs e..xplaining. He should try being "simple 
and natural 11 and should. write of things American to achieve an originality 
not possible in his present course. 74 This notice in The Athenaeum 
reveals the difficulty that the unusual always has in being accepted and 
understood; the objection, made chiefly by the Americans, to Poe's 
avoidance of the ordinary aspects of life; and finally the magazine's 
constant reminder that American writers must deal vr.i.th American subjects. 
Fraser's also has difficulty i·rith Poe's 11meaning," referring to 11 ill..alume" 
as an illustration of Poe 's use of fine sounding 1-rords >fi thout much 
meaning. 75 The consideration of Poe's talent as essentially verbal and 
melodic is fairly consistent throughout the criticism but is especially 
apparent in its limitations as used here of "tn.alume. '' 
T'.ne Dublin University lJagazine said that words are not conventional 
symbols of ideas with Poe, but "musical notes, 11 as in "The Bells" and 
"Leonore, " where the words "glide'' into one another and i·rhere the 
compounded alliteration at the end is extremely skillf'ul. "To One in 
Paradise" is t;ypical of the sad and bitter recollection that is common 
in Poe. Using the fact that he repeats favorite lines in different 
poems, the vrriter pointed out that this is a device t e Irish poet 
James Mangan used. Both Poe and Mangan are called quite original, but 
they have psychic and mental affinities . "Eulalie," "For Annie , " and 
"tn.alume" 1-rould without hesitation be credited t o Hangan if it 1-rere 
not for the cockney rhymes such as vista - sister, Leda - reader, which 
74 Ath, Feb . 28, 1856, p . 216. 75 Fraser ' s , XXXXII (1850 ), 19. 
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his educated ear i-TOuld have imr.J.ediately detected. Han.gan is quoted 
parallel to "Ulalume" to illustrate similar peculiarities of verse 
mechanisms, "wild Si·Teet repetitions, 11 and is considered equal to, if 
not better than, Poe in passion and melody. The writer concluded iri. th 
typical romantic effusiveness, 11We have thus devoted some time to the 
brilliant, though eccentric evolution of one of t he late luminaries of 
the poetical empyrean of our cousin Jonathan, vThich, in departing, has 
thrown a quivering light of golden splendor over the highest reaches of 
transatlantic song." 76 Chambers' f ound deep and beautiful tenderness 
in poems such as "Annabel Lee, " which deals with the death of the poet 1 s 
wife and which expresses sorrow such as is paralleled only by the 
references to wasted life in "The Haunted Palace . 11 77 ''To Helen, " 
written in Poe 's youth, is perhaps worthy of Hannay ' s praise in his 
introduction t o Poetical Works , according to Tait ' s; 78 and The Eclectic 
Reviei·T says that ''To Helen, 11 supposedly written when the poet was 
fifteen years old, shows promise . 79 Finally, The Irish Quarterly 
Review pointed out that "The Bridal Ballad" shows 11vague mysterious 
sorrov, " that melody is vrell employed in "The Bells, 11 vThere "the power 
which he wields in the adaptation and convoluti on of language is seemingly 
supernatural, " and that "Annabel Lee 11 refutes the picture of Poe as a 
misanthrope, without feeling or tenderness . 80 
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The British reaction to Poe's poetry sho-vrs greater extremes of praise 
and indifference or of hostility than the American; and of particular 
interest is the Irish enthusiasm, i·rhich might well be a romantic excess 
of emotional indulgence, generally associated with the volatile Irish, 
and a sensitivity that >·rould respond to the highly charged and unabashed 
sentiment of Poe's work . In spite of a few unfavorable treatments, the 
general level of praise for Poe the poet is, if anything, higher in 
England than in America. 
c. The Writer of Tales 
Poe 1 s tales were discussed more frequently by the Americans than by 
the British because they vrere more 1-ridely published in America than in 
England, w'here the only British ed.i tion noticed w·as that called Tales of 
.tvtrstery, Imagination, and Humour, published in 1852 by Vizetelly of 
London. In addition to the periodical p~blication in America, appeared 
~ of the Grotesque and Arabesque (184o) , Tales (1845 ), and the 
collected works of 1850. The brevity of many of the notices , the general 
terms 1-dth w'hich Poe is characterized, and the lack of system with which 
his work is treated make it difficult to establish a pattern of 
presentation. Perhaps as effective a method to follm·T as any will be to 
present some of the general estimates of Poe as a "\·Triter of tales and as 
an original artist, then to mention some of the characteristics that 
impressed his critics most, and to conclude with any miscellaneous 
problems or comments of significance, first dealing 1-ri th the American 
reactions and then with the British. 
As The Southern Literary Messenger was the only periodical to notice 
Tales of~ Grotesque and Arabesque (184o) and that but briefly, the 
entire substance of this reference may be given. No good is apparent in 
his writings; yet he has invention and imagination; and all his serious 
work shows 11bold, fertile genius, 11 qualities that many would not ascribe to 
him.. His tales are overhung with the darkness and vagueness of the 
shadm-r land, but brilliant and original things are among them. 11T.he Man 
that vras Used Up 11 and 11Why the Little Frenchman Wears His Hand in a 
Sling11 have humor; more powerful and vivid are "Scope" and "MS Found in 
a Bottle. 11 He is a 11talented and powerful writer. 11 8l In this short 
notice, most of the qualities and problems that impressed Poe's 
cont~oraries are mentioned. The moral question, his inventiveness 
and originality, the variety of opinions about him, the morbidness, the 
humor, and the genius are all here. 
The introduction to The .American Whig Revie"Yr! s treatment of Tales 
(1845) used Poe's criticism to offer a judgment of his ability and a 
reason for his lack of success. The writer said, 11\'le fear that Mr. Poe 1 s 
reputation as a critic will not add to the success of his present 
publication. The cutting scorn with which he has commented on many 
authors, and the acrimony and cont~t which have often accompanied. 
his acuteness, must have provoked enmities of that kind, which are kept 
;.;arm by being assiduously nursed. It might be too much to expect praise 
from those on whose bro"Yrs he has been instrumental in fixing the brand 
of literary damnation; but still we think that even an enemy would be 
found to acknowledge that the present volume is one of the most original 
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and peculiar ever published in the United States, and eminently worthy 
of an extensive circulation, and. a cordial recognition. It displays the 
most indisputable marks of intellectual power and keenness , and an 
individuality of mind and disposition, of peculiar intensity and 
unlnistakable traits. Fe1v books have been published of late, which 
contain vrithin themselves the elements of greater popularity. This 
popularity will be sure to obtain, if it be not for the operation of a 
stupid prejudice which refuses to read, or a personal enmity, which refuses 
to admire.'' 82 Five years later G. w. Peck, writing in the same magazine, 
refers to many of the tales as ''hastily written, •• frequently 11fragmentary 
and irqperfect, 11 and sometimes having too obvious plots . On the other 
hand., they are always vivid, strong in 11gloom, •• 11humor, •• and the 
picturesque. The style and construction are masterly, and they are 
original in plan and plot construction. 83 The Southern Quarterly Review, 
in revievring the complete vrorks , said that Poe \vas entirely original in 
conception and style, a fact that his worst enemies could not deny. It 
is obvious that he had read Godw·in and. Defoe, but he only takes hints 
from them to develop his own designs . 84 
One of the chief qualities universally recognized and discussed is 
Poe 1 s analytic skill . The American Whig Review spoke of the tales as 
directed at the intellect and the more subtle aspects of feeling , and 
as memorable because of the power o.r reason used to solve mysteries 
that fascinate the reader. This interest in them is as great as the 
82 Aml-lhigR, II (1845) 1 306. 
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fascination they exert as stories. It awakens the mind of the reader 
and. holds him fascinated by revealing the threads of the problems through 
careful and minute analysis. "The Gold. Bug" is "ingenious" and "interesting" 
and packed "\nth clear thinking. Cryptograph deciphering offers a fine 
example of Poe's subtle observation and analysis. "The Murders in the 
Rue 1-brgue, " "The Mystery of Marie Roget, " and "The Purloined Letters" 
are typical of his analytical skill and reveal the high quality of his 
intellect. 85 
~trs . Smith, in discussing Poe 's tales that involve a mystery of the 
unraveling of an unusual series of events by a keen intellect, voiced the 
objection, one that was raised from time to time, that readers who give 
Poe credit for great perspicacity should remember that he not only solves 
the riddle but creates it . 11The Gold Bug, 11 11Maetzel 's Chess Player," 
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue," and "The Purloined Letters" are the best 
of this type. 86 On the other hand, the reaction typified by Mrs . Smith's 
comment is refuted by Peck who says that to accuse Poe of knowing the 
outcome from the beginning is merely to give him high praise , not to voice 
a valid criticism. The true artist compares and creates in this fashion, 
encompassing the whole from the beginning. Such criticism comes from 
those 1vi th little minds who either cannot work in this \vay or are 
unable to understand hovr anyone else could. 87 John Savage, in The 
Democratic Review, supported Peck's position, saying as has been noted 
before, that it is easier for a 1rriter to make a labyrinth and then not 
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find his way in it satisfactoril · than to comprehend the ••hole and be 
entirely its master . 88 
P. P. Cooke called Poe's chief quality the ability to make the 
impossible appear as fact, 89 and most of the critics agreed vTi th him. 
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11N. Valdemar's Case 11 seemed to be the most frequently discussed as an 
exam;ple. Cooke quotes Niss Barrett, whose remark hints at the popularity 
of some of Poe's stories and the way they circulated without profit to 
the impoverished Poe. She speaks of it as a tale about mesmerism that 
is making the circuit of the papers, "throvling us all into most admired 
disorder, or dreadful doubts as to whether it can be true, as the 
children say of ghost stories. The certain thing in the tale is the 
povier of the writer and the facility he has of making horrible 
improbabilities se near and familiar . 11 Cooke himself called it the 
"most truth-like representation of the impossible ever ivri tten," and 
he goes on to say that many foreign journals devoted to mesmerism were 
said to have printed it as fact . This effect of reality is achieved 
chiefly by a Defoe-like ability in minute detail. 11Hans Pfaal, '' ''MS 
in a Bottle,'' and "A Descent into the Maelstrom" all have it. 90 Almost 
every ivriter who discussed the tales mentions this quality.91 
~trs . Smith, who grouped the tales in four divisions; the horrible, the 
grotesque , the illusive, and the philosophical, discussed these illusive 
stories in considerable detail. She suggested that Poe's favorite field 
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vTas mystification and that he especially delighted in hoaxes , believing 
the credulity of people to be boundless . "One of his :few pleasures" was 
to see the public accept as fact his wildest flights of fancy. "Hans 
Pfaal" was too much like Locke 1 s "Moon Hoax"; and Poe • s later balloon 
hoax vas not very successful because the public was more vrary. However, 
~ was successful with its remarkably accurate details in spite of the 
conclusion which was neither satisfactory nor plausible and which kept 
the story from being the most perfect of his imaginative and constructive 
works. Mrs. Smith believed he announced the death of the author, not 
because his powers failed but to establish verisimilitude and avoid 
detection. His success is established by the fact that the story was 
being printed as a true narrative in London when the truth leaked out. 
Mrs. Smith too, considered "The Case of M. Valdemar" the most successful 
of the hoaxes, which succeeded principally through his matter-of-fact 
earnestness and convincing sincerity. 92 
Poe 's presentation of the horrible comes in for its share of comment. 
John Savage said that Poe loved the "horrible and revel ting 11 as well as 
the "beautiful, 11 the former, in ivhich he outstripped Lewis, Fuseli, and 
Radcliffe , being the more important. "The Black Cat 11 is the most horrible, 
and "The Pit and the Pendulum'' is the most suspenseful tale. The growth 
of evil in the first and the activity of mind in the second is minutely 
and brilliantly d.elineated. The reader must finish the tales, no matter 
how revolting, and is drawn into Poe's own obsession with the macabre 
92 I~, LXXXIII (1856), 433-435 . 
and horrible . 93 Mrs . Snith pointed out that death appears in a majority 
of the tales and that abnormal crimes and premature burials are favorite 
themes as is metempsychosis , of vrhich "Ligeia11 and 11Norella 11 are thrilling 
examples. Mbst of his works have a morbid and unhealthy aspect that is 
oppressive and depressing. 94 The fascination of terror is the chief 
quality of Poe's poetry and prose, suggests The Southern Quarterly 
Review·. 95 
Another quality mentioned by several of the critics is Poe's interest 
in and presentation of intense emotional or mental states, usually of a 
morbid nature. The American ifuig Review spoke of many of the tales as 
revealing in sharp outline the inward lives of those ruled by perverse 
and sombre passions. 96 "The Fall of the House of Usher'' illustrates 
this imaginative presentation of a morbid individual's thoughts and 
feeling so that the reader experiences them with vivid intensity. 
"The Black Cat" likewise reveals the perversity of human nature, a 
quality of the insane, a moral disease. 97 ~ Southern Quarterly 
Review referred to Poe 's concentration of his heroes' mentalities, full 
of terror and in the world of the interior mind and heart . 98 
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The poetic quality of his imagination is mentioned occasionally. P. P. 
Cooke spoke of his wild and highly imaginative poetical force, present 
beneath the obvious analytical and narrative powers, unequalled by any 
living writer. The bedside scene with Rowena and the flight from the 
house of Usher are cited. It is this daring and wild imagination that 
makes Poe so different from the homely Defoe, though they both depend 
greatly on precision of detail. 99 Mrs . Smith felt that several of his 
prose tales such as 11Ligeia'' and "The Fall of the House of Usher" are 
as good in imagination, vivid description, 11artistic 11 polish as anything 
he has written in meter. 100 
Poe ' s variety is implicit in his ability as poet, liriter of tales, 
critic, philosopher, and in the various categories that the critics used 
in discussing his tales. The Southern Literary Messenger objected to the 
Wiley and Putnam volume Tales (1845 ) as consisting almost exclusively of 
the analytical type and thus failing to reveal the variety of his skills, 
which only a complete edition would do. However, a better and more 
t t . J. t· uld h b mad 't ~elt . 101 represen a ~ve se ec ~on co ave een e, •  
A criticism of Poe that is frequently made, either directly or by 
implication, is that he restricts himself too narrowly to the dark, the 
gloomy, the morbid, a criticism implicit in much of the material already 
presented above . Cooke suggested that beauty is his concern, not voluptuous, 
sensuous, feminine beauty but the idealized beauty of the soul that leaves 
the homely world behind and dwells in a world of his creation. Cooke went 
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on to point out that, if Poe vTOuld deal with ordinary life with as much 
skill as he does with the extraordinary, he would please millions and that, 
if such tales did not 11exalt him with the few," they vrould indeed make him 
more beloved. 102 
In spite of Poe's practice and his critical pronouncements concerning 
unity, few critics mad.e much of a point of this quality. The American 
Whig Review spoke of the visual appeal of "The Fall of the House of Usher" 
as being stronger than usual, with each clear picture carefully woven 
into the \vhole so successfully that the reader is held horror-struck. The 
unity of his tales is such that quotations are inadequate to show his 
power. 103 Likewise, ~ Southern Quarterly Review refUsed to give 
extracts because the tightly-knit unity forbids it. 104 
As f or Poe's life, morality, and ideas, The American Whig Review, in 
perhaps the most perceptive comraents of contemporaneous criticism, 
said that it is not right to judge such original and povTerfUl work by the 
usual standards that do not apply or that the works directly oppose. In 
each tale Poe did what he intended. Consequently, objections will merely 
d.epend on the reader's taste, for the tales exhibit no errors of thought 
or process . Whatever the reaction, it is apparent that Poe has a sharp 
mind, strong feeling, power of imagination, and keenness of analysis not 
often present in tales. He proves that tales may succeed, even if the 
author demands thought from his readers. 105 G. VT . Peck, who may well 
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have written the above critique, objected to criticisms of Poe as cold, 
abstract, unreal, and beyond human feeling. He denied that abstraction 
is a fault , that reality is necessary, and that Poe's >mrk is cold, 
suggesting that such criticisms are made for two reasons, jealousy over 
Poe's success and outrage over his irregular life. 106 Mrs . Smith pointed 
out that morality is eliminated from the tales as from the poems and that 
pleasure is the sole end. No guideposts to the higher life are raised; 
only subterranean ways are shown. Only one story, "vlilliam Wilson, 11 has 
moral implications; but they are so obscure that the ordinary reader fails 
to notice them. Poe's quarrel with his guardian is vaguely shad.owed; and 
in the death of his second self in a duel, he too becomes "dead to the 
world, to Heaven, and to Hope ." The extent to which moral hunting carries 
Hrs. Smith leads her to suggest that only two other tales have any moral . 
"Landor Cottage" and "The Domain of Arnheim" respectively hint that 
landscape gardening offers the opportunity to display poetic talent and 
that the creation of beauty can raise a person above the ordinary cares of 
humanity. However, she felt the execution fails, leaving the reader to 
feel that place and activity are unhealthy and depressing. 107 The 
Southern Quarterly Review· connnented on the unusual fact that the moral 
element is not present in Poe 's work. 108 
In spite of the emphasis on Poe's disreputable life, the lack of 
sunshine in his work, and its emphasis on pleasure at the expense of 
morality, it is apparent that he was not universally condemned on these 
106 AmlihigR, XI (1850), 309. 107 NAmR, LXXXIII (1856), 489 . 
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grounds. Quite the contrary, he 'IoTas frequently defended; and although his 
life, pessimism, and lack of moral concern are often mentioned, they are 
not al1m.ys used to flog him. 
The British do not treat the tales very extensively, probably because 
they vrere less familiar with them than the Americans. Blackwood 1 S says of 
them that no one could read and forget them as one d.oes with a thousand 
other books. Strange and pmrerful, they are not the work of genius, however. 
110ne is not sorry to have read these tales; one has no desire to read them 
twice. 11 109 Tai t 1 s said that Poe 1 s vrri tings are as unusual and inharmonious 
as his life and reveal a fervid and daring imagination. llO Chambers' 
called Poe the most original American writer of imaginative works yet to 
appear, having no parallel in his prose, except for the wilder tales of 
the German romantics. ill 
~ Edinburgh Review had probably the most harsh article among the 
British periodicals. Much of the material on Poe seems to be merely 
biographical repetition of the Gris1rold. memoir, because the British felt, 
or at least said they felt, that Poe 1 s life and ;vorks were so interesting 
and unusual that some account should be given. There -vrere two schools of 
thought, that which felt Poe's life should be forgotten and his >vorks alone 
considered and that which delighted in parading his villainy according to 
Grisvrold and associating his life with his work. The Edinburg;h Revievr was 
in the second group, and I quote a brief excerpt of the biogr~phical material 
merely as an example of the sort of billingsgate that exerted an undoubted 
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in~luence on his literary reputation. 
11Edgar AJJ.an Poe was incontestably one of the most w·orthless persons o~ 
whom -vre have any record in the world of letters. Many authors may have 
been as idle, many as improvident; some as drunken and dissipated; and a 
few perhaps as treacherous and ungrate~; but he seems to have succeeded 
in attracting and combining in his own person, all the ~loating vices which 
genius had hitherto shown itself capable o~ grasping in its wildest and 
most eccentric behavior. 11 
The review continued by discussing influences. In prose, Brockden 
Brown and William Godwin were his inspiration. They reveal a similar 
attraction ~or the morbid, an improbable straining of interest, care~ 
detailed sketching, the solving of horrible mysteries, a primary concern 
with events and little with character, and a lack of dramatic quality 
in all. The writer also denied Poe's originality and said that it 
resulted ~om his unusual life and twisted moral qualities, not from the 
quality o~ his intellect. Most of his work is imitative, employing De~oe's 
everyday detail, Hoffman's fantasy and nightmare, Novalis' overwrought 
philosophy, and the monstrous genius of Jean Paul. Balzac ' s transcendental 
speculations are imitated, but Poe is inferior to the least o~ them in 
depth. His reading was curious, not thorough; fit~, not broad. ll2 
In general the British vrere more harsh than the American critics as 
far as the tales were concerned. Blackwood's objected to the lack of 
passion and dramatic dialog, found the style not comnendable, and 
considered the metaphors and illustrations awkward and. strained . ll3 
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The quality of horror in Poe ' s i·lriting impressed the British as much 
as it did the Americans, if not more . Chambers' found that imagination 
and reasoning power alone often save them from repulsiveness . 114 The 
Eclectic Review spoke of the tales as disgustingly unhealthy, though 
terribly powerful and called the themes morbid and horrible yet cleverly 
and logically presented , far superior to those of others who try the 
same techniques . 115 Chambers ' referred t o some of the tales as dealing 
with the horrible explored by a dark and powerful :i.ma.gination; 116 and 
Fraser ' s found. great power in the tales, tales that reveal no moral, no 
character, no life, but chiefly the excitement of horror . Though they 
are sometimes coarse, they are never impure . Often they grate on human 
feelings and leave an impression of eerieness; yet they fascinate and 
are impossible to lay aside . Levis and Radcliffe are no match for Poe , 
who has himself seen the horrors he depicts so graphically. 117 Blackwood's 
pointed out Poe ' s use of the tale chiefly as a vehicle for an idea and 
mentions "The Black Cat 11 to illustrate this interest and his use of the 
doctrine of probability. The tale is not an attempt to rival Hoffman's 
in horror but tries to reveal the 11absolute spirit of perversity" in 
man. The resulting punishment is by no means as "hideous, incongruous 
and absurd" as the idea itself. 118 This reaction to "The Black Cat 11 is 
very similar to that of Mrs . Smith, above . 
Poe's use of detail, his ability to make the improbable or impossible 
appear quite probable, and his analytical power of mind are frequently 
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mentioned. Blackwood's said that his tal.es "rivet the attention" through 
a detached and seemingly truthf'u.l vTay of putting the facts before the reader 
as in "A Descent into the Maelstrom," "The Gold Bug'' is the most striking 
in its ingenuity of construction. "T'ne 1'1urd.ers in the Rue Morgue" and "The 
l;fystery of 1-ia.rie Roget" are excellent examples of anal.ysis , but Blackwood's 
objected to the lack of sympathy for the murdered or the falsely accused 
murderer. 119 Tait's spoke of Poe's use of natural. and scientific 
phenomenon in such a matter-of-fact way as to give plausibility. His 
"Effects of Mesmerism on a Dying Man" /:The Case of M. Val.demar '.~] is so 
remarkable and plausible and gripping a story that it suggests the unusual. 
and odd power of a diseased mind which is singularly bold, analytical, 
and capable of clear observation. Perhaps it would explain his life, 
full of strong common sense and VTretched folly, capable of great depravity 
and gr eat poetry. 12° Chambers' also was mystified, finding the combination 
of keen intellect and power:f'u.lly morbid imagination strange. It is hard. 
to reconcile "The Fal.l of the House of Usher," :f'u.1.l of wild emotion and 
imagination, with "The Purloined Ietter" or with the criticism, in which 
intellect is dominant. So convincing is this combination that some 
people, it is said, will not believe that these works are fiction . 121 
Fraser's, too, referred to this amazing combination that makes the wildly 
improbable and bizarre seem possible, through a verisimilitude superior 
ll9 
BlkvTd I s' LXII ( 184 7 ) ' 582-587. 120 EclM1 XXVI (1852 ), 119 fr 
Tait's,-x!X (1852), 231-234. 
12l Chambers', XIX (1853 ), l4o. 
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to Defoe's . "The Case of M. VaJ.demar" and "A Descent into the Maelstrom" 
are cited as two of the most outstanding examples. The writer refers to 
the chief types of taJ.es , the eerie and fearful and the anaJ.yticaJ. and 
detailed, 11wild and strange fictions • • .. from the dark and distempered 
:i..magination of this miserable but extraordinary genius . 11 The reader 
leaves such works vri th a sad sense of a powerful mind, brilliant imagination, 
completely evil heart, and a life of "guilt, misery, and despair. 11 122 
The Edinburgh Review referred to the two types of tales mentioned above and 
pointed out that they have no results and are often morbid. 11 Subtlety of 
thought, acute reasoning faculty, imagination of a gloomy character, and 
a remarkable power of analysis" are his . The last quality is almost 
diseased and is the chief source of his reputation. But The Review 
objected that, as Griswold suggests, Poe is undoing a tangle he made expressly 
to straighten. His preoccupation with emotions such as he deals with is 
probably a result of unsoundness in himself. 
He had no sense of geniaJ. humor, as Fraser's aJ.so suggested, 123 
aJ.though he could be carping, sarcastic, and witty. He aJ.so ignores the 
ordinary elements of life completely. The least unpleasant tales of 
analysis are "The Purloined Ietter 11 and 11The Gold Bug. 11 "The Mystery of 
Marie Roget 11 and "The Murders in the Rue Morgue 11 are too bloody, as is 
much of his writing. However, his structural unity is such that extracts 
cannot do his stories justice. 124 
122 Littell's, LIV (1.857), 162-
164 ~r Fraser's, LV (1857) , 684-700. 
124 EclM, XXXXIV (1858) 1 389- 390 fr 
EdinR1 CVII (1858), 419-442 . 
123 . Ib~d.' p . 159. 
D. The Critic 
It was the Americans who dealt with Poe t he critic, for it was in 
periodicals of the day that he exercised this faculty, and the American 
edition of his works published in 1850 was not issued in Engla~d, though 
it was apparently available there. The earliest reference to Poe the 
critic occurs in The Knickerbocker in 1846 an the occasion of the 
pUblication of The Raven and other Poems (1845 ) and is quite aarcastic, 
-- - - -
revealing the personal feeling occasioned by an attack of Poe's on the 
magazine. His so called criticism, The Knickerbocker indicated, is 
generally a tissue of coarse personal abuse or personal adulation. He 
has praised to the highest degree many of the worst and condemned many 
of the best poets in the country. Hoirever, criticism is his Achilles 
heel; to its ''music he rises and flutters. In ladies 1 magazines he is 
an Aristarchus, but among men of letters his svrord is a broken lathe . 11 
No 1aiter is so deeply in debt to the patience of the critics as Poe, 
and no one writing in America is deserving of less mercy or consideration. 125 
The Southern Literary Messenger , on the occasion of Poe's death, 
referred to his critical works and offered some comments on his relations 
with the critics, as well as an evaluation of his ivork. This writer 
pointed out that, as Poe was the person who edited and made the magazine 
widely read, it should join in the 11general apotheosis >vhich just now 
enrolls him on the list of 'heroes in history and gods in song. 1 11 It 
was amazing that he could do so much so well, poetry, tales, and 
125 Knick, XXVII (1846), 71. 
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especially criticism; not always impartial or correct, he was unfailingly 
harsh on dullness . Novelists and poetasters felt his lash for their 
presumption; and now that he is gone, 'blockheads may rear back once 
more . " Though he gained readers for the magazine, he did not win friends 
f or himself but made many and lasting enemies who took vengeance by 
denying him merit as poet 1 story teller 1 and scholar at the same time that 
foreign reviewers were singing his praises . The jealous, the unknown, 
and the incompetent could not appreciate his quality. He was undoubtedly 
a person of"great genius'.' and stands out sharply among the writers of his 
time as an original author and intellectual. He was a non-conformist, 
and his works did not fit the established categories; yet he never sinned 
against rhetorical correctness . It is unusual to find so wildly imaginative 
a mind capable of analytic reasoning; yet he was superb in this form and 
patient and thorough in research. Many regret that he did not deal with 
more common aspects of life and more cheerful ones. However, he had 
little domestic feeling , and his mind was ever journeying to strange 
realms. He was either criticizing or in cloudland, disciplining or 
dreaming. 126 
This picture of Poe the critic destroying his opportunities for the 
friendly reception of his 01m work and being unappreciated by his 
contemporaries , though the British were according him high praise , i s 
simply not borne out by the evidence of this study, although the 
periodicals involved are of a fairly reputable nature and the daily 
126 SLM, XV (1849) 1 694-695 . 
press is not represented . In one case, that of The Knickerbocker , a situation 
existed in which one of Poe ' s attacks obviously influenced the review; yet 
even the hostile Knickerbocker recognized and praised Poe's talent, although 
somew·hat reluctantly. On the vThole , the American criticism was as generous 
as t hat of the British, especially in the case of the Southern p~riodicals . 
This attitude on the part of The Southern Literary Hessenger probably 
represents a feeling that ivill be even more apparent in the case of Simms, 
that the rest of the country failed to appreciate and praise Southern 
vTri ters justly, a feeling that "ivas represented by Poe 's suspicion of the 
New England writers and periodicals. His pleasant surprise expressed in 
the revie"iv of Hawthorne's Tivice Told Tales on finding true genius where 
he had. expected a reputation merely achieved through the operation of 
the Ne"iv England claque, is an example of this attitude. On the other 
hand, The Southern Literary Messellfier 's conclusion as to Poe's ability 
and t he error of judging him by inapplicable standards is very judicious 
and anticipated. today's attitude. 
In a later article, The Knickerbocker called Poe keen and clever in 
some i?ays as a critic but generally "carping and entirely worthless" 
because he was swayed by whim and prejudice or bound by rules of grammar . 127 
The Democratic Review pointed out that, in the two years of Poe's 
editorship of The South:!rn Literary J.Essenger, the circulation rose from 
four hundred to five thousand, chiefly on the basis of his strength as a 
critic. It added that he was usually sound in his judgments unless whimsy, 
l27 Knick, XXY (1850), 164. 
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personal dislike, maliciousness, or superciliousness intervened. 128 
Hrs . E. v. Smith gave perhaps the most serious analysis and treatment 
of Poe r s critical sta.nd.ards and recognized. that he tried to revolutionize 
American criticism. She said that Poe felt faults alone should be 
emphasized and that to speak of beauties in the plural was to deny the 
unity of the whole work of art, especially in poetry. In addition, he 
wanted to avoid generalizations and felt that a review should particularize 
faults, indicate their causes, and suggest remedies. He objected to 
pioneer worship and praise of the first Americans to vrin fame abroad, 
regardless of the merit of their work. He hated cliques most of all, 
and often he was unreasonable because he felt he vras the object of their 
scorn. As a result of this feeling, he attacked the leaders of American 
literature, especially those of New England. On the '(rhole, he was 
honest and consistent in his criticism, even though he tried. to stir up 
sensations, if possible. lihen his personal feelings were not involved, 
he 1-ro.s "acute" but not "comprehensive. 11 Words, not ideas were his forte. 
He was excellent in analysis 1 but he could not always discern the whole 
or underlying principles. He wrote logically, displayed an excellent 
knowledge of language values, grammar, and., above all, rhetorical 
flexibility and scope, and could detect faulty construction and metrics, 
obscurities, and affectations of diction, weakness of thought, and lack 
of consistency between an author's purpose and his execution of it. He 
often saw non-existent faults and plagiarism everywhere, an ironic case 
128 DemR, XXVIII (1851), 164. 
of the pot and the kettle in view of his chief offense in The Concho~ogist ' s 
First ~· Poe's critic ism 1-rill have little lasting effect, for it is too 
carping and petty and lacks moral point. Sentiment, description, imagery, 
plot, and brilliance of characters are what appeal to most readers and. 
determine immortality. 11 Soul and generous devotion to principle and. truth" 
are more important than mechanical details . This truth Poe could not sense; 
hence his judgment will not stand. 129 The current reaction against the 
New Critics suggests that Mrs . Smith ' s strictures have a certain validity, 
for their limitations are similar t o Poe ' s . 
Only two references to Poe the critic appeared in the English periodicals . 
The Eclectic Review said that Poe is not a good critic and suggested that 
his criticism was probably written vrithout reflection, as it is full of 
prejudice . Some pieces are 11slight and brief, 11 some are 11flippant , 11 and 
some are finely analytical. The Barnaby Rudge review· is an excellent 
example in which plot development is traced. This is Poe's only interest. 
He d.oes not indicate the chief quality of the author, the class to which 
he belongs, the way his background and experience influenced him, his 
habits and everyday life, or the circumstances that have shaped his 
intellect. The reviewer asked 1-rhether an author can be fairly judged 
without considering these factors. 130 Fraser ' s agreed with Grisw·old that 
Poe's criticism is unfortunately devoted entirely to the minutiae of words 
and mechanics, with little discussion of principles. Many were obviously 
written in spite and illustrate unfavorabl y the tone of American journalism, 
129 
NAmR, LXXXIII (1856) 1 441-446. 
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EclM1 XXXXIV (1858), 397 fr 
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which the writer hopes is not general . Two examples are cited to illustrate 
Poe's venom and bad taste respectively. l3l It it amusing to note that the 
second example which Fraser's gives, of bad taste, is satire unrecognized 
by t he writer . 
Several of these objections to Poe as critic are obviously generalizations 
without carei'ul study of Poe's -vrork itself, his criti ci sm, and his aesthetic 
theory, which all have a unity of purpose that is certainly far from mere 
concern iv.lth mechanics, as Mrs . Smith recognizes, even though she supports 
the view in one place while noting that Poe intended to revolutionize 
criticism in another . What occurred is that these "'n-iters apparently took 
unfavorable instances of Poe ' s criticism and used them to generalize . The 
British were more prone to do this, it appears, than the Americans, in 
some cases seemingly relying on Griswold to do their thinking for them. 
The Edinburgh Review and Mrs. Smith agree that Poe 1 s criticism is limited, 
and their objections give an outline of the critical standards that the 
majority operated on. These standards help explain the problem that Cooper, 
Poe, Melville, and Whitman faced in the reaction to their work when they 
pushed outside the conventional bound.aries . In Poe ' s case, the failure 
vras not so much a failure of ignorance as of rejection, f or Poe himself 
had provided in his carei'ully wo~ed out aesthetics the rationale for 
judging his work; it is to the credit of the few t hat , in judging him, 
they did recognize the limitations he himself imposed. 
The question of plagiarism that raged about Poe and was brought up by 
131 Littell's, LIV (1857) , 158-159 fr Fraser's, LV (1857), 684-700. 
Mrs. Smith in her reference to The Conchologist's First Book is, interestingly 
enough, mentioned only by The Knickerbocker, which felt itself personally 
aggrieved by an attack of Poe 1 s and was generally hostile. 132 The best 
discussion of the problem appears in The Democratic Review. 133 
E. The Philosopher 
As for Poe's philosophy exemplified in Eureka, Mrs. Smith took it most 
seriously, summarized it, and found it expressive of the transcendental 
oneness similar to the Brahminical belief in the Bagvat Git. 134 The 
Democratic Review merely says that Eureka would take more space to 
discuss than it is worth. 135 
The British showed the same reactions, one for and one against; but 
both are more extreme than the American reactions. Fraser 's called the 
work 11preposterous rubbish 11 ; l36 but Chambers' said that Eureka proved to 
be a vTOrk of "rare power" that had a tremendous effect in America. 137 
If the effect in America was "tremendous1 11 it certainly is not reflected 
in the criticism. 
F. Biographical References 
The question of Poe's life as it entered the criticism of his work 
may be mentioned. again briefly. In spite of a number of articles which 
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fr Fraser's, LV (1857), 684-700 . 
133 ~, XVI (1845), 413. 
135 DemR, XXVIII (1851)1 172. 
137 Chambers', XIX {1853), 138. 
damned him as a man, tainted his work by association, and. held. him up as 
a horrible example, especially among the British as a result of Griswold ' s 
distortions, 138 a number of treatments, surprisingly enough, observed, as 
did ~ .American Whig Revievr, that his work alone is w'hat is important and 
what vTill live and that it vas never impure but appealed to the highest 
ideals . 139 The Southern Quarterly Review attacked Grisvrold directly and 
d.efended Poe . 140 
To sum up briefly the critical reaction of the mid -nineteenth century 
to Poe is to come surprisingly close t o current estimates of his genius . 
Two differences alone seem to stand out ; the first is the emphasis placed 
upon his life in judging his work; the second is the understandable failure 
t o read as deeply i nto his -vrork, the poetry especially, as have modern 
critics. Poe ' s genius -vras unquestionably recognized and praised, although 
the reaction against his life resulted in many reservations . The fact 
that he had several different reputations was significant. He was known 
in England principally as poet and teller of tales ; but in this respect 
was apparently much more widely knOim and popular in America and, in 
addition, was known as a critic, having built up the circulation of the 
magazines he was associated 1vith chiefly through this talent . It is 
138 Knick, XXXVI (1850) , 372; 
Ladies Re)' XIX (1859) , 568; Tait ' s , 
XIX (1852 , 234; WestR, LVII (18~2 ), 
306- 307; Tait ' s , XX (1853), ll8; 
Chambers ', XIX (1853 ), 137-140; 
Littell's, .LIV (1857 ), 150 fr 
Fraser ' s , LV (1857), 684-700. 
140 SQR XXXVII (1856 ), 337- 338. _, 
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curious that The Southern Quarterly Review should complain of American 
neglect and British respect \·Then the facts clearly indicate a situation 
quite the opposite. However, such contradictions are not uncommon and 
do not affect the more general acceptance of his prior American 
reputation. 
As a poet, his chief contribution was as an innovator in mechanics; 
and he was generally judged to be a highly talented but not great poet . 
Aspiration, romantic opulence, and atmosphere vrere characteristics . 
His occasional bad rhymes were noted. The American critics especially 
objected to his attacks on the didactic and the limits he set on poetic 
subjects, generally failing to understand his position completely. 
As for his poems, 11The Raven 11 vras felt to be his chief work in musical 
qualities, description, and atmosphere . Plagiarism was discussed from 
tline to time in connection 1nth it, but Poe was as often defended as 
criticized. Indeed, the ob jections were somewhat far - fetched and 
probably would never have been made had not Poe himself been so critical 
of plagiarists or had the critics not been so eager t o show what 
excellent literary detectives they vrere . other poems that were considered 
best were those that, except f or the last, are praised vridely today: "To 
Helen,'' 11Annabel Lee," "Eulalie, 11 "Ulalume, 11 and nThe Bells . " 
The Athenaeum lfas uniforr:Ll..y hostile, apparently because Poe vras not 
American enough, failing to express the sense , or li~act , or mystique of 
his great country. The Irish I·Tere unfailingly enthusiastic and not alone 
because of the affinity betvreen Poe and their own James ~Engan. The 
British seeaed obsessed with Poe's life and the paradoxical relationship 
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of it to his works, finding it in some ways a reflection of the works and in 
other ways a contradiction to them. The same poems were most frequently 
discussed by the British as by the Americans but with somewhat more 
varied judgments. 
The tales were generally accorded very high praise, the analytical, 
horrible, original, mysterious, imaginative , and convincing qualities 
being emphasized. 
His '·Tork 1-Ta.S not, as is so often believed, judged by his life entirely, 
several of his contemporary critics objecting vehemently to this use of 
biography as irrelevant. Even those critics who obviously felt that the 
life had to be judged along with the work were often quite objective on 
the score of his art. 
The British tended to deny him originality and blame his dissolute 
life for the lack of it, feeling that his material •ras autobiographical. 
As a critic, Poe was chiefly discussed. by the Americans, who were of 
two minds concerning his value . Same considered him an able and important 
critic; others felt he was a carping scold, prejudiced and without value . 
~~s . Smith alone attempted to analyze his theories seriously and thoroughly. 
One senses a general failure to understand Poe the critic. Although his 
limitations were recognized, his scope was often buried under an 
overemphasis on a single point or a failure to consider the qualifications 
he introduced to his general thesis . 
As a philosopher, Poe •ras treated about the same by both American and 
British critics, one favorable and one unfavorable notice of Eureka 
appearing on each side of the Atlantic , hardly enough material to justify 
conclusions, other than that Poe was not taken very seriously in this 
endeavor. 
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Certainly it can be said that the American criticism was more thorough, 
more perceptive, and earlier than the British. 
The number and distribution of the references to Poe are interesting. 
In seven of the twelve American periodicals examined, six reviews, 
four articles, and four notices, a total of f ourteen references, appeared. 
The Southern Quarterly Review, with one review and one notice; The Southern 
Literary Messenger, with three articles and one notice; and The Knickerbocker, 
with three reviews, were the only ones to have more than a single 
reference over the twenty year period. In twelve of the seventeen 
British periodicals, again only three had more than a single notice: 
The Athenaeum with two notices; Tait's ,with two reviews, one article, and 
a single notice; and Fraser's, with one article and one review. In all, 
eight reviews, six articles, and three notices appeared, a total of 
seventeen references . Bentley's, The British Quarterly Review, Colburn's 
~ Dublin Review, and ~ Quarterly Review took no notice of Poe. Among 
the American periodicals, all but Brownson's, The New Englander, and The 
Universalist Quarterly Review had references. It is curious and. may be 
significant that the three magazines which did not mention Poe are all 
New England publications and strongly denominational. Possibly they felt 
that Poe 's irregular life made it ~ossible for them to discuss his work. 
The interest of the Southern publications is, of course, explained by 
Poe's work as editor in the South and his consideration of himself as 
a Southerner. The Knickerbocker's interest, as suggested above, may 
vell have been the result o:f an editorial quarrel, although the magazine 
did recognize Poe's ability and was a constant cham;pion o:f American 
1-rriters . 
The greater number o:f British re:ferences does not necessarily represent 
a greater interest on the part o:f the British. All the American re:ferences 
are devoted. exclusively to Poe; many o:f the British comments are :from 
general articles on American poetry in vlhich Poe is but one o:f several 
1-rriters discussed. In addition, the tenor o:f the British articles seems 
to indicate an interest in the scandalous nature o:f Poe's li:fe, vThich 
appears to have come as more or less o:f a shock to them through GriSivold 1 s 
memoir, whereas his problems were more widely known in American literary 
circles and, :frequently treated syiwathetically. The vlidespread. interest 
in Poe is suggested by t he n~~er o:f periodicals involved. and. the :fact 
that no one or two produced the bulk of the criticism. 
Chapter III 
Oliver Hend.ell Holmes 
Having been born a fevr years after the beginning of the nineteenth 
centur,-, Holmes departed this life a few years before its close . In 
vieiv of this long life and the opportunities that i·rere his , it is 
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perhaps a little disappointing to feel that the nostalsic parochialism 
of 11The Last Leaf, 11 one of his most successful poeos, is some-vrhat 
suggestive of Holmes' own career . In many ways he vras a scion of the 
eighteenth century; and his contemporaries recognized t hat he stood 
sooeivhat aloof from the main currents of his turbulent times , for the 
most part richly and contentedly bounded by Brahmin Boston and acad.emic 
Cambridge . By temperament , taste, background , and activities rather 
conservative except for his medical ideas and his faith in science, 
he vras spokesman for and member of a well -established and cultured 
society of wealth, power, and breeding that traced its origins, for the 
most part, to Puritan days if not beyond and. that was becoming some-vrhat 
provincial in its mm exclusiveness . Holmes offers interesting parallels 
with Cooper. Representative of the commercial, banking, and industrial 
aristocracy of Boston, as Cooper was of the landed gentry of New York, 
Holmes lacked Cooper 1 s a"'vareness of America as a continent "'vhich had 
borne and nurtured a new and noble race of men. And though both were 
deeply concerned with establishing standards of emulation for the classes 
that vere rising through democratic processes and opportunities, one 
cannot escape the feeling that Cooper ' s was the more comprehensive and 
forward-looking concept and that Holmes was more conscious of the past, 
even though he sometimes ridiculed it gently. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes had, among many reputations, three of concern 
to this study. First and perhaps most important is his position as a 
satirist and writer of humorous verse; second, as a v~iter of serious 
poetry; and third, as the prose •~iter of the Breakfast Table series . 
The presentation of the American and British periodical criticism of 
Holmes is complicated by several factors. First of all, he vras not as 
frequently discussed as other 'tvriters of the times; and most of the 
material consists of brief notices rather than full length articles . 
Second, his reputation \vas limited by several factors : poetry vri th him 
vras an avocation; much of his vlork vras of local or occasional interest; 
his 1vas a facile and varied talent, productive of much that was ephemeral; 
his comic and serious pieces apparently worked against each other to 
some extent; his was an essentially neo- classical taste in an increasingl y 
romantic period. Finally his Breakfast Table papers and much of his 
later poetry were written near the end of or after the period covered by 
this study. 
A. The Humorist 
From the material available, his reputation as a humorist and satirist, 
as a serious poet, and as the author of The Autocrat and The Professor 
may be examined first as the A~ricans and then the British saw it. 
No question existed in the minds of the American critics but that 
Holmes ioTas the foremost writer of humorous and satiric poetry in the 
country. E. P. Whipple , revievling Grisv1old' s Poets and Poetry of America 
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in The North American Review, pointed. out that it is difficult to write 
good comic poetry, blending fancy and imagination '\d th the comic, but 
that Holmes did it better than any other American poet. 1 The next 
year , the reviewer for The Knickerbocker said he has always contended 
that Holmes had hardly an equal in .America for satire, humor, and 
burlesque. In spite of his claim that he dared not write as "funny" 
as he could, he had. continued to be more "funny, irresistibly 
grotesque , and droll in fancy and style than any modern poet, native 
or foreign whom we know. " 2 A later number of The Knickerbocker and 
The Southern Literary Messenger likewise paid tribute to Holmes, the 
humorist and satirist. 3 
On the British side opinions w·ere more varied and far less enthusiastic. 
Fraser's vras disappointed in Holmes, 1-rho was said to be .America's chief 
comic poet, finding "The Last Leaf" to be his only presentable poem. 
Perhaps, it suggested,this was a reaction against expectations that were 
too high as a result of the excessive praise Holmes had received. 4 
Tait's, too,pointed out that Holmes had a great reputation for wit that 
is hardly deserved. 5 And The Eclectic Review prefaced its judgments by 
reference to Holmes' high position as "poet and wit 11 among "celebrated" 
men in .America and by quoting The North .American Review to the effect 
that he is an original wit with no malice and a fund of sentiment. 
However, The Eclectic Review felt that Punch published. funnier verse 
1 NAmR, LVIII (1844), 29. 
3 Ibid., XXXXVII (1856), 34o; 
Sil~, XXVII (1858), 475. 
5 Tait's, XXII (1855), 98. 
2 Knick, XXVI (1845), 570-573. 
4 Fraser's, XXXXII (1850), 22. 
than his each week, even though his comic poetry vras better than his 
serious. 6 On the other hand, Colburn 1 s found him to be supreme in 
''badinage 11 and "piquant satire 11 ; 7 ~ Eclectic Revie1-r called him 
the only humorous poet in America except for Lowell, who had written 
a few comic poems; 8 and The Irish Quarterly Review felt that Holmes 
was most naturally a humorist, really the only one in America. 9 
Obviously general agreement existed that Holmes was the chief humorous 
poet in America. The British accepted this view; and their frequent 
references to American opinions indicate that, whether or not these 
opinions vrere adopted, they and the American periodicals were familiar 
to the British critic. However, a number of the British reviewers 
were careful to point out that Holmes did not rate very high with them 
as humorist and wit, even though he was America's best. 
Fraser 1 s reaction to Holmes 1 w·ork indicates that too lavish American 
praise could result in unnecessarily harsh criticism from the British. 
The Knickerbocker , which was particularly concerned with advancing 
American authors and which would have had a natural sympathy for Holmes' 
urbanity and ideas, was alone in ranking him as superior for humor to 
any living poet, native or foreign. 
Perhaps the chief characteristic of his humor and satire is the 
geniality and sentiment, which is mentioned by many of his critics. 
Whipple alone disagreed, calling the satire peculiarly Holmes' own, 
a satire in which the author merely seems to feel vdth the victim; 
6 EclR, ex (1859), 334. 7 EclM, XXX (1853), 532 fr 
Colbu:rii1S, LXXXXIX (185 3), 77-84. 
8 EclR, LXXXXIX (1853), 319. 9 IrishQR, V (1855) , 215 . 
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this feeling, however, is only 11a legerdemain of contempt 11 • The subject 
is made to expose himself and is sometimes blinded ioTi th stardust before 
being impaled on the rapier of Holmes' sarcastic compliments . Yet 
W'.nipple did point out that many of Holmes ' poems are not so much based 
on wit as on 11fancy and sentiment given a humorous turn 11 and that his 
satiric range runs with ease from sharp rebukes to grotesqueries of 
drollery. lO Francis Bowen said in connection with this geniality, 
"His "1-rit is all his own, so sly and tingling, but vrithout a drop of 
ill-nature in it, and never leaving a sting behind. His humor is so grotesque 
and queer that it reminds one of the frolics of Puck. 11 ll The Knickerbocker 
called Holmes good-hearted and said his pungent satire is not malicious 
but good-natured, general and not personal. Like Dickens, whose chief 
charm is his geniality, Holmes presents a world full of fun, one that 
is better than is usually conceived; and he ignores the sordidness of 
life, that some "literary jackals love to mouth. 1f 12 This last comment 
is typical of the critical attitude towards literary realism in its 
long struggle for recognition. 
Although the British were more severe, they, too, commented on this 
quality of geniality, pointing out that Holmes' earnestness, his thought-
fulness, and his humanity make him censorious and didactic, on occasion, 
but not bitterly morose . Though he can be cutting and keen in sarcasm, 
he is temperamentally too good-natured, generous, fun-loving, and 
fanciful to be sourly bitter and critical. 1 3 
10 NAmR, LVIII (1844), 29-30. 
12 Knick, XXXVII (1851), 143. 
ll Ibid., LXVIII (1849), 201. 
13 EclM, XXX (1853), 532 fr 
Colburn's, IC (1853), 77-84. 
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As a satirist, Colburn's continued, he is powerful, though polished, trim, 
and e;ood..natured. fure Addisonian than Swiftian, his shafts are designed 
to cure, not kill. 14 
B. The Serious Poet 
In view of his reputation as a humorist, perhaps the most surprising 
fact about the criticism of Holmes is the attention paid to his serious 
poetry. \fuipple said that Holmes vras also a poet of feeling and passion, 
vTho had written fine lyrics and vrho should write many more. l5 The 
Knickerbocker found that sublimity as well as humor is frequently present 
in Holmes' poetryj and it believes that deep feeling and truth are 
necessary for the kind of popularity he enjoys. 16 ~ New Engfander, 
probably because of its denominational character, consistently se~~ed 
to minimize Holmes' humor and emphasize his serious vrork. Revievring 
the 1846 English edition of his poems, it said, 11 Some of the finest 
passages to be found in the whole range of American poetry are contained 
in this volume . Vividness of conception and vigor of expression 
characterize nearly everything vrhich Dr. Holmes has wTitten, while 
his delicate perception of the beautiful and his nice sense of the 
ridiculous add greatly to the attractiveness of the thought. 11 Mbst of 
the poems were written when he \vas in college , and early praise of these 
works placed him high among the poets . He could have raised himself 
to high rank if he had not chosen medicine as his career. 17 Numerous 
14 EclM, XXX (1853) , 532 fr 
Colburn'S; IC (1853) , 77-84. 
16 Knick, XXVI (1845), 570-573. 
l5 NAmR, LVIII (1844), 29- 30 . 
17 NewEng, IV (1846), 455. 
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other American references supplement without exception t his concern with 
and. praise of Holmes as a serious poet . 18 
In a review of Astraea, t he writer for The Knickerbocker pointed out 
one of Holmes ' problems 1 a problem that confronts any vrri ter who makes 
a reputation with one type of vrork and also tries to explore others . 
Readers 1-rho expect a predominantly humorous work like most of Holmes ' 
efforts "lvill be disappointed and may feel it to be a failure; they may 
miss the beautiful in looking for the non-existent humor . The poem 
should be read carefully, as it is more profound. that most of Holmes ' 
work. For this depth, discriminating readers 1vill consider it a 
superior piece . 19 
The British were also concerned with Holmes ' serious poetry; but, 
as with the comic, they were far more critical than the Americans , 
except for Blackwood's and The Irish Quarterly Reviei·T. Blackwood 's 
found Holmes ' reputation as a comic poet misleading because he was not 
alvrays comic; here and there among his poems are some worthy of high 
praise. 20 And ~ Irish Quarterly Review found he can be serious and 
successfully so vrhen he wishes . 21 
On the other hand, The Athenaeum spoke of the long poems as preten-
tious and mentioned. that, though they reveal a "sly humour and nice 
description" here and there, they are not entirely successful. 22 
Colburn ·' s found that some of Holmes' poetry has "pomp and pretension 11 ; 
18 Knick, XXVIII (1846) , 535; NAmR, 
LXIV (1847 ), 212-213; Knick, KXXXVII 
(1856) , 34o; NewEng, XVII (1859), 278. 
20 Blkwd ' s , LXIX (1851 ), 529- 530. 
22 Ath, July 311 18521 p. 815. 
l9 Knick, XXXVII (1851) , 150. 
21 IrishQR1 V (1855) , 215 . 
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and, aJ.though the terms are not used in a criticaJ. sense , occasionaJ.ly he 
is too pretentious, making the read.er wonder if the satirist is speaking. 
The very real problem this -vrri ter is pointing out is evident in the fact 
that the lines he uses to illustrate his point--from Astraea, describing 
poetic inspiration--are quite serious and sincere . 23 Tait 1 s called 
Holmes one of the melodious poets; and although it credited him with 
11much poeticaJ. feeling, very great lyrical facility, unsw·erving common 
sense , 11 it concluded that his serious works are merel;y on the edge of 
poetry, showing no d.eep feeling and being full of cliches and bad rhymes . 24 
Holmes 1 didacticism and shrevrdness, or common sense , are mentioned 
more frequently by the British than by the Americans . Blacki-rood 1 s pointed 
out that he writes didactic poetry that seems like college exercises . 25 
Tai t 1 s , perhaps the most critical of the British revie1rs , said his -vrri ting 
is not that of an enthusiast but that his p oetry contains unexceptionable 
counsels, manliness, and shrewdness . 2 6 And The Irish Quarterly Review 
credited him with good sense and purpose in all his ~rorks. His wish to 
instruct and his ability to do so is most admirable . In spite of 
criticism and minimization, he is a force f or good and is fully 
appreciated. at home and abroad. 27 
Pathos is considered one of his chief characteristics by both the 
American and the British critics, 28 and 11The Last Leaf 11 is cited as an 
23 EclH, XXX (1853), 535 fr 
Colburn 1 s , LXXXXIX (185 3), 77-84. 
25 Blkwd ' s , LXIX (1851), 529. 
27 IrishQR, V (1855 ), 215 -216. 
24 
Tait 1 s) XXII (1855 ), 100. 
26 Tait 1 s , XXII (1855), 100. 
28 ~~, LVIII (1844), 30; 
Knick, XXVI (1845) , 570-573; Blkwd's , 
LXIX (1851 ), 529; EclR, LXXXXIX 
(1853), 319. ----
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example of the mingling of pathos and humor by Holmes in a typical way. 29 
Francis Bowen expressed the effect of this combination by saying that 
deep pathos is interwoven i-rith humor "so naturally that when the reader's 
eyes are brimming with tears, he knows not whether they have their source 
in sorrow or laughter. 11 30 
Holmes ' use of language was generally the source of praise. The 
Knickerbocker called it that of genius. 31. Francis Bowen pointed. out 
that it is never thin or vulgar, 32 is consistently tight, accurate, 
sinewy, correct, and clear, or colloquial if necessary. 33 And The 
Southern Literary Messenger called his skill with words truly autocratic 
and appropriate to the subject, having the "pomp 11 of De Quincey and the 
"quaintness 11 of Carlyle. 34 On the other hand, Colburn's spoke of the 
more laboured 11 poems as having an "imposing eloquence - rather rude 
and unchastened 11 ; 35 while The Irish Quarterly Reviei·T called his diction 
rrelegant. u 36 
These last two references, Colburn's to 11rude and unchastened" diction 
and The Irish Quarterly Review's to 11elegant 11 diction, are difficult to 
reconcile, as Colburn's is not referring to Holmes' dialect poems. 
The nature description was mentioned but twice and both times by The 
Knickerbocker, which pointed out that descriptions to be good must show 
29 Knick, XXVIII (1846), 535; 
Ecll-1, XXX (185 3) 5 35 fr Colburn 1 s, 
LXXXXIX (1853), 77-84. 
31. Knick, XXVIII (1846), 535 
33 Ibid., p. 215. 
35 EclM, XXX (1853), 535 fr 
Colburii"i'S; LXXXXIX (185 3), 77-84. 
30 NAmR, LXVIII {1849), 201. 
32 NAmR, LXIV (1847), 213. 
34 SLM, XXVII (1858) , 474-475. 
36 IrishQR, V (1855), 215. 
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an intimate knowledge of details and operations. Holmes is particularly 
effective in this respect; he knows his flowers and birds thoroughly and 
avoids repetition by being a1-rare that no two scenes are ever alike. 37 
In a later article he was credited with a sensitive feeling for nature 
and the ability to make the reader sense its beauty and charm. 38 
Although it is difficult to generalize from so few references, the lack 
of comment and Holmes' infrequent use of nature suggest his neo-classical 
interests. 
Other qualities mentioned briefly but showing no significant differences 
between American and British attitudes were naturalness, excellence in 
versification, and effectiveness of imagery. 39 
Both American and British critics referred. to specific poems from time 
to time, and it is interesting to note that they 1-rere Holmes ' better 
ones. "Old Ironsides" was, of course, not a favorite with the British, 
although the Americans were naturally fond of it. 
E. P. vlhipple called "Old Ironsides,11 "The Steamboat, II "Qui Vivre, II 
and others, fine lyrics and felt Holmes should do more like them. 4o 
To The Knickerbocker 11The Last Leaf" shO\-rs picturesqueness and pathos; 
"My Aunt 11 and 11 September Gale 11 present irresistible humor and grotesquerie 
as does "The Spectre Pig 11 ; "The Nysterious Visitor" is a 11 capital sketch 
in ballad style"; and "T\vo Portraits in the Athenaeum" is trenchant 
37 Knick, XXXVII (1851), 149. 
39 Knick, XXXVII (1851), 144; 
Ibid., p. 149; (~' XXVII (1858 ), 
4'7'b; EcJ..M, XXX 1 53 ) , 5 32 fr 
Colburn's, V (1853), 77-84; 
IrishQR, V (1855), 218; Ibid., p. 220. 
38 Ibid., XXXXVII (1856), 34o. 
4o NAm.R, LVIII (1844), 30 . 
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satire. 41 "Old Ironsides" exhibits nervous, bold, and forcefUl spirit. 42 
The Southern Literary Messenger felt that the poems in The Autocrat were 
enough to make anyone's reputation and considered some "quite perfect," 
"Stars and Flowers, 11 for exam;ple. 11The Anatomist's Hymn" is "exceedingly 
beautifUl in conception and execution, " and "The Chambered Nautilus" is 
a favorite . 43 
For the British, however, Fraser's considers "The Last Leaf 11 Holmes ' 
only acceptable poem. 44 Blackwood's pointed out that civilized life 
in Boston and New York has some of the same disagreeable elements as 
that in London. 11The Music Grinders 11 is an exam;ple; "The Treadmill 
Song" reveaJ.s a situation quite applicable to England; and "'1\ro Portraits 
in the Athenaeum" could be true of English exhibits. 45 The Athenaeum 
called "The Last Leaf" memorable, "Daily Trials" t;y:picaJ., and "On 
Lending a Ptmch Bowl" pleasant 1vithout coarseness. 46 Colburn's found 
"Poetry: A MetricaJ. Essay, 11 "Terpsicore," "Astraea, 11 "Pittsfield 
Cemetery, " and "The Ploughman" to have "dignity, precision and sonorous 
elevation. 11 "Departed Days, 11 11An Evening Thought, 11 "From a Bachelor's 
Private JournaJ., 11 "La Grisette," "The Last Reader," "A Souvenir 1' are 
tender and pathetic. 11An Evening Thought" and "Departed Days" show 
ability to deaJ. with lost youth. 11The Last Leaf 11 exhibits pathetic 
and quaint humor and is good enough to make an entire poetic reputation. 
41 
Knick, XXVI (1845), 570-573. 
43 SLM, XXVII (1858), 476. 
45 
Blkwd's, LXIX (1851), 529-530. 
42 
Ibid., XXXVII (1841), 144. 
44 Fraser's, XXXXII (1850), 22. 
46 
Ath, July 31, 1852, pp. 815-816. 
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Holmes is more successful in the poems of graceful banter than in those 
of the broadly comical, such as "The Spectre Pig" and "The Stethoscope 
Song. 11 110n Lending a Punch Bovrl" is well-known and loved by the British. 47 
The Eclectic Review pointed out that Holmes' poems are in some cases 
appreciated only by Americans but that others are as good for the English, 
"The Music Grinders," f or example. 48 "The Last Leaf" reveals quaintness 
and freshness, 49 and The Irish Quarterly Review called it Holmes ' oddest 
and most characteristic work. "The Star and the Water Lily" shows the 
beauty of his ballads; 50 ~~~Aunt" reveals "exquisite satire and 
marvellous facility; and "The Stethoscope Song" is in Holmes ' best 
style. 5l The Athenaeum considered "The Deacon's Masterpiece 11 excellent. 52 
Chambers' cited "On Lending a Punch Bowl'' as Holmes 1 only good ballad 
and suggested that "The Deacon's Masterpiece 11 is a pleasant bit of 
verse, 53 missing the satire completely. 
Several points may be mentioned concerning this choice of poems for 
specific mention. First of all and most obvious is the universal acclaim 
of "The Last Leaf," a judgment that time has not altered. "Old Ironsides" 
is, as one might expect, ignored by the British. Appropriate to a country 
of hearty eaters and drinkers, ''On Lending a Punch BOi-rl" turns out to be 
a favorite of the British but is completely ignored by the Americans, 
a fact which offers interesting material f or speculation in view of 
47 Eclli, XXX (1853), 535 -536 fr 
Colburn 1 s , LXXXXIX (1853), 77-84. 
48 
EclR, Iu'OCXXIX (1853 ), 319. 
49 Ib 'd 
__ ~_., p. 321 50 IrishQR, V (1855), 217. 
5l Ibid., p. 220. 52 Ath, January 15, 1859, p . 77. 
53 Chambers ', XXXI (1859 ), 6. 
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Holmes' satire on teetotalers in The Autocrat and of Maine 's passage 
in 1851 of the first prohibition law. Surprisingly, too, "The Chambered 
Nautilis," generally acclaimed as one of Holmes' most effective poems, 
is mentioned but once. It is interesting to note that The Southern 
Literary Messenger, which took itself and American literature very 
seriously, weights its list almost exclusively with the serious poems 
and 1-Tith descriptive superlatives. The British are more critical than 
the Americans in several references but are more exhaustive and specific 
in mentioning poems and characterizing them. Except when Holmes is 
hardly granted any ability as a poet, the British seem to be impressed 
as much with the serious poetry as with the comic; and those comments 
on the humorous poetry suggest an upper class bias and the fact that 
some of the poems are not appropriate for British readers , without citing 
specific examples. By and. large, the list represents most of Holmes 
best efforts from the early period covered by this study. However, it 
must be realized that as the references appeared at various times, the 
'-.riters were drawing in some cases from a much less exhaustive list of 
poems than in others . 
Another interesting aspect of the Holmes criticism worth mentioning 
is the comparisons that were made with other writers. It is significant 
in indicating the highly exaggerated, patriotic criticism of some of the 
American periodicals that The Southern Literary Messenger would not bother 
to rate The Autocrat among the works of the humorists, for the book will 
take its place beside Montaigne and Lamb. If Holmes reminds one of Swift 
and Rabelais in the more dry parts, he is Sterne in the latter's more 
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genial and poetic moments. De Quincey and Carlyle are also called into 
comparison. 54 This sort of obviously inflated praise and associations 
irritated many British critics, often sharpening their barbs to more 
than normal pointedness. 
The British were more apt to compare Holmes with their own authors, 
sometimes to suggest to their countrymen his qualities, in some cases to 
counteract American comparisons, and perhaps most frequently of all to 
indicate his inferiority or at least the English priority in a given 
form or style. The Athenaeum, which was the British periodical most 
consistent in noticing and praising American writers, found it creditable 
in the Americans that they 1.rant variety and appreciate Holmes on a different 
basis from Longfellow, Whittier, Bryant, Willis, and Poe. He is not 
imitative but reminiscent of Crabbe, William Spencer, and '\'lhistlecraft 
in didacticism, humorous fancy, and pathos . His is the poetry of a 
university, a social, and a witty man. 55 The most frequent comparison 
vras with Hood, Tait ' s claiming that Holmes is foolishly called the 
American Hood. However, Holmes has none of Hood's intensity nor the 
close connection between morals and intellect that made Hood strong in 
pathos and suggestiveness . Holmes is really a mild sort of Sydney Smith, 
even to his use of rhyme. About the same rank as Tom Hoore but inferior 
to Praed1 he is still well worth reading. 56 The Eclectic Revievr quoted 
Miss :t.ti.tford, who apparently vas a great champion of Holmes' 1 to the 
effect that he has no parallel until the critic goes back to Pope and 
54 SLM, XXVII (1858), 475 . 55 Ath, July 311 18521 p. 1815. 
56 Tait!s, XXII (1855), 98. 
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Dryden; but, o:f course, The Eclectic Review disagrees. He is not even 
Hood 1 s equal as a wit . 57 Earlier The Eclectic Review had said that 
Holmes vras like Tom Hood but vrithout his depth o:f tenderness. The 
attitudes o:f the two men are the same; and though Hood is more "refined, " 
Holmes is as broad and genial. 58 
This hint o:f Holmes ' lack of refinement is interesting in view o:f his 
position as a product o:f America's :finest university and as a representative 
o:f one o:f her most refined and cultivated societies, the Boston Brahmin. 
It also ties in with the strange mention o:f his crude diction, already 
noted. The most direct and clear- cut o:f such criticism came :from The 
Eclectic Review, which called him a person o:f "vivacity, " "spirit," and 
acuteness, "smart and American. " Vlith considerable condescension, the 
writer referred to him as an American speaking, in The Autocrat, to a 
"motley and :floating population" o:f the boarding house and exhibiting 
an "underbred :flippancy and loudness, 11 "a smart vulgarity. " He is clever 
and not averse to saying so . 59 
These last comments are suggestive :for several reasons . First o:f all 
is the incongruity of the above d.escription applied to the urbane Holmes, 
the Brahmin consistently concerned with the importance o:f breeding, 
tradition, culture, :family background, and decorum, absolutely the most 
aristocratic o:f all the writers considered, much more so than Cooper, 
who 1·ras also concerned with establishing responsible and cultivated 
standards :for the American gentleman. 
57 EclR, ex (1859), 33!1-
59 Ibid., ex (1859 ), 335 . 
The tone o:f The Eclectic Review's 
58 
Ibid. , LXXXXIX (1853), 319. 
remarks reveals its bias and the description seems more applicable t o 
the "Yankee 11 caricature than to the sophisticated Holmes . The 
references to the 11motley and floating population 11 indicate a qual.ity 
of American life that has been characteristic of its entire history. 
Motleyness is also one of the characteristics in i-rhich d.emocratic 
America takes pride, though the term is one of contempt as used by 
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The Eclectic Review and reveals its aristocratic prejudice . The boarding 
house, too, was one of the features of nineteenth century America that 
fascinated European travellers and one that has many interesting 
associations i n American culture and in the economic life of the times. 
The British critics did not seem t o recognize that the boarding house 
was foreign to Holmes ' life, background, and tastes, and that he was 
using it merely as a convenient and. very effective device, peculiarly, 
in fact , uniquely suited. to his purpose. 
A fe"iv miscellaneous points concerning criticism, Anglo-American 
relationships, and the state of American letters may be mentioned. 
The New Englander brought fonrard the old charge that America 
rejected its authors until British approval of their vorks was forthcoming . 
After pointing out that the British critics gave "exalted praise" to 
parts of the 1846 English edition of Holmes ' poems, The Nei-r Englander 
suggested Holmes as a good example of the fact that an American author 
needs the seal of British approval before his countrymen really notice 
him. Since the British have praised him, the Americans are more 
enthusiastic. 6o Obviously comments by the British critics themselves , 
ill 
that have already been presented, indicate clearly t hat Holmes ' reputation 
in America was an accepted fact which the British critics recognized 
and utilized in their mm re:marks. 
Francis Bowen, in a review· of Urania, pointed out that a second 
edition in three months indicates hov fortunate Holmes is to find favor 
in t hese days when good poetry is a drug on the shelves. This comment 
is curious coming just two years after The Knickerbocker complained of 
t he amount of trash that a good poet like Holmes has to compete >-lith. 
Bowen 11ent on to urge what could be called. a democratic criticism. He 
pointed out that immediate popularity is a good sign of excellence. If 
the poet is not understandable, universally appealing, and if a special 
education is necessary to grasp his meaning, the >vorld loses little if 
he is soon forgotten. A coterie appeal is usually short-lived. Although 
poetry was popular in its origins, progress has changed it into t he 
property of the privileged; and. t he emergence of poetic schools, like 
the Hordsworthian, is the latest evidence of degeneracy . It is better 
to have no schools, no theorizing, and no exclusiveness . The judgment 
of the majority is more catholic, natural, and true. Holmes' po.pularity 
suggests he is a good poet . 61 
Although Cooper was infinitely more popular than Holmes and on a far 
more democratic basis, neither Cooper nor Holmes >vould have subscribed 
to this critical outlook. Hhat is curious about Bmren' s point of 
view is his failure to consider the relationship beti·Tecn popularity 
and literary mediocrity or dmmright trash. He obviously 
61 F-.cancis Bowen, NAmR, LXIV (1847 ), 208-212. 
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considered excellence to be a cause of popularity, failing to recognize 
or to take into account that the combination of excellence and popularity 
is often merely coincidental and that the popular elements within the 
-vrork rather than its literary superiority give it its appeal to a 
general audience. This fact is illustrated. by several figures in this 
study i-lho were popular but not good writers or popular but for reasons 
other than their literary excellence. 
An additional irony is present in the fact that this democratic 
criticism rejected. the Wordsworthian school, -vrhich, in many of its ideas 
and concepts, was moving towards i-lhat can be called a more democratic 
poetrJ1 especially in its subject matter and language. 
i•lhenever ~ Knickerbocker saw an opportunity in discussing an 
American author to make a point about the state of American literature, 
it did so. In connection with Holmes, it complained that today's poets 
are not born but mad.e and that the country is overflowing with their work, 
most frequently printed in the newspapers, where they are called fugitive 
pieces. They are fugitive only in that they flee all sense. The reader 
of taste knows that this literary epidemic is poetry only because it is 
printed in a column headed by that -vrord. Holmes is not one of these lame 
and halting versifiers. Humorous verse, well written and clever, is not 
his only accomplishment; he is not only humorous, witty, and funny but 
also vlise , sensible, and forcible. 62 
The article concludes with a vigorous defence of American literature: 
11 It has frequently been complained that America has no national literature. 
62 Knick, XXXVII (1851) 1 11~2-14 3. 
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From beyond the waters the lamentation is heard and mother England chiefly 
laments the literary degeneration of her race . '' He are supposed to be 
money- grubbing, indifferent to education, and neglectful of literary 
values and writers . IT these charges were true , vre could use the fact 
of our youthfulness and the harsh and exacting tasks that place life 
before leisure . Yet this defence is not necessary; the charges can be 
directly contradicted. Novelists , poets, and historians we have . Not, 
perhaps, the world 1 s challengers but t hose of whom i·Te need not be 
ashamed. England thought to chastize the infant republic; let her take 
care that she fall not upon 11literary Bunker Hills and Yorktowns . " 63 
Again and again during the period, such comments, vainglorious in 
many i·Tays , appear, revealing the fact of British attacks and condescension 
and the equally fruitless American sensitivity and retaliations . 
Further evidence of this sensitiveness to the charGeS of vulgarity and 
materialism appears in the reaction of The Knickerbocker reviewer ivho 
waited >·lith anticipation for the publication of Astraca and was disgusted, 
when he opened the book, to see advertised a list of volumes recently 
published by Ticknor . This method of pushing wares "smacks of rascality. " 
It cheats the public and is in as bad taste as if Ticknor hired Holmes 
to bear a board and ring a bell. 64 
Of the longer poems, only Urania and Astraea were specifically noticed; 
and the criticism adds nothing to the characteristics already discussed. 65 
63 Knick, XXXVII (1851), pp. 150-151. 
65 NAmR, LXIV (1847) , 213, 215; 
Ne-vrEn£; , VIII (1850), 565; Knick, 
XXXVII (1851) , 147, 149. 
64 Ib .d 
__ l_.' p . 145 . 
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c. The Writer of Prose 
In the treatment of Holmes as a writer of prose, first the American 
and then the British references to The Autocrat and ~1e Professor will 
be presented. The Southern Literary Messenger offered no criticism for 
this "genial, witty, wise, scholarly and truthful" book, The Autocrat of 
the Breakfast Table . Praise alone was called for . What is "pure and 
honest and lovel y and of good report is recognized by Holmes and commended 
in his charming prose and exquisite poetry. " His most impressive feature was 
seen as the ability to present character and emotion of life in an 
understandable way. The writer was thankful he was a countryman of an 
author •rho can "instruct and cheer and improve us" so well. 66 
The New Englander, referring to the papers which achieved such "notoriety" 
in The Atlantic, said it is superfluous to review >-That all read and talk 
about. Sounding the religious note, the reviewer said that the magazine 
could keep its good Protestant character by complaining of some unsound 
11arguments" and "ingenious paradoxes" that are not of "infallible authority. 11 
Sometimes the references to religion are painful because they may be 
interpreted as making light of religion, a meaning Holmes never intended. 
Yet vThat critic could be severe id th this d.elightful volume, for it is 
impossible to be harsh with a book that gives so much enjoyment . 
Consequently, the reviewer abdicated criticism and agreed with the crowd, 
which was for once correct . Terms like 1'brilliant" and. 11amusing, 11 which 
are most frequently used to describe the book, are too \-Teak. The volume 
is 11rich in interesting suggestions, in striking conceptions no less 
66 SLM, XXVII (1858) , 474- 476. 
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strikingly enunciated, in mature expression of life flowing forth with 
Horatian ease and humor, in glimpses of strange and rarely trodden fields 
of thought and sentiment. 11 67 
The Ladies' Repository merely pointed out that those who missed the 
series in The Atlantic may now read them in a single volume; and those 
who did read them in the magazine \fill want them in permanent form. The 
reaction to these papers when they vere first published is 11 confirmed 11 
by the second reading. 68 
In Britain, The Athenaeum f ound The Autocrat a hard book to describe. 
It touches upon many matters, has much humor, and though d.idactic in 
spots, has quantities of wit and ifisdom to atone for this blemish. If 
there is the occasional tone of the sermon, there are a hundred lines of 
satire. Adept as a punster, Holmes delights to hit at the clergy and 
has an unusual facility in making strikingly apt but unexpected comparisons. 
The poetry is graceful, healthy, and predominantly humorous . The book 
deserves to be as popular in England as it is in America. 69 
Chambers' adYised Holmes, on the basis of The Autocrat, to give up 
poetry and work entirely in the conversational form. Although many good 
things are present in the book, the apophthegms are not among them. The 
reviewer was pleased at the Autocrat's rejection of controversy in print, 
a device which equalizes fools and wise men, as fools >·Tell know. This 
point is used as the occasion f or a harsh comment on the 11reckless manner 
in which it /J.ir:J is flung about by the public press 11 in America. 
67 NewEng, XVII (1859), 277-279. 68 Ladies'Rep, XIX (1859), 59. 
69 Ath, January 15, 1859, pp. 75-76. 
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Referring to Holmes' description of poetic inspiration and his humor, 
the writer said, "It is seldom that we catch a transcendentalist committing 
a piece of humor . " And again the writer used Holmes' satire on puffery 
in .America for a sarcastic attack of his mm. 70 
The Eclectic Review pointed out that The Autocrat caused a flutter in 
England as well as in America when it first appeared and that it is better 
than Holmes ' poetry. 71 
As for The Professor 1 only one notice appeared in each country. The 
Knickerbocker admired The Autocrat series tremendously when it first 
appeared. and was afraid that The Professor could not possibly be as good. 
Most 1-Till agree that it is not quite up to the first papers; but 1 if the 
latter were not available for co:n:;parison, The Professor would be considered., 
as in parts it surely is, a "brilliant" book, 11distinguished by acute 
observation and individualizations of characters; the most trenchant 
Damascus blade satire; with occasional passages of pathos and humor, 
which cannot but commend admiration. 11 Although it is inferior to The 
Autocrat, it is still "most notable for its pictures of daily life; its 
dissection of character by a masterly turn of the scalpel; and its laying 
bare of hidden traits and carefully mastered motives; hardly less so, 
too, for its portraiture, by instantaneous process, of New England types 
of men, women and children." 72 
~1e Athenaeum noticed The Professor and said that Holmes ranks high 
among American humorists, a true one, racy and accurate, among many 
7° Chambers', XXXI (1859), 59-6o. 
72 Knick, LV (186o), 212. 
71 EclR, ex (1859), 334-335. 
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11pretenders and sentimentaJ.ists. 11 The story of Iris is good; since no 
where else are so many insipid heroines produced as in American fiction, 
Iris is a welcome change. Other characters of the boarding house are 
earthy . Pathetic and graceful verses appear in the course of the volume, 
which should not be read for the narrative but should be picked up from 
time to time to be lingered over ;vith pleasure and profit. 73 
The most apparent difference between the American and Br itish reactions 
is in the unquaJ.ified enthusiasm of the former and the reservations of the 
latter, Chambers' and The Eclectic Review using the prose to suggest the 
poetry is less effective or should be abandoned entirely. The tone of the 
Chambers' notice is irritatingly hostile to America; and. its consideration 
of Holmes as a TranscendentaJ.ist is amusing and indicates that perhaps 
the vrriter was not very familiar with the New England authors, considering 
them all TranscendentaJ.ists. This reference d.oes show that he reaJ.ized. 
the TranscendentaJ.ists were generally a serious group, but it d.oes not 
speak very well of his knowledge of the group's tenets or of Holmes' 
work if he felt Holmes could be considered one. 
The criticism of The Southern Literary Messenger is extremely fulsome 
and show·s a strong moraJ.istic tendency, quite opposite to the objection 
of didacticism from The Athenaeum. ~New Englander rather frankly 
and charmingly reveaJ.s its denominationaJ. background held in check by 
a growing tolerance. In view of t he religious conservatism of The 
Ladies' Repository and. Holmes' attitude towards such a position, t he 
magazine's commendation is a bit surprising; hoi·rever, the fact that 
73 Ath, June 30, 186o, p. 883. 
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Holmes ' work is not ~iction might help to explain the ~avorable reaction. 
The Athenaeum, as usual, is the most generous o~ the British periodicals . 
In its praise o~ Iris in The Pro~essor , it parallels a Blackwood.' s 
criticism o~ Cooper ' s heroines , as being insipid. It also approves o~ 
the varied characters at the boarding house, callinG some earthy; 
1vhereas Chambers ' considers then vulgar . Holmes is racy and accurate , 
but to Chambers ' he is crude . This di~~erence in attitude ~rom some o~ 
the more conservative organs suggests a more democratic and liberal 
attitude on the part o~ The Athenaeum. 
The chie~ characteristic o~ these works , noticed by several o~ the 
Americans and The Athenaeum is Holmes ' excellent character portrayals . 
Apparent, too, is the agreement that the original series in The Atlantic 
were very popular . The Eclectic Review pointed out that they made an 
impression even in England, ~ther evidence that American periodicals 
were read abroad . 
Only a ~ew generalizations are possible in revievring the Holmes 
criticism, which had many limitations, as was pointed out in the 
introductory remarks . Most signi~icant o~ all is the ~act that only 
The Nevr Englander, The North American Review, The Knickerbocker, The 
Southern Liter ary Messenger, and The Ladies ' Repository discussed Holmes 
or noted his works during the twenty years between 184o and 186o. This 
neglect seems st range in vie1-1 o~ the ~requent re~erences to his 
widespread popularity and reputation. The distribution o~ articles 
is signi~icant in suggesting that Holmes ' reputation 1vas not quite 
as extensive as has been claimed. The New Eng1ander accounted ~or 
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three and would be sympathetic to Holmes as a New England writer and an 
early contributor to its pages . The North American Review ' s three 
references are explained, of course , by its New England and Boston 
associations . And The Knickerbocker, with five references, devoted as 
it vras to American authors, found in Holmes a sympathetic figure and one, 
in certain ways, reminiscent of its patron saint, Irving. The single 
notice in ~ Southern Literary Messenger and the very brief comment in 
The Ladies• Repository may be considered as supporting the idea that 
Holmes• reputation was principally a Northeastern one . 
As for the British, ~Athenaeum, with its three notices of Holmes• 
vrork, and The Eclectic Review·, with two, were the only periodicals carrying 
more than a single reference. Of the other seven, five dealt briefly 
vrith Holmes as part of a general consideration of American poetry or 
humorous writing. 
On t he whole, the English 1-rere more critical of Holmes than his 
countrymen were, although considerable differe~ce of opinion existed. 
among the British as to his poetic ability, The Athenaeum being the 
most enthusiastic and Tait's, Chambers •, Fraser's, and The Eclectic 
Revie"'v1 the most critical . However, all agreed as to Holmes 1 success 
with the "Breakfast Table" series . 
The total number of references, thirteen American and twelve British, 
suggest about equal interest in both countries, although t he American 
material was greater in quantity and more English t han American periodicals 
are considered in the study. 
Although the charge continues to be made that Ameri can critics waited 
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for British approval of the American writers before judging them, English 
comments and the dates of the respective criticism indicate that Holmes' 
American reputation preced.ed considerably his British one. 
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Chapter rv 
John Greenleaf Whittier 
V.lhittier's long lifetime of publication in book form began in 1831 
vTi th Legends of New England and ended in 1890 with At Sundown. Between 
1840 and 1860, he published sixteen volumes, eleven of poetry and five 
of prose . In all, over forty volumes appeared. This output, when his 
various careers as politician, abolitionist, and editor and the more 
than fifty years of ill health that plagued him after the age of thirty 
are taken into consideration, is little short of phenomenal. 
In dealing with his work, the reviews of his prose will first be 
presented, then those of his individual volumes of poetry, and finally 
the general treatments of his work, as usual the Anerican point of view 
being given first and that of the British next. 
A. Prose 
Though Whittier is known principally as a poet, he published a number 
of volumes of prose during his lifetime, some of them of more than passing 
interest. Ironically the most effective and interesting volume, Leaves 
from Margaret Smith's Journal, the one prose work that perhaps deserves 
to live as being of more than scholarly interest, was not even noticed 
on its publication. The British did not review or notice any of the 
prose vTorks; apparently it ivas strictly as a poet that they knew Whittier. 
The Stranger in Lowell, though not the first volume of prose, was the 
first one to be written after 1840, appearing in 1845, and was review·ed 
by Tne Democratic Review and The Knickerbocker. After expressing regret 
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at the limited. number of essays that make up the volume and explaining 
the circumstances under which the sketches vrere written, the reviewer , a 
personal friend of i-Thittier's, apostrophized the poet, "Our gentle 
\.Jhittier--true poet, true man, true American, true d.emocrat, true 
Christian- -welcome • • • noble soul and glowing heart • • • • " He 
went on in hyperbolic strain to suggest that even a Southerner would 
be moved. by if.hittier ' s abolition poetry and that if the Southerner knew 
the man himself, he would reverence him as one nobly vTOrthy of veneration 
and love . The writer himself apparently recognized the irony of his 
exaggeration by indicating that , in spite of the fact that the poet is 
no fanatic with but one string to his bow, he is so conscious of all 
human dignity and justice that the South will ignore the volume . A 
final comment that is well 1-rorth mentioning is the critic's recognition 
of a quality often ignored in i-lhittier, that of a sense of humor . The 
essay called ''The Training," i·Thich gives a delightfully comic description 
of a militia drill that takes place beneath the author's window, is 
cited. 1 
11No points should be mentioned in connection with the foregoing review, 
first the influence of i-lhittier's abolition activity on his reception in 
the South and. second. the fact that personal friendship is involved in 
this enthusiastic review. In addition, of course , is the fact that 
lf.hittier was a staunch and active Democrat, was a contributor to The 
Democratic Revievr, and was editing a party organ in Lowell when he 
wrote the sketches in the volume under consideration. 
l DemR, XVII (1845) , ll5-l26. 
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The Knickerbocker called the essays charming and guessed that, since the 
title page was unsigned, the volume must be from the pen of the writer's 
esteemed friend and correspondent, John Greenleaf \~nittier, who appreciates 
and d.escribes nature clearly, gives faithful pictures of character, reveals 
a warm, benevolent affection for humanity, and shows a fine poetical feeling 
like Mrs . Child's in her Letters from New York. The notice concluded with 
the assurance that, though Whittier calls himself a stranger in Lowell, he 
will be one nowhere else as a result of the serious reflections, refined 
imagination, and spiritual beauty revealed. in his volume . 2 This notice 
was apparently also inspired, in part at least, by friendship and the 
fact that Whittier was a contributor to the magazine, although the volume 
itself is indeed delightful in its own right. 
\ihen The Supernaturalism of Nei'T England was published in 1847, ~ 
Democratic Review notice quoted one story but had more to say about 
The Stranger in Lowell, pointing out that it had praised. the "Stranger, 11 
lfhom all of the readers of The Review know and love and who presented in 
~ Stranger "free, fresh i.mpressions upon a noble soul of the common 
incidents of life in a great manufacturing city. 11 His interest in the 
supernaturalism of Ne,., England produced the current work, a "delightful 
little volume." 3 An article in The North American Review referred to 
the fresh style and the growth of v1hittier's mystic tendencies in The 
Stranger in Lowell and spoke of the material in The Supernaturalism of 
~England as apparently collected at first hand by the author, whose 
skepticism detracted. from the charm of the work some,vhat. 4 
2 Knick, XXVI (1845), 175-176. 
4 IU\mR, LXXIX (1854), 39. 
3 DemR, XX (1847), 285-286. 
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Leaves from Margaret Smith's Journal (1849) was not noticed on its 
publication but was mentioned later in a North American Review article 
as presenting a lifelike picture of the colonies in 1678, during the 
witchcraft trials. The story is simple , the characters natural, the 
style quaint and in keeping with the time and the sex of the writer. 
The scenery of the country is described with enthusiasm, accuracy, and 
vigor. 5 
Whittier ' s next volume of prose to be noticed, Old Portraits and 
MOdern Sketches (1850), was mentioned briefly in The North American Review 
by c. c. Felton, who spoke of the '\iell-written book as having been read 
with pleasure and profit; 6 and in 1854 it was again mentioned as 
interestingly and sincerely presented. 7 ~ Universalist Quarterly 
Review iias more explicit in its treatment, pointing out that a reader 
of the volume must recognize hm.,r a 11true man 11 stands superior to a merely 
successful one. It went on to suggest that we need such examples today 
and that vfuittier has the keen eye to detect the true qualities of 
greatness, being uninfluenced either by outward forms or the opinion 
of the times. A 11latent 11 feeling against priests in general may be 
d.etected, but certainly no such feeling toward any indi vid.ual one is 
discernible . The style is generally clear and fresh, vri th a few ex-
ceptions that seem like a nod toward Carlyle and which are unfortunate. 
The reviewer quoted with evident approval i{hittier's comments on the 
poetry of the day as lacking warmth and human love and containing so 
much philosophy that much of it is incomprehensible, even though it 
5 ~' LXXIX (1854), 39. 6 Ibid., LXX (1850), 524-525. 
7 Ibid ., LXXIX (1854), 39. 
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claims to be prophetic and oracular . "It leaves a lTarm and comfortable 
fireside of actual knowledge and human comprehension, and goes wailing 
and gibbering, like a ghost, about the impassable doors of mystery." 8 
The last volume of prose , Literary Recreations and Miscellanies (1854), 
was apparently the most :popular; at least it was reviewed in five places . 
The Universalist Quarterly Revievr said that those who "ivould enjoy evenings 
with the "simple-hearted, earnest, hopeful , and cheerful Whittier," may 
with this book. 11His love of poetry, his philanthropic fervor and faith, 
his prophet like impeachments and sacred abhorrence of :public treachery, 
or indifference , to the cause of humanity, his antiquarian knmvledge and 
sympathy, his fine gift of story- telling, his taste for natural beauty, 
his liberal and cordial religious feeling , --all the pm·rers of his genius 
are poured out in the miscellanies of this volume as he would reveal them 
in unrestrained friendly intercourse . We couJ.d not conunend more :pleasant 
and profitable evening reading than this beautifully printed volume . " 9 
W. S. Thayer, in The North American Review, pointed out that the pieces 
"ivere \v.ci tten for the papers and magazines but deserved a better fate 
than oblivion. He is not sure but that he likes vlhittier 's prose better 
than his poetry, for the rhythm of his :prose is wonderfully effective . 
In addition, vlhi ttier, unlike most editors, who are the slave of the 
deadline, always seems to •rrite Vlith the deepest sincerity. The volume 
is fit not only to maintain but to increase his reputation. 10 
The Knickerbocker indicated that no apology for the light and playful 
8 UnivG~, VII (1850), 208-209. 
10 H. s. Thayer, NAmR, LXXIX (1854 ), 
538-539. 
9 Ibid., X (1854) , 425-426. 
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pieces is necessary; in fact , they are the best part of the book and 
will be greatly admired, much more, probably, than the heavy hand Whittier 
uses ;.rhen the issue of slavery is his subject . "Mirth and Medicine," 
a revieu of Holmes 1 Poems, is excellent; and 11My Summer 1.fith Dr . Singletary" 
is very appealing . 11 
Putnam 1 s said, 11Mr . Whittier, vrho is the Tyrtaeus of poets , and a 
Quaker full of the spirit of battle, v~ites , nevertheless , agreeable and 
graceful prose . 11 His volume 1)nakes no pretentious to profound thoughts 
or high originality, yet they are suggestive and profitable. He is a 
most uncompromising asserter of his principles and still genial , courteous, 
and tender . The shams of this earth find no favor at his hands , whether 
they are the cruel ones or the sentimental, although his heart overruns 
with fine affections and hopes . He can speak of his brother poets, too, 
1nthout envy and in a spirit of praise and candor, passing lightly over 
their defects and warmly admiring their excellences. As to its subjects , 
the book is literally what its title imports, a recreation, various , 
light, fanciful , and serious by turns; one can beguile an hour or two 
1dth it with ease and advantage . 12 
Finally, The Southern Literary Messenger conceded, 1'\·le cannot deny the 
excellent traits of portions of this volume. The author is one of the 
best ~i ters in the Union--1d th the exception of Hawthorne he wield.s the 
most polished pen we know of. But he has contrived to put as much of 
the cant of abolitionism in his book as possible--and he need not expect 
to sell many copies of his book south of the Potomac. There are many 
11 
Knick, XLIV (1854), 520-522. 12 Putnam ' s , IV (1854), 562 . 
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specimens of writing that shoul.d be preserved--but vTe can not, 1.;e will 
not lend any countenance to a volume the tend.ency of vThich woul.d be to 
disseminate opinions and prejudices detrimental to the well-being of the 
South, and to the true interests of the country. 11 13 
Hhat is notable about these reviews is their general agreement as to 
the excellence of Whittier's prose. The praise is not extravagant, but 
all attribute sound craftsmanship and a pleasant style to Whittier the 
prose \Triter. The Universalist Quarterly Review lfoul.d be expected to 
approve because of Whittier's religious and moral views. Thayer, of 
The North American Review, surprisingly prefers v1hi ttier 's prose to 
his poetry and with true Nelf England rectitude praises his sincerity. 
The Knickerbocker, more urbane, prefers the lighter pieces of its 
sometime contributor. Putnam's emphasises the surprising and almost 
contradictory aspects of Whittier's writings. And The Southern Literary 
Messenger, most unexpectedly, gives v1hittier the highest praise of all 
as a prose ¥Triter , placing him just below Hawthorne; however, it cannot, 
of course, recommend him because of his views on abolition. The 
important conclusion from these reactions to Whittier's prose is that, 
in spite of partisan views, special pleadings, friendship, and bias, the 
general tenor of the judgments is quite accurate, for \wittier was trul.y 
a fine prose stylist with something interesting and worthwhile to say. 
The fact that there are no British notices of Whittier's prose indicates 
that it lacked. great appeal or widespread popularity. The omission of 
notices of Margaret Smith's Journal seems inexplicable, for it was by 
l3 SLM, XX (1854), 639. 
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far the most polished, sustained, and effective piece of prose that Whittier 
produced. 
B. Poetry 
The references to vThittier 's poetry may be taken up volume by volume, 
noting American reactions and then British when they occur. However, 
the British did not review Whittier very frequently except in general 
treatments of his poetry. These general considerations will be treated 
last . 
The first volume of poetry published after 1840 vras Lays of !1z. Home and 
~ Poems (1843). ~ Knickerbocker considered lihittier among the first 
American poets and, with few exceptions, unsurpassed in the "melody of his 
verse and the appositiveness and beauty of his imagery. " His deep feeling 
and passion set him apart from ordinary poetasters, for he never tries to 
"pump up a feeling" without experience or knowledge . l4 
~ North American Review judged the poems to be of high quality though 
not perhaps as good as Whittier suggested by certain lines in "~mories . 11 
He has vigor and manliness of style ; what he says is simple, direct, and 
often picturesque; and his images are sometimes strong and forceful . He 
lacks proportion that comes with careful planning, and his ideas also 
are often not carefully related. Indeed, sometimes they seem quite 
unrelated at all . Some poems are too l ong; others seem unfinished; and. 
phrases stand out as memorable , not perfect and co~lete poems. He is 
not sure of his versification, including harsh and forced rhymes . His 
spirit is admirable , but his partisanship is discordant . VThat right has 
14 Knick, XXII (1853) , 68. 
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he to be so violent against clergy with views on capital punishment that 
differ from his own. The best pieces are "The Norseman," 11Raphael, " 
and "Massachusetts to Virginia. 11 These three are equal to all the rest , 
being melodic to near perfection, having images and a manner that is 
moving and rousing. If published alone, they would have done more for 
his reputation than the whole volume will achieve . 15 
The Universalist Quarterly eview said, "Whittier is the great reform 
poet of America, " whose beliefs are based on the broadest possible view of 
humanity. Thus his best poems often deal with reform questions of the day, 
fervently, earnestly, and with knovrledge . His passion is welded to 
"strong and flexible Saxon 11 to make a powerfully moving tool . As a 
Quaker, he is presumably opposed to actual war, but he does not hesitate 
to use "spiritual weapons 11 and to blast corruption and •·rrong from places 
of strength. "The Human Sacrifice" and "Massachusetts to Virginia 11 are 
two of the best of these poems and illust rate his qualities as reform 
poet. He is also a "true poet of nature . " "The Merrimack" is full of 
"beautiful description 11 and "deep sentiment . 11 "The Demon of the Stud.y11 
has been long admired, although the author was unknown; not many poets 
are so good in 11 quiet and genuine humor . 11 16 
The final evaluation of Lays of ~ ~ appeared in The Southern 
Quarterly Review and is interesting f or several reasons. In the first 
place it was one of the fevr really unfavorable review·s of Whittier to 
appear in the American periodicals . It stated that the quality of 
Whittier ' s verse is ''respectable" only and that "the sin of mediocrity 
15 c. C. Felton, NAmR1 LVII 
16 
Uni vQR, I ( 1844), 111-112. 
(1843), 509-510. 
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lies at his doors . 11 He is granted a "tolerable smootl:mess of flow" and. 
an 11occasional energy of e~ression. 11 However, his verses are "wondrously 
frigid. 11 The reviewer went on to say, "He /JihittieEJ is called the Quaker 
poet, and his poetry is the very pink of broad brimism • . . . It lacks 
very equally, tenderness and felicity. Its chief or only mer i ts are 
plain good. sense , general correctness, and a very fair and commendable 
appreciation of morals and propriety. Beyond this, the volume is a 
blank. It possesses neither originality nor warmth- -unless, indeed, when 
the author falls into a fUry (as he does with Virginia and for no better 
reason than we can see, but because our very excellent senior sister 
thought proper to ad.opt certain measures to prevent philanthropic persons 
from the Bay State-- Quakers, in all probability--from stealing and 
carrying back the slaves which they (or their ancestors) had. previously 
sold her. This situation irritates Whittier and lets him show feeling, 
othenrise wanting in his poetry. 11 
Obviously shocked by the volume , the critic told his readers that he 
was aware of the weakness critics have for exaggerating and that he had 
allowed for the tendency of every Northerner to think every New England 
duckling a swan; but even making these concessions, he had expected, 
without knowing Whittier 1 s vrork at first hand, that he was a true poet 
to some degree . However, after reading the volume in hand, he realized 
his error. vfuittier does make verses that are not bad as verses go, 
but they lack 11glow or inspiration" in any degree . His rhyme is good 
enough, but it is 11frigid1 very monotonous, and very commonplace . 11 17 
l7 11Whi ttier 1 s Poems, Lays of ~ ~ and Other Poems, 11 SQR, IV ( 184 3), 
516-519. 
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The partisan quaJ.ity of this article is quite obvious and is both 
understandable and typical of the general tendency of the Southern 
review·ers whenever abolition ,.,as involved . In addition, it reveals, 
not quite so obviously perhaps, the resentment that writers from both 
the South and West seemed to feel in response to either a real or 
imagined sense of superiority they detected on the part of writers from 
the Northeast. It is interesting to note that these "riters of the 
Northeast felt the same way to\·Tards their literary brothers in Great 
Britain. ActuaJ.ly this reviewer, aside from his strange claim that 
Whittier lacks tenderness and feeling , says little more than many 
other critics; however, his tone is so thoroughly and consistently 
negative that the review seems almost violently condemnatory. 
The Athenaeum was the only periodical to revie" Ballads and other 
Poems (1844), pointing out that this was the first volume of Whittier 's 
poems published in England and discussing his abolitionism and its 
effect on his reputation. The Athenaeum welcomed the volume for its 
ardent nationalism and considered Whittier the pure result of the 
repUblican experiment and simple Christianity. The review actually has 
little to say about the poetry, as is so often the case with Whittier, 
discussing instead the man, his devotion to the causes he espoused, 
and his beliefs. In respect to this last point, sense or meaning is 
always present in his volumes. 18 It is typical of The Athenaeum to 
respond to Whittier, the ardent nationalist and democrat; and the 
18 Ath 84 8 8 ~ Jan. 25, 1 5, pp. 7- 9. 
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characterization of him as the "pure result of the republican experiment 
and simple Christianity" is both accurate and revealing. It suggests 
the powerful impact that the American experiment had on all idealistic 
reformers, dreamers, and believers in democracy. ~fuittier was rightly 
seen as a man both created by and helping to create the reality of the 
dream. It is interesting and fUrther indicates The Athenaeum's particular 
interest in American literature to note that in a review of Hawthorne's 
Twice Told Tales, the writer introduced the notice by saying that the 
readers of the magazine knmr by nm-1 that The Athenaeum likes American 
literature and what kind. It went on to say that "The Ballad of Cassandra 
South"\dck" is worth a library of imitations of MJore and copies of Mrs. 
Hemans. 19 
Voices of Freedom (1846) was reviewed only once and then not until 
1848 in The New Englander. The struggle over unintelligibility that 
seems so typically modern was raging over a hundred years ago; for the 
revie"\ver praised again the simple, sincere music of old, with which he 
linked 1fuittier, and contrasted it to the obscurity of the present. 
The question that has been debated since Aristotle, "\vhether the object 
of poetry is pleasure or knovTledge vTas also alive in this review. In 
vigorous language, the writer commended Whittier for realizing that 
pleasure and instruction are possible at the same time, commented on 
the power of literature to mould readers' actions for good and evil, 
and regretted that the devil seems to have a corner on the best 
19 Ath, Aug. 23, 1845, p. 830. 
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literature at the present. :ll'lore hopefully, he noted t hat even in France 
and among periodical readers , greater substance was now being demanded . 
He continued, "God be thanked t hat in this our f r ee America, we have 
at least one poet who seems t hus to have understood t he proper use of 
the 'gift and faculty divine . '" Unfortunately Whittier is not as well 
knovm as he de serves to be , and it is not strange that he does not find 
his way into the drawing r ooms of our substantial citizens . He is too 
earnest, too loving, too full of tenderness for this class , which vrants 
hiGhlY col ored and artificial emotions . A mother in t his set would be 
ashamed to hear her daughter sing Whittier ' s "Farew·ell of a Slave Mother 
to Her Daughter Sold into Bondage , 11 so separated have sentiment and duty 
become . Whittier ' s language is commended as vigorous, intelligible, 
truth- telling, and as being chosen from the l iving vocabulary of the 
heart, an example to other poets of the need to return to the matter-
of- fact \·Torld , which has ample subjects f or poetry . The highest praise 
is due Hhittier because , of the two wor l ds which we all know, the real 
one and the escape one of wishful thinking, he deals with the actual 
one, vTi th all of its shame and, equally important, its glory. 20 
Here several qualities of \fuittier that are typically American are 
mentioned. First the critic ' s praise of the strong moral element in 
his poetry is given; t hen the emphasis on knowledge as one of the 
purposes of poetry is recognized and praised as part of Whittier ' s 
quality; again the rejection of \ihitt i er by t he conservative element 
20 ) NewEng, VI (1858 , 58-66. 
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for his rad~cal positions is significant of the tvro streams of American 
thought representing the fact that abolition was the child of humble 
men like Garrison, Whittier, and Alcott, whose idealism was matched by 
ability and who were severely condemned by the social, economic, and 
political leaders of New England in the early days of the movement; and 
finally his use of the ever~Uay diction and subjects that are rooted in 
the reality of the life of the common man is noted. 
In 1849, a notable event in the history of Whittier publication 
occurred. B. B. Mussey of Boston, possibly influenced by his enthusiasm 
in the cause of abolition and his desire to pay tribute to one of its 
most ardent and most effective 1vorkers1 published an illustrated, 
collected edition of Whittier's poems, the first comprehensive collection, 
including all previously printed poems and a single new one. Mbre notable 
even than the publication of the volume was the fact that, in spite of 
the hostility of the South, the commercial interests of the North, and 
the indifference of the devotees of escapist literature, the volume 
became a best seller, the only one of Whittier's to be so honored, 
according to Mott' s Golden Multi tud_es 1 notwithstanding the enormous 
popularity of Snowbound. That the sales were surprising to the publisher 
and that he had a strong sense of justice is shown by the fact that he 
paid Whittier considerably more than required by their agreement , giving 
him $500.00 for the copyright and a percentage of the sales. 21 
The Universalist Quarterly Review was particularly interested in this 
21 C,. M. Taylor, "The 1949 Best Seller, 11 The Bulletin of the Friends 
Historical Society, XXXVIII (1949 ), 36-37. - --
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volume, dealing with it no less than three times. First a pre -publication 
notice appeared; next a brief announcement of the publication was made; 
and finally a full length article devoted to the volume was printed. The 
first notice dealt principally with Whittier 's problem with the critics, 
indicating that, although the reviewers place several above him, they 
treat him with respect and that his moral earnestness in reform activities 
and his championing in his poetry of such movements place him beyond or 
outside the taste of the fashionable at the moment. \f.hen the task of 
arousing men 's hearts is done by this poetry, it will be time to 
criticize it as art, for, indeed, it contains some very poor pieces. 
However, even his best legends, descriptions, and reflections are so 
different from the poetry the critics are used to praising that many are 
reluctant to state their admiration because they are afraid of being 
charged with an uncultured taste. His nature poetry is outdoors poetry, 
not the hothouse variety, his ·descriptions are the real, not the cultivated 
variety; and his sentiment is more deep and true than that of other 
poets v~iting now. 22 Two points are of note in this review, the first 
being the additional evidence of the price Whittier paid as poet for 
being an abolitionist and the second being the deep sincerity and sense 
of deeprootedness of his work. 
The next notice merely announced the volume's publication and expressed 
gratification that the critics seemed able at laat to recognize "the 
extraordinary power of Whittier's genius. " 23 
22 
UnivQR, V (l848), 427-428. 23 Univ0~1 VI (l849), l08. 
The most extensive piece of criticism resulting from the publication 
of the 1849 volume was the third of The Universalist Quarterly Review 
pieces, an article by H. Ballou, II. As a considered judgment, he 
accorded Whittier a position as cne of the two foremost American poets, 
Bryant being the other, if the better part of his work is used to judge 
him, although there are several others superior to him if technical 
excellence is the only basis. Here Whittier is occasionally lax. He 
does not fail for lack of ability as the better ivork shows; this failure, 
whatever its cause, is regrettable; for he has the true poetic eye, heart, 
and imagination more than any other American. The vTri ter went on to say 
that he knows of no other American who has 11the perfect truthfUlness of 
conception that lies under Whittier 's imaginative coloring together with 
his warm, unaffected geniality of spirit, tempered ivith just enough of 
pensiveness to give it a romantic charm, and all brought out in so 
natural a freshness of expression and imagery. We say this only of the 
better class of his poems, for there is great inequality among them. 11 
This inequality is marked. in 'flhittier and will be one of the most persistent 
charges against him throughout the years, Occasionally, Ballou suggests, 
\ihittier is too passionate, especially in the anti-slavery poems. By 
this he seems to mean that in some of the more enthusiastic poems, feelings 
of the man run away with the control of the artist. 'Vlhittier 1 s earnestness 
is prominent; and though he deals in sentiment, the quality of 
earnestness keeps him from being sentimental. It is apparent in the 
background even of his lighter poems. Whittier is particularly American 
in his 11taste and manner 11 as well as his range. In his descriptions, 
there is a sense of naturalness and vitality that is not present in 
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more anal~~ical poets; and his characters, too, have ~~ air of reality 
and vitality. More important even than their naturalness is the fact 
that they are healthy and sincere, no matter how 1.musual . One cannot 
help but wonder if this "i·ras an implied criticism of Poe and his morbid 
preoccupations . Although the reader is often surprised. at the contrast 
betvreen the Hhittier of anger and passionate protest in the anti - slavery 
poems and the kindliness and geniality in others, the critic felt that 
these are but tvTO different manifestations of the same feeling of 
affection. Many of the poems are failures , yet the better ones 11Scattered 
the living coals of truth upon the nation 1 s naked heart. 11 Ho-vrever they 
may be regarded later, they did the "ivork of the moment . Ballou concluded 
the article 1vith the further suggestion that more care in technique and 
more concentration at the eA~ense of nonessentials would make a great 
improvement on an already excellent art . 24 
Ballou's suggestion that '\:Jhittier 1 s 11taste and manner" are particularly 
American apparently refers to his interests in justice, nature, his people , 
his strong ethical sense, and his strong feelings d.irectly, sim;ply, and 
forcefully expressed. The tacit recognition that tir.1e may not d.eal kindly 
vri th vfui ttier 1 s poetry of timely protest but the acceptance of it as 
worthwhile and significant is appropriate for a writer i n The Universalist 
Quarterly Review. 
Tvro other notices appeared.j the one in The Knickerbocker particularly 
welcomed. this volume by an old. friend. and contributor -vrho is al1vays 
2i· ( ) 
r Henry Ballou, II, "Whittier 1 s Poems, 11 UnivQ.R, VI 104-9 , 142-160. 
vigorous and warm, who has an imagination that is al1·1ays concrete and 
level-headed, whose use of language, melodic and vivid, is remarkable; 
and whose sincerity, strong love of freedom, and equally passionate hatred 
of injustice is unquestioned. 25 The American ~fuig Review spoke of the 
"splendid edition" of poems that all Northern readers probably know and 
found 1-lhittier supreme today f or "fiery eloquence 11 and a pensive mood 
that reveals a 11 fine depth of thought and beauty of expression." 26 
The democratic love of mankind, hatred of injustice, and use of everyday 
language and incidents are the note>mrthy similarities of this criticism 
of Whittier . 
His next volume of poems, ~ of ·Labor and other Poems (1850) was 
noticed by only one periodical, Brovmson's Quarterly Review; but the 
reference must be quoted in full to do it justice. 
v~ . Whittier has some of the elements of a true poet, but his poems, 
though often marked by strength and tenderness, are our abomination. 
He is a Quaker, an infidel, an abolitionist, a philanthropist, a 
peace man, a Red Republican, a non-resistant, a revolutionist, all 
characters we hold in horror and detestation, and his poems are the 
echo of himself. God gave him noble gifts, everJ one of which he 
has used to undermine faith, to eradicate loyalty, to break down 
authority, and to establish the reign of anarchy, and all under the 
gentle mask of promoting love and good will, diffusing the Christian 
spirit, and defending the sacred cause of liberty. He approaches us 
in the gentle and winning form of an angel of light, and yet whether 
he means it or not, it is only to rob us of all that renders life 
'\iorth possessing. If he believes himself doing the •,rill of God, he 
is the most perfect dupe of the Evil One the Devil has ever been able 
to make. He is silly enough, after having denounced Pius the Ninth 
in the most savage manner, and canonized the assassins and. ruffians 
i·Tho f ounded the Roman Republic, to think that he can pass with 
Catholics as not being their enemy, because, forsooth, he favored 
25 
Knick, XXXIII (1849) , 68-69. 26 AmvlliieR, :oc ( 1849), 220. 
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the Irish rebellion~ Whoever denounces our Church or its illustrious 
chief is our enemy and \ve -vrould much sooner hold the man who should 
seek to deprive us of life to be our friend, than the one who should 
undertake to deprive us of our religion. With this estimate of Mr. 
Whittier how can we praise his poems, or commend them to the public?27 
This notice was written six years after Brownson's conversion to 
Catholicism. His pilgrimage., as Arthur f:chlesinger, Jr., characterizes 
it in his biography, had taken him from Calvinistic Presbyterianism, into 
the pulpit of a Unitarian church and charter membership in the Transcendental 
Club, on to socialism and an attempt to found a \vorkingman 's Party, and 
ultimately and not without its logic into the Catholic Church. It is 
from t his position, not without its logic too, that t he preceding article 
was written, illustrating the problem of writing objective literary 
criticism when strong personal feelings and beliefs are involved. It is 
ironic, and from the point of view of the literary historian, regrettable, 
that Brownson did not revie\v the book; for it would. have been interesting 
to learn his reaction to the songs of labor, which ,.,ere praised by many 
critics but which were completely out of touch vith the problems of 
labor, the labor movement, and the industrial revolution of Whittier's 
day, all of which Brownson understood and analyzed farsightedly. 
In reviewing an 1842 edition of Whittier's poems, The ~ Quarterly 
Review vras very enthusiastic and made much of Whittier as the poet of 
America, pointing out that he mirrors the grandeur of the country in his 
majestic verse. The power and ambition of the people is reflected in 
his 11nervous, ringing language"; and all the bold, lofty, and free 
aspirations of her statesmen appear in "the unbending and devoted love 
27 Brmmson' sQR, VII (1850), 54o. 
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of freedom, which breathes through his works like the sighing of the wind 
through a forest of his native pine trees . " Whittier is especially and 
foremost the American poet . Like Cooper, he sings of the land and the 
Indian; but especially he concerns himself with vThat he conceives as 
the spirit of America, the ideas and the beliefs that have made her 
great and unique in connnerce, morality, and. philanthropy. 
He often lacks polish and concentration, but these minor faults are 
slight in view of his vigor and noble simplicity. It is good to turn 
from much of the current poetry that is without meaning to Whittier's 
clear and moving communication of scene and event and feeling . He 
rarely deals with abstract or philosophical matters except to reveal 
the loveliness of virtue and the power of the Creator . America is 
favored in having Whittier to proclaim her glories and direct her 
activities ~ The writer continued, "Rolls along the noble current of 
Whittier ' s verse and the lightenings of its glories flash upon the mind, 
until it becomes completely absorbed by their force and brilliancy. 11 
How·ever 1 Whittier is still a man of greater promise than practice 
in spite of his present excellence . But if he will I~fill that promise , 
he must root out sectarian bitterness, which cannot fail to damage his 
reputation in view of the contrary direction that America must take . 
"The Bridal of Pennacook, 11 one of the longest, will be considered by 
many to be the best. It contains animated descriptions of the river 
and the Indians' home . Passaconaway is finely drawn, and his sterrmess 
is tempered by love for his daughter, who is a 11true type of her race . " 
11:r.bgg :t-1egone" is the longest and has many excellent dramatic passages 
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and descriptions. The distance between the tragic event and the end of 
the poem and too long descriptions are faults , some1vhat palliated by the 
fact that his avowed purpose ivas to describe Nevr England and its early 
settlers . He reminds one of Scott in his vigor, drama, and description. 
Many of his shorter poems have "great d.escriptive beauty, dramatic 
incidents, and coloring, among which may be mentioned his fine lines on 
the Merrimack, the fearful massacre of Pentucket, the story of Toussaint 
L' Overture, and 11The Fountain. 11 The reviewer indicated that he will 
become a convert to freedom if tlliittier is an example of its effects 
and is typicaJ. in his gush of 1vords, his vivid images, and his patriotism. 
\-lliittier shows in many of his lyrics , the passion and loveliness as ivell 
as the patriotism and love of freedom that are t~~ical of America. 28 
In this review, the vrri ter , obviously a liberaJ. ivho is enthusiastic 
about the democratic experiment in America , is carriedaway in his praise 
of \-lliittier the poet by his enthusiasm for him as man and democrat . The 
interest in the aborigines and praise of their delineation by vlliittier, 
as 1vell as the concern vrith the land itself and its description in the 
poetry are all interests that are apparent in many of the foreign reviews , 
but especially and enthusiastically so in the case of the Irish periodicals . 
The Chapel of the Hermits (1853) was merely noticed by The Universalist 
Quarterly Review, which vras pleased vTi th the little vohune and seemed to 
find the music 11richer and deeper 11 than in the earlier poems and the love 
of truth and goodness as strong as ever . 29 The Knicl~erbocker, too, felt 
28 . Ir~shQR, V (1855), 561-590. 29 UnivQR, X (1853) , 312 . 
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that the older Whittier gets the more intense his images and imagination 
becomes . He is one among the "most spirited and vigorous" of the younger 
American poets and shows a great variety of themes and manner of handling 
material . His thoughts are high, his style plain, his meaning clear, and 
his melody "faultless. 11 30 The Athenaeum noticed the volume , referring 
to Hhi ttier as a poet 11not unkn01m" in England and continuing, 11Mr. 
Whittier 's pretensions are of the simplest kind. He has a low sweet 
flute of his own, on which he plays a simple and contented music." 
"Reme:r.furance" characterizes the extent "of his ca.ln and the manner of 
its e::...'"Pression. " 31 
This reference to Whittier ' s 11l0if sweet flute" is nearer to the truth 
of his characteristics, though it is hardly applicable to the denunciatory 
poems, than is The Irish Quarterly Review 's orotund references such as 
that to "majestic verse" that reflects the 11grandeur 11 of America. To 
such lengths do the Irish seem to be carried aivay when discussing a 
democratic writer. 
vlliittier ' s next volume of poetry, The Panorama and Other Poems (l856), 
was noticed .briefly by Putnam's and. The Universalist Quarterly Review. 
Putnam's referred to Whittier's clarion call, sweetness, pensiveness , 
and earnestness and maintained that the volume contained his most perfect 
poem, 111-:la.ud Muller, " the only faults of which are that ~rhymes vrith 
pen and again and that no Neiv England girl would think of being toasted 
in l·rine . The characters and scene are quite appropriate for New England . 
30 Knick, XLI (l853), 266. 31 Ath, April 2, l853, p . 44. 
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Whittier's wrath is never conventional or hackneyed, but its outlet in 
abolitionist activities made people forget he was a poet and treat him 
as a fanatic incapable of writing sensibly. Yet many of his poems are 
"superb specimens of poetic indignation," and no other poet ever wrote 
so much good poetry in a single cause. His chief appeal is the sense 
of humanity that is apparent beneath the scorn and indignation, even in 
the anti-slavery poems. His later poetry has more calmness and gentleness, 
and t he tribute to Burns will become part of our national literature. 
This volume of poems by Whittier, America's most natural poet, is his 
best volume yet published. 32 
In the new volume, The Universalist Quarterly Review found the old 
themes of "love of nature and devotion to humanity in new measures''; 
New England 's own poet reflects his love of the land and of liberty in 
his poetry. "Panorama" is felt to be a political sermon that should be 
branded on the hearts of all citizens and legislators, with its visions 
of .America both with and without slavery. other notable poems in the 
volume are ''Summer by the Lakeside," ''Mary Garvin," and "Maud Muller." 33 
Among these comments on the latest volume, Putnam's judgment of "Maud 
Muller" as 'ifuittier 's most perfect poem was wide of the mark . The variety 
of Whittier's voices is also commonly recognized; and the Americans 
realized that some of Whittier's abolition poetry is invective of a high 
order, although the British do not seem to .agree. 
c. General Treatment 
The remaining material on 'illiittier, most of it from the British 
32 Putnam 's, VIII (1856), 26-29. 33 UnivQR1 XIII (1856 ), 326-327. 
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periodicals, deals with him as poet, in general terms rather than with 
specific works. In 1844, E. P. Whipple, reviewing Grisvrold's Poets ~ 
Poetry of' America for ~ ~ American Review, called. Whittier one of 
t he most tY.Pical of American poets and. one of the most passionate, vrho, 
though sometimes obscure because of his vehemence of feeling, never 
degenerates into "absolute rant and fustian, 11 though his feeling of'ten 
outstrips his 11fancy and imagination. 11 He always attacks 11abstract 
w.cong 11 from a position of 11abstract right 11 with invective that is 
cutting, all-embracing, and sometimes so fierce as to be mere 11 shrew-
ishness. 11 Lately he has been able to control the abundance of his style 
some'\-That. "Lucy Hooper, 11 11Follen, 11 11M=mories, 11 and 11Raphae1 11 show more 
delicacy and subtlety than the usual strength and violence. It is 
sometimes difficult to believe that the grace and thoughtfUlness of 
these poems is from the hand that is such a passionate advocate of 
freedom. Whittier has the soul of a great poet and may become one; but 
the circumstances of his temperament and his position as a partisan, 
added to the necessity for hasty composition on occasion, have made it 
hard for him to show his true ability. When he has controlled his 
passion and thought more deeply over the treasures of' his mind, he will 
perhaps write a volume that will equal or surpass those of his better 
knovm contemporaries. He has 11vigor, truthfUlness, and manliness of 
character, 11 is free of convention, and has the vigor and independence 
that are the root of all true genius. 34 \ihipple's reaction to Whittier is 
a generally accurate one and is ty~ical of the reservations, sometimes 
34 NAmR, LVIII (1844), 31- 32. 
directly stated and at other times implied, that most of the critics, 
even the extremely partisan ones held. 
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Noticing The Poetical Horks of John Greenleaf' Hhi ttier (1857), The 
Knickerbocker found in him a 11rare union of qualities 11 that make him 
among the best of America's poets. He is original, does not imitate the 
English, vrrites out of an inner compulsion, relies on life and not on 
reading for the source of his force , and is a true child of nature, 
healthy and strong. Although he is unusually, almost femininely tender, 
he is never unhealthy or sentimental and is always 11firm and cheerful. 11 
His strong ethical sense sometimes results in sharpness of statement; 
but his basically kind. nature is apparent, though it is mingled with 
the zeal of the reformer, as in Milton. 35 
The British were not nearly so impressed with lfJhittier as were his 
f-.ciends 1 editors, and countr;yrnen; and not many articles appeared. Fraser's 
spoke of his poetry as being 11inflammatory, incendiary, and insurrectionary11 
to a great extent and said that he cries passionately to the Puritan 
spirit of New England to speak out against slavery; but that when he is 
singing the death of his fellow abolitionists, he is more subdued and more 
careful of his versification. It is a relief to turn from the invective 
of the abolition poems to the ballads . The reviewer concluded his 
article on American poetry by explaining that he has quoted more 
extensively from Whittier because he is not as well known in England as 
the others treated in the article--Longfellow, Bryant, Poe, and Lovrell--
35 Knick, L (1857), 4o7-4o8. 
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and because he should be rated more highly than he is in America. His 
harsl:mess and lack of polish are apparent, but he has more "life, 11 
"spirit," "soul" than most of Griswold's ilmnortals . 36 
On the other hand, Blackwood's found Whittier too national, too 
disagreeable, and too topical. He '\Yrites poems instead of political 
speeches on popular causes; and although he is admired by some English 
slavery-haters, he was included in the article on American poetry as an 
example of and a protest against the interference of poets i n such 
intricate questions with 11 intenq>erate zeal. 11 Bryant and Longfellow 
w-.cite on slavery but as poets not as does Whittier vTith the "rabid fury 
of a fierce partisan. 11 He damns ministers for not overthrowing the 
institution instead of making the slave content with hi s lot and the 
masters gentle with the slave. The ;vriter dismissed vlliittier with the 
hope that those who seek food in American literature for English tastes 
can find better stuff than 1-lh.i ttier 1 s , which appeals as much to love of 
insult and horror as to sentiment and philanthropy . 37 Again, in a 
scathing review of Mrs . Stovre ' s Sunny ~mories of Foreign Lands (1854), 
Blackwood's mentioned. Whittier vTi th loathing. Mrs. Stow·e 1 s literary 
taste is called "wholly uncultivated or radically bad. " As an example, 
"she refers to some rubbish of :Mr. Whittier, an American rhymer, as a 
'beautiful ballad, called "Barclay of Ury. " ' We have a distinct 
recollection of having read that ballad some years ago and. of our 
impression that it was incomparably the worst which we ever encountered; 
36 
Fraser's, XLII (1850), 20-25. 37 II Some American Poets 1 11 Blkwd ' s, 
LXIX (1851), 525. 
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though if a naked sword were to be this moment presented to our throat, 
vTe could depone nothing further than that 'rising in a fury,' rhymed to 
'Barclay of Ury'; and also that 'f-.cmming very darkly,' chimed in to the 
name of Barclay. But it was 1-roeful stuff; and it lingers in our memory 
solely by reason of its absurdity. However as Mrs. stow·e prefers this 
sort of thing to Spenser 1 vTe have nothing for it except to make our bow, 
regretting that our aesthetical notions are so far apart 1 that 1 under 
no circumstances whatever, can lfe forsee the possibility of a coalition. 11 38 
These two references to ~lhittier indicate the position of Blackwood's 
on the issue of slavery and its consequent lack of sJ~athy with the 
abolition verse and with Whittier and Mrs. Stowe. The first provides a 
good example of the problem of judging a work i·Thich deals with a position 
or belief not held by the reader, who must project himself imaginatively 
in such a way that he can sympathetically feel what may actually be 
directly apposed to his logical and emotional beliefs. If the attitudes 
are too strong, as was obviously the case vTith Black\vood' s and most 
Southern readers in their reaction to the abolition verse, the poetry 
will not be accepted as worth1vhile1 regardless of its merit as poetry. 
From a purely aesthetic point of view, if such is possible , it may be 
excellent or poor; but other factors have taken over and are influencing 
judgment in the same way that much of Whittier's poorer verse i·Tas 
acclaimed as master work by those who believed passionately in the 
cause of abolition. These ti·To notices are the onl:;r ones to criticize 
Hhittier severely; the lare;e majority were friendly. 
38 Bllrnd ' s 1 LXXVI (1854), 316-317. 
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In the same year as the preceding reference , The North American RevievT 
dealt with Whittier's poetry, finding its chief characteristics to be 
intensity of feeling , poiver of ideas, and vigor of statement. Sometimes 
he is hasty, and the reasons are t1vo: first he is naturally quick, and 
second he wrote much for the passing event . Occasionally restraint is 
called for and would have been exercised had time permitted reflection. 
Action was the result intended, and matter- of- factness was a means 
e~loyed. Sometimes his vigor resulted in rhetorical excess, especially 
in the earlier political and reform poetry; but t he years have modified 
his excess vTithout any loss of passion, bringing more forgiveness and 
a wider culture . His religious fervor and the doctrine of the inner 
light are closely related to his imagination, for he rarely ivrites 
ivithout being strongly moved h:i.Jnself and without being able to move his 
readers . His imagery is natural and frequently biblical, as is his use 
of names , vThich is occasionally overdone . 11The Bridal of Pennacook" is 
an exa.crple of this fault . His grammar and rhyme are often careless, but 
his use of meter is varied and appropriate . He is a vTri ter whose 
sentiments are thoroughly American though not ali·Tays the sentiments of 
the majority. Hov1ever, his love of freedom and humanity have enlarged 
our vision, as did vlordsworth, by introducing into poetry humble subjects . 39 
Finally, Tait ' s in 1855, after discussing Alice Cary, T. B. Reed, o.w. 
Holmes, and J . R. Lowell, had little space left for \fuittier , whose 
"vigorous and feeling 11 verses are profoundly appreciated, even though 
39 NAmR, LXXIX (1854 ), 43- 53. 
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the vll'iter would tease him about criticizing "Watts 1 unmelodious psalm" 
in 11The BridaJ. of Pennacook," which is in about the most unmelodious 
blank verse ever written. Although Whittier writes too much, he deserves 
consolation for Blackwood's scorn of "Barclay of Ury," which is, however, 
"not undeserved,. " He should irrite more "progress" poems like "The 
Reformer" and more descriptions as in "Channing. " The connnents closed 
on a kindly note as the writer hoped that Hhittier idll "forgive us if 
we only hint at all this, and give him a kindly God-speed. 11 4o This 
very brief reference makes an interesting contrast with the Blackwood's 
articles, agreeing with certain of the latter's strictures but 
illustrating how much difference a more kindly tone makes . 
The reactions to Whittier may be summed up briefly and easily as they 
were quite uniform. His prose style was generally felt to be clear, 
fresh, and pleasant, capable of effective nature descriptions and 
narrative force . The Southern Literary Messenger, in spite of its 
rejection of Whittier because of his abolition sentiments and activities, 
was the most generous of all in its praise , holding him to be, next to 
Hawthorne, America ' s most polished writer of prose. His geniaJ.ity and 
humor are remarked from time to time , but his sense of justice, love of 
humanity, and sincerity are most frequently noted. None of the British 
periodicaJ.s referred to any of the prose works. 
As for the poetry, the generaJ. characteristics are often mentioned. 
Simplicity, directness, clarity, vigor, passion, sincerity, manliness, 
4o T 't ' aJ. s , XXII (1855), 104. 
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tenderness, melody, and imagery are all recognized and praised. He is 
outstanding as a nature poet and as a poet of human justice. Lack of 
careful planning occasionally results in faulty proportion and unity . 
Haste rather than inability seems to cause aberrations in versification 
and rhyme from time to time . Ob j ections to his strong partisanship 
are raised, sometimes on the grounds of his position itself and at other 
times because it is felt to "i·reaken his art . The Southern Quarterly 
Review, in the most critical American reaction, very ungraciously 
rejected any Claims for \ihittier above that of mediocrity and finds 
him frigid and lacking in tenderness . The only explanation for these 
last t1v0 charges must be that they are mere shotgun charges without 
evidence or possibly refer to sexual love . He is recognized as American 
t o t he marrow, though of that minority group concerned. with justice, 
freedom, idealistic reform, and humanity which has set the tone for the 
most admirable American vision as opposed to American expediency and 
materialism of the bustling and sharp Yankee variety. 
In England, two general tendencies regarding vlhi ttier appeared. 
First, he is considered an especially American poet and a good one; 
and second, he is an American abolitionist , hence detestable and 
1vithout merit as a poet . ~Athenaeum is typical of the first point 
of view·; Blackwood ' s , the only periodical t o deny him any poetic ability, 
of the second.. A few American notices are typical of this second point 
of view, in which the conservative and wealthy Americans reject Whittier 
as too radical, violent, and rude. 
The difficulty of j udging \ihi ttier 1 s passionate abolition verse as 
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art is recognized by H. Ballou, who pointed out, however, that it did 
the intended job effectively by arousing the conscience of the North. 
The Irish Quarterly Review vras very gaudy in its praise of Whittier as 
~American poet, revealing the physical grandeur of the country itself 
and singing and teaching the ideas and ideals that have made America 
both great and a democratic beacon for the rest of the world. Yet even 
this review·er felt that as yet '\<Thittier was more a poet of promise than 
fulfillment . Brownson'~violently prejudiced, presented the best 
ex~le of criticism influenced by quite other factors than the work of 
the artist. 
When the general tenor of the material is assessed, in spite of the 
felT extravagant claims, usually in partisan periodicals whose editors 
were friends and for which 'Hhittier had written, and a few violently 
severe criticisms, Whittier is considered a poet of t he second rank, in 
spite of many admirable qualities as man, ch~ion of human rights, and 
poet. This consensus is remarkably close to today's judgment and speaks 
well for the perspicacity of the nineteenth century criti cs w'hen they 
were dealing with a person and forms they understood; indeed, Whittier's 
very understandability, in a day w'hen obscurity was complained of, was 
a cause for praise. This opinion is supported by the fact that Wnittier 
vras not, a few claims to the contrary, nearly as popular and widely 
discussed in England as he was in America, a fact that has something 
to d.o with ability and his position as advocate for a cause. A'i3ide 
from Blackwood's violent rejection of him as poet and The Irish Quarterly 
Review's extreme admiration of his Americanism, t he English notices were 
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quite similar to the American, aJ. though they were fe1-rer. 
Tv1enty-nine references appeared in the American period.icaJ.s, compared 
to seven in the British, indicating that Whittier was not very far above 
Simms in the esteem of the British, judging by the attention he received 
and considering the extensiveness of his publications. The distribution 
of these references is interesting. As would be expected, The American 
1-lhig Review· did not pay much attention to the ardent abolitionist and. 
democrat, having only a single notice during the entire twenty-year 
period; however, that one was favorable. Brownson's, too, included only 
one notice; and that one was very unfavorable, clear evidence of the 
effect of the conversion to Catholicism of one who formerly would have 
been keenly interested in ~lhittier as reformer, peculiarly American poet, 
and perfectionist. In spite of 'ihittier's activity as a staunch democrat 
and contributor, The Democratic Revie,.,, though it vTas enthusiastic, had 
only t1.;o references, a notice and a review. The Ylllickerbocker's interest, 
with its six notices, was probably the result of the editor's friendship , 
Ylhittier's position as contributor, and his poetic Americanism. The New 
Englander had one review; The North American Review·, ~our notices and an 
article; Putnam's, three notices; The Southern Literary Messenger 1 a 
single notice; The Southern Quarterly Revievr, a sinr;le review; and The 
Universalist Quarterly Review, seven notices and one review. Quite 
obvi ously the distribution of the materiaJ. follmrs regional, religious, 
and political lines, the liberal Universalist Quarterly Review contrasting, 
for example, with the conservative ~ E;nglander. 
As for the British, The Athenaeum had two notices, Black"\food's two, 
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Fraser's one, and Tai t' s one. The Irish Quarterly Revie-vr had the only 
article devoted to Whittier . This distribution seems too limited to 
suggest any significant tendencies except, of course, that the British 
-vrere much more indifferent to \fui ttier than were his countrymen. 
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Chapter V 
James Fenimore Cooper 
Any comprehensive treatment of the periodical criticism of Cooper 
must take into account a great d.eal of very general material . Much of 
Cooper's best and most popular work vTas done before the initial date of 
this study and was discussed, analyzed and judged at the time of its 
first appearance. Consequently, when Cooper republished these earlier 
works in separate or collected editions, the critics often discussed 
them, if at all, very briefly, in general terms, and frequently by 
comparison with other well-known volumes or in terms of well-established 
stereotypes. The more comprehensive article that dealt with all of 
Cooper's works up to the time of writing, had so many volumes to cover 
that often only a sentence or two >·ras devoted to characterizing each 
one. In addition, all the >·rorks falling within the dates of this study 
were not noticed regularly on either side of the Atlantic, although 
some of the periodicals were more consistent than others in reporting 
on them. As a result, it is impossible to present a vrell -balanced 
comparison of the American and British reactions to each work as it 
appeared, was mentioned upon republication, or was treated in a general 
article. Nevertheless,out of what material exists, some tendencies can 
be observed as the works are discussed in the order of their initial 
appearance, though these reactions may appear years after the first 
publication of the work in question, either in a general article or in 
a notice of a later edition. ~lhen the work is treated by both American 
and English critics, first the American and then the British material 
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will be presented. To the above problems is add.ed a general hostility 
towards the later works , both because they depart from the earlier pattern 
established by The ~ The Pilot, and The Last of the Mohicans and. 
because of the hard feelings Cooper caused by his criticisms of his 
countrymen and the English. As a result of this hostility, the 
reviewers of many of the ne;.r works failed to examine them as carefully 
or objectively as they might r~ve done; and frequently one has the 
feeling that a deliberate determination to ignore the vorks must have 
existed. 
Following the discussion of the individual ivorks1 the material will 
be treated under the following topics, which seemed to invite critical 
commentary : popularity and positions, early and later vrorks, character 
treatment, faults , and satire and controversy. 
A. Individual Works 
Precaution (1820) , the first novel, vas successful enough to encourage 
Cooper to continue writing, according to The Eclectic Review; 1 but 
Chambers 1 f ound it spoiled by Cooper ' s unsatisfactory knowledge of 
English home life, which even ten years in Europe failed to improve , 
and. felt that the "abandonment of mother ground" was chiefly what 
weakened much of Cooper ' s work. He should have concentrated on his 
proven subjects; for the Silver Fork atte~ts were "insipid, dreary 
commonplaces of fashionable life- -his faded sermonizings of domestic, 
and political, and social economy. 11 2 
1 
EC·1, XXII (1852) , 209 fr EclR, 
LXXXXV 1852), 410-422. 
2 
Chambers', XXVII (1852), 3-4. 
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This insistency on the part of the British that Cooper did not know 
English manners is mildly amusing in view of the fact that the novel 
apparently was pirated in England under the impression that it was 
written by an Englishman and -v;as also frequently accepted. in .America as 
a satisfactory picture of English life. Lounsbury, in his work on 
Cooper, points out that Precaution was reviewed in England without the 
suspicion it was by an American. The reference to the Silver Fork 
school obviously is intended to include almost all of Cooper's works 
other than those on "proven subjects." 
vlhen the revised edition of The ~ ( 1821), Cooper 's next novel, was 
published in 1849, ~ .American WhiS Review noted that it had "delighted. 
one generation and will continue to be read by their descendants with 
equal delight." Dr. Sitgreaves, Betty Flanagan, and Caesar are old 
friends permanently remembered and "beyond the reach of fate . " 3 
~ Southern Quarterly Review felt that it was appropriate for Irving 
and Cooper to be republished so handsomely by Putnam's, as they were 
.America's first career writers, and believed that the public was ready 
to -vtelcome Cooper with its old enthusiasm, forgetting the old troubles. 4 
Nothing was said about the quality of the book itself. Parkman in The 
North .American Review spoke of Harvey Birch's well-dra-vm character. 5 
And although accepting the effectiveness of The §Ez as a story, H. T. 
Tuckerman called it a failure as "history" without explaining just 
what he meant. 6 However, he went on to emphasize the book as epochal 
3 Am\fuigR, IX (1849), 648. 
5 NAmR, LXXIV (1852), 158. 
4 SQR, XVI (1849), 269-70. 
6 ~., LXXXIX (1859), 290. 
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and very new, adding an interesting comment on British and American 
literary relations by suggestinG that, if the timid critics had. waited 
for England's verdict, when that verdict came, it "ivas f'uJ.l and warm and 
that even the "savage arbiter in the Scotch metropolis disclosed that 
'Genius in America must keep to America to achieve any great work. 
Cooper has done so, and taken his :place among the most :powerful of 
the imaginative s:piri ts of the age. ' 11 7 
Tuckerman's assumption that American critics did not commit themselves 
until they had. read. the English reviews of American 'lvorks, though a common 
charge, is :probably, as I have suggested, a false one. It seems to be 
one of those concepts which gains currency, :perhaps >fith some initial 
truth to bear it out, and "\-lhich everyone continues to take for granted 
without stopping to investigate. The belief of Chambers' that only by 
dealing vTith American subjects could Americans achieve success is also 
an extremely limited, overs~lified, and s~ly untrue generalization 
that was widely held by both American and British critics. In addition, 
Tuckerman's reference as late as 1859 to the 11 savage arbiter" of the 
Scotch capital reveals how an opinion once fixed lingers on long after 
the cause no longer exists. 
The British reaction to The §2l adds nothing new except to suggest 
that :perhaps Cooper never aeain >.rote any better. 8 This attitude from 
a British review is a bit unusual, especially in viev of the Revolutionary 
theme, one that the British did not ordinarily like to emphasize. 
7 ~ LXXXIX (1859), 309-310. 
Blkvrd's, vol. 16, J?• 431. 
8 
EclM, XII ( 1852 ) , 2091 fr Ec;t!1 
vc (1852), 410- 422 . 
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~Pioneers {1823), which initiated the Leatherstocking series, was 
considered by Francis Parkman to be in many ways the best of' this series . 
It seems to have grown out of' personal experience, with characters that 
are vital and true, though sometimes vulgar , a bright picture of' scenes 
and characters that are soon to pass away. 9 Parknan, the historian 
interested in the preservation of' the passing American scene , is apparent 
in the preceding comment on The Pioneers; and H. T. Tuckerman developed 
the idea still further by suggesting that the descriptive d.etails of' 
The Pionee:m perpetuate scenes, dress , activities, and language that 
have changed with the passage of' time . Rural America vras captured and 
made available . The hunt , the sleigh ride , the sugar camp, worship, and 
Ind.ian remnants •rere f'ixed f'or study and enjoyment . Leatherstocking, the 
great original of' American fiction, emerged f'rom this book. Homely, 
brave, religious, humorous, deeply honorabl e, a man f'ormed by solitude, 
woodcraft, and the vast primitive scenes of' the frontier, he is a great 
achievement . 10 In addition to his concern with Cooper ' s historical 
significance, Tuckerman recognizes the importance of Leatherstocking as 
a figure of almost mythological grandeur, representative of American 
ideals, if' not of' reality. ll Here is one of the fevr indications of' the 
importance Cooper placed on nature as a moral f'orce in the creation and 
shaping o:f character. Parkman 1 s critical reference to the vulgarity of 
certain characters perhaps reflects his Boston Brahmin background or his 
9 I'IAmR, LXXIV (1852), 157. 10 Ibid., LXXXXI (1859), 310 . 
ll Ibid., p . 311. 
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conservative concept of the novel. 
As for The Pilot (1823), Parkman considered it the best of the sea 
tales, especiaJ.ly when the action is on the ocean; and Long Tom is to 
the sea stories what Leatherstocking is to the tales of the forest, an 
original and forceful character. 12 The British reaction, expressed by 
The Eclectic Review, is that the 'wrk has great merit, the descriptions 
being extraordinary and the interest evoked indicating 11consummate 
genius and skill. 11 13 
The next of the Leather stocking tales was The Last ~ the Mohicans (1826); 
and strangely, The Southern Literary Messenger found it "meanly 'vritten, 11 14 
a judgment almost inexplicable except on the basis of personal animosity 
towards Cooper on the part of the 'vri ter. Possibly the theme of miscegenation 
introduced in the character of Cora was a factor , too. However, The 
Democratic Review considered. it Cooper 1 s best work as lTell as his most 
popular one. Reprinted in many different languages , it did more to 
spread Cooper's fame than any other work. Its pure originality was 
surprising and caught the fancy of the public; its merit then aroused 
admiration. This judgment is a mature one; for the wTiter says that 
rereading the book has renevred. the vivid impressions o ~ boyhood, when the 
volume vras first opened twenty- five years ago . He conclud.ed by saying, 
"Since the advent of :Mr. Cooper no sneering 'Scotch Reviewer • has 
ventured to ask, 1\tlho reads an American book? 111 15 This last comment 
12 NAm.R LXXIV (1852), 158. 
--' 
14 Sil~ XIII (1847 ), 751. 
l3 EclM, XXII (1852 ), 209, fr 
EclR, VC (1852 ), 410-422. 
l5 DemR, XXVII (1850 ), 474. 
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is interesting. Almost twenty years after the fact, SJ~ney Smith's 
puckish remark obviously continued to rankle in American minds, revealing 
a sensitiveness that seems today to have been out of all proportion to 
the actual provocation. 
Parkman gave perhaps the most d.etailed and critical analysis of the 
book. The Last of the l<:bhicans is one of the most popular of Cooper's 
works, for it combines aspects of vulgar popularity vrith higher qualities . 
Its faults are many: unnecessary liberties that are taken with historical 
fact, improbabilities, the lack of common sense, and an absurd plot. Why, 
for example, would a veteran officer have his daughter visit him under 
such dangerous conditions? 16 Hhy would Alice 's lover take a long route 
for a romantic ride when an escort of troops and an easy one is available? 
It is also a defect to have women living under conditions of primitive 
life and the hardships of the wilderness, sleeping out, rained on, bitten 
and scratched, having no toilet, living in a wigwam, and losing clothes 
and veils. Under such cond.i tions "all grace and romance 11 disappear. 
Uncas, Parkman points out, is not a genuine Indian; and though Cooper is 
criticized for having him fall in love because Indians are said not to do 
so, they do display a partiality for white women, according to Parkman, 
who apparently forgets that Cora is part Negro. Havkeye is clearly drawn, 
although his garrulousness is annoying and ill-timed, on occasion. On 
the other hand, the book has many fine qualities: It has a gamy flavor 
and transports the reader directly into a wilderness of vitality, life, 
16 NAmR, LXXIV (1852), 15 3. 
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and movement. Cooper is best at descriptions of action, especially fights, 
either of groups or ind.ividuaJ.s. The fight at Glenn Falls is a good 
example . You are there, you feel , you hear , you sense the whole action 
as it occurs. 17 
It is curious that Parkman insisted on reality in plot but objected 
to reality in the treatment of women under wilderness conditions. 
~British Eclectic Revievr agreed vrith the many who considered The 
Last of the Mohicans Cooper's best >·rork and with Parkman about its plot 
deficiencies . It emphasized the appealing tone, the new characters, and 
the very fine descriptions . l8 This emphasis on description is ty:pical 
of the period and especially of the British interest in American works. 
The two references to The Prairie (1827) , both of them American, were 
notable for their opposed points of view. The Southern Quarterly Review 
found the book "one of the least exceptionable stories of Mr. Cooper, 
perhaps one of the most commendable as a work of art - symmetrical in 
construction and highly pleasing as a work of prose fiction." 19 On 
the other hand, Parkman called the book far weaker than The Pioneers, 
improbable and uninteresting. The description is less real; and there 
are several annoying features, 1-rorst of which is the attempt at humor. 20 
In spite of the fact that The Democratic Revie1-r called The Red Rover 
(1828) the most successful as well as the most popular of all Cooper's 
ivorks, this brief comment was the only notice of it. 21 And the 
l7 NAmR, LXXIV (1852), 155rl56. 18 EclM, XXII (1852) 1 209 fr 
EclR, LXXXXV (1852) 1 410- 422 . 
19 SQR, XIX (1851), 56o. 20 ~~ LXXIV ( 1852 ) , 157. 
21 ~~ XXVII (1851), 287. 
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controversial Notions of the .Americans (1828) was referred to only by 
Tuckerman, who said it righted many wrong impressions and softened many 
prejudices of America held by foreigners . 22 
Making a rather unusual choice, The Eclectic Review called The Wept 
of Wish-Ton-Wish (1829) Cooper's most powerful work and felt that the 
interest is well maintaine~ throughout the three volumes. The description 
of the setting; the Puritan family in its character, its contentedness, 
and its harmoniousness; and the maintenance of suspense are all excellent. 
Above all, the writer is impressed by Ruth, the best picture of a wife 
and mother in all literature. She is given respect but not the fulsome 
adulation so often heaped upon such characters; for she is a strong 
person, asserting herself in every act. Patient, good, resigned, and 
loving, she loses none of the reader's interest as age creeps upon her. 23 
The foregoing reaction is not typical, and its chief interest lies 
in the enthusiasm for one of Cooper's"females." Obviously all the critics 
did not agree that Cooper was weak in his portrayal of i·romen. The 
difficulty in analyzing such variant views as the preceding lies in 
the fact that the references are too brief in most cases to reveal the 
reasons for the reviewer's attitude. 
There seems to be little disagreem-Ent about the European romances, 
which were generally considered to be unsuccessful or at least inferior.24 
22 
NArnR, LXXXIX (1859 ), 315. 
24 Ath, Feb . 22, 184o, P• 149; 
Ibid., Dec . 19, 184o, p. 1005; Ibid .• , 
MarCh 19, 1842, p. 249; NArnR, r.XXI 
(1850), 122; SLM, XIII (1857 ), 751. 
23 
EcH1, XXII (1852), 212, fr 
EclR, LXXXXV (1852) , 410-422. 
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The Southern Quarterly Revielf had the only notice of The Water 
Witch (1831 ), which appeared vrhen the book was republished in 1851 and 
which called it one of the most ambitious but not among the best of the 
works, a tale in which "machinery11 is substituted f or 11imagination. 11 25 
The only extensive treatment of Cooper's The Nava3: History of the 
United States (1839) appeared in an Edinburgh Revie1r article that also 
considered William James' Naval History of Great Britain. Incidentally 
this was the only article dealing 1-Ti th Cooper in The Edinburgh Review. 
The v~iter called Cooper's work interestingly and effectively written 
but 1ms disappointed that it was not authoritative because the author 
ignored many available sources that should have been consulted. Several 
points are made concerning British-American relations. First, -:!;he reviewer 
gave James high praise for his history but was very severe in his censure 
of the obvious prejudice against America and Americans. He suggested 
that every personal remark of the author exhibits a deplorable attitude 
that is indeed regrettable. "The American character, 11 he continued, 11is 
the ob ject of perpetual sarcasm; American officers of undoubted honor 
are taxed, on very sligh~ grounds, with falsehood and deceit; and the 
severest constructions are put upon almost every proceeding recorded. 
of an American ship of w·ar. 11 Second, the writer mentioned his fear of 
prejudice on Cooper's part because of the latter's declared antipathy to 
England. However, on reading the volumes, he found them to be excellent 
in their objectivity, with praise being given to the British when the 
25 SQR, XX (1851 ), 270. 
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situation called for it. Throughout the article, the writer maintained 
a restrained and courteous tone in his treatment of Cooper and concluded 
with an expression of admiration for him and of regret at his atti tud.e 
tow·ards Britain, an attitude i-Thich resulted in his being pilloried by 
the British press . Finally he suggested that as one reads these histories, 
he cannot help feeling that the men of the ~-lO navies respected one 
another and irishing that the outlook of the sailors could be carried. 
over into other relationships betvreen the two countries . 26 
This extremely fair and more than conciliatory attitude on the part 
of The Edinburgh Review illustrates the falsity of the American assumption 
that the Scotch reviewers i-Terc , as Tuckerman called them, "savage arbiters, 11 
generally hostile to American efforts . It also reveals that the British 
sincerely felt that Cooper was decidedly hostile to England and her 
people. 
On the occasion of the 1853 edition of The Naval History, The Southern 
Quarterly Review called it a 1-10rk of unquestioned i-TOrth and accuracy, 
the only one on the subject that could be called a history and one which 
has not been challenged or disproved since its first publication. Kept 
up to date by Cooper and brought up to the present by other hands since 
Cooper's death, it is a <Tork of value to teach Americans and to fill 
them with pride . 27 Apparently the writer had not read the Blackwood ' s 
article. 
Hi th the publication of The Pathfinder (1840 ) 1 came a general sense 
26 
EdinR, LXXI (1840), 120-170 27 SGft, XXV (1854) , 264. 
passim. 
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of relief that Cooper was back on familiar trails, trails, that is, that 
w·ere less controversial and critically complicated. The American 
periodicals consider the volume one of Cooper's best , with description 
and characterization particularly vivid and real. 28 The Athenaeum, 
perhaps even more enthusiastic than most of the reviews, al;.Tays 
salutes Cooper heartily when he f orgets the manners and morals of 
English society and magically transports his readers to his own f orests 
and lakes, which dwarf those of the mother country. E:h.rpecting an escape 
through the wood.s, in the manner of The Last of the Hohicans; a race on 
the ire.ter, as in the sea novels; or an exciting and frightful seige, as 
in The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, the reader finds all three in The Pathfinder. 
The interest of the story holds up as well as if it vTere Cooper's first 
work. The characters are fortunately fei-r, for Cooper is best with a 
small cast. Hawkeye falls in love and is touched. wi.th vlordsworthian 
eloquence, homely and pathetic. Jasper, the captain of the cutter, performs 
naval maneuvers that Cooper "writes down so brilliantly for the world 
to read so breathlessly." A new element is the clash between the fresh 
and salt ivater mariners, fit,rured in Jasper and Mabel 1 s uncle , who scorns 
anything but the briny deep . Mable Dunham, vague and simple in character, 
1-rhose charms are exerted over both ivhi te and savage, contrasts effectively 
with the appealing Dew-of - June , Arrowhead 1 s wife and her friend. 29 
vlort y of note is The Athenaeum 1 s praise of lvla.bel and De;.T-of - June, further 
evidence of Cooper's success i·Ti th iVOmen characters in the opinion of 
2e Knick, XV (184o), 344- 345 . 
SU1, XI (1840 ), 229. NAmR, LXXIV 
"{1852 ), 153. --
29 Ath F 84o 4 _, eb. 22, 1 , pp. 1 9-151. 
some critics. 
The same year in which The Pathfinder was published, ~rcedes of 
Castile appeared; and. The Knickerbocker pointed out that Cooper "with 
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some skill" mingled the pleasing and poetical subject of the early discovery 
of America with a tale that arouses curiosity, although the treatment 
of Columbus 1 problems and struggles is less satisfactory than are the 
ocean scenes. 3° The Athenaeum, however, was disappointed in Mercedes, 
finding it almost as bad as the "unreadable Heidenmauer" and going on 
to suggest that Cooper, unlike Scott, is not able to concentrate on 
the less known events of history that are capable of more romantic 
coloring and treatment, but deals chiefly with Isabella and Columbus, 
ignoring all the minor characters and even keeping his hero and heroine 
in the shad.ow of the queen, the explorer, and the voyage 1 except for the 
last fe•< chapters. In the third .volume, the love interest is complicated 
in a way that even a child '\vould expect, by a tender and romantic Indian 
maiden. She is "conventional.," "dark-eyed," "fine-limbed,'' tender., 
confiding., and gentle , such a one as has "so often sighed across the 
stage, in her cincture of feathers., so often vented her love and her 
natural religion in the superfine language, which novelists delight to 
imagine ., and no living being of any colour under the sun ever speaks." 
More was to be expected of Cooper. Without any special knowledge of the 
period., the reviewer could have suggested several novel situations and. 
less hackneyed characters that would have enlivened the book. Cooper 
is never good in plot structure; his skill lies mainly in presenting 
30 Knick, VII (l84o)., 536. 
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the hunter of the forest, the seaman, or long descriptive passages . 
Consequently, though he presents honest versions of Isabella and the 
plain do•m-to-earth Columbus and describes the vo;ya ge graphically, as 
have many others before, "the shre'ivd, covetous Sancho Mundo, the sailor, 
is the one character in the book,. 11 31 
The less critical attitude of The Knickerbocker towards Mercedes is 
undoubtedly explained by t he fact that the book deals 1nth a subject of 
particular interest to Americans . The Athenaeum criti cism of Cooper ' s 
Indian maiden is certainly '\·Tell and vigorously made, suggesting that her 
many appearances had resulted in a surfeit. AlthoUGh this criticism is 
one of t he very few objections that are made of Cooper's Indians by the 
British, who generally found them to be among their chief delights, the 
disgust 1nth the conventionally romantic figure perhaps indicates an 
increasing concern with realism. 
~ Deerslayer appeared. in 1841, and was treated enthusiastically by 
all the critics who discussed it then or later. The Democratic Review 
was least excited, feeling that Cooper keeps the reader's interest by 
taking characters and plot, hardly vTorth mentioning except for the 
"ree;ular old staple, Leatherstocking," and applying his 11descriptive 
and narrative talent 11 to them. It also felt that t he vromen are no more 
successful than usual; Hetty, thoUGh a fine atte~t, is considered a 
definite failure; her sister is more vivid and does arouse the reader's 
sym;pathy.. 32 
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The North American Review inclined to be :pleased vi th the -vromen in 
The Deerslayer, suggesting that this is the best of the series because 
Judith is the author's best female character. The chief fault of The 
Deerslayer in the eyes of the fastidious North American Review is the 
fact that Cooper describes norrors that repel too vividly. 33 This 
objection and those to vulgar characters, already mentioned, indicate 
that the convention of acceptable subjects for :poetry and fiction is 
still strong. The Knickerbocker emphasized nature, finding it :presented 
as effecti-vely in The Deerslayer as in any of the :prior vorks: the forest, 
lakes, seasonal changes, all give GUJWle evidence of Cooper 's :pow-er . 34 
The Southern Literary Messenger felt~ Deersla;yer to be Cooper's 
best "\vork, especially in style, considering it the most :poetical of all 
his books . Here too the hero's character is well developed. Cooper 
shmrs his .skill by making the last of this series better than the earlier 
ones and the hero ' s old age more ~:pealing than his youth. 35 The choice 
in this article of ~ Deer slayer as Cooper 1 s best ivork is in direct 
contrast to its severe condemnation in an earlier notice, the difference 
apparently representing the opinions of two :people. The editor usually 
did the short notices, and. this reference, from a longer and enthusiastic 
article, is obviously by another hand. The writer of the 1841 notice 
said that Cooper has exhausted himself as a writer and that The Deerslayer 
is the "last flicker of the e:z::piring taper . " Feeling it unfortunate that 
Cooper did not abandon the -.rork as he had contemplated, the writer 
33 NAmR, LXXIV (1852), 152. 34 Knick, :\VIII (1841), 352. 
35 Sil~ XVIII {1857), 751. 
summarized. the plot briefly and sarcastically and concluded, "The vThole 
tale abounds in such silly devices and shallow plots. Altogether, it 
is a 'poor thing.'" 36 Again, The Athenaeum was the only British 
periodical noticing the book on its publication and was delighted to 
meet Leatherstocking once ~ore and to be led through his wilderness . 
Even considering Cooper's warning as to the problem of using a single 
hero in several volumes, the >ITiter found this volume's absolute merit 
deserving of "praise and honor. " 37 The Eclectic Review found The 
Deerslaler unusual in the character of Hetty Hutter, the imbecile, a 
clear and. powerful portrait. 38 
The chief feature of these references is the different qualities that 
each reviewer presents as outstanding. This fact could be interpreted 
as revealing the richness of the imrk or the variety of critical interests 
and emphases; more probably it represents a combination of the two. 
The ~fO Admirals (1842) evoked more response than usual for Cooper's 
books, perhaps because it represented a new approach in the sea stories 
by involving whole fleets in action. The three American references offer 
little criticism or analysis, merely finding it good to have Cooper back 
at sea, presenting vivid pictures and actions with his masterly hand. 
The Knickerbocker and The Southern Literary ~ssenger, both in a someifhat 
coy, patriotic vein, hoped that Congress vrould provide the United States 
with a fleet and admiral so that Cooper would not have to go abroad for 
his navy in the future. The Knickerbocker ifas also glad to have the 
36 SU1, VI (1841), 742-743. 
38 E(lM' XXII (1852), 212, fr EclR, 
LXXXXV 1852), 410-422. 
37 ~' Sept. 11, 1841, p. 709. 
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British charge that Americans can v~ite successfully only of native 
subjects refuted clearly . It is strange that the Southern Literary 
MessenGer felt that the sea is Cooper's only province, especially in 
vievr of an 1851 notice, the gist of which is that The T\vo Admirals is so 
good that the revievrer is unable to decide whether Cooper is better in 
the forest or on the sea. 39 
The Athenaeum found that Cooper is not as successful in this novel 
as he was in the earlier 1vorks dealing with single naval engagements. 
He is prolix as usual, and only occasional flashes of the old manner 
compare favorably with the active and interesting detail of earlier works. 
The original Iago-like character of Tom Wychecombe is not consistently 
maintained; and of the two groups of characters, the sailors are better 
dra'im than the landsmen. The conclusion o:f the novel is good and not 
very hackneyed. Though it is not one of his better works, this is worth 
a hundred Heidenmauers or Homevrard Bounds. 4o Chambers', too, finds 
the book of unequal interest, the best parts consisting of the sea 
actions and descriptions. 41 
The reactions to the next 1vork, \·ling and Wing (1842), vary somewhat. 
Initially The Democratic Review vras very enthusiastic, finding Wing and 
Hinc a "capital 11 story on new oceans and shores that give it a freshness 
hardly to be expected in the seventh such novel from Cooper's pen. The 
plot, the characters, and the "higher dignity" of history figured in 
39 
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Lord Nelson provid.e the opportunity for one of the 11most successful and 
interesting of his fictions. 11 The reviewer merely notes the presence 
of a f'ei-T sly topical hits. 42 In a later reference, probably by a 
different hand, there were reservations and contradictions. Wing and 
vling is not as good as others of the sea stories, but it does present 
an excellent evaluation and description of the Italian character. It 
deals vTi th the "black-hearted murder 11 of the noble Caraccioli by the 
11peculiarly British ruffian, Nelson and his paramour. 11 This "damning 
infamy" vras cheered by the whole British nation, and it did not punish 
the 11profligate couple, who prostituted public justice to promote 
vengeance. 11 The work is one of the best, if not the very best, of 
Cooper's immortal works. 43 Apparently this brief but fierce burst of 
rhetoric carried the revievrer so far that he had f orgotten his initial 
reservation by the time he reached his final explosion. The Southern 
Quarterly Review agreed that Wing ~Wing has limitations, although 
the sea pictures are considered to be as good as ever . 44 
The Athenaeum, however, '·ras quite severe. According to superstition, 
Wing and Wing, being the seventh sea tale of Cooper's, should be the best; 
but it is not. Cooper is wrong when he says in the preface that this 
t:ype of' tale is inexhaustible. The ship maneuvers and pursuits are not 
nearly as exciting as the earlier ones. The hero is a '~eautiful , clever, 
dashing fellow lvhom Mr. Cooper loves to put aboard a craft of a.J..most 
42 DemR, XVII (1842), 664-666. 43 DemR, XXVIII (1851), 477• 
44 SQR, XX (1841), 270. 
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impossible perfections." Ithuel Bolt, Raoul's friend and an .American, 
is not as successful as similar characters in former novels. The other 
characters are tedious or sketchy, and the only quotable passage would 
spoil the story for the reader. 45 Chambers' agreed. that the novel is 
a failure but does find some of the characters cleverly dra1n1. The plot 
is ingenious, although constrained and without a satisfactory denouement . 46 
~Democratic Review apparently smv in the novel chiefly an opportunity 
to belabor the British Lion. It is also interesting that neither of the 
tvro British references mentions Cooper ' s treatment of Nelson and that 
both find the book a failure . n1e number of notices of this book, 
not one of Cooper's better ones, is surprising. 
The chief interest in The Southern Literary Messenger's treatment of 
W~cmdott~ (1843) lies in its implied concept of the novel and. its 
related patriotic bias . In view of the power of the novel to influence 
its readers, the revie>ver severely condemns Cooper for trying to destroy 
the national pride that he has been so potent in arousing. For this 
treachery he should be confined to obscurity. The "i·rriter admits that 
.Americans are aware of mistaken concepts of their country's scenery, 
that they know the Indian often was cheated of his land, and that they 
realize there are false patriots and opportunists in their country. But , 
he points out, the true patroit should. not magnify the faults of his 
countrymen but should purify the people of their faults and lead the way 
to patriotic glory. He concludes that the tale is "trite, " the style , 
45 Ath, Dec. 3, 1842, p . 1038. 46 Chambers' , XXVII (1852) , 5-6. 
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''careless and miserable," and the vrhole , "preeminently trashy." 1-lhat 
interest there is, is too long held back. The book is a sort of hasty 
pud.dinc. 47 
This review·er conceived of the novel as a powerf'ul propaganda instrument, 
i~lied that unpleasant subjects should be avoided, and failed to see 
that Cooper's presentation is designed to accomplish the very purpose the 
revicvrer considered proper for the novel. Hawthorne was faced vli th a 
similar problem on moral grounds when foolish critics claimed that The 
Scarlet Letter 1vould lead to vridespread fornication and adultery. In 
Cooper's case , as in Hawthorne 1 s , the severe objections vrere not 
reasonably reached and merely represented resentments at patriotic 
principles outraged . This twofold. nature of the novel, as amusement 
and enlightenment, is acceptable as long as the enliGhtenment fits the 
reviewer's party line . 
The Southern Quarterly Revim·T likewise sm-r little to praise in \fyandott~, 
find.:.ng it among the "feeblest" of Cooper ' s works, lacking the "nobler" 
qualities of romance , and. havinc a slight plot, a qun.lity typical of 
Cooper. The characters are not attractive, events a:.~e fe1-1 and lacking 
in interest, and too many "lone talks and. unnecessar;:; descriptions" are 
included. 'ifuat action there is, is slovr, spiritless , and without interest. 
The love stories in this volune arc the best of Cooper's career, perhaps 
because· they have been kept to a minimum and the love s do not have much 
to say about their problems. Hyandotte, the chief character, is most 
47 SIJ.1, IX (185 3), 700 . 
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carefully developed; but in spite of this fact , some inconsistencies in 
his actions appear. 48 
" The Athenaeum gave Wyandotte better treatment than it had given Wing 
and Wing but pointed out that if the reader likes heart y action in the 
forest or on the \·Tater and Indian or sea chases and escapes, Wyandotte 
is not for him. Those who delight in the usual abundance in Cooper of 
descriptions of wilderness scenery will find less than the customary 
amount . But for t hose who find interest in the ordinary and peaceful 
domestic trials and characters, there is a general abundance . In spite 
of the lack of exciting action, the book is not tiresome; for this tale 
of a British officer and his family \·Tho settle near the Susquehanna, at 
the beginning of the American Revolution, takes the reader with them on 
their journey from Albany to their new home and throut;h the trials 
attendant upon the settlement of new· land, the taming of the wilderness, 
and the establishment of a home and farm. 49 Chambers' merely described 
the book as communicating to the reader the unique experience of a 
family facing the \vilderness and making a home there . 50 One -vronders 
if the Athenaeum ' s reaction had. anything to do with the fact that the 
central characters of 1-Tyandotte are the members of a British family. 
The Southern Literary Nessenger did not criticize Ned ?1fers (1843) 
but very sarcastically attacks Cooper . Referring to the fact that Cooper 
48 SQR, IV (1843 ), 515 -516. 49 Ath, Se:pt . 2, 1843, p . 792 . 
50 Chambers', XXVII (1852 ), 5-6. 
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once saved Ned ' s life, the revievrer suggests that Ned is trying to 
reciprocate by saving Cooper's literary life, a service that is not very 
i1J:!Portant . It would be interesting, thinks the writer, to know how many 
times Cooper refers to himself. "Don ' t forget to honor the editor, Oh~ 
No. 11 51 This sort of d.irect personal attack with undercurrents of 
private bitterness is obviously part of the general reaction against 
Cooper, attributed to the press during these years . It was frequently 
less overt, but one cannot escape the feeling that it played an important 
part in much of the criticism. The Southern Quarterly Review vras more 
kind, finding the book to be a readable narrative of real life on the 
sea, one that gives a good idea of the ''sufferings, 11 11hopes and fears, 11 
and the 11too irregular passions and principles 11 of the sailor. 52 
The Athenaeum notice vras interesting for its cor::rparison between real 
life and romance . It i1J:!Plies t hat the romance must have something of the 
rich and strange, should emphasize character as well as plot, and should 
have a hero >vi th vrhom the reader can identify himself. Ned Myers has 
both the charm and tediousness of a true narrative . But compared 1vith 
Dana, for example , it is second rate . The reader is sorry for the 
fre quent shipvrrecks, pities Ned for his trouble because of drink, and 
is glad vrhen he swears off successfully. But it is hard to like the man 
himself. He is 11rude, careless, unkempt, and. indifferent . '' The book is 
indeed proof positive that the truth of a sailor's life is stranger than 
fiction; for until it 1-1as read, the writer felt that perhaps Cooper 
51 SLM, IX (1843), 757-758. 52 SQR, V (1844), 264. 
exaggerated the terror of the sea for the benefit of the landlubber 
reader . 53 This reaction to a rather marginal figure is particularly 
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interesting today when any ghosted biOBTaphy of unusual or out- of- the -way 
characters seems to find a read.y market . 
The only notice of Afloat and Ashore (1844 ) appeared in The Knickerbocker , 
which vras particularly impressed by the sense of reality in the book, 
feeling that it must be autobiographical and the adventures, transcripts 
of real life experiences . The love story and the satire of American 
54 
characteristics are also 1-10rth noting, it felt . In fact , The 
Knickerbocker i·ras so impressed. by the work that it inncrted a second 
notice four months later, one that was so enthusiastic the \'Triter felt 
he might be falsely accused of insincerity for callinG this volume by 
far the best of the later ones and. in part as good as anything Cooper 
ever 1-rrote. Both sea and country scenes are so fine that it is impossible 
to choose beti'reen them. The vrri ter does predict, hoi·rever , that Clavrbonny 
and the surrounding area will become "immortal . " The story maintains 
suspense superbly; and the minor characters like Harble , the mate , and 
the Negro seaman, are as memorable as Lucy and Miles . 55 
In view of this perceptive notice and the excellence of Afloat and 
Ashore and its continuation 1-liles Hallingford, it seems strange that the 
1-10rk received no more attention that it did . Of course, The Knickerbocker 
1-10uld be particularly sympathetic to Cooper 1 s portrayal of the comfortable 
53 
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country life of the Dutch and English New York gentry; but here also was 
an aspect of American life that the British might have been expected to 
enjoy and to sympathize with, unless it contradicted too violently the 
frontier concept of America that seemed to be so fascinating to foreigners . 
Only the last and least effective volume of the Littlepage trilogy 
received any specific attention and that understandably from the two 
party organs, The Democratic Review and The American 1-lhig Review. Neither 
really criticized ~ Red.skins (1846) solely on literary grounds, but 
their reactions to its thesis are interesting. The Democratic Review, 
possibly influenced by severe attacks on the book, praised Cooper for his 
great contribution as an American writer who has done much to place both 
his countrymen and mankind in his debt and suggests, therefore, that 
these "i·rorks based on the anti-rent troubles should be treated with respect . 
Some•·rhat ironic is the Democratic Review ' s agreement ivith Cooper's 
position. It called the book 11 clever and amusing, 11 ivith many 11 sprightly" 
and interesting conversations and remarks that will "enlighten benighted 
men, whose motives of self- interest or false views of liberty and 
patriotism have blinded then1 to the fact that in all ages and countries 
the relation of landlord and tenant farmer must naturally exist." 56 
In t his situation fear of the breakdovm of law and order has apparently 
overcome approval of the ultimately democratic effect of breaking up 
the great landed estates and distributing the land among smaller holders. 
c. A. Bristed wrote a long article for The American }lhig Review and 
56 DemR, XIX (1846) 1 287. 
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made the prevailing point that the artist does and should viTite to teach, 
not merely to entertain. The ceneral attitude still prevalent in many 
circles in America towards the novel as improper and of evil influence 
is implied in Bristed' s sugcestion that the novelist's po1-1er for good is 
great because he does not al1·rays 1wrk for Satan. Referring to Cooper as 
opposed to certain evil ifu-OJ.uences in literature, Bristed says, "Our 
o1m great novelist'' is one 1-1ho ''dares to tell the truth to a tyrant." 
The tyrant , of course, is the people . Without offering any details , 
Bristed commends Satanstoe (1845 ) and The Chainbearers (1845) and expressed 
his Gratification that Cooper VTrote novels rather than pamphlets to expose 
and "condemn the evil institution ••• at once the daJ10er and d.isgrace of 
our Sta.te . 11 It is also fortunate , he felt , that Cooper is a Democrat 
because he exerts more influence in this matter than would a "British 
Hhig . '' 57 Ironically, except perhaps to The Democratic Review, Cooper's 
political party apparently made little difference; f or Cooper the 
Democrat perhaps had less influence as a 11turncoat '' Democrat than an 
"honest" vlhig vrould have had.. The only criticism of The Redskins that 
is made is that it has no exciting events and that the heroine is neither 
more nor less interesting than is usual with Cooper. 
The superciliousness typical of the vlhig is revealed by t he comment 
that the book was viTi tten for the limited mind of t he General public, to 
express truths that gentlemen lmoi-T and do not need pointed out to them. 
Bristed mentioned Cooper's unfortunate tendency to take extreme positions, 
57 Am\ihigR, IV (1846 ), 276-277 . 
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a typically American tendency that merely irritates instead of convincing. 
As an example of this quality, Cooper ' s New York provincialism that 
persists in harsh and unjust treatment of anythinc Nev England is cited. 58 
The bulk of the article is devoted to listing and discussing the points 
that Cooper makes in regard to the anti - rent question and its relation 
to American democracy. Concluding with a summary of Cooper's faults , 
Bristed listed his clumsy v~iting, his frequently saying the opposite of 
what he means , and his use of irrelevant epigraphs . HovTever, all could 
v~i te as clumsily as he if t hey vrould v~i te as truthfully. 59 
I have dealt with these tvTO reviews at such length , because they 
illustrate so clearly hm-1 an overriding interest, especially evident in 
The American Whig RevievT, can take a single aspect of a work and make it 
central . This fault is especially glaring, as ~American \fuig Review 
praises the book solely on the basis of ideas with which it agrees , 
even though it recognizes that these ideas are not organicall y integrated. 
The Democratic Review's position also indicates that periodicals and 
v~iters d.o not always f ollovr expected patterns . 
The position of The American Whig Revie>v is similar to the above in its 
treatment of The Crater (1847) , Cooper's next book. This volume , likewise , 
>vas noticed only by the t>·TO rival political revievrs . The American Hhig 
Revievr f ound it vrorthy to stand among Cooper's best vrorks as a story, in 
spite of a fevT faults , and good f or young readers because it is full of 
manly adventures and vigor . 6IJ 
58 AmHhigR, rr (1846), 276-277. 
60 AmWhigR, XI (1850) , 414. 
59 Ibid., p . 281. 
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~ Democratic Review I·Tas more specific and critical. It recognized 
Cooper's purpose as political satire through a Utopian novel and pointed 
out that this recent approach of Cooper's has cost him popularity with 
readers who prefer merely a story. The chief fault of the novel, 
according to the reviewer, is that the ideas are not organically integrated 
with the plot and characters; because Cooper does not vrant any character 
to be superior to himself, he does not let an appropriate person express 
the ideas but presents them directly himself. For example, "In a reading 
of occurrences which transpired in the Pacific Ocean forty years ago, we 
are suddenly torn from the scene of our illusion by such remarks as the 
follovdng, 'A majority of the electors of the state of New York are at 
this moment, opposed to universal suffrage •••• ' etc., etc . Such a piece 
of dogmatism as this, dragged in by the head and should.ers by an author 
in the middle of his description, is a shocking offense to the read.er." 
In the first place Cooper's statement is simply not true; in addition, 
the interruption is so abrupt and unexpected. that it is almost impossible 
for the reader to pick up the thread of the story and lose himself again 
in the illusion of the scenes vrhich Cooper depicts with such marvelous 
povrer. 6l Most of the review· is devoted to an extremely caustic summary 
of the plot and presentation of Cooper's anti-democratic ideas. One 
interesting contradiction may be mentioned to show· hmv easily, even in 
the same review, criticism can overreach itself. The writer pointed out 
sarcastically and unfairly that the captain of the ship acts inconsistently 
61 DemR, XXI (1847), 438-439· 
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with his position of responsibility by sailing right through the breakers 
and onto the reef. 62 HOi·Tever, later in an extract quoted to illustrate 
Cooper fs ability to handle effectively narration co~~ected with the sea, 
it is apparent the captain d.oes act with all prudence in approaching the 
breakers : he heaves to, takes soundings, checks his charts, and consults 
with officers and crew before proceeding. 63 In spite of having some of 
the best sea descriptions in all of Cooper , some parts of the book are 
terribly "gross" and 11filthy 11 and are apparently introduced as satire . 
Unfortunately, the writer continued, no one will praise Cooper as a 
satirist, especially after The Crater; for satire re quires a knack he 
does not have . 64 
This review illustrates the difficulty The Democratic Review· faced. in 
trjing to be fair to Cooper the novelist who had done so much at home 
and abroad for America, \vhcn he introduced ideas throuch his works that 
1vere inimical to the principles of the Democratic Party . Although the 
revie1rer did not specify vrhat he considered "gross and. filthy" in the 
satire , one wonders if he 1-rere familiar vTith the description of the 
Yahoos in the fourth book of Gulliver fs Travels . 
The British reaction to The Crater was from The Athenaeum and a very 
briei' comment from Chambers', ivhich found the book inferior to Cooper 1 s 
usual i-TO::ck, although having cood descriptions . 65 T'.ne Athenaeum was 
more specific and perceptive, recognizing the general symbolism of the 
crater but emphasizing the stor;y element in callin.::; t he book an American 
62 DemR, XXI (1847), 441 . 
64 Ibid . , p . 445. 
63 Ibid.' p . 447. 
65 Chambers', XXVII (1852), 5-6. 
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Robinson Crusoe and failing to discuss the utopian satire. It continued, 
"The materials are such as the author I·Tould, in his days of power , have 
worked into a narrative of breathless interest; but the hand. is growing 
feeble that held "che spell. tt The coloring is becoming pale . Stylistic 
faults shm.; more boldly than formerly and arrogance has no romantic 
'lfarmth to justif'y it. Vulgarisms seem to be typical of the man, 
appearing 1-rhen neither character nor situation requires them. Detail 
that was effective in the days of power and excitement is so no longer . 
Nevertheless, the book is 11remarkablelt; and familiarity with the ''master 's 
1-10rk makes it possible to im~ine vhat it would have been if written 
earlier . It Human nature is not central but the author's ideas, for which 
the book was created and vrhich are presented in dmmright lectures in 
the latter part of the book, lectures dogmatic and lacking in originality. 
By destroying the island, Cooper .z;ets rid of his troublesome colonists 
conveniently and punishes them f or disagreeing with him. Aside from the 
t1m-faced moral, the point is nade that all nations should learn that all 
popular and governmental crimes are perpetrated on the edge of a volcano . 66 
These criticisms reveal the t"Yrofold failure of The Crater: its potentiality 
as a story is marred by its overeA~osed thesis, and its effectiveness as 
a problem and Utopian novel is undermined by its lack of organicism. 
The Oak qpenings (1848 ) is severely treated by The Democratic Review, 
The Athenaeum, and Chambers', the last merely sayine that the book 
presents seedy Indians, second. hand articles, 1-10rn scenery, and creaking 
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machinery. 67 The Democratic Review objected violently to The ~ gpenings 
and charged that Cooper has produced it to humiliate his countrymen with 
memories of past defeats at a time of great rejoicing and national pride . 
The plot is simple to a fault, and the writer summarized it in a 
cuttingly ironic vein. As to the moral of the story, no one will deny its 
soundness; T. s. Arthur himself could not have done better. 11The book 
begins vri th a dovmright tem.perance lecture and ends "ifi th the conversion 
of a dangerous chief. 11 Cooper 1 s savages have sadly degenerated from their 
early glory and are probably more real though certainly less interesting. 
The style is quite careless, sometimes to the point of absurdity. There 
is no time for 11loose political views, slurs against American manners, 
and flippant lectures on orthography, cooking, gra.n:nnar, and lexicography; 
the outbursts of trite religious enthusiasm, invariably out of place and 
character; the threadbare truisms adorned with all the point and dignity 
of original aphorisms; and in a word, the filling out in the manner of 
LG· P. ~7 James , of the skeleton of a meager plot. Indeed the work 
scarcely deserves the time we have expended on it; and 1.;re have been 
chiefly induced to notice it by the well-earned reputation of the author, 
and by the hope that timely vrarning would awake him to exertions worthy 
of his former self. 11 68 
Although there is indeed justice in the strictures of The Democratic 
Revie"if on the volume, the tone is l~eyed to the precise pitch that would 
have enraged Cooper . Here is a dual irony, The Democratic Revievr, defender 
67 Chambers 1 , XXVII (1852 ), 5. 68 DemR, XXIII (1848 ), 372-374. 
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of American democracy and advocate for American authors, criticizing 
unsJ~pathetically the work of America's chief literary figure and laureate , 
and doing so in the blind e}~ectation that the object of its criticism 
will mend his ways, ways which ivould have impoverished America in many 
\fays had they been mended. 
The Athenaeum made similar charges without being concerned, as was 
The Democratic Review, with the criticisms of America in the book. 69 
A second notice appearing in The Democratic Review and. concerned solely 
with a mistake in Cooper 1 s etymology for the word shanty seems to be the 
kind of irritating sophomoric scholarship designed to show the vrriter's 
cleverness rather than truly t o advance the frontier of knowledge . 70 
The Sea Lions (1849) received. more varied treatment than most of 
Cooper ' s \fOrks . The Southern Quarterly Review found the book uninteresting 
and pointed out that Cooper has ignored the benefits of dramatic appeal 
in his latest novels. His interest is not in people but in things, in 
descriptions of nature, not in human nature. The Sea Lions describes 
vividly, f or those interested, places of cold and ice . But the book 
has a slight story and weak complications . 71 The revievrer for The 
Southern Literary ~ssenger, lvith very poor taste and ridiculous heroics, 
said, the book i s Ha very stupid. novel, tedious, dismal; loose in its 
style , ill constructed, poorly begun, feebly continued, and lamely ended; 
and being an ' independent American' , I beg leave to observe to the 
illustrious author in the vrords of Patrick Henry, 'If that is a libel, 
69 Ath, Sept . 23, 1849, pp . 950-953. 70 DemR, XXIV (1849) , 96. 
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sir, make the most of it! ' 11 72 Here again is an example of the :petty, 
childish exhibitionism that was tj~ical of the reaction t o Cooper's 
:perhaps equally childish outbm·sts and strictures. Often such conunents 
seem merely the attempts of little men to gain attention by attacking 
e.:dravagantly a big man. On the other hand, The American Hhig Review 
considered The Sea Lions excellent, especially good for young readers 
because it is full of manly vigor, adventures, and good sense on the 
characters' :part, by which they extricate themselves from difficulties . 73 
Bro<mson gave the book its most interesting treatment . Regardless of 
:public reception, he felt it to be the best of Cooper ' s novels . It is 
e qual to any in its appeal and better than any in moral tone and 
religious feeling . No Catholic novel can compare >-iith it in the l atter 
respect . The theme, Brownson suggested, points out the folly of pursuing 
·wealth for its own sake and the need for adherence to the great truths 
of the Gospels . Although these truths may be simple, they are vitally 
important for today; and Cooper hazarded his reputation by advocating 
them, Brovmson felt . As a vrork of art, The Sea Lions is better than 
most of Cooper's books, revealing no straining for effect but a quiet 
strength that is often lacking in American >rriting. The characters 
are 1-rell-planned and presented: Deacon Pratt, his niece Mary, and Captain 
Daggett are as new and orie;inal as Leatherstocking. Mary Pratt is 
Cooper ' s most successful >voman portrait . She shows "pure, deep, strong 
affection and high, uncompromising religious principles . " She loves but 
72 Sll4, XV (1849 ), 309. 73 Aml·lhig , XI (1850 ), 414. 
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will not wed Captain Gardiner as long as he remains a Unitarian. Af'ter 
quoting her rejection of the Captain, Brownson commended her attitude to 
all Catholics who see no harm in mixed marriages. 74 
The influence, in this review, of Brownson's conversion to Catholicism 
is perhaps its most striking feature , showing the ~ortance he attached 
to the religious theme Cooper introduced and the appeal ~ery Pratt's 
rejection of Captain Gardiner had in view of the church 's objection to 
mixed marriages. 
As f or the British opinions, Chambers' was in agreement with Brownson, 
calling the book clever, dramatic, exciting, and historically interesting, 
though prolix. 75 The Athenaeum was as severe as it was on The Oak 
Ql?eni~s, saying "Mr. Fenimore Cooper had some of the quaJ.ities which 
might have made him the Defoe--as he has occasionally been called the 
Scott--of America. But defective taste, absence of artistic purpose, 
and want of mercy on his public have been too strong for his genius." 
The reviewer added that the first volume of The Sea Lions is 11tedious 
and maund.ering 11 ; and after quoting a long extract describing 11 sea wonders," 
condemned it by saying that it is comparable to ma.n;y· passages from Herman 
Melville 's Mardi. 76 
~ne comparison with Defoe especially, and with Scott indicates the 
writer 1 s concept of the novel as d.evoted principally to adventure or 
amusement and his complete lack of awareness or his rejection of the 
burden that Cooper was trying to impose, often unsuccessfUlly, on the 
74 Brownson'sQR, VI (1849 ), 399. 
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novel, making it a vehicle of far more significance tl~ in his earlier 
works. The Athenaeum 1 s reference to occasional comparisons of Cooper 'nth 
Scott shovrs a typical kind of effort to minimize the accomplishments of 
the American writer, often unconscious, sometimes merely petulant, but 
fre quently consistent and deliberate. The Scott-Cooper comparison was 
not occasional but assumed t he proportions of an actual debate; and in 
fairness to the British critics, it must be said t hat Cooper's superiority 
in certain respects was not al-vrays pointed out by Americans alone. 
Cooper 1 s last work, The Y.lays of the Hour (1850), >vas severely handled, 
\ri.th one exception. The North American Review recocnized the purpose of 
the book and blamed its failure on its divided nature. T'ne writer 
consid.ered Cooper but a ghost, feeling that he committed literary suicide 
ten years ago and denying that the work could be by the author of~ .§El, 
the title page notwithstanding. This last contention is, of course, 
quite true, although not in the precise sense the reviewer means. Cooper 
vras not the same man who wrote The ~· He was a more mature and 
experienced man with more serious concerns and many frustrations besetting 
him, one who was in a very real sense heroically trying to shape his 
concerns and fears for American democracy into satisfactory form in the 
later vrork, and doing so under considerable disadvantages, not the least 
of which ,.;as a generally unsympathetic criticism. 
The review continued, pointing out that all Cooper•s faults are 
exaggerated and. none of his virtues utilized in The Ways of the Hour . 
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T'.ae book also contains mannerisms, an improbable plot, prosy conversations, 
and IJeak character portrayals, "coarse and spiteful caricatures" that are 
stiff and. unnatural. Such books are hybrids and. should be judged half 
on the basis of prose criticism and half on the basis of l ogic . 77 This 
reviei·T shows The North American Review at its worst , superciliously 
condescending, referring to a period which saw the production of The 
Pathfinder, The Deerslayer, The Tvro Admirals, Afloat and. Ashore , and 
the Littlepage trilogy as years of literary death. Yet it does put its 
fincer on Cooper ' s difficulty I·Ti th a number of his lc.ter 1.rorks . 
Brovmson l ooked upon the book in a very different light; and., as usual, 
many of his comments w·ere penetrating. Refusing to accept the rigid 
critical restrictions by vhich much of Cooper's less popular work was 
condemned , Brmmson suggested that The Ways of tne Hour, typical of these 
later volumes , will not appeal to the "young, the giddy , the thoughtless , 
the sentimental, and the romantic''; yet even as a novel , it is interesting 
and has powerful scenes and. incidents. "The grave and. thoughtful, the 
cultivated. and. the refined., the Christian and the patriot, the moralist 
and. the statesman" ivill find enjoyment and value in it . It is not 
perfect because it was hastil:Jr written and lacks finish . 78 It has , too, 
some uncongenial ideas and. exagc;erations t hat 1vill defeat the author ' s 
purpose . Lawyer Timms , for example , is not a fair portrayal ; and. Cooper 
exar..;gerate s the feeling of the peo:r>le tm·rards the aristocracy. The former , 
Brmmson at;reed, may be envious of the rich, but their envy does not affect 
77 NAmR, LXXIV (1850) , 121 . 78 Brownson's G~, VIII (1851 ), 287 . 
the courts. In the case of the anti-rent decisions, results were achieved 
through the ballot, not through pressure on the courts. In spite of its 
feelings, he contended that the work is 11 sound and healthy. 11 Its purpose 
is to shmv, through an ingenious and well handled story, how justice is 
influenced by popular pressure on the courts, specifically in a question 
involving the property of raarried women. But Brovmson felt Cooper goes 
too far in wishing to abolish the jury, 79 although he does conclude 
that public opinion is powerful in America, where Protestantism has 
destroyed t he restraining influence of religion. So 
The most important aspect of this long article, vrhich ranges far 
afield on the subject of democracy in America, is Brovmson • s ass'L1ll1,Ption, 
one that seems obvious today to some people but is still not universally 
accepted, that different people appreciate different tJ~es of work and 
will, therefore, value or judge the same work differently. For this 
reason, Brownson, almost alone among Cooper ' s critics, places the 
later \·rorks dealing with social, political, economic, and particularly 
religious questions above the earlier ones based chiefly on entertainment, 
appealing and excellent as they are . This interest on his part anticipates 
by almost a hundred years a grovling critical concern of today. Of course, 
his religious views obviously color his entire revie\v and analysis . In 
his retreat from a position of confidence in individual and social 
progress to the authoritarian shelter and resignation of Catholicism, 
he set himself apart from the main stream of his optli1istic times . 
79 Brmmson • s G.;R, VIII (1851), 290 . 8o Ibid., p. 296. 
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Chambers ', speaking for the British, agreed with The North American 
Review·, feeling that the critics would be gratified that The Ways of the 
Hour is Cooper's last book. Hmrever, the volume does include several 
movinG incidents and one vigorous portrait, that of 1·1ary Monson. 81 
B. Popularity and Position 
Although this study does not provide the place for an inquiry into 
Cooper's 1videspread popularity, the tremendous extent of his appeal was 
frequently mentioned by the critics in d.ealing with specific -vrorks and in 
more general treatments. The American critics saw in this public delight 
in Cooper's work a matter for national pride; Francis Parkman's comments 
are perhaps as effective as any in presenting this feeling . Referring 
to the fact that no American writer is so -vrell knm-m as Cooper, Parkman 
said he is told that the works are available even in Persia and that he 
himself has seen some well-vorn copies in a remote Sicilian mountain 
village. In Naples and Milan, they are on sale in tl1e bookstores . In 
England, dramatized versions are on the stage and. "cheap and stupidly 
mutilated editions" are circulated in the colonies, carrisons, and naval 
stations from New· Zealand to Canada. 82 
Closely allied to the matter of popularity was l1is cenerally recognized 
position as the chief American novelist by right of the American quality 
of his work, its high level of excellence, and his influence in 
establishing abroad the fact that America did have a literature to be 
81 Chambers ', XXVII (1852) , 5-6. 82 NAmR, LXXIV (1852) , 147. 
reckoned -vri th. This service vras gratefUlly acknm.,rled.ged. by those 
interested in encouraging Arlerican vrriting. 83 His position as the 
American author, his deeply patriotic vision, and his experience in 
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Europe as a sort of unofficial propagandist for American democracy, were 
probably instrumental in the shocked response to what were considered 
Cooper's almost traitorous attacks on his country's manners, morals , and 
institutions. The fact that one could be militantly democratic , proud 
of one 's country, and deeply moved vTi th love of her land.s, ,people, and 
institutions and yet criticize, apparently seemed inc;~licable and 
monstrous to a great number of Americans . The fact that the violence 
of criticism is often the gaUGe of one's affection for the object of 
criticism never seemed to be recognized by Cooper's critics, -vrho damned 
him f or his attacks. 
c. Early and Later Work 
The early work was somet~es singled out for more than incidental 
comment. Brownson 1 s preference for the later works was unusual; but 
The North American Review's feeling that the fine qualities of the 
early -vrorks made Cooper the leading American author 04 or Chambers 1 
assertion that Cooper 1 s early tales of the wilderness and the ocean would 
survive unmarred by the restraints and crotchets of 1.,rhich his later vrorks 
had. too many, are typical. 85 Tuckerman called Cooper the first American 
83 SD~ XIII (1847), 750; rmmR, 
LXXI (1850 ), 121; DemR, XXVIII 
(1851 ), 596; NAmR, LXXXIX (1859 ), 
279-280. ----
85 Chambers' , XXVII (1852), 5-6. 
84 NAmR, LXXI (1850), 121. 
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•~iter, quite independent of European scholarship and imitation, and the 
first to •rr-ite in full on American subjects and in an American spirit . 
In his case alone unsuccessful imitation of English models led to success . 86 
As Franklin was our first intellectual pioneer, so Cooper "\vas our first 
literary one. Not only in his 11 scenes 11 and 11subjects 11 , his 11 scope 11 and 
11inspiration 11 is he American, but in his very "defects." Lack of style and 
of sJwpathy with other than active characters, poor plots, extravagance, 
confusion, overabundance, lack of organization, occasional crudeness , 
devotion to the external and the present, and a lack of coherent structure--
all these are redeemed by his equally American virtues of power, boldness, 
vigor, inventiveness, reality, sympathy with heroic action, bravery, and 
1¥ith the grandeur, newness, and truth of nature . All is American, the 
crudeness and the vitality, the waste and the lack of art and insight , 
the failure with women and the historical prejudices; but nothing can 
dim our pride in his accomplishment . 87 Typical of many others , 88 
these comments indicate clearly the position of Cooper as America's chief 
figure in the realm of letters and indicate the image that had been fixed 
in the critical and public mind by the first fei-r works, an image or idol 
that he vainly tried to change and enlarge but which was constantly held 
up to him in admonition -vrhenever he sought nevr 1-rays of expressing his 
teeming mind on the past, present, and future of his beloved America. 
That familiarity with Cooper's books exerted a potent influence is 
witnessed by the writer for The American vlhig Reviei-T i·rho claimed that 
86 NAmR, XIC (1859), 308. IC (1859) , 289-90 . 
S8 SLM, XIII (1847) , 750; UnivQR, 
XVI (1859 ), 215 ; NAmR, XIC (1859), 279~280. 
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Cooper has influenced as laree a circle as any living author . He goes 
on to tell of his own introduction to the characters, \·Those friendship 
vras first made by stealth and in spite of dire warnings of eternal 
damnation. In retrospect , he shudders to think vrhat he might have 
become if he had not read Cooper. Eternal thanks are due him for 
keeping the writer ' s 11eyes open to beauties of nature and nature's 
heroes , in spite of ignorance and superstition. 11 89 This picture of 
the writer as a small boy furtively and, as he believed, at the very 
real peril of his soul, reading the novels of Cooper, is most appealing. 
And although his fear of the future, had he not paradoxically saved 
himself by devouring forbidden fruit , may be exaggerated, abundant 
evidence exists of the power of literature to mould character. This 
reference is important, too, f or the illumination it gives to a very 
dark aspect of American life and a very real, but often overlooked, 
obstacle to the establishment of an American literature . It is 
interesting to follo1v the retreat of this religious fear of the novel 
as an instrument of the d.evil through various levels of society and 
westvrard with the frontier and the settlements t hat followed. 
'ifith fe1v exceptions the Leatherstocking tales and the stories set 
on the sea were consid.ered to be Cooper's best, as the treatment of 
individual vrorks has indicated. The Democratic Review referred to the 
Leatherstocking tales as "that immortal creation of Cooper ' s personifying 
the frontier life of the American States from their colonial state to 
89 Amlf.higR, XI (1850), 4o8. 
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their nationaJ. grandeur 11 These volumes "depict, •rith singular clarity 
and force, the superior ty of the lvhite blood in its simple strength 
enamored of the forest ife, and the more industrious and less adventurous 
settlers -- 1-rhile the le s enduring nature of the nations of the forest 
perished by the way. " 9<? 
These comments, whill 
tales, introduce for th1 
explaini!lG the appeal and scope of the Ieatherstocking 
first time the doctrine of vihi te supremacy. It 
seems strange that this idea should appear in The Democratic Revielf and 
also that it should be drai~ from Cooper in violation of his democratic 
doctrine of innate nob~i ty and ability as the measure of man, aJ. though 
even he apparently couli not face the logical conclusion of u mingling 
of the races ln marrlag+ Unfortunately 1 I encountered f evr other 
references to this 
al thouc;h it 1vas an 
sign~ficant question of the races and democracy, 
i ssu~ that lffi.S soon to face one cl:i.ma.x in the Civil 
Har and another in the :i.lmmic;ration question, an issue that lvas to test 
the faith of America in its ability to absorb and nationaJ.ize the 
disparate races. 
In connection vvith t~e race question, Tuckerman e~~ressed not only his 
01~ :fear but Cooper's irortance, as he saw it; for he felt that the 
frontier and the sea are the cradles of American character in all its 
&lory of independence, c~uraGe, honesty, and strength. Out of them, 
too, emerged the Revolutfonar::r strength, vrisdom, and. statesmanship. 
The ability to make this fact vital and moving is Cooper's great glory, 
90 DemR, XXVIII (1851), 596. 
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as it is of any great national \-Triter . Cooper's spcciaJ_ value is that 
he briD3S this aspect of the American past before her people at a 
particularly crucial time, 1-rhcn material 1-realth, an.bition, and vast 
hor~.es of foreigners seem to be undermining the primitive virtues . 91 
Here is Turner ' s frontier theory in embryo, and here too the suspicion 
of the immigrant, who vras a straJJ.Ge element in society but useful to 
operate the expanding factories . Regrettabl y Tuckernan rejected logic 
for emotion in fearing the foreicner instead of having faith in the 
transforming po1-1er of American democracy. 
In c;eneral discussions of tne '\·TOrks, the earlier volumes 1-1ere usually 
considered better than the later ones; but treatment of the individual 
1mrks reveals that there were rJany exceptions to this juclgment . Tuckerman 
seemed surprised to find that some of the later >wrks have parts as good 
as anything in the earlier ones. One critic, he pointed out , feels that 
Satanstoe and Afloat and Ashore shovr as much skill and originality as 
any of Cooper's books , even though they vrere written late and were less 
admired than others. 92 
This frequent division of l·rorks into those of sn early and a late 
period is in many ways an unfortunate one that is difficult to explain. 
Apparently it really assumes the tales of sea and f orest to be early 
and all else to be later and less effective . This vievr, of course , fails 
to take into consideration the fact that excellent tales of the sea and. 
several of the Leatherstocking stories vTere written late . More likely 
91 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859 ), 299. 92 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859) , 311. 
the ill feeling generated by the Cooper controversy came to affect the 
attitude of the critics towards the entire output of the later years , 
covered by this study, a fact already suggested from time to time. 
The Eclectic Review claimed no writer has less to fear from the 
ravages of time than Cooper, vhose peculiar ability was to maintain 
the hiGhest morality and make it compatible with great interest in his 
vTild, stirring adventures. 93 'l'his moral concern was one on which both 
Cooper and his critics agreed. And The Dublin University l~azine gave 
Cooper the palm for sea stories over England 1 s best, 11a.rryat and Michael 
Scott, admitting that neither is superior to him in any respect and that 
both are inferior to him in some vrays. 94 other British judgments vrere 
similar. 95 
The characteristics that gave Cooper this eminent position in the 
opinion of both American and British critics ivere many. The tiVO that 
i·rere mentioned without exception vrere descriptive ability and narrative 
povrer, and they were often thought of as one, narration being merely 
the description of events. Among the many references, 96 none gives 
o# 
more effective expression of his povrer than Tuckerman in The North 
American Review. Cooper has given many places the charm of association 
vrith his imagined characters and events . This work of the conservation 
of historical memory must be included in any final judgment of his 
93 EclM, XXII (1852 ), 208, fr 
EclR, LXXXXV (1852), 410-422. 
95 Blkvrd's LVIII (1845) , 353; 
Ec1N, XXII (1B52) , 213, fr EclR, 
LXXXXV (1852) , 410- 422 ; Ch~s', 
XXVII (1852), 4. 
94 
DubltJ!1, XXXXVII (1856), 47. 
96 B1bvd's, LVIII (1845), 353; 
NAmR, LXXI (1850) , 121; Am\VhigR, XI 
(1850 ), 4o9; Chambers', XXVII (1852), 4; 
RclM XXII (1852), 211, fr ~' LXXXXV (185~), 410-422; NAmR, LXXIV (1854), 149; 
Ibid., LXXXIX (1859), 311; ~., p. 313. 
worth. "As woodland seclusion, primitive civic life, and. maritime 
adventure become less and less possible, these photographs, caught by 
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the light of native genius from the original scenery, life, and phenomena, 
will be regarded vli th grateful admiration, like the transmitted music, 
the family portraits , the historic landmarks, which keep intact the 
features and the spirit of the past, endeared by national obligation, 
and loyal reminiscence . " 97 
A British reference also praises Cooper's descriptive povrers: "The 
magnificent panoramas of the prairie solitude, the billowing expanse of 
the sea, the artistically grouped figures of the redskins, trappers, 
sealers, and squatters, Anglo- Saxon literature will not let die . 11 98 
The first comment, however, obviously goes beyond praise of mere 
descriptive ability, which is the chief concern of the second, picturing 
in Cooper's work a priceless heritage that conserves forever both the 
ideals of America and their sources in the sea and forests of America ' s 
youth. However, it is surprising how infrequently the scope and depth 
and significance of Cooper's picture of America was recognized and 
comraented upon. 
D. Character Treatment 
His treatment of character drevr various reactions f".com the critics, 
as has already been seen in the discussions of the individual works . 
These vievrs are inherent in part, at least, in the fact that Cooper creates 
97 
NAmR, LXXXIX (1859), 316. 98 Chambers', XXVII (1852), 5-6. 
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both vital and realistic figures and at the same time employs the stock 
fiGUres of conventional romance . Yet there seemed to be a genuine feeling 
on the part of many that Cooper l·ras , id th one or tim exceptions, a failure 
in handling character. The Southern Literary Messe!l[;er, rather in the 
minority, claimed that his characters are as alive as any author ' s and 
that Scott alone had created so many characters so i·lell . 99 
It was unanimously agreed that Leatherstocking and Long Tom Coffin 
i·lere Cooper ' s most successful creations. 100 G. H. Peck considered 
Leatherstocking a true center of interest, present in one guise or 
another in all t he novels. All readers 11know and esteem--almost 
reverence him ••• He is Cooper ' s great original character. 11 Little 
character distinction exists except f or him, and often Cooper ' s figures 
exhibit incongruous combinations of traits . lOl On the other hand, 
Parkman pointed out that i·lhile Long Tom and Leatherstocking are the 
most successful characters, they are merely typical of his best, all 
from humble stations in life . 102 It is frequently mentioned that most 
of Cooper ' s successful character portrayals are from the middle or l ower 
classes; but it is surprising that this success or interest never seems 
to be consid.ered a peculiarly democratic or American trait . 
Later Parkman was more specific, pointing out that character portrayal 
is the chief measure of a novelist and that Cooper's reputation must rest 
on several excellent ones. Leatherstocking is his greatest creation, a 
character quite true and natural, exhibiting a stronG moral sense, 
99 S~~ XIII (1847) , 750. 
lOl Ami~nigR, XI (1850) , 410 . 
100 NAmR, LXXI (1850 ), 122 ; Ibid., 
LXXXIX (1859 ), 311 . 
102 NAnB, LXXIV (1852) , 148. 
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nurtured by rude scenes, and ennobled by the grandeur of the wilderness . 
Like Daniel Boone, he is the offspring of both civilization and. barbarism. 
Civilization in Cooper's works is seen as a destroyer; and Leatherstocking, 
while an individuaJ., is a type being destroyed. His life is an 11epitome 11 
of a period of American History. 10 3 Parkman's comment on the moraJ. 
influence of the wilderness is one of the few references to nature as a 
shaping force on character. This omission is unusuaJ., as Cooper emphasized 
it so frequently and as it -vras related in so important a way to American 
faith in the almost magicaJ. po-vrer of association to transform the stranger, 
the ne1vcomer, the immigrant , into an American. De Tocqueville 's expression 
of the idea is perhaps the best known. Although his emphasis is slanted 
to the influence of the spirit of democracy and opportunities available 
as shaping forces, the influence of nature or environment is aJ.so current 
and part of the whole experience. In this connection, Brownson complained 
that Cooper's early works placed too much emphasis on the religion of 
nature at the expense of revealed religion. 104 
Both Tuckerman and Parkman agreed. that Cooper -vras unsuccessful ivith his 
ivomen characters, and. the latter suggested that he aJ.so lacks beauty, 
delicacy, and range of characterization. 105 His efforts at romantic 
sentiment are poor; even simple country girls, who are his most effective 
women characters are not well done. As a result, he appeaJ.s to manly 
readers; ivomen and fastidious men are not fond of him. 106 
lO 3 NAmR LXXIV (1852), 151. __, 104 Bro-vmson' sQR, VI (1849), 399. 
105 NAmR, LXXIV (1852), 148. 106 Ibid., p. 150. 
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Here indeed, in our failure vri th ivomen, is an American trait, one ive 
are often charged with today; yet the critics did not present it as 
typically American. 
The British connnents on character vary, too. Blackvrood 's recognized 
Cooper's interest and ability in portraying the national character but 
does not indicate what its qualities are . It is a fault that the heroes 
are al-vrays of middling status and the heroines are insipid . Blackwood's 
advanced an interesting justification for Coopers failure in presenting 
females in the fact that American "ivomen are said to be precisely such 
creatures, unjustly, the revie-vrer hopes . l07 One "i-mnders which class 
of American women this charge -vras levelled against . \-las it the middle 
class i-TOman, the pioneer woman, the factory girl, the farm woman, the 
plantation mistress, or innumerable other possible types . 
As for the American Indians, The ~ of the Mohicans and The Prairie 
are equal to any works in the world for l ofty and elevated. characters and 
are especially interesting because these figures belong to a race almost 
extinct . Cooper is a master painter of the Ind.ian, showing vividly the 
"adventures, the life, the passions, the combined pride and indolence, 
valour and craft, heroism and meanness • • • of the red man II His • • • • 
frontiersmen are equally effective, but he fails when he tries European 
manners, which appear mediocre or ridiculous . l08 Chambers' , however , 
preferred Cooper ' s prairies to his savages, his forest to his aborigines, 
his inanimate sketches to his living Indians . His vTild men are often too 
107 Blkwd ' s , LVIII (1845) , 353. 108 Ib "d 35 _J._., p . 3. 
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sentimental, too dreamy, too ideal . 109 Likewise, Parkman asserted that 
Cooper 1 s Indians are superficially or falsely dra-vm and that the long 
conversations involving them are 11tiresome and untrue 1 11 concluding that 
it is unfortunate his savages have begotten so many ~~tations . 110 
The Eclectic Review was in essential agreement with Blackwood's on 
Cooper's Indians and women. It felt that Cooper succeeds remarkably in 
connecting works vTi th the same characters and makes the reader feel that 
he knows them, especially Leathcrstocking, one of the most interesting 
characters ever created, in his nobility and integrit·. lll 
In a discussion of the sea novels, the writer for The Dublin University 
11agazine pointed out that Cooper's chief figures among the seamen are not 
melodramatic conventions but thoroughly presented characters who give the 
reader a sense of their reality. Long Tom Coffin, in The Pilot, and 
Dick Fid, in The Red. Rover, are his best and are quite Shakespearean. 
They have never yet been equalled and probably never >1111 be bettered. 112 
E. Faults 
Among Cooper's faults that have not been mentioned, his lack of humor, 
pathos, style, and plot ingenuity are pointed out in various North American 
Reviei·T treatments. 113 Blackl.rood 1 s agreed to the plots being weak, calling 
them often awkward and coni1lsing. 114 The Dublin University Magazine also 
109 Chambers', XXVII (1852 ), 5. 
111 EclM, XXII (1852), 211, fr 
~' LXXXXV (1852), 410-422. 
113 N.Am.R, LXXI (1850), 122; Ibid., 
LXXIV (1852), 148-150 j Ibid., 
LXXXIX (1859 ), 307. 
110 
NAmR, LXXIV (1852) , 150. 
ll2 Dub1UM, XXXXVII (1856), 49 . 
114 
BlkvTd Is' LVIII (1845)' 35 3. 
concurred but suggested that Cooper maintains interest by means of a 
lone chase and its resulting incidents . ll5 
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As for the attempts at the novel of manners, the British particularly 
considered them failures; 116 and Tuckerman, too, felt their weakness . 
Hm-rever, he pointed out that, I·Tith age , Cooper cor.ibined more successfully 
the solution of social problems with setting and narrative materials . 117 
Probably the fact that he turned more to his own country in these later 
works is significant. The Anerican Whig Review added to its rejection of 
the society novels a criticism of his dialog, finding it often incompatible 
with the characters' stations in society, their personality, or the 
situation. ll8 
The 1-rriter for ~ Dublin University Magazine did the most penetrating 
analysis of the sea romances, assigning them, besid.es skill in 
characterization, several other virtues . First of all Cooper is supreme 
in the clarity and accuracy of ship lore and handlill[; and can make even 
a landsman understand the maneuvers. Next he is able to make ships have 
a lively life of their own that the reader senses and responds to . 
Finally he can clothe the ocean itself with sublimity and. mystery that 
ai-rakens awe . His mind is poetical, and his imagination finds appropriate 
imaGery. This poetical vein is the reason that Cooper is not as popular 
115 DublUM, XXXXVII (1856 ), 49-50 . 116 Blkl·rd's, LVIII (1845 ), 353; 
Chambers', XXVII (1852) , 4. 
117 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859) , 313. 118 Am~lliiGR, XI (1850), 410. 
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with sailors as is Marryat, who is more prosy; for sailors are a practical 
lot, in general unimaginative. 119 The poetical quality is implicitly 
recognized in many references to Cooper's descriptive powers and 
120 
specifically by The Southern Literary Messenger. 
F. Satire and Controversy 
No discussion of Cooper vrould be complete without some reference to 
his satire and the bitter controversy with his countrymen that grew out 
of his attempts to reform them, even though the most virulent and 
unfortunate events that mark the battle occurred before the opening of 
t his study. Cooper's less violent difficulties vrith the British do not 
occupy any significant portion of the criticism, but the paucity of 
material devoted. to his work falling within the two decades after l84o 
may very well represent a conspiracy of silence, related to the feeling 
against him. The Athenaeum was the only British periodical to notice 
Cooper 1 s work vli th any regularity. 
Both The North American Review and The American lfhig Review discussed 
his satire . The latter said it is too "extravagant and indiscriminate 11 
for success, lacking proportion and giving the impression of an individual 
merely e:h.'J)re ssing opinions in shotgun blasts fired off without aim or 
care. It is hard to imagine vThy people became so furious instead of merely 
laughing at the attempts . Although a lifelong new·spaperman, the vrriter for The 
American Whig Review could only laugh at the diatribe against reporters 
119 DublUM, XXXXVII (1856 ), 48-!~9 . 120 S:U•l, XIII (1847), 751 
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in The Crater . The Monikins , ~rhich the revie1ver sincerely tried to read, 
is an example of 11what may be produced by a pmverful fancy acting under 
the influence of ill temper, misjudgment and unrefined taste . 11 Of the 
other severely criticized late iTOrks , the only fault is dullness; none 
of the anti -Americanism, vanity, or aristocratic tendencies charged 
against them are apparent . In fact , there is often a spice of truth 
in the strictures . In the latest satires, ideas and opinions are more 
successfully subordinated to the story. In addition, the criticisms 
arc nore just, and the ideas and opinions are more liberal and 
controlled . 121 
The North American Revieiv indulged in the kind of s<reeping generalities 
that disfigure so much criticism. It called The ·bnikins a cheat on a 
loyaJ. public and said that after this book, Cooper produced a novel a 
year, Hritten by a shadovl and. replete vrith garrulity and prejudice, at 
the s~ue time lacking the earlier virtues . In these later satires , he 
seems to have quarrelled 1vith cll of North America, not vrith philosophic 
dignity but vrith churlish barks and roars . 122 
BrOimson, perceptive as usual, said. that Cooper 11has not corrected 
his people as cleverly, as kindly, and as gently as possible; but he 
has set about the task in a free , noble, and manly spirit . " As vras to 
be e:~ected, the press bitterly attacked. him but could not destroy his 
popularity, for no thinking man pays it any attention. 123 These reactions 
121 AmvT.higR, XI (1850) , 411- 414. 122 ''"' ) NAm.."i\, L)._,{I (1850 ' 122-123. 
123 Brmmson 1 sQR, VIII (1851) , 286-287 . 
to Cooper ' s satire are typical of the variety of responses , a variety 
that represents temperamental differences, differences of opinion and 
of politics, as vrell as objective analysis . 
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That the treatment of Cooper's work >·Tas affected by the controversy 
stirred up by his satire and criticism is readily apparent in the 
material under consideration. Tne earliest treatment occurred in the 
midst of the controversy itself; Henry Brevoort Gave a measured analysis 
of t!.1e situation in The Knickerbocker . He pointed out that readers of 
the mac;azine knm-r how it has tried to spread Cooper 1 s fame and to do 
justice to his genius, although it has not hesitated to criticize him 
for the course he has taken lately in suing his inter~erate critics . 
If Cooper would turn t o his study and write with a 11free mind and 
unembittered heart , 11 he 1-TOuld soon prove his critics -,.rro!".g, and, by his 
work, place his countrymen more in his debt than ever . His intemperance 
arouses more regret than anger, and it is to be hoped that the warfare 
VTill soon cease . At present his name rarely appears in the press except 
to be attacked or scorned. Whatever the merit of his 1-rork, the press 
gives it severe treatment , outraging true criticism. Anything at all 
that i·Till irritate or hurt hiru is used; even the unpleasant and vicious 
characteristics of his fictional people are attributed to him. Such 
treatment is shameful . One 1-ronders if the critics have decided that their 
vrildly extravagant praise of the earlier Cooper 1ras mistaken and now 
revenge themselves by equally extreme condemnation of the man who is 
admiringly read throughout all ~·ope . Such treatment is indeed poor 
payment for one -vrho has spread his country 1 s fame all over the world, 
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and. a mortifying reflection on America. A successful writer always has 
problems confronting him. He is expected to write i n every work better 
than he did in the previous one, uninfluenced by any of the thousand 
problems and concerns that may be operating on him; and. he is roundly 
damned. if he attempts to justify his vrork in any vray. In addition, 
the critics are reluctant to let him break the mould. of romance he 
has poured into prior works; and vTOe no him if he deals with politics . 
Cooper has revealed vreaknesses his enemies exploit to annoy him. Since . 
he rises to criticism, every petty scribbler baits him merely for the 
satisfaction and the small bit of reflected. glory t hat falls as the 
result of crossing words with a superior . It is fortunate that the man 
of genius will live by his vrorks and. that no "conspiracy" can d.estroy 
his fame , but it is unfortunate that these puny whipsters can so badger 
and irritate him that he will not and. can not write as well and as much 
as he might without their attacks . Brevoort concluded by pointing out 
that the general plot Cooper believes has been laid e.gainst him exists 
merely in his mind , a fact that he should recognize but probably 'rill 
not . 124 
Hri ting nine years after Brevoort ' s article, Brmmson was in complete 
s~athy with Cooper ' s position. He pointed out t hat at one time the 
press, as a whole , did nothing but praise Cooper; nov all are joined in 
censuri...11g him as a man and artist because he criticized. as a free -born 
American and pointed out that the American character is not perfect, 
124 Knick, XVII (l84o), 72-73. 
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that good breeding and gentlemanliness are not incompatible with 
democracy, that ill manners alone are not the sign of a democrat, and 
that a man can be a republican vithout being a bore. Such sentiments 
alienated the radicals , vrho vrant all distinctions levelled, and the 
11sutter aristocracy, " those who have acquired only vrealth . The real 
heart of the trouble is the tone that Cooper uses , a tone occasionally 
arrogant, egotistical, harsh, and undiplomatic; for he is a genuine 
patriot, whose charges are just . Home As Found should be read and 
pondered by every American at least once every three months . As an 
American patriot travelling in Europe 1 Cooper was distressed to d.iscover 
the lm• opinion Europeans had of his country. As a result , he wrote 
Notions of the Americans, in 1-1hich he overpraised his country but did 
enlighten foreigners . Americans should have been grateful because he 
risked his European reputation >·rith the book . Nevertheless , the American 
press attacked him intemperately; and if he feels aggrieved, he h.as a 
justifiable reason. l25 
The Democratic Review, usually a staunch Cooper supporter, summarized 
the situation with consid.erable exaggeration on some points, notably the 
report on Cooper ' s lack of early appreciation by his countrymen. This 
writer said that while Cooper iias being universally acclaimed, his own 
press did not notice him until it became impossible to ignore him any 
longer. Fortunatel y f or the honor of his country, the critics did not 
speak for the public, which took him to its heart "long before a cringing 
l25 Brownson ' sQR, VI (l849) , 397- 399. 
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and toadying press and dilletanti were i nduced to recognize him." On 
visiting Europe, he was accorded honors as one of the world's great men, 
and his patriotism was not shaken by the neglect of his own people or 
the adulation of Europe. He chanced his reputation and fortune in 
defense of his country; and Lafayette, old and fighting for the popular 
cause, had no more able aid than Cooper's. No public man has ever been 
so hounded by part of the public press as Cooper, though it is said that 
where even the name of Washington is not known, America is recognized. as 
the homeland of Cooper. On his return to his native land, he was attacked 
by a press that was copying Europe's, which abused him for his defense 
and praise of democracy. He pursued the right as he sm·r it and for its 
olm sake. l26 
Ten years later H. T. Tuckerman, in ~ North American Review, gave 
Cooper similar praise and justification as he discussed the situation, 
saying that the problem of Cooper 's social criticism of America must be 
balanced against his republican sentiments and his activities in Europe 
on behalf of the Greeks and. Poles and as a supporter of Lafayette's 
liberal party in France. This experience and his moral courage and 
truthfulness led. him to attempt reforms at home . ~bst travellers, 
on their return from foreie;n stays, feel exactly as he did., that the 
tyranny of public opinion and the advances of the press on private life 
are intolerable. Yet few had. the courage to object to what custom and 
interest had lGng established. He spoke out as an American for justice 
126 DemR, XXV (1849), 53- 54. 
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and ri~1t, first in a novel, then through letters, and finally in person 
through his libel actions . The results were to be expected . He was, in 
the abstract, right in his attempts to make the press responsible and 
ind.ividual writers conscientious; and he gave a fine example of manly 
ind.ependence that was imprudent and impolitic, but admirable. Time has 
proved. him right. Men who disliked him usually did so for personal reasons 
and from petty motives. He defended America abroad and was struck down 
for criticizing her at home. Al1.;ays ready to admit if he were wrong, his 
famous suit in 1-1hich he justified his treatment of Pe1-ry in his naval 
history was a marvel of presentation. In him was combined "generosity 
and courage," "wilfulness and pride." 127 
These four references from representative periodicals, covering a span 
of tventy years , are all temperate, understanding, and favorable to 
Cooper's position, though not without some criticism of him. The 
Knickerbocker is principally concerned ;.;ith Cooper the artist and the 
effect of his problem on his work; Brovmson is captivated by the similarity 
of Cooper • s ideas to his mm nevly acquired ones; the interest of The 
Democratic Review is chiefly political; and The North American Review 
takes a gentlemanly and conservative position of agreement and. defense . 
NUnerous other and briefer references appeared from time to time, most 
of them eA~ressing concern over the situation and regret at its effect 
on Cooper's work. Such terms as "aberr ations,", 11errors, 11 11 forgive," 
'\1e1come back, 11 and "prejudiced" are common. 128 
127 ~' LXXXIX (1859) , 301- 306. 128 SLH, VI (184o), 229; Ibid ., XIII 
(1847), 751; SQR, XVI (1849), 270 . 
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An e.:;~ample of the type of trivial badgering referred to in the foregoing 
conunents appeared in ~ Democratic Review. In viei'T of the preceding 
defense , it is surprising to find such remarks t here , but understandable , 
I suppose, in the light of the nagazine ' s political principles . The 
•·rriter found it amusing that Cooper should object to the use of family 
n8lnes for Christian names in vie\T of' the fact that the title page of the 
very book (The Crater) in \·Thich he raises the issue bears the name 
J. Feninore Cooper, instead of the usual James F. Cooper. 129 
A second example is longer and gives a better idea of the petty, personal, 
and irrelevant kind of criticism involved . It is taken from a column that 
appeared regularly in The Southern Literary Messenger during part of the 
forties , called "Letters from Nevr York . " The letter began, 11Cooper 's 
nevT novel L'The Sea LioniJ, a phrase once of far more pleasing import than 
at present--has just appeared. " n1e writer of the letter has not read the 
book; he tried but found it too 11d.ull 11 and not comparable to The Red Rover, 
The Pilot, or even The Two Admirals . Cooper gets 11garrulous" with age 
and has lost what little good tenq:>cr he once had. 11In these t1vo ill-printed 
dingy little volumes , there is hardly - ' a dash of purity and brightness/ 
To shmv a man of sense and of politeness . 1 11 11Ca.rping and scolding 11 is 
the general fare . Since his return from his long stay abroad, Cooper feels 
that he has been a prey to the "ingratitude" of the Republic . He , therefore 1 
constantly criticizes. His anger was superior to his judgment in Home 
As Found, and he even criticized the American ladies severely. What more 
129 DemR, XXI (1847) , 439. 
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could. he expect than what men of taJ.ent ordinarily receive? Much had. 
happened while he was away: the mind of the 11 country had • •• expanded 
into a noble maturity. 11 Many writers of varying taJ.ents had appeared. 
He and Irving ivere no longer the only men of reputation in America; and 
if he thought otherwise, he was soon enlightened. He found himself no 
conquering hero returned home and ivas hardly 11lionized at aJ.l. 11 Instead 
of accepting the situation idth good grace, he felt neslected; and 
mistaking the power of the press, -vrhich he had left vTeak and adulatory, 
he initiated the quarrel and fled to the courts instead of continuing 
the battle where he had started it vrith his 11 severe comments on his 
native country, his invectives, his ridicules , his sarcasms, his 
unconcealed contempt . 11 He got convictions and did his petty best to 
silence the press, without success, for his books are still criticized, 
and the writer will tell the truth with boldness . The letter continued, 
11 I write utterly without prejudice 11 and would praise if possible; fear of 
the 11irate author 11 will not keep deserved criticism unexpressed. 130 
The interesting fact about the Cooper controversy from the point of 
view of this study is that so little of the ill-natured materiaJ. similar 
to the above appeared. Only the two examples presented show the sort of 
ugly and irrelevant attitude that the other discussions suggest are 
typical . In other words , judging from the material Hithin this study, 
Cooper generally was not attacked violently but was treated with respect , 
fairness, and sympathy. Several explanations may be offered. First , 
l30 SLM, XV {1849) , 308- 309. 
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the journals included in this study, though of'ten partisan in one way 
or another, are responsible :family magazines, literary journals, or 
political J?eviews, which ivould. not indulge in the sensationalism associated 
with the daily press . Second, the most violent period of' the battle 
occurred in the half'-dozen years bef'ore the initial date of' the study. 
And :finally, a number of' the articles devoting material to the issue are 
dated after Cooper's death, vrhen time had added its perspective and. its 
healing balm. 
It is appropriate to conclude with Cooper's own words to his publisher 
vrhen he turned in the last of' the copy on the revised edition of' his works . 
11T'.nere is truth, povrer , genuine meaning in these vrritiUGs, -- they are 
.American in sentiment and fact; they will, one day, become a valuable 
property; when I am gone, my countrymen vrill :forget my :foibles and cherish 
my bequest and my reputation. 11 The author of' the article in which this 
quotation appeared added that, at this time (1851) , the press had turned 
against him, that his :fortune had been lost by poor investments, that he 
1-ra.s vrorking hard to recoup 1 that only a few f'ai thful :friends greeted him 
on visits to New York, and that his copyrights had run out. Yet he kept 
his spirits high and his mind busy and saw that there i'Tas a better future 
al1ead. 131 
A survey of the material presented reveals some interesting facts. 
In the American periodicals, thirty- seven notices, seven reviews, and 
five articles, a total of forty-nine references, appeared; in the British 
131 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859) 1 312. 
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periodicals, nine notices, three reviews, and three articles, a total of 
fourteen references, were pUblished. A comparison suggests that the 
Americans were far more interested in Cooper than t he British. The 
Ameri can Whig Review, as might be expected because of Cooper's political 
allegiance, was relatively indifferent and had only one notice, one 
review·, and one article; Brownson 1 s had two; The Democratic Review had 
twelve notices, one review·, and. one article; The Knickerbocker had. six 
notices and. one revie·w; The North American Review had two notices, one 
revie1v1 and two articles; The Southern Literary I~ssenger had seven notices 
and one article; ~ Southern Quarterly Review had eight notices; and The 
Universalist Quarterly Review had one notice. 
The complete omission of Cooper from a third of the periodicals and the 
distribution and emphasis of material in the others offer grounds for some 
interesting conclusions and speculations. The two 1-restern organs, De Bow's 
and The Ladies 1 Repository, \·Thich might have been expected to take Cooper 
the tale-teller of the western pioneer as their own, are both silent. Two 
possible reasons come to mind. The first has many quite obvious exceptions, 
and I offer it only tentatively. Culturally the magazines and writers of 
the ~-Test bore the same relationship to the East that those of the East 
bore to England. In other lvords, as they attempted to exert a cultural 
and civilizing influence, the last thing the Western editors wished. to do 
was to emphasize the '1-lestern and the primitive. Consequently they 
"outa.nglophiled11 the Eastern press, which in many ways had established a 
sense of self-confidence that enabled it to assert its independence from 
England, often militantly. The situation may be explained in another but 
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related ivay by speaking of the cycles of western movement, settlement, 
and development in terms of cultural lag. On the other hand, a more 
simple and obvious reason may be that De Bow's was essentially a 
connnercial and Southern revieiv1 and its literary department vTas not begun 
until 1850. The Ladies' Repository, too, was not solely a literary 
magazine but a general family miscellany, conducted by clerg;y"l!lan ed,itors, 
whose literary tastes, reflected in its articles and reviews, ran more to 
theoloGY, morality, sermons, history, and textbooks. Not many novels 
vTere noticed, and most of the literary articles vTere devoted to English 
authors. Putnam's did not begin publication until 1850, the year before 
Cooper's death, and The New Englander may have been silent because of its 
puritanical feeling that novels ,.;ere slightly sinful as well as its 
New England self-centeredness. 
Of those magazines that did notice Cooper, The American Whig Review 
clearly reveals its political bias, having only three references, one a 
very brief notice of The ~· Of the other two, one shows no strong 
leanings; but the second is devoted in great detail to The Littlepage 
trilogy and Cooper's anti-rent position, with iolhich it is in complete 
sympathy. 
Bro1vnson wrote two long articles devoted to less popular Cooper novels, 
clearly stated his Catholic position, and gave the reasons for his minority 
opinions. His interest in the less successful 'ioTOrks anticipated a current 
concern,. 
The Democratic RevievT is torn bet'i-veen its desire to praise Cooper the 
American and democrat and. to deny him when he seems to be acting and 
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writing in an undemocratic vay; consequently some articles are very harsh 
and critical, and others are very enthusiastic . 
The Knickerbocker, New York to the core and one of the most ardent 
champions of Cooper and American literature, is consistently kind and 
enthusiastic . 
The North American Revie-vr speaks infrequently; but 1-1hen it does , its 
praise is full , measured, and authoritative . 
The Southern Literary ~essenger is generally the harshest and most 
consistently hostile , especially in the short notices, although generous 
in the one long article that discussed Cooper. 
The Southern Quarterly Revie1-11 in its several short notices, adopts a 
quiet tone of measured praise and censure, and the lone notice in The 
Universalist Quarterly RevievT shovrs no bias in spite of the fact that 
Cooper I·Tas not kind to Universalists . 
The British criticism represents but a third of the American in number 
and even less than that in quantity, as there are fevrer long articles . 
The Athenaeum alone carried ten of the sixteen references; and its 
treatment of Cooper is generally fair , although its tone when critical 
is often nather harsh. Usually inclined to be very severe on the stories 
that do not deal with American scenes and themes, it is quite sure that 
Cooper cannot write convincingly about European society, Even its praise 
seems reluctant, and. admiration by implication is so grudgingly given 
that it appears like censure. The other six references represent six 
separate periodicals: Blackwood 1 s , ~ Edinburgh Review·, Bentley 1 s 
Miscellany, Chambers 1 Edinbure;h Journal, The Eclectic Review, and The 
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Dublin University !·lagazine . Tne fact that Cooper 1 s Gleanings in Europe: 
England appeared in 1837 and caused considerable resentment among the 
British may ex;plain why so few notices appeared in the British magazines . 
The generalizations already noted in connection i·ii th the American 
criticism are applicable 1 1-ri th certain qualifications 1 to the British. 
Usually the English are much more severe on Cooper's European novels 
than the Americans are . They arc also certain that Cooper does not 
k."tlmr and cannot represent European society. In gencrol they are far 
more critical and cutting in their comments , seem:inc to disprove, in 
part at least, the charge that the American critics merely echoed the 
British. 
Because the Indian was a reality romanticized by distance, the 
British 1-rere naturally inclined to be much more inte csted in and 
iJn.prcssed by him than "tvere the Americans , >rho do not mention him often. 
It is difficult to say whether Parkman is representative, but he 
certainly speaks vri th authority in denying reality to Cooper ' s Indians. 
Chambers ' Journal does say that Cooper is inclined to sentimentalize 
his Indians 1 and The Athenaeum is very sarcasticall;-; surfeited •·ri th 
the self- sacrificing Indian heroine in ~rcedes of Castile . The 
Eclectic Review article is per.aps the most sound and thoughtful . Its 
most unusual feature is probably its enthusiasm over ~1e Wept of Wish- ton-
Wich, vrhich it considers Cooper ' s "most powerful vrork." 
Extremely significant amonc the many interestinG aspects of this survey 
of Cooper criticism is the fact that so many of the periodicals , both in 
.A!aerica and England, ignored many of the books of America 1 s leading 
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novelist vrhen they 1.;rere first published. Eighteen full length vrorks 
plus many new editions of the pre-1840 volumes vere published during the 
period. Yet ~ Athenaeum, The Democratic Revievr, T'.ae Knickerbocker 
Mas;;azine , The Southern Literary l·~ssenger, and The Southern Quarterly 
Revievr are the only periodicals which can be said to have made even a 
cursory attempt to keep up to date on Cooper's production; not even the 
patriotic Democratic Reviei.;r noticed half of them. T\m explanations offer 
themselves , and probably the true one represents a combination. First 
of all, Cooper ' s volume- a-year production may have discouraged his 
revievrers . On the other hand, it seems obvious , as has been suggested 
already, that the hostility Cooper aroused both in America and England. 
had. a g-.ceat d.eal to do vi th the lack of systematic coverage of his vork. 
The second problem is the existence, beneath the large areas of 
agreement, of a considerable nunber of contradictory opinions on Cooper's 
vrorks . Some of these contradictions have been resolved as they vrere 
discussed above; others may be briefly mentioned or repeated here and a 
solution suggested. First, the number of vrorks that l·rere chosen as 
Cooper ' s best seems to show a good deal of variation. Second, the 
vreakness in plot seems to contradict praise f or narrative skill . Third, 
style is praised as direct , manly, and effective and again criticized as 
clumsy, vulgar , and careless . Fourth, Cooper is sometimes criticized 
as lacking romantic grace and charm; and at other times, he is blamed 
for not being realistic enough. Fifth, he is said to have as his sole 
aim t he presentation of exciting tales t o amuse and attract all ages; 132 
132 EclM, XXII (1852) , 211 fr EclR, LXXXXV (1852) , 410-422 . 
on the other hand, he is condemned for giving lectures on innumerable 
subjects in the disguised form of novels. Last , he is said to be 
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excellent at character presentation and a complete failure in this respect. 
His ''females 11 are called uniformly unsuccessful; yet many of them are 
singled out as effective, admirable , and. interesting. 
To resolve these apparent contradictions let me sucgest that Cooper, 
probably unconsciously, •ras using as a satchel the realistic-romantic 
tradition of the English novel out of Fielding and Scott, in which to 
thrmv- his personality, his overriding interest in social problems, and a 
lack of concern vrith the organic nature of his art. 
To illustrate more specifically, Cooper can present breathless 
narrative but cares not to i·Teave his narrative into a structurally 
unified plot . He will , on the one hand, present conventionally 
romanticized Indians, i·rho vill be criticized as unreal, and. also realistic 
Indians i·Tho will be criticized as seedy and lacking the coloring of 
romance. He will present vromen from the middle and. lower classes, vTho 
are admired by some critics, and. high-bred romanticized dames, ivho are 
condemned as affected by others . His heroes are often conventional types, 
rather dull and uninteresting; but his great and memorable characters are 
real figures , who arouse interest and admiration. T!1is seemingly strange 
variety of opinion can be explained by the combination of interests and 
forms that Cooper tried, often unsuccessfully, to i-rea-re into his work . 
It is not that the critics are actually contradictinG one another for the 
most part but that 1 in the potpourri of his works, there vras that in 
most of them to please or irritate divergent tastes. Today an increasing 
interest is apparent in his 1-rork s as social history; t he romantic 
conventionalities are less sed,uctive; but the exciting action and the 
realistic characters still carry each ne-vr c;eneration of readers along 
with breathless anticipation and s~~athetic interest . 
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Chapter VI 
Nathaniel Hawthorne 
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Of the three types of material found in the nineteenth century 
periodicals--the brief notice; the review of a specifi c vTOrk, containing 
chiefly summary and quotation; and the revievT article on a specific 
>mrk or the writer ' s entire output , that actually dealt, f or the most 
part, with critical observations--the first i s by far the most numerous 
and t he last, the most valuable . Even the notices , generalizing as they 
do, are significant in indicating general attitudes and outstanding 
qualities that impressed t he critics . Discussion of individual vTOrks , 
general estimates , and finally reactions to Hawthorne ' s outstanding 
qualities vdll be presented in that order, in each case the British 
references f ollowing the American. 
A. Ind.i vidual Works 
As Hawthorne ' s various volumes appeared, the critics noticed and 
revievred them and, from time to time , wrote a general article, assessing 
his accomplishment t o the time of its appearance . The second and 
enlarged edition of Twice-Told Tales, published in 1842, occasioned the 
first references that fall vrithin the limits of t his study. The 
earlier edition of 1847 and prior appearance of many of the stories 
in periodicals and gift books had apparently not been without effect 
in making their author ' s name knmm to an audience , l imited as it may 
have been. 
Reaction to the tales may be considered generally, although there 
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were several editions and collections published at various times . The 
most important •rere the enlarged edition of Twice-Told Tales (1842 ) 1 
Mosses from~ Old Manse (1846 ), and The Sno>v Image (1852 ). 
The general reaction to the published editions of the tales was 
extremely favorable on the part of the American critics from the very 
beGinning. Longfellm·r, wri tine; in The North American Review 1 as an 
office of friendship, assigned Ha1vthorne a high place in American 
Literature and. predicted an increasing and permanent fa..lle on the basis 
of Tvrice-Told Tales. Though he has published no lone vork yet, Hawthorne 's 
tales have the quality of orit;inality that is basic to genius. 1 The 
Denocratic Revie>v pointed out that Hawthorne is already acce,pted as true , 
"simple, natural, and perfect in his peculiar department . " 2 And it 
concluded by calling him 11a truly pure, gentle and. acceptable man of 
.., 
genius . " .) The American Hhi(:j Revie1.; suggested that although Hawthorne 
may be surpassed in particular skills, among native l·rriters he has made 
the greatest impression in the field of imaginative ,,-.citing . 4 Agreeing, 
The Knickerbocker emphaticall ,. stated that Hawthorne 1 s I·TOrks "place 
him ••• in the first rank of American authors , in the department of 
American literature. 11 5 
One of the few dissenting opinions is from an article in The Universalist 
Quarterl y Review, ,.hich traced Hawthorne 1 s gro1vth as a writer . The critic 
l NAmR, LIV (1842 ), 496. 
3 Ibid., p . 384 
5 Knick, XXIX (Jan. 18!~7 ), 56. 
2 
DemR, XVI (April 1845), 377. 
4 AmlfuigR, IV (Sept . 1846), 303. 
.. 
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found that although some of the tales are careless and short, they have 
fine qualities . D.lustratine a thesis devoted to Ha1rthorne 's philosophy 
as it relates to Christianity, the writer complained that these stories 
represent a stage betvreen deep religion and superstition. Each character 
is subject to fate. The Mosses shows greater maturity, more firm handling, 
clearer character analysis, and more rich and povrerful presentation. 
"The Birthmark," "Rappaccini' s Daughter," and "Roger 1-hlvin ' s Burial" 
arc unhealthy compared vrith "The Celestial Railroad11 and "Drowne 's '1-Jooden 
J.mage." Among the fine qualities of the books are the "skill of grouping, 
the suggestive style of the narrative, the sly sharp hits at popular vices 
and follies, and the profound, yet genial morality. "6 
According to The Southern Quarterly Review 1 The Snow Image, a series 
of stories gathered from the macazines by their "tasteful and prolific" 
author, are all typical, "quiet, gentle, fancifUl,--clothing naked facts 
in pleasing allegory 1 and beQiiline to truth and virtue, through the 
pleasing labyrinths of fiction . " 7 The Southern Literary Messenger said 
practically the same thing. 8 
The British judgments of the tales show little difference in critical 
reaction. The Athenaeum i·ras proud of having first introduced Hawthorne 
to the English as a story teller and has often praised his "gem-like tales." 
Ha1·rthorne, however, should avoid monotony by havine; the confidence to try 
other experiments. The second volume would be as good as the first if it 
6 
UnivQR, VIII (July 1851), 284-285. 7 SQR, XXI (1852), 262 . 
8 ~~ XVIII (1852) , 256. 
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11ere not so similar .. 9 The nc~:t year , The Athenaeum, apparently having 
forgotten this 1.rarning, was very enthusiastic about t he stories in l:-1osses , 
comparing them favorably to Andersen ' s tales , speru{inc of Tieck, Tupper , 
and Bunyan as Hmrthorne 1 s kindl·ed, and suggesting that he might 11ell 
advance to permanent European reputation. 10 
In d.iscussing Mosses , Blackvood ' s , discriminating, critical, and s.pecific, 
minimized Hawthorne ' s originality by finding in him, as in many of his 
contemporaries, a reminder, by no means unpleasant, of the English Addisonian 
past. This comment reveals not only the conservatism of Blaebrood ' s , 
but offers an indication of the time lag implicit in the American inritation 
of British writers . Jud.ging the tales , Blackwood.' s found "Roger Malvin ' s 
Burialn uell told and. the best of tl.1e narratives . 11 'l'he Ne;.J Adam and Eve" 
and others of the tales shovi an agreeable play of fancy and thought . 
"Hrs,. Bullfrog 11 is in a more common vein of hwnor and is fairly successful . ll 
'lne Dublin Universitz J;~azine pointed out that , like all originals, 
Ha1·rthorne occasionally writes trash, suggested that Ho~ :provid.es the 
best introduction to Hawthorne, and challenged anyone but a d.ullard to 
stop before the end of the book .. The revievrer told of his memorable 
first encounter with the volwne . Returning from a lecture on the mighty 
scientific :progress of the nineteenth century, he found Mosses 'I·Taiting 
his critical attention. Expecting merely another volume of "vile Yankee 
t-1-raddle , 11 he was delighted by its freshness , vigor, and natural 'l<holesomeness . 
Its best evidence of quality is the fact that it forces the read.er to go 
9 Ath, Aug. 8, 1845 , p . 831. 
ll B,i~ d ' 
.J..Ai'l s ' 
(:passim) .. 
LXII (184-7) , 587-592 
10 
Ath, AuG. 8, 1846, pp . 807-808. 
on to the end, even though it does not depend on exciting events and 
povrer:ru.J.. and surprising denouements. 12 
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Although the evidence cannot be taken as conclusive, because Hawthorne 
was known in both America and to a lesser extent in England as a writer 
of' tales through his magazine and annual publication and as a result of' 
the 1837 edition of Twice-Told Tales, it does seem that the earlier 
critical response to him was American and was uninfluenced by British 
criticism. The priority and enthusiasm of' American references to 
Hawthorne's tales would. seem to indicate that the British followed the 
American lead, if anything. The attitude of' various magazines ran true 
to expectations. The Democratic Revievr and The Knickerbocker are 
militantly American and enthusiastic; The American ~lliig Review, The 
Southern Literary Messenger, and ~ Southern Quarterly Review are 
somelrhat less enthusiastic; The Universalist Quarterly Review has its 
religious emphasis. The Athenaeum, strongly interested in American 
literature, is very generous, but Blackwood's is more reserved. Within 
this very small sampling, the fact that the British are some1vhat more 
critical would tend to support the view that American critics were not 
slavish imitators of their English counterparts, as is often charged. 
This brief but fairly comprehensive treatment of the criticism of the 
tales is interesting in its reference to many of the subjects and 
conclusions to be treated at greater length later. There is high admiration 
tempered. by a few· reservations: the concern, basicaJ.ly a theological 
and philosophical one, over vrhat is caJ.led Hawthorne 's fatalism; the 
12 DublUM, XLVI (1855), 565-566. 
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distress at the "unhealthy 11 quality in Hawthorne; and the references to 
his satire , depth, richness of style, and pmrerful impact that does not 
depend on exciting events . 
An examination of the juddaents on some of the more specific elements 
of the tales, such as plot, characterization, theme, and setting, reveals 
the same basic pattern, a generous recognition of Ha•~horne's talent and 
considerable agreement as to the specific qualities that lvere outstanding, 
most of them good, a fe'\·T bad. A number of the follO'Iving references 
consist rather of general statements; however , 1-Then repeated often 
enough, they may be accepted as representing either the consensus or, 
vrhat is possible but quite unlikely, the opinion of a strong voice slavishly 
or c:;.relessly followed by the majority of critics . On individual points 
considerable variety of opinion does exist, generally explainable , it 
seems to me, on political, religious, philosophical, or t~eramental 
grounds . 
In contrast to Cooper's videly recognized. ability to present exciting 
and stimulating narrative and incident, Hawthorne's plots are completely 
iGnored in the discussion of the tales . Only incidentally, in analyzing 
his original and outstanding qualities, d.o the critics refer to his lack. 
of ability or interest in plot . For example , in colilparing Poe and 
Havrthorne , Tait 's found that Havthorne has less structural skill than Poe . 1 3 
And The Dublin University l~Iac;azine praised Hawthorne for the engrossing 
interest generated by the Mosses, an interest that is not, however, 
l3 Tait ' s , XXII (Jan. 1855), 37. 
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dependent on plot incidents of an exciting type . 14 The nature of the 
short story, vdth its necessary concentration on one or two elements and 
Hawthorne 1 s concern iii th character and the moral dilenrrna probably 
e}~luin this lack of plot concern that the critics remark. 
About the only American reviei·T to mention character in the tales is 
The Knickerbocker, which refers to the minuteness of Hawthorne ' s 
observation of man and character and his interest in revealing the invard 
facets of the l a tter. He displays a gentle yet earnest humanity that is 
never obtrusive; and although he show·s no mavrkish sympathy for the poor, 
his choice of characters is from the humble and middle ivalks of life. 1 5 
The Universalist Quarterly Revieiv :fel t that characters are more clearly 
outlined in Mosses than in Tlvice-Told Tales . 16 
However , Blackwood ' s found inconsistencies in characterization. In 
11The Artist of the Beautiful, " the combination of mechanical and artistic 
passion in the artist and the calmness 1ii th which he accepts the destruction 
of his creation seem improbable . Related to plot motivation are the 
improbabilities in states of mind on which the whole depends . In 11The 
Birtbmark, 11 for example, the necessary chemical skill on the part of 
the husband is believable; but it is difficult to believe that after 
marriage he feels so strongly about the birthmark that he vrill take his 
wife 1 s life in his hands to remove it, especially i·Then the mark apparently 
did not bother him before they iTere wed.. 17 BlackiTood ' s consistently 
applied realistic standards to vTri ters of romance in condemning them. 
14 
DublUM, XXXXVI (Oct . 1855 ), 464. 15 . Knick, XXIX (Jan. 1847), 56- 69 . 
16 UnivQR, VIII (July 1851), 284. l7 Blbrd 1 s , LXII (Nov. 1847), 587- 592 . 
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The fe"'T comments on character are quite general, except in the 
Blackvood's article and The Knickerbocker ' s emphasis on Hawthorne ' s interest 
in the inward qualities of his characters . The sicnificance of his choice 
of chc.racters from among the poor and middle class is not pursued by the 
revievTer for The Knickerbocker . One might suggest that this choice was 
a reflectiOn of American d.emocratic principles at vork, but it would be 
a tenuous suggestion. 
It is not until Hawthorne's descriptive powers and his use of setting 
are considered that comment begins to be more than occasional. The 
Kniclwrbocker claimed that he has fev·r equals as a Gentle but keen viewer 
and accurate recorder of nature, his mind giving a mirror-like reflection 
that is tinted wi.th lifelike shadow·s by his imagination. 18 Longfellmv-, 
in a particularly felicitious phrase, speaks of his 11observation like a 
blind man 's touch. 11 19 And the writer for The American Whi~ Review found 
Hav~horne possessing strong common sense that clarifies the beauties of 
nature and emphasizes them as realities . Although he is called the 
idealizer, Hav~horne does not 11 irnprove 11 on nature but merely opens our 
eyes so that we see her, penetrating the object and modifying it usually 
by selection, to achieve his purpose. Nature is a paradise if "I-re but see 
it, and Hav~horne helps us to do so, persuasively and quietly as no other 
viTiter can. 20 This last point of view is typical in its recognition of 
Hawthorne 's skill in description.. In its view of nature as an Eden, the 
eichteenth century attitude is present, an attitude vrhich sa1-1 nature 
18 Knick, XIX (March 1842), 282 . l9 NArrLR, LDI (Ap~il 1842), 496. 
20 AmWhigR, D1 (Sept. 181~6) , 309-310. 
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as created for the pleasure of man, t o be recreated and shaped as he smr 
fit , and an attitude that Havrthorne d.id not share, seein"" nature primarily 
as symbol . 
Tuckerman, using almost the same phrases as The .American Hhig Review, 
--- ----
said that some of Havrthorne 1s pieces are descriptive bits that are so 
persuasive and pervasive that we accept them as real , not as fictitious , 
creations . Even the allegories seem t o be real because of this skill . 
"Fire vlorship, II ''r'ne Celestial - ailroad, II and "Earth Is Holocaust II all 
lack the coldness and artificiality of the usual allegory and delight 
the reader through their warmth and humanity. 21 Here, of course , is 
recocni tion of Hawthorne 1 s stated purpose to embody ideas, moral struggles, 
in a form more vivid and real than actuality. 
Of the three brief treatments of the tales in the British press, only 
one refers to Hawthorne 1 s descriptions, calling them "vrorth • • • many Turner 1 s 
brilliant with gamboge, and flushed vrith rose -pink;' and emphasizing the 
realism of Havrthorne ' s descriptions . 22 
It is strange 'that the nineteenth century critics, 11ith their interest 
in description, especially of landscape, never seer.1 to have seen Ha1Jthorne 1 s 
use of nature as a reflection of the moral state of his characters, as synbol, 
or as a device for heightenins the sense of reality, the truth to the 
hur,la.J:l heaJ.1 t that he was primarily concerned vri th presentinG. 
Since style and tone are so closely related., it may be ~Jell to treat 
theu to~ether . Both these qualities w·ere early recoc;nized as important in 
21 ( ) . ~' XVII June 1e51 , 341+- 345 . 22 Ath, A"tJ.[; . 8, 18!~6, p . 8o8. 
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Havrthorne 's art . The Knickerbocker felt that Havrthor ne i s like Lamb in 
many "'vays , having the same 11 s:i.m;plicity, naturalness, and grace •••• 112 3 
Longfellow recognized many feminine qualities--a deep tenderness of 
feeling , purity of mind , gracefulness, and vivacity . In 11The Gentle Boy, 11 
strong mother l ove is revealed . Womanly delicacy and t he perception of 
childhood are present in 11Little Annie 1 s Rambles . 11 A sense of the pathetic 
appears in 11The Shaker Brid.aJ., 11 and a quiet loneliness shows in 11The 
Threefold Destiny. 11 His women characters are sensitively presented., 
without being cloyingly good and therefore unreal . His humor too is 
quiet and subdued as in 11A Rill from the Town Pump 11 and 11Chippings "'vi th 
a Chisel. 11 It is a some"'vhat melancholy humor, not sentimental but 
derived from a thoughtful spirit . His works are also admirable for their 
11truth and healthfulness of feeling , and their moral cligni ty, no less than 
f or their literary merit . 11 As a stylist Hawthorne's use of language is 
fresh, 11vigorous, 11 11correct , 11 11careful, 11 and original . Not a trace of 
obscurity mars his writing; all is clear and smooth, expressed in a 
style fitted to his mind . 24 It seems as though this analysis reflects 
the gentle Longfellow 1 s own qualities r ather than any clear understanding 
of Ha1vthorne ' s purpose and art . The Democratic Revi ew had nothing new to 
add in its conm~.ents . 25 In a later art icle it discussed what it calls 
masculine and feminine elements in Hawthorne ' s 'lvri ting and refers to the 
recognized qualities of his style . In speaking of the naturalness of his 
style , The Review pointed out that it is the result of the most careful 
2" 
.) Knick, XIX (March 1842), 282. 24 NAmR, LIV (April 1842) , 498-499. 
25 DemR, X (Feb . 1842) , 198. 
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and conscientious art. 26 .~The Knickerbocker analyzed Hawthorne's 
style in much the same terms, emphasizing the naturalness o'f it in an 
age given to straining 'for effect. 27 
On the British sid.e the same characteristics are noticed, for the 
most :part . The Athenaeum found Hawthorne truly simple, standing apart 
'from humanity and examining it with love . Rich in imagination, though 
never extravagant, he enchants his read.ers into believing and never 
carries his :presentation to extremes . ''Rappaccini 's Daughter" in less 
restrained hands would have become a Gothic horror. 28 Blackwood.'s 
claimed that , unlike Poe, Hawthorne has little skill in :presenting 
details but relies on "charm of style" and play o'f thought and 'fancy 
to achieve interest . 29 This reference to a lack of skill in detail may 
seem in contradiction to the many references to his descriptive :powers; 
but i'f one remembers that the Poe-like skill referred to here is the 
creation o'f a sense o'f reality by piling up detail upon detail in the 
most minute and convincingly rational vray in exciting plots, then Hawthorne 
is seen as using a very different kind o'f skill and selection in the use 
o'f detail, suggestive and symbolic. 
In these comments on Hawthorne's style and tone, there is general 
agreement and little difference between .American and British comments . 
One o'f Hawthorne's special qualities, :perhaps his chief, as seen by 
most o'f his critics, is his treatment o'f the supernatural and related 
26 DemR, XVI (April 1845) 377 • 
28 Ath, Aug. 8, 1846, :p. 807. 
27 Knick, XXIX (Jan. 1847), 58. 
29 Blkl·rd 1 s, LXII (Nov. 1847), 
587-592. 
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elements, also closely linked to style and tone . Longfellm·r caJ.led this 
treatment his ability to discover the 11picturesque, 11 "romantic, 11 and 
"supernatural" in everyday life, where they are often overlooked. New 
England is not felt to be a fertile field for romance, but Havthorne 
has found material where none noticed it before. He is completely 
oriGinal in his ability to fUse the world of reality and. that beyond 
in a l·ray that never passes the limits of probability. He does this by 
using natural hints to suggest the possibility of the supernatural 
explanation. 3° The Democratic Review spoke of HaY~horne as having the 
depth 1-ihich identifies the creator and. originator e..nd a power that sees, 
beneath the serene surface, the occasional glimpse of fiends . It 
suggested that readers of Hoffman vrill und.erstand the feeling hinted 
at, though Hawthorne is more suggestive and subtle, feeling and expressing 
the shades of sin and death as they pass over the l'lOrld and conscious of 
the inescapable sense of evil that is typical of the Greatest moralists. 
"Young Goodman Brown, 11 for example, suggests the capacity for evil in 
the best of us and .hints that each must d.ecide whether to side with the 
angels or the fiends . On the other hand, Hawthorne is not uniformly 
sombre. "Little Annie's Rambles 11 and other similar sketches win our 
hearts completely by their l·rarmth and sunshine. 3l 
Likevrise , The Athenaeum was conscious of this dominant tone of 
Hawthorne ' s. It suggested. that he should seek variety by avoid.ing the 
constant use of New England's past and the supernatural, although it 
30 NAm.R, LIV (April 1842), 497 • 31 D~~, XVI (April 1845), 377-378. 
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felt that fe1v since Scott are as good at a ghost story as he . "Dreamy 
speculation" is a term used to characterize his writings. 32 This 
comparison betw·een Scott and Ha.·rthorne is the only reference to the 
latter as a teller of ghost stories I ever recall encountering, most 
critics seeming to prefer a less colloquial term. 
AGain no significant difference but general agreement exists among 
the American and British critics concerning this subject. 
The many references to HaHthorne 's popularity and his audience are 
interesting. At the beginning of Havthorne 's career the critics, in 
discussing the tales, frequently referred to his popularity and in almost 
the same line to the limited audience appeal of his type of vlri ting . 
References to popularity are perhaps meaningless except insofar as they 
reflect the ~Vriter 's feelings , vishes, or more likely his ovr.n experience 
vdthin a naturally limited circle of like-minded and similarly oriented 
people. ~ Democratic Reviei·T rejoiced that the T\vice- Told Tales were 
popular enough t o vrarrant a second edition, at this evidence of the good 
taste of America 's reading public, and at the encouraeement thus given 
to an American author of great ability. 33 The Knickerbocker announced 
that its readers were so pleased 1vi th Hawthorne 's sketches vThen some of 
those printed in Twice-Told Tales originally appeared in the magazine , 
that mere mention of his name as author of the book lvill send them to 
the booksellers . 34 Longfellow concl uded his article by pointing out 
32 Ath, Aug. 23, 1845, p .. 231. 
34 Knick, XIX (March 1842 ), 282 . 
33 ~' X (Feb . 1842), 197. 
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that Ha"i-Tthorne is so well kno-vm and admired noiv that no commendation 
is necessary. However, he added that Hawthorne is more appreciated by 
the thinking few than the many. 35 Later, ~Democratic Review 
suggested that many do not have the simplicity and refinement of heart 
to appreciate Hawthorne but that those who d.o cherish him iVill be -vrorth 
having as admirers . 36 Tuckerman indicated the limitation of Ha-v~horne's 
audience by pointing out that he must be read sympathetically, because 
he is -vrithout ostentation or insistence, giving his readers only hints 
and suggestions from which they must seek out co-operatively his meanings 
in a thought:ful and sympathetic -vray. 37 
In The Athenaeum, the same qualification was implied ¥Then the critic 
spoke of his desire to interest in Hawthorne those who are 11 Select in 
their pleasures . 11 38 The -.rriter of an article in The Dublin University 
.Ma,gazine introduced it by discussing popularity in a very sensible ivay. 
He su5gested that most writers are limited to a relatively select circle 
of readers. Even Mr-s. Hemans, 1-rho complains of the adulation of her 
readers, would find herself unknown in much very respectable society. 
F.a1-~horne, like Tennyson, Kingsley, and Carlyle, i·rould be virtually 
unknOim outside literary circles. The preface to The Scarlet Letter 
sho-yrs that he realizes this fact. Yet a critic recently -yrarned him 
against the danger of recogriition on a popular level. Haivthorne need 
not -vrorry, although his reputation has increased consid.erably as a result 
35 NAmR, LIV (April 1842), 1~99 . 
37 SLH, XVII (June 1851), 344-345 . 
36 Dem.R, XVI (April 1845), 383. 
38 Ath, Aug. 8, 1846, p. 808. 
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of The Scarlet Letter and interest has grovm in his earlier work, on 
'i·rhich his reputation will rest 39 The :iJrrr>lication here that The Scarlet 
Letter is inferior to the tales is interesting and should be kept in mind 
when British reaction to it is discussed later . T11e article concluded 
'i.fi th an apology from the 'i·rri ter for not having done justice to Hawthorne 
and an e::;:planation in the :form of a quotation from on American critic 
vrho nays his genius 11presents traits so fine as to be almost too excellent 
for popularity, as to everyone who had attempted their criticism, they 
are too refined for statement . The brilliant atoms flit , hover, and 
glance before one ' s mind, but the remote sources or their ethereal 
liGht lie beyond our analysis . 11 4o This quotation is significant for 
the direct evidence it gives that American criticisn vas read, quoted, 
and, we may assume, respected, i:f not follmred, across the ocean. 
Blacbfood ' s , however , indicated it would not even have discussed 
Hai·Tthorne had not his reputation spread to England, 1rhere he enjoys a 
follm-ring almost as large as Charlotte Bronte 1 s . 41 The article concluded 
by suggesting that Hawthorne seems to aim at an intellectual audience , 
a sad. mistake , as the true audience for novels is the common people of 
ordinary 11 comprehension and. everyday sympathies, 'lfhatcver their rank 
may be . " 42 Of note here is the clear indication that Hawthorne 1 s 
reputation was first made in America 'ifithout British influence . The 
conservative nature of Blacbmod 1 s, and the not unusual attitude tovrards 
39 DublUM, XXXXVI (Oct . 1855 ) , 463. 
41 Bwfd ' s , LXXVII (Mayl855 ), 563. 
4o 
42 
Ibid., pp. 469-470 . 
Ibid. ) p. 565 . 
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the novel as an inferior type of literature, simple and. fitted for the 
consumption of the corrunon mind is apparent . Blackl·rood 1 s remarks and its 
reference to Charlotte Bronte indicate its distaste for the romantic 
tradition of the novel . In the next year, a critic, ~~iting for Tait 1s, 
had. an interesting but contrary observation to make . 11Hawthorne 1 s ~itings 
are not so much known in this country as those of other American authors , 
:probably from their subjects not :possessing any :political but a :purely 
literary interest . " 43 
Several generalizations may be drawn from these comments . First, both 
American and British critics refer to Hawthorne ' s :popularity frequently 
and as an established fact . Yet they also :point out that his "\vorks have 
a limited appeal . The contradiction may be resolved by suggesting that 
the enthusiast ic references to Hai·Tthorne 1 s :popularity in The Democratic 
Review and The Knickerbocker may be colored somewhat by the fact that 
he ~ras their ~iter and that they ivere both militant supporters of 
American \vriters . In addition they may reflect a felt or directly experienced. 
response of their readers to his \·Torks that had appeared :previously in 
the magazines . Second, :popularity is a relative term. · At least :publishers 
were ivilling to bring out ad.ditional volumes and editions of the tales . 
On the other hand., there is no doubt that Haivthorne 1 s appeal was limited; 
yet his readers were enthusiastic and l oyal and 1vere, in speaking of his 
:popularity, probably referring to their own experience ~ri thin a limited 
group. The comment in Tait 1 s reflects the British interest in American 
43 Tait ' s , XXIII (Dec . 1856), 757 . 
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politics, an interest that is apparent in almost any issue of any 
British periodical of the period. Hmv valid the judgment may be is 
impossible to determine . Blackv;ood 's revealed the changing concept of 
the novel and its preference for the realistic as opposed to the romantic 
tradition. During the nineteenth century, experimentation extended its 
flexibility, its scope, and its effectiveness, until it came to be the 
representative form of literature, usurping the position held by poetry 
since before the time of a 1-rritten literature, a fact, however , that many 
of the critics failed or refUsed to recognize. The resistance to these 
changes and innovations in the novel are apparent, particularly in 
critical reaction and bewilderment in the face of Cooper's and Melville 's 
deviations from the general eighteenth century concepts of the novel and 
romance. 
The Scarlet Letter, published in 1850, was Hawthorne's next work, his 
most popular one, and his masterpiece . The reactions to it in American 
and EnGlish criticism ·vrere very provocative . The Knickerbocker found it 
a work vrritten vrith continuous power to the very end, fUll of profound 
thought, analysis of the human heart , vivid pictures of the people and 
the vrays of the times, a vTork of great talent that vTill take an important 
place in modern American fiction. 44 Brownson called it Hawthorne's most 
ambitious vTork to date and said that a few pages are enough to reveal that 
no one but a man of genius and intelligence could possibly have written it . 
It is a vTOrk of ''rare and fearfUl" power and will be very "pleasing and 
interesting" to the bulk of Americans, who have no clear religious 
44 Knick, XXXV (May 1850), 451-452 . 
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beliefs. 45 The Universalist Quarterly Revie"'v felt The Letter to be 
his best work in plot, style, analysis, interest, and especially theme . 46 
As a vrork of art it has few· faults and many merits . The structure is 
remarkable, character presentation is marvelous, and the style is 
appropriate and effective. Its historical qualities , ho-vrever, are 
faulty as they are not true. It is also too unrelieved in the concentration 
of horror and terror. Finally it is "a w·ork as unique as pmveri'ul, and 
an addition of no mean value to the permanent literature of .America. " 47 
The British had a few more reservations. The Athenaeum called the 
novel a 11most poverful but painful story11 that 1vill give Haivthorne an 
increased reputation i·rith all "'vho do not find it too unpleasant. 48 
Colburn 1 s considered the book his 11most powerful" but "least pleasing 11 
1rork, outstanding for pathos and narrative skill but painful . 49 Tait 1 s 
named The Scarlet Letter Haivthorne ' s best vrork because it has unity and 
less ••remoteness of design•• than The House of the Seven Gables. Its mad 
vc!J.Geance, expiation, and repentance are unsatisfactor;;r. A painful maze 
of rJ.oral horror, the book is not vholesome as Hmrthorne intended . 50 
The Dublin University Magazine said the volume has some pow·er to hold the 
reader, as the events are more e):ci ting than usual and the characters 
might "\Tell materialize before the reader under appropriate circumstances . 51 
45 Bro-vmson' sQR, VII (Oct 1850), 578 . 
47 Ibid.' pp 289-290. 
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The most interesting feature of these opinions is the clear - cut 
decision of the majority of the Anerican critics that ~0e Scarlet Letter 
is liavthornc ' s best work . In contrast, the British have serious 
reservations although grantinG its power . This set of jud.gnents will take 
on more significance when the later volumes are discussed . In no case 
are they seriously changed. Here is certainly evidence that the American 
critics did not 1-Tait for British judgments before naking their ovm. 
Incidental and brief references suggest that plot in the novel is 
superior to Havrthorne 1 s usua.l treatment 1 but fe"'-T di:c-cct comments or 
comparisons are made . Colburn ' s reference above to narrative skill and 
The Dublin University Magazine's to exciting events are typical . 
~1aracter presentation received a little more direct treatment . In 
The north .American Reviei-T, A. H. Abbot devoted a fei·T comrnents to the 
subject. Roger Chillingvorth is hard to place as a literary type; not 
man, an.:;el, or devil , he is n.n nunnatural personification of an abstract 
idea. n Hester , too , is unusual; she has our SYJ:!Wathy until '~ .. Te despair 
of her soul because of her proud humility and because her human qualities 
disappear 1 leaving a phantom in place of the expected Christian. 
Di.r:Jraesdale is said. to be pure, tender , and Christian by other critics; 
but Abbot feels that his conscience is hard until ChillinQ-Torth gets to 
1-TOrk on it. Dimmesdale is really but an empty shell. Little Pearl is 
mortal if truth to childhood and human nature are all; but she is immortal 
if the highest genius may preserve her . She is the only real creature in 
the book. Hore than the imaGination aJ.one vras at vork in her creation. 52 
52 lffimR, LXXI (July 1850) , 141-142 . 
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~1is treatment by Abbot seems typical of the many, many references in 
vhich the pervasive influence of religion and clerical critics on 
judQ':J.ents is apparent and is quite close to Brovmson 1 s position in many 
\·Ta'"S. The judgment of Pearl is quite unusual, to say the least. 
Colburn 1 s suggested that the picture of Dimmesdal.e 1 s agony is povrerf'ul 
because he knows himself to be a hy:pocri te and. his holy reputation to 
be a :farce. The deceived husband is intensely characterized, and he 
properly shrinks when his venceance is complete. He learns that "to be 
wroth vith one we love/ Doth 1vork like madness in the brain." As for 
Hester , Hav~horne does not ignore the sin but looks beneath the scarlet 
letter to the heart that it covers. Her penance is terrible and pervasive . 
Pearl is a typical creation of Halrthorne 1 s and the cause of foreboding 
to her mother. 53 The North British Review quoted the passage dealing 
with Dimmesdale's flight to the scaffold and suggested that it illustrates 
Hai·Tthorne 1 s pmverful descriptive ability, but adds t at the vrhole book 
must be read for the reader to grasp the "astound.ing subtlety, boldness, 
and novelty w·i th which the workings of conscience, infirmity, and hypocrisy 
in the guilty minister's breast are developed. Vle knm-1 nothing equal to 
it, in its way, in the 1-rhole circle of English literature. 11 54 
There is hardly similarity enough in these comments or adequate 
treatment of the same character to suggest any conclusions other than 
the obvious one that various temperaments vrith varying backgrounds and. 
beliefs respond to the same characters differently . There is, of course, 
53 Colburn's, LXXXXIV (Feb. 1852), 54 NBrR, JC' (Nov. 1852), 92. 
204-205. 
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general recognition of Ha1vthorne's concern with the internal struggles 
of his characters and attempts to apply realistic criteria of characterization 
to Hav~horne 1 s romantic and symbolic figures . 
The subject of The Scarlet Letter, as one might expect, occasioned 
considerable comment, much of it unf'avorable . Abbot 1-mnders why such a 
master of language would choose so revolting a theme and says that not 
even his style can redeem so polluted a subject . 55 Brownson found that 
though Hav~horne 1 by accepted standards, does not pervert, his novel is 
ob jectionable. In spite of the fact that the story is presented 1-Tith 
"great naturalness, ease , grace and delicacy, " it is one that should not 
have been told at all. The crimes in the work were not unknown and "are 
perhaps more common among the descendants of the Puritans than it is at 
all pleasant t o believe . H01rever1 they should not be WTitten about . In 
a moral community, they are not dealt with unless it is absolutely 
necessary and then only as loathsome and repulsive . " 56 
Among the British critics, The Athenaeum's found the subject "painful 11 
but knows of 11no tale dealing >-Ti th a crime so sad and revenge so subtly 
diabolical, that is at the same time so clear of fever and of prurient 
excitement. " The various passions depicted in the different characters 
are perhaps not the proper themes of fiction, for they may attract more 
than warn. But novrhere are they treated with "loftier severity, purity, 
and sympathy than in Nr. Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter." 57 In a review 
55 NArnR, LXXI (July 1850), 148. 
57 Ath, June 15, 1850, p. 634. 
56 Brovmson' sQR, VII (Oct . 1850), 529. 
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of The House of the Seven Gables, The Athenaeum reverted to its earlier 
estinate of The Scarlet Letter and recalled that the subject was so full 
of crine and remorse that it vlas not possible to quote from it in spite 
of the purity of treatment . 58 Hithout itself taking a position, Colburn's 
pointed out that some critics object to such rlorks , feeling that they 
attract rather than repel; others plead the final impression as 
justification. Those who object do admit that none have treated such a 
subject '\lith loftier severity, purity and sympathy. 11 (Obviously The 
Athenaeum, quoted above , was one of the critics involved.) Hhat many 
rona.ntics would have made stiflingly prurient, Hawthorne treats with 
"consummate delicacy and moral restraint . 11 We never lose detestation of 
the sin in sympathy for the seducer . 59 Blackwood's, however, objected to 
the unhealthy fever glovr of the book, comparing it to the surgeon's 
exhibition of his pet cases and finding that the novel exerts an 
umrholesome fascination . 6o 
These attitudes, clearly representative of the nineteenth century 
morality and the concept of literature ' s function, also reflect, one 
feels , the influence of the clergy on literature and criticism. Blackwood's 
Puritanical and almost morbid d.istress makes one uonder , in vie-vr of the 
history of censorship, hmv much of the popular success of The Scarlet Letter 
-vras due to its artistic meri t and ho-vr much ivas due to its "scandalous" 
subject . It is rather surprising to find that the British press is, on 
58 Ath. , May 21, 1851, P• 545. 
6o Blbrd 1 s , LXXVII (May 185 5), 
563. 
59 
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the \·Thole, even more upset about the nunhealthyn subject than the American. 
One 1vould expect the British to be perhaps a bit more sophisticated than 
their backward and Puritanic American cousins. On the other hand, the 
British preference for the realistic tradition of the novel may account 
for some of this objection to Hai·Tthorne 's subject. 
There was little specific discussion of setting in the novel, a fact 
that is rather surprising, considering its importance in the work and the 
fact that it represented. a place and time that might have been expected to 
interest the British as well as the Americans . Perhaps it was too far 
removed from the present to attract the British, who seemed to be 
concerned with current America and especially with American nature 
descriptions . 
~1e subject that occupied the critics most consistently in connection 
vrith the book was understandably its daring and ambit,ruous theme. Brownson 
was as distressed as any of the critics and discussed the theme of the 
book from his strong Catholic point of view, a point of view which seems 
to 1-rar:p his understanding of Havlthorne 's meaning in a number of cases . 
He pointed out that the sinners suffer but not in a •ray to arouse horror 
in the reader . Hester does not feel remorse for her sin but only regret 
at the shame of her exposure and punishment . Dimmesdale , too, suffers, 
not f or his crime but from hypocrisy, his lack of courage to share Hester's 
burden. Neither repents of the deed itself or feels it criminal . On 
the contrary, they seem to feel that their love excuses their crime . 
Hai·Tthorne ' s palliation of Hester's iieakness by means of her loveless 
marriage and husband's absence is 1-rrong but typical of the contemporary 
attitude, which cannot be too severely condemned.. Bro1mson admitted 
freely that man is weak and subject to sin, but objects to Hawthorne ' s 
denial of true repentance as necessary to forgiveness. He saw Hawthorne 
mistakenly teaching that pride is the chief impulse to good. This was 
the motive for Puritan morality and austerity, and. often the shock to 
pride itself was the means of opening the door to salvation for the 
Puritan 'Yrho found himself unable to resist temptation. Hawthorne is 
not aware , apparently, that humility is the root of all virtue . In 
add.ition he is not aw·are of the result of true Christian forgiveness; 
nor does he kno'Yr the meaning of the sacrament of confession. As a 
,portrait of the Puritan from the point of view of the modern 
~ranscendentalist and liberal, the book has value. Yet Hawthorne 
condemns where he should praise and praises where he should. condemn. 
The Puritans ' treatment of Hester '\'las more Christian than Hawthorne ' s 
ridicule of them. 61 
As a critic, Brownson always frankly and clearly stated his criteria 
and then proceeded. to examine the 'lvork in detail on that basis . However, 
his strong feelings occasionally resulted in his misinterpretation of the 
material , a failure to see the f orest for the trees. For exa."qple, he was 
so preoccupied with the obvious sin of adultery that he failed to 
recognize the significance of Chillingworth and his part in the novel 
and. the fact that the actual adultery i s really the least of the sins 
as far as Hawthorne is concerned. His criticism of the changing attitude 
61 Brownson 'sQR, VII (Oct . 1850), 529-532. 
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in society and in literature towards love and marriaf:e indicates the 
influence of a romantic and liberal revolution that was occurring, much 
to his distress. 
The other extreme of religious attitude offers an interesting contrast. 
The Universalist Quarterly _ eviei·T praised the book f or its chief value , 
its religious quality that shows the effect of spiritual laws on character. 
110f course it has been a puzzle to the critics and a pebb:].e between the 
teeth of the divines, transcending the artificial rules of the former and 
mal~ing sad 1·1ork vrith the creeds and buckram moralities of the latter. 11 
The chief theme is that a soul must be what it appears to be. Dimmesdale 
and Hester illustrate this truth. Hester is true to herself and is 
healthy; DimmesdaJ.e is not, and is diseased . They are not true portraits 
of individual humanity but 11incarnate action and reaction of the lavrs of 
sincerity. 11 The dowmrard or cumulative nature of sin is another theme. 
Even though the lack of truthr~ess is in part due to ignorance, it 
results in disorganization and suffering. Hester should not have wed 
her husband, and she is not strong enough to bear t he burden of the 
mistake. Her love for Dimmesdale does not bless but brings ruin. 
Pearl, the result of this union, is diseased , the scandal of the whole 
community. The question of the relation of the sexes and the organization 
of society is raised but not developed. Hester and Dimmesdale show that 
sin and experience enable the sinner to move and influence men. 
Chillingi-rorth shows the danger of a mere intellectual concern vri th 
humanity. Hm-rthorne 's presentation of spiritual lmr is equalled by a 
healthy and d.eep r eligious feeling . Being fair to human nature, he gives 
all the excuses and circumstances for Hester and Dimmesdale's conduct but 
is finally true to the eternal moral lavr. He is not like the mod.ern 
novelist, vrho would undermine all religion through a mistaken sense of 
mercy. 62 
The juxtapositi on of these t1-ro interpretations reveals interesting 
contrasts. The opinion of contemporary novelists expressed by both 
is about the only :point of agreement, the Universalist writer laying 
stress on the question of sincerity and contrasting Hester and. Dimmesdale, 
and B_mmson consid.ering both hYJ?ocrites and emphasizing the sin of 
adultery. 
The British critics do not deal >vith the theme of the book, :perhaps 
because they looked at it more from a stylistic :point of view. In both 
extended treatments from the American :periodicals, the religious motive 
vras obviously uppermost. There is surprisingly little discussion of 
symbolism in the novel, The Universalist Quarterly Revie>·r having the 
only direct references. 63 
The next year , 1851, smr the :publication of The House of the Seven 
Gables. The Universalist Quarterly Review found it inferior to The 
Letter as art, lacking the structure, compression, and impact of the 
latter, but having advantages that compensate. 64 The Southern Quarterly 
Revie1.r considered it less :pleasing as a story than The Scarlet Letter 
because it is less :pmverful. Yet it is more true and, though less 
62 UnivQR, VIII (July 1851), 286-289. 
64 Ibid ., :p:p . 289-290 
63 . ~., :p. 291 
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11ambitious , 11 is as "earnest" and effective in its variety of people . 65 
The Southern Literary M::!ssenger said the book is "really charming, " "full 
to overflowing of rare and peculiar beauties, " thoUf;h not as povrerful as 
The Scarlet Letter . 66 In the same issue but a different article , Tuckerman 
called T'ne House of the Seven Gables more "harmonious and elaborate" than 
T'ne Scarlet Letter . 67 A. P. Peabody said the book is Hawthorne ' s most 
popular vrork and deservedly so 1ri.th its theme of evil persisting throughout 
the generations. In the successive scenes of the vrork, powerfully and 
vividly presented., nemesis is felt as inexorable in its T,rorking . The 
narrative is "sprightly, quaint, and droll, 11 the dialog is good, and the 
detail ed clarity and truthfulness of setting and character is remarkable . 68 
As for the British, T'ne Athenaeum found t he nei{ novel very different 
from its predecessor , more artistic though less povreri'ul, strong in 
character and quaintness and very original . 69 Colburn ' s, too, found 
the romance less moving but also less objectionable than The Scarlet 
Letter, containing original and penetrating presentation of characters, 
descriptions , humor , and story. 70 Tait ' s called it as remarkable and. 
unhealthy a s The Scarlet Letter and said that the contrast betvreen the 
horror of the past and the good of the present and the homeliness of 
the setting iWuld be excellent if life i{ere truly reflected . 71 
Although opinions vary as t o i{hether The House is a better book 
65 SQR, XX (July 1851), 266. 
67 ~., p . 349. 
69 Ath, May 21, 1851, p . 545 . 
7l Tait ' s , XXII (Jan. 1855), 563. 
66 S~I, XVII (June 1851), 391 
68 NAnLR, LXXVI (Jan. 1853), 235 -236. 
70 Colburn's , LXXXXIV (Feb . 1852) , 
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than The Scarlet Letter, it is generally considered less po1-rerful in its 
impact . It also has more varied qualities, a fact related to its impact 
and unity. It is the British again 1-rho refer to the "objectionable" and 
11unheal.thy 11 elements and vrho are perhaps slightly less enthusiastic . 
Very few except casual. references vrere made to plot in The House of 
the Seven Gables, although The Athenaeum did speak of "machinery set in 
motion with a nice adjustment and an unerring proportion, which belong 
only to art of the highest order. 11 72 
Character presentation comes in for more comment. According to The 
Southern Literary Messenger, the characters exhibit contrasting elements 
of external. and internal life and give a strong impression of reality. 73 
The Universalist Quarterly eview said that the Judge, Hepzibah, and 
Holgrave are not remarkable and that Clifford is the chief work of the 
artist, upon whom he lavished most care; but as no pure imagination ever 
existed 1vithout a heart, Clifford is a failure . Phoebe , however , makes 
up for all lacks . She is the loveliest creation of American poetry, the 
truest delineation of American female character . 74 It is difficult to 
make a case out of a single reference, but tentatively, at least, Phoebe 
may be said to represent the American woman, the combined mother, wife , 
and redeemer . 
On the British side, The Athenaeum referred to the characters as 
1
'maintained with firmness and tend.erness . 11 75 And Colburn 1 s found minor 
72 8 4 Ath, May 21, 1 51, p . 5 5. 
74 UnivQR, VIII (July 1851), 292 . 
73 SLM, XVII (June 1851), 348. 
75 Ath, Hay 21 1 1851, p . 545. 
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characters and incidents excellent . 76 Tait ' s , like The Universalist 
Quarterly Review, found Clifford intensely selfish and heartless and a 
mere voluptuary, whose character, poetic according to Hawthorne , is 
merely selfish. Hepzibah alone appeals to the heart. 77 In a later 
article , Tait's spoke of Holgrave as well drawn and Phoebe as refreshing 
and dear . 78 Characters are generally felt to be better than in The 
Scarlet Letter (although no specific indication is given, one has the 
feeling that this means both morally better and more ordinary, rather 
than more clearly and effectively drawn); Phoebe is heart-warming, and 
Clifford is not what Hawthorne tried to make of him. Again the British 
seem more pleased with character treatment because it is more realistic, 
more ordinary, then in The Scarlet Letter. 
The Knickerbocker reviewer was particularly impressed with the descrip-
tive power shown in ~ House of the Seven Gables . The story is d.eveloped 
and ends like a proper novel , but the book is also a "perfect picture-
gallery of scene and character, '' exhibiting a "peculiar felicity of 
description. " The gruesome picture of the Judge and his death on the day 
of his triumph is "\vorthy of Scott . 79 The realistic d.escription of the 
customers in the cent shop is excellent, and Phoebe's romance is perfectly 
charmingly described. 80 Tuckerman found the description so vivid that 
the house and the town are actually present in the reader's mind. 81 
76 -Colburn ' s , LXXXXIV (Feb . 18:;,2 ), 
206. 
78 Tait's, XXIII (Dec . 1856), 757 . 
80 ~., p . 457. 
77 T 't' a~ s, 
563-565. 
XXII (Jan. 1855), 
79 Knick, XXXVII (May 1851), 455 . 
81 SLM, "VII (June 1851), 348. 
Colburn 1 s, hmrever, felt that the description is overdone in some instances. 
Yet in others, hardly a single page could be omitted, for the idea and effect 
of the story depend to a great extent on the descriptions. 82 
Theme and symbolism 1.,rere analyzed to some extent in both general and 
specific terms and reveal a variety of interpretations. The Knickerbocker 
said the theme of the book successfully relates the present to a fast 
disappearing past -v;i th a legend in broad daylight pointing out the truth 
that one generation's evil infects the succeedingane . 83 The Universalist 
Quarterly Revie-vr saw the theme as revealing the ·working of spiritual laws 
in modern life and showing God 's punishment for ill- gotten gains . On 
a different level, it deals ;.,rith the question of aristocracy and democracy. 84 
Tuckerman suggested that syniDolism is present and obvious in spite of a 
strong sense of reality in the characters 1 vrho are also recognizable 
types and symbolic . Clifford stands for sensitiveness crushed by the 
harsh realities of life; Phoebe, loving womanliness; the Judge, New 
England selfishness; Uncle Venner, philosophy; Holgrave, the i ntellectual 
life, Yankee cleverness , and the new generation. The relationships of 
these characters uncover and reveal truths about life, stimulating in 
t he reader an interest in t he sympathetic heart, represented by the 
humanity and the problems of the characters, and in the inquiring mind, 
represented by the symbolic values of the characters . 85 Finally, The 
Universalist Quarterly Review pointed out that the house represents the 
82 Colburn 1 s LXXXXVI:O:(June 1853), 
83. 
84 UnivG~, VII (July 1851 ), 291. 
83 Knick, }C\XVII (l-1ay 1851), 455 . 
85 s~~ A~II (June 1851), 349. 
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old order adjusting to the neu, as Hepzibah daily crosses the threshold 
betueen the parlor and the shop. The Judge , Hepzibah, and Clifford 
symbolize the old ways . Holgrave represents the ne"i·r, and. Phoebe is 
the bridge bet1-reen the old. and the ne1v. The house, the trees, and 
other natural objects are all used in the customary \·ray. 86 
Tne Athenaeum referred generally to the use of sy~bolism by suggesting 
that the house is effectively used and ever present in the tale as a 
symbol. The choice of the lodger 's occupation is related to t he story 
in a -vray that most authors "I·Tould never have thought of. 87 The North 
British Revielv saw the novel as representing the stor~/ of the nineteenth 
century . Pyncheon stands for law, unjust convention, and industry. 
Maule is labor and invention r obbed of its rights, vrhich the lavr gives 
to injustice or might . Hepzibah is aristocracy outmoded and bought by 
industry. Alice is the beauty of the past. Clifford is gentleness and 
beauty pushed aside and crushed. by industry and materialism. Holgrave 
is new labor backed by science and on the march. Uncle Venner is 
pauperism. Phoebe is herself and is very dear, but she stands, too, 
for the reconciling power of the middle class. 88 
It is tempting to >vonder if the symbolic values attached to objects 
and characters by The North British Review reflect the impact of the 
Industrial Revolution in Great Britain, an impact that was not felt in 
America until much later and consequently was not entertained by the 
86 UnivQ;R, (July 1851), 291-292. 87 Ath, May 21, 1851, p . 545 . 
88 NBrR, XX (Nov. 1853), 4o . 
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American critics in their interpretations . Certainly The Universalist 
Quarterly Review 's democracy vs . aristocracy symbolism reflects a current 
concern of the Americans, but the idea is not developed by the reviewer 
in any detail . 
In the final analysis, a number of faults appear. Tuckerman suggests 
that parts are well done but the \·Thole lacks symmetry. Character analysis 
and the presentation of spiritual forces are excellent, and many parts 
reveal American life clearly. But still the feeling of unreality persists. 
Perhaps Hawthorne should have digested the whole longer before he began 
writing. Certain elements are as good as anything Hmvthorne ever vrrote. 
The house, garden, Hepzibah, and the shop, the analysis of Clifford, 
Phoebe going to church, the grm·lth of her love, and the death of the Judge 
are all excellent. Though inferior to The Scarlet Letter in some ways, 
in others it does have special virtues . It is certainly the most pleasing 
of F.a1vthorne 's works. 89 
T'ne faults of the novel were pointed out by The Athenaeum as tvro. 
One is Haivthorne 's delight in playing with an idea and viewing it from 
every possible angle. This is fine for the humorous essayist but not 
good in scenes of "emotion and junctures of breathless suspense, " for 
example, his treatment of the Judge before the catastrophe in the silent 
house . "i-le beg our vigourous inventor and finely finishing artist (Mr. 
Hawthorne is both) to mistrust himself whenever he comes to his second 
simile and his third suggestion." 90 Blackwood's, constitutionally 
89 SLM, XVII (June 1851), 291-293. 90 Ath, May 21, 1851, p. 547 . 
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opposed to romantic enthusiasms, found the chief fault of the book to 
be its excesses . For example, Judge Pyncheon's death vTould have been 
effective had Hawthorne k.no;.m \·Then to stop . 91 On t he other hand , Tait 's 
considered extremely powerful the picture of Judge Pyncheon, dead with 
his 11atch in his hand, ticking away towards the appointments he will 
never keep . 92 
These final judgments ;.ri th their reservations and their praise confirm 
the feeling , already mentioned, that the critics ivere pleased by parts 
of The House of the Seven Gables but, in their very emphasis on the parts, 
implied the weakness of t he ivhole , as compared to The Scarlet Letter . 
The Blithedale Romance (1852 ) aroused perhaps more interest than any 
of Ha~~horne ' s other works , especially in England, because the interest 
1-ras t;.rofold , literary and topical . The Southern Literary Messenger felt 
it i·Tould maintain Hawthorne 1 s reputation, though inferior to both the 
two earlier works . It has "highly vrrought scenes, a riant humor, a just 
perception of character, and happy descriptions . 11 Interest is maintained 
by having the story t old by an onlooker, whose ignorance is that of the 
reader . The atmosphere is 11unreal 1 w·eird , spiritual, a medium favorable 
to the representation of Ha1vthorne 's ghostly creations . 11 93 
The Southern Quarterly RevievT considered it 11a ver " pretty story, 11 
as good artistically as any of the earlier works. It has all the faults 
of his prior ;.rorks , 11 chiefly in the shaping and conception of the work 
91 Blkvrd ' s , LXXVII (May 1855), 564. 92 Tait's, XXIII (Dec. 1856), 757. 
93 SU~ XVIII (Aug. 1852 ), 512 . 
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and in the inadequate employment of his characters." 94 The Knickerbocker , 
ivith its usual enthusiasm, said of the novel , 11Romance indeed ~ It is the 
very quintessential aroma of fact and real life . It is truth, a S>-Teet, 
caJ.m, sad requiem to youthful enthusiasm. 11 95 Here is combined Dickens' 
"genius" with Thackeray ' s critical "talent, 11 though not on so high a 
level as that of either . 96 A. P. Peabody called the book dreary 97 
and 1-1eaker than either The Scarlet Letter or The House of the Seven 
Gables . 98 
The British were far more enthusiastic . Colburn's suggested that a 
ne-vr novel by Hawthorne is received in the United States as a Scott novel 
used to be greeted in England . Hawthorne is now so ~ortant that he is 
welcomed heartily in Great Britain. As a socialistic novel, Blithedale 
is especially interesting. A sto~J of deep psychological insight, 99 
it has "great povrer" that vill "rivet the interest of thousands . " 100 
T'.ne Athenaeum, too, compared Havrthorne and Scott . It pointed out that 
Scott's third Waverley novel "i·Tas considered inferior because it was 
difficult. The same might be said of Blithedale, but the reviewer felt 
that this third novel of Ha1vthorne ' s "puts the seal on the reputation of 
its author as the highest, deepest, finest imaginative i-Triter whom 
America has yet produced . 11 101 In addition, The Hestminster Review, 102 
94 SQR, XXII (Oct . 1852), 543. 
96 Ib "d __ ~_., p . 385 . 
98 Ib"d __ ~_., p . 242 . 
100 ~. , p . 343 
102 i•Te stR, XVIII (Oct . 1852), 592 . 
95 Knick, XXXX (Nov. 1852) , 381 
97 ~' LXXVI (Jan. 1853 ), 246. 
99 Colburn's , LXXXXV (July 1852), 334. 
lOl Ath, July 19, 1852, p . 741 
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Colburn 1 s ~Monthly Magazine, 103 ~North British Revievr, l04 and. 
Tait's Edinburgh ~~azine, 105 all considered it Hawthorne's masterpiece. 
Blackimod 's, as usual, is in the minority, calling the book even more 
diseased and morbid a study than ~ House of the Seven Gables . l06 The 
generally clearer insights of the American critics are obvious. They 
certainly dispose of the charges that the Americans followed the British 
slavishly and also of the accusation that American praise was indiscriminate 
for Arnerican writers . 
As for the plot of The Blithedale Romance, The I~ickerbocker said it 
is not fair to criticize the thinness of plot when t he author is writing 
a sentimental novel . Tristram Shandy and The Vicar of Wakefield have the 
same quality. And since Hawthorne manages his incidents admirably with 
a gradual unfolding of events by the skillful manipulation of hints and 
flashes , he does not, as is claimed, lack ability in plot structure . 107 
This defense is interesting as one of the few ind.ications that the novel 
need not confine itself rigidly to a preconceived set of rules to be 
successful . 
The Athenaeum felt that Ha-vTthorne works out a -vreb of intricate involvement 
most skillfully. The catastrophe is so cleverly managed that it cannot 
be quoted without spoiling t he reader ' s pleasure . 108 Colburn ' s agreed 
that t he plot is vrell built, 109 but The Westminster Review said that 
10 3 Colburn 1 s, LXXXXVII (June 185 3) , 
202-212 . 
105 rp •t• ~a~ s , XXIII (Dec . 1856 ), 550. 
106 Blkwd's, LXXVII (May 1855 ), 564. 
108 Ath, July 10, 1852, p . 741 
104 NBrR, XX (Nov. 1853) , 92 . In 
this same article , the book is also 
called "the best novel of America, 
and one of the best of the present 
age . II P• 97 • 
107 ~' LXXXX (Nov. 1852) , 385 . 
109 Colburn's, LXXXXVIII (June 1853 ), 
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Hav~horne is not as successfUl with structure in Blithedale as he is 
vTi th character. 110 
One vronders w·hether the "mystifying 11 element in the plot of The 
Blithedale Romance led the British critics to consider it plotting 
successful. 
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If the book \vere a masterpiece, as the British contended, the American 
critics vrere rather severe on its characters. The Southern Quarterly 
Review f ound them inadequately employed and exhibiting i nconsistencies 
betw·een their natures and actions. For example, Zenobia ' s suicide is 
both inconsistent with her character and shocking to the reader , as vTell 
as unnecessary. She should have been "converted " by marriage and a family. 
Hollingsivorth is admirably dra-vm in most respects. 111 
The characters are fictional, Brovmson felt, no actual individuals 
being depicted in the ivork, although individual traits may perhaps appear 
here and there. Hollingsworth and Old Moody are exceptionally well done 
and give the impression of reality. Priscilla is too misty and nebulous 
because Hawthorne is too manly t o do her type ifell; Zenobia, Priscilla's 
foil, is no more satisfacto~r ; and Hawthorne does better ~~th boys and 
men than ifith women. This i s an interesting observati on a s Hawthorne is 
generally conceded to be of a feminine sensitivity and to do particularly 
ivell "i·Tith his women characters. Brmmson ivent on to suggest that Zenobia 
is not t he type to commit suicide . Rather bluntly he said that she would 
have taken a purge and been as good as neiv. It i s t he los s of estate 
110 111 
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and means to indulge her pride that put her in the river 1 if anything 
did. Silas Foster was right not to believe in her suicide. It was a 
bungling plot d.evice with vThich to get rid of her . ll2 
The Knickerbocker felt , ho-vrever, that the characters are fully drawn 
and move i-Tith blood in their veins, not ether. Professor Westervelt is 
the exception and must be a caricature. ll3 ~American rlhig Review 
disagreed completely, find.ing that a veil of unreality ali ays surrounds 
Hawthorne 's characters, which are 11either dead or have never lived, and 
when they pass away they leave behind them an oppressive and unwholesome 
chill. 11 ll4 Not one of the characters is at all genial. T'nough Hawthorne 
has the privilege of making \-That he will of his characters 1 he has no 
right to destroy and besmear humanity . Hollingsworth denies his latent 
tenderness and i s a monster; Coverdale is repulsive, a poet vTithout 
redee~ing deeds or qualities; Zenobia is true to nature in that she 
become s 1-1hat she is by over stepping the bounds God set f or women. She 
has 11 com~ age" and. "passion 11 but not philosophy. 115 The conservative 
nature of The North American Review is here indicated, and Hawthorne's 
lack of healthy balance of light and darkness is introduced, a complaint 
that becomes increasingly frequent . ~lhat may be called the "idealistic" 
requirement of art is also suggested. 
Priscilla is a very weak character portrayal. Delicacy may be 
achieved in two ways, by faint and sketchy outline or by perfection of 
112 Brownson'sQR, IX (Oct. 1852 ) ll3 . Kn~ck, XXXX (Nov. 1852 ), 385 . 
562- 564. 
ll4 Am~lhigR, XVI (Nov. 1852 ), 417 . 115 Ib "d _~_., p . 419 . 
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detail. Hawthorne took the fi~st and easier way. I f he doesn ' t avoid 
this device , his imitators ivill be writing ahout mere skeletons soon. ll6 
This reference to Havthorne ' s imitators , vrhether they existed or not , 
indicates at least the importance that t he critic attaches to his work. 
A. P. Peabody said all the characters are abnormal . The professor is 
repulsive and unnecessary, and dialog is often word.y and boring. Zenobia's 
suicide is horrible and improbable , given her character . Hollingsworth 
and Zenobia are the most interesting characters , and Silas Foster is 
excellent . ll7 
The British were more prone to identify the characters in the book with 
real persons, Colburn ' s stating flatly that Coverdale is F~wthorne; Zenobia, 
Hargaret Fuller ; and Hollingsvorth, Dana or Channing. 118 The Athenaeum 
f ound Zenobia and Priscilla skillfully presented and contrasted, each 
maintaining her own individuality. Zenobia especially is a powerful 
portrait of the ifoman of genius and passion, >dthout any touch of the 
11unfeminine 11 or 11repulsi ve . n 119 
Hawthor ne is expert in presenting character; The Westmi nst er Review 
felt Niles and Hawthorne arc similar in their examination of and sympathy 
with the inner turmoil and tho~1ts of mankind. Hawthorne 's weakness 
lies in t oo minute particulal·ization of the half dozen characters . They 
are too individualized for the 11dra;·natic co -operation, or for that 
116 ArillihigR, XVI (Nov . 1852), 421 . 
118 Colburn 1 s , LXXXXV (July 1852) , 
ll7 NAmi , LXXVI (Jan. 1853) , 237-242 . 
119 ' Atn, July 10, 1852, p . 741. 
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gradual subordination to each other which tends to give a harmonious 
svrell to the narrative, unity to the plot and concentrated. force to the 
issue . 11 Though they are throvm together and into action by destiny rather 
than by their wills, it is fortunate they are so fevr and can thus be 
managed by Hawthorne's technique, for all must be kept constantly in 
mind by the r eader if this method is to succeed. The main effect is a 
sense of isolation; the chief device is analysis. The figures are 
creatures of morbid fancy -vrho are all doomed and destroyed--Zenobia by 
suicide , Hollingsworth by remorse , and Coverdale by scepticism. Priscilla 
is too colorless to enforce the moral; and Zenobia is a problem because 
she is complex and varied, a vroman \fho dares to be different and is , 
therefore, destroyed . 120 
Silas Foster is the only reality in the entire "phantasmagoria of 
conceit, 11 said The North British Review. 121 
Blackwood 's claimed the Americans should not quarrel with travelers 
who ·write about them, but with their own novelists \fho present such 
creatures as those of Blithedale . The heroines are strange; Coverdale 
is a pry; and the drowning of Zenobia is unconvincing. Silas Foster is 
the only human being in the book. It is middle-aged people such as 
Zenobia and Hollings-vrorth, without family or roots, \·Tho cause much trouble 
in the "1-TOrld .• 122 The Dublin University Magazine found the book ridiculous 
because of the characters. One is as inflated as the frog of the fable; 
120 
vlestR, LVIII (Oct. 1852), 
592-594. 
122 Blkwd Is' LXXVII (May 1855 ) ' 
561}-565 . 
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another is insipidj a third. is wishy-washyj and the hero i s an impertinent 
eavesdropper. l23 
In v·ie'\v of the general British judgment of Bli thedaJ.e as Hawthorne 1 s 
masterpiece, the quite frequent criticisms of the characters seem 
perplexing. The diversity of opinion, marked by enthusiasm on the one 
hand and. severe condemnation on the other, may represent the t'vo forces 
of romanticism and realism expressing themselves, t hough other f orces 
are at workj for example, there is the objection to Zenobia overstepping 
the bounds God set for women. Silas is generally accepted as the most 
realistic character, hence the best . Is this because he is the most 
common and understandable ? The inconsistencies of Zenobia's character 
and action are commonly remarked. Occasionally response to individual 
characters appears to be based on the critic's temperament alone. 
Bro1mson's treatment of theme shows how his Catholicism makes Zenobia's 
suicide central to the meaning of the entire book and emphasizes his 
belief in the moral obligation of the v~iter to teach truly. He pointed 
out that suicide is too grave a sin to be decked out vTi th all the trappings 
of romance . As there is no possibility of repentance, it is unfortunate 
for an author to gloss over the horror and encourage t he young, the 
foolish, and the '\rlld to consider it as a possible solution of problems, 
vThen it only opens the door to hell. Hawthorne obviously does not 
approve of suicidej yet he does not make us feel the horror of Zenobia's 
act so much as anger at Hollings1vorth and pity for t he loss of such beauty 
123 DublUM1 XXXXVI (Oct. 1855 ), 465. 
as Zenobia's. Brownson concluded that aside from the suicide and 
indulgence with such follies as Brook Farm, the book could be read by 
Protestants >fith advantage. It provid.es as good a i·reapon as any to 
destroy the foolish belief in philanthropy, idealistic socialism, and 
refom. 124 
26o 
The vlestminster Review vras unhappy over the nu<·nber of themes in Bli thedaJ.e. 
The morals are too directly and frequently presented, one for Coverdale, 
one for Hollingsworth, and two and a half for Zenobia. 125 
The reviewer for The Dublin University Magazine, while generally 
displeased with the book, would not part with it because of the glimpses 
of nature and the mode of life at Blithedale, which are the 11great charm 
of the book. 11 Nature in its American luxuriance is very different from 
the clipped and hedged English or the sublime Alpine scenery. Forests, 
trees, rivers, farms, fields, all linger firmly in the memory. The 
quiet stillness of the English countryside and the boundless freedom of 
New England offer fascinating contrasts. 126 
One's immediate reaction to this final comment, referring to the 
boundless freedom of the New England countrysid.e, is to suggest that such 
a term as boundless must r epresent surely a misconception of Nevr England 
in the vrriter 's mind.; for to Americans, New England's chief characteristic 
is precisely that it is bounded, stone-walled, and rather trimly and neatly 
defined vrhen con:q;>ared to t he i-re stern lands. However, to the English or 
the Irish, used to the patchwork daintiness of their gentle hills and. 
124 Brownson'sQR, IX (Oct. 1852), 
564. 
126 DublUM, XXXXVI (Oct. 1855 ), 
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valleys, New England might well seem boundless in its freed.om, as Ha;·Tthorne 
d.escribed it . This delight in effective descriptions of scenery is a 
frequent element in British criticism; in fact it almost seems to have 
been sufficient to redeem any other faults in an American book. Yet 
the British rarely see it as anything but d.escription. It is never symbol, 
a mirror of moral condition, or a shaping force . 
By far the most fascinating aspect of The Blithedale Romance to both 
American and British critics was the fact that it dealt with the socialistic 
experiment . Many and varied vere the reactions to this fact . 
The Southern Literary Messenger said the action occurs at Brook Farm, 
where "rose-water reformers" tried to improve 11this >·Ticked world of ours . 11 
HavTthorne was one of these 11amiable sentimentalists . 11 And although the 
revievrer hoped that the book ·would deal >vi th the actual experience, the 
author denies that it does , claiming he has merely peopled the farm with 
fictional characters and actions . l27 
Brovrnson spoke from personn.l knOivledge of the expe_ iment . The novel 
is of special interest to him because of his connection ivi th the project 
before his conversion to Catholicism and because it was founded. by 11one 
of our most intimate and dearest friends . 11 Although the experiment vras 
designed to bring kindred spirits to work and. learn together, it attracted 
a wild and visionary group, lawless and tired of restraint , who expected 
a nevr Eden. Hawthorne was a member from a romantic i nterest rather than 
a visionary faith . Naturally, >·rhen it failed, some ivere vriser, and all 
127 ~~ XVIII (Aug . 1852), 512 . 
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-vrere sadder as a result of the experience. The events depicted in the 
book did not happen, but they could have occurred; and Ha1.-thorne deals 
delicately and tenderly with his co-laborers, although occasionally he 
ind.ulges in satire, not of the good intentions but of the follies that 
were on display. 128 
The American \-lhig Reviei.·T pointed out that a great d.eal of interest was 
aroused in the projected 1-rork \·Then it became knmm that Ha-vTthorne was to 
deal T,Ti th his experience at Brook Farm. Readers 1vere disappointed, however, 
to see in the preface his denial of real portraiture. But this treatment 
1-ras wise on his part, as the book would undoubtedly have f ailed had he 
tried to transcribe reality. His talents do not lie in that direction. 129 
None of the members of the community are enthusiastic or even sincere 
towards the experiment. Coverdale is 1.vrong about toil and intellectual 
activity not mixing. If the intellect is superior to that of the average 
laborer's, it will operate in spite of hard physical effort. 13° 
To The North American Revievr, the description of the farm and the 
economy practiced. was good, but the communistic ideas are objectionable. 
Every one wants to ovrn his home and needs to do so to give himself a 
sense of importance and responsibility and to give stability to the 
individual and to society. Socialism 1-rould do no good if, vri th proverty, 
it eliminated the sympathies and charities which result from commerce 
128 Brovmson'sQR, IX (Oct . 1852), 129 . Am~lli~g- , XVI (Nov. 1852), 417. 
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l30 Ibid.' p. 420. 
betvreen the rich and the poor. The writer suggests an anaJ.ogy between 
vrater and wealth. God did not distribute water equally everywhere but 
in great rivers and seas -vrhence it is drawn up into the clouds and 
distributed as rain to all, only to return once more to the great 
original sources . So it is w·ith vTealth and its concentration in the 
hands of' the few, who dispense it in Christian charity. In addition, 
the home must be preserved for the sake of the poor, for it is in the 
home that unselfishness is learned . A communal life "ould encourage 
selfishness . 13l 
vfuile such ideas as those expressed by A. P. Peabody of The North 
American Review may seem both stupid and cruel, they ·Here l·ridely and 
sincerely held t o justify extremes of' wealth and poverty, especially 
tmrards the end of' the nineteenth century, when Dar~-rin' s theories, among 
others, vrere added to Biblical sanction to salve the consciences and 
justif the vrays of the robber barons and the industrial magnates . 
Even t oday, when the march of history has proved rather conclusively 
the error of such doctrine , vestiges of it linger on in mouldy minds 
and find expression in such phrases as "the trickle dmrn theory. 11 The 
almost uniform hostility, ridicule , or contempt exhibited by the American 
critics for these dreamers of Paradise may seem strange to those who have 
been taught to revere the radicals and idealistic reformers of' the 
nineteenth century, whom time has made respectable even among the conserv-
atives. However, the hostility to them among the po-vrerf'ul and. respectable , 
as well as some not quite so respectable, of' the nineteenth century is 
l3l NAmR, LXXVI (Jan. 1853 ), 246-248 . 
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rarely given its proper emphasis in our study of the period . How strong 
and influential this hostility could. be, is apparent in the treatment of 
~lliittier , for example. 
rne British were also interested in the book because of its communal 
background but were less hostile tow·ards the ideas of t he experimenters. 
Colburn 1 s 1 •Ti thout being at all specific, found a great deal of firm, 
true philosophy in the picture of the socialistic Eden. The tongue that 
speaks the truth may be harsh and grating to the cultured ears of Europe, 
it suggested; but it does, in spite of the tone of cynicism and scepticism, 
speak truly. 132 The Athenaeum felt that the lesson of the book \vas all 
the more effective because Ha1-rthorne did not pronounce on socialism, and 
called the book a strong sermon ifi thout any of the trappings of the 
didactic . Although full of ideas and suggestiveness, it is no essay, 
but contains "mystery, " "suspense, 11 and "passion, " teaching that reformers 
and dreamers must be defeated I·Tith each generation, only to arise to new 
visions and trials. 133 
The vriter for The Westminster Review mentioned Ha•nhorne 1 s warning 
against taking Blithedale for Brook Farm but pointed out that the story 
shows lThat Brook Farm became in Havnhorne 1 s mind. To read the novel as 
an actual transcript of life t here 1-10uld be to do the members grave 
injustice . Zenobia may well have originally been Harc;aret Fuller; and 
the book may reveal a secret chapter in her life, not a real chapter but 
one true to the possibilities of her heart and spirit. History may ivell 
132 Colburn 1 s, LXXXXV (July 1852 ), 
343. 
133 Ath, July 10, 1852, p . 741. 
be wedded to art in this sense and art be the truer, but the artist must 
create his symbol for a reality that is not merely factual . Brook Farm 
may have been unimportant; but in the creative mind, it could have been 
a great force in humanity's advance . Hawthorne fails because of his 
lack of moral earnestness . Blithedale is a socialist experiment, and 
the author has a moral obligation to reveal the good and the bad of the 
system. He fails to do so but uses the experiment solely for the 
picturesque background. He did not need to pronounce on Owen and Fourier, 
but his experience was with Blithedale, to which he m;ed a debt. In the 
book, socialism is merely a form, not an organic part . In the case of 
Zenobia, socialism is supposed to be responsible for the catastrophe, 
but it is not so presented or realized in the story . Her fate would 
have been more proper and appropriate if set in the l·rorld out of which 
it developed. l34 The British critics who spoke vere certainly less 
critical of the communal eA.']?eriment itself and were m.ore in sympathy with 
the visionary reformers than their American fellows. Colburn 1 s is 
ambiguous; it is d.ifficult to decide whether the truth mentioned is that 
of the folly or the wisdom of such visions~ The Athenaeum, however, seems 
to be in sympathy and finds the perpetual miracle of repeated attempts 
at reform after failure one of mankind 1 s glories. T'ne vlestminster Review, 
as one would have expected, condemns Hawthorne severely for not dealing 
more directly with the experiment and making it an integral part of 
his vrork. 
l34 WestR, LVIII (Oct. 1852), 596-598. 
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It would. seem that the difference between these t,,ro attitudes might 
reflect the economic conditions of the two countries. America may have 
been impatient of socialistic ideas in viel'l' of its faith in individualism 
and in the opportunity for economic success and social betterment available 
to all in a land of opportunity and democratic principles. In America, 
Utopian ideals were democratically, religiously, and theoretically based. 
In England and on the continent, economic necessity ,,ras probably a much 
stronger motive . It is curious, strange, and disappointing that none of 
the critics seemed to find this work especially American or comment on it 
as such. 
An interesting by-way in the criticism of Hawthorne is provided by his 
biography of Pierce. Only four American periodicals noticed it . As 
would be expected, The American rfuig Review and The Democratic Review 
were among them. Brownson used it as the excuse :for a long article on 
politics, and The Southern Quarterly Review 1..as the only periodical to 
mention it as part of a long article . The British vrere much more 
interested in the volume, thus adding substance to the charge made by 
one critic of Havrthorne, vrho pointed out that he was not as popular in 
England as other American l·rri ters because he did not offer any political 
material in his works. 
The Democratic Review, quite understandably, was glad to use the Pierce 
biography for an excuse to discuss the political scene, which it did at 
great length. In reference to the book, it pointed out that it is not 
often that a literary man 1rrites a biography of a President or that a 
President has an important writer :for a biographer. As few political 
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biographies are worth while , Hawthorne is particularly welcome in the 
field. Although Irving's Astoria suggested fUlsome flattery for hire , 
Ha1~horne's book shows no flattery or exaggerations. It has proportion, 
a rare quality in such writings, and is never tedious. It presents a 
s~le statement of Pierce 's life by a friend and schoolfellow. The work 
is not as long as admirers of both the author and the General might wish; 
and the last chapter is more an essay than biography, indicating greater 
enthusiasm as a Democrat on Hawthorne's part than astuteness as a 
politic ian. 135 
These comments on the biography are surprisingly moderate for a partisan 
view. The most interesting point is that made last, bearing out Hawthorne's 
mm contention that he vas not a politic ian in any sense . 
In a long article, The American Hhig Review \vas distressed, as one might 
have expected of a periodical that felt Ha>rthorne to be non-partisan but 
at heart a Whig, to see a man of talent prostitute that ability to party 
purpose. The book will bring him neither "fame nor credit. 11 No one will 
believe that he wrote the life of a man no one vnants to know for any other 
reason than to gain office. Ha>rthorne has held office and The American 
vlhig Review hoped he vTOuld do so again, for a country 1 s enrichers should 
be supported. But Hawthorne should not pay the price of "sullying of his 
reputation by such mean and venal homage to ambitious mediocrity. " These 
are no longer the banefUl days of patronage ; and in these times of freedom, 
it is doubly disturbing to have a man of ability voluntarily prostitute 
l35 DemR, XXXI (Sept. 1852), 276-279. 
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his :pen for the :paltry object of some governmental slavery.'' The article 
concluded. with a moving a:ppeaJ. that Hawthorne live honestly and devote 
himself to more 1vorks like The Scarlet Letter and Bli thedale, 11wi th all 
their deformities--and let your rare genius soar forever above the 
atmosphere of mushroom heroes and puny biographers." 136 
The assumptions used in this article to flay Ha1.thorne are interesting. 
The first is that a country not only should sup:port its 1vriters but that 
in Havrthorne 's case it did and. vrill , regardless of party affiliations. 
The second assumption is that in these days of 11freedom, 11 a literary man 
is under no financial pressure to accept patronage. Finally, of course, 
is the assumption, understandable for the Whig Review· to hold , that 
Ha1nhorne wrote the biogra:phy merely for personal gain. Of course, it is 
undeniable that he did profit considerably from his 11gesture of 
friendship . " 
T'ne Southern Quarterly Reviei·T, nentioned the biogra:phy in passing, 
saying it has no quarrel vri th Hawthorne f or lrri ting it but does hope he 
will not become too much involved in politics and concluded by asking 
vrhy Havrthorne should not help out his friend, Pierce, -vrho is said to be 
a good man. 137 
Br01mson found the biogra:phy 11beautiful, " like all of Hawthorne 1 s 
1vritings, and a valuable expression of affection from a friend . Undoubtedly 
a compaign biogra:phy, it does, he felt, avoid the 11 ca.nt and exaggeration" 
so t~~ical of such books. The remainder of the long article discussed 
l36 AmWhigR, XVI (Nov. 1852), 423-
424. 
137 S·~, XXIII (A:pril 185 3) , 507. 
Bro\mson' s distrust of Pierce ' s party from a strictly Catholic position. l38 
On the British side of the Atlantic , The Westminster Review noticed 
the biography and called it a 1:mongrel 11 type of literature, saying, 11 It 
does its author no credit . 11 It is not objectionable that Ha1vthorne 
should use his pen politically, as he is a citizen and a schoolfellow of 
Pierce ' s . Probably too much praise and blame of a political nature will 
result from it . But the work itself does nothing to shm.; it is not the 
work of a paid. partisan. Hai·rthorne is not at home in this field; his 
customary 11thoughtfulness 11 becomes here mere 11declamatory panegyric . 11 139 
This reaction from the liberal Westminster is rather surprising and speaks 
well for the objectivity of the revievrer . 
Chambers 1 , t oo, was not happy 1-Tith the work, feeling that some of 
Pierce ' s greatness was thrust upon him by Hawthorne , 1.;ho did, however, 
have the advantage of knovring him vrhen his character vras easily read. The 
work is more a memoir than a life and has little lasting value , although 
it is 11 smoothly and pleasantly written. 11 Ha1vthorne is not the person 
to be dishonest in a cause or to praise his subject at the cost of 
truth. l4o How does one reconcile the contradiction in this notice? 
The clear implication of the first statement is that Hai·rthorne has 
exaggerated Pierce ' s accomplishments; the concluding praise of Havrthorne 
as perfectly honest is in direct contrast . Is one opinion colored by 
political feelings and balanced by the later expression of respect? Or 
l38 Brownson 'sQR, X (July 1853) , 397 . 
l4o Chambers 1 , XIX (Jan. 291 185 3) , 
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is this nierely an example of the critic trying to •aite a "balanced" 
notice by praising a little and them blaming a little to even things up? 
Colburn's bluntly called the biography un1mrthy hack vrork . 141 And 
Tait's said that it is a pity the biography of Pierce should be so 
comr.1onplace. It is also a disappointment that Hai·Tthorne should set 
slavery above the union. Tait's hoped that no more political VTriting 
will take up his time, as it is not congenial to him. 142 This concern 
of Tai t 's over the union, •·rhich Hawthorne was not unhappy to see smashed 
by the Civil War, is a faint echo of the intense interest in the struggles 
of the new· republic evident in England since its founding . Enemies hoped 
to see it fail, and friends rejoiced in its tri~hs and used them as a 
lever to pry more and more d.emocratic reforms from their own government. 
Blacl~ood's, in an article on biography, mentioned Hawthorne incidentally, 
sarcastically pointing out that America is far ahead of England in 
contemporary biography because no senator 1vill run for the Presidency 
without trumpeting his merits abroad in a biography. "Even the 
meditative Hawthorne turns his vision-vreaving pen to such service and 
consid.ers it in no way unworthy of his genius to polish off an electioneering 
biography of General Franklin ~ierce. So deeply do politics mingle in 
the current of American life; so S"\-Teet to the aspiring statesmen are the 
uses of biography. 11 143 It is interesting to see hmr clearly the tone of 
a brief notice will reflect the coloring of its writer 's political and 
141 Colburn 1 s, LXXXXVIII (June 
1853)' 202-212. 
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philosophical bias, the inherent conservatism of Blacbfood ' s being 
perfectly obvious. Ironic is the fact that Hawthorne 1 s pen is "vision 
weaving 11 when his talent can be used against him. Hhen he uses that pen 
in its proper sphere, Blackwood's is hardly so flattering. 
I have included at some length these comments on the Pierce biography, 
-w-hich could have been briefly summarized, to indicate first the obvious 
political and. literary bias that i nformed some of the criticisms. The 
second, and more important, reason is that these comments do provide, in 
spite of rather strong bias, a consensus that is fairly accurate; this 
work is better than the usual run of compaign biographies, both as to 
its literary effectiveness and as to its objectivity in treating the 
subject; but it is unworthy of HavTthorne's genius . Almost to a critic, 
regret is expressed at Hawthorne's expending his energy on what is clearly 
recognized. as aside from the 'main stream of his work. 
Hawthorne's children's books provide another chapter in his literary 
career and may vrell be treated. together rather than as they appeared. 
f!: Honder Book (1852) and Tapgle1-rood Tales (1853) lfere the most frequently 
mentioned . Eight American periodicals devoted individual notices to the 
volumes or mentioned them in longer articles. 144 Only twice did the 
British notice them. 145 In all cases the remarks 1vere enthusiastic 
144 SQR, XXI (Jan. 1852), 247 . 
UnivQR, IX (Jan. 1852), 106. NelfEng, 
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and 1-l'ithout criticism of Ha1fthorne's treatment. Representative of the 
American atti tud.e is a notice in ~ Knickerbocker devoted to Ta.nglewood 
Tales. Agreeing with the imaginary teller of the tales, The Knickerbocker 
felt that they reveal superior choice and handling over those of the 
popular Honder Book. The writer never cared for mythology as a youth and 
feels that children today have the same attitude. Yet this feeling hardly 
applies to the "new, picturesque rendering of them by Hr. Havrthorne." The 
removal of impurities so that the tales are suitable for children is good . 
These elements, the -vrriter feels , -vrere probably additions to the tales 
anyv~y and quite unnecessary. Revised thus, they seem appropriate to 
the child listener and more closely related to the innocent childhood of 
the w·orld. \fuen first told, the tales referred to a golden age vtithout 
evil, sorrow, or crime, except as shadows or dreans. Children are the 
only remnant of that d.istant time, and we must lift ourselves to their 
level to reenter that world in purity. In the use of an intimate style 
and. concrete detail for "Antaeus and the Pygmies" Hmrthorne out-Gulli vers 
Swift . 146 
The British were equally enthusiastic. The Athenaeum pointed out that 
even Haifthorne's children's books are artistic and finely finished. 
Although f:. Wond.er Book is for children, adults will enjoy it as they do 
Andersen and all really good juvenile books . Six class.:.cal legends appear 
in "an entirely new fashion and vri th such grace, hur.1our, and poetry as 
few command . " The frame1vork itself is "pleasantly American and gracefully 
l46 Knick, XXXXII (1853 ), 407. 
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fantastic . Andersen and Ha1vthorne are better teachers than Cousin Kate's 
homilies; for although her doctrine is sound, her examples are utterly 
without any sense of reality, believability, or sympathetic response. 147 
There is really little difference in treatment of the children's books 
by the American and British critics. The references to the dull moralities 
of religious and didactic 1vriters of children's books is interesting to note. 
Perhaps there is more emphasis placed on the morality of Halvthorne 's tales 
by the American critics than by the English. Putnam 1 s, a family magazine, 
and The New Eng1ander and. The Universalist Quarterly Review, denominationally 
oriented periodicals, were among the American references and may explain 
this emphasis to some degree, although this concern i·ras hardly more 
noticeable than in the general run of the periodicals. The emphasis on 
the quality of the writing and the fact that the stories are enjoyable for 
adults is generally mentioned. The enthusiasm over the moral quality of 
the books and some rather wild commentaries on classical mythology are also 
interesting. 
After the Ta.ngle1-rood Tales, of 1853, Ha1vthorne published nothing nevT 
until 1860, when The Marble Faun, or Transformation, as it vTas called in 
the English edition, was pUblished. In America, after a January 1854 
notice of Tanglewood Tales, no article on Hawthorne a~peared in the 
periodicals included in the study until 1860, when The North American 
Review credited The Marble Faun \-Tith more artistic merit than either of 
the ti-ro preceding novels. 11 Its style has a charm and beauty of expression 
147 Ath, Jan. 17, 1852, pp. 81-82 . 
and a -vrarrnth of coloring which are seen in none of his other writings, 
and there are passages in which criticism cannot suggest even the 
alteration of a word." The i·Thole is f'ull of the tragedy that is 
t)pical of Hawthorne; although the tone is more healthy than in his 
other works. In imaginative power and in the presentation of modern 
Italian life; the book is equaJ.ly fine. l48 
~~Englander suggested that a 11new work by Ha>·Tthorne is an event 
in the literary world of no ordinary significance." The influence of 
Colonial Salem is strong, f or Hawthorne has bewitched his f ollowers . As 
a romance the work is superior to The Scarlet Letter; dramatically imperfect, 
it is artistically successfUl. l49 These two represent the only references 
to the -vrork in the .American periodicals considered, an omission that is 
difficult to explain. Hawthorne's residence abroad for seven years hardly 
seems sufficient t o cause the lack of interest in his latest book, a lack 
of interest expressly denied by The New Eng1ander. And the fact that 
The Harble Faun was published in February gives ample time f or it to have 
been noticed before the terminal point of this study at the end of the 
year . 
The British vrere not as pleased as usual. The Hestminster Review 
d.id not consid,er the book as good as the three earlier novels and found 
Ha1vthorne's remarks on nudity revealing mere provincialism and American 
prudery. 15° Amazed that he lvho could make Boston romantic could fail 
llK3 NAmR; LXXXX (April 18to) ; 
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with the Eternal City's riches at hand, The Eclectic Review felt that 
Hav~horne condensed all his faults into this volume and omitted all his 
great skills . Because the book is an artistic failure, it gives the 
i!11J?rcssion of wasted genius . 151 The North British Revie,·T suggested that 
men vrho do not have the most pm<erful intellects let imagination control 
them, 152 and that Hawthorne at present is mastered by Rome . 153 The 
American praise and British reservations over the book suggest possibly 
that the Americans were more moved by the background of Rome than the 
more sophisticated British and that the latter ivere able to consider the 
work more objectively as art . Hovrever, so few references are hardly 
enough to represent a trend. 
Both American 154 and British 155 critics agreed that the novel suffers 
serious plot deficiencies . The Dublin University },fagazine 's denunciation was 
so violent in its irritation that it calls for quotation. It is unfortunate 
that, after the 11petty knavery of the Italians 11 and the 11petty vulgarities 
of Yankee tourists, 11 and vrhen hungry for the real beauties of Rome, we 
should be forced by Mr. Hawthorne to take an 11interest in a murder done 
upon one of those unkempt, unshaven, unsavory, painter's modelle for the 
l5l EclR, CXII (May 1860), 549. 
153 Ibid., p . 180. 
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sake of a gypsy queen out of the ghetto--and that by an idiot, whose 
chief peculiarity seems to have lain in having pointed ears and perhaps 
a tail. There was no need of Mr . Hawthorne 's classical extravaganza to 
account for his possession of them if they existed. Other rustic creatures 
besides fauns have tails and pointed ears . His idiot's name by its 
first syllable, 'Don, ' might have given him another ' key ' to the 
interpretation. 11 l 56 
Tb.e characters, accordill6 to The North American Review, are only four , 
each strongly individualized and more skillfully presented than usual . 
The contrast betvreen Hilda and Miriam is excellent and effective . 
Although the women receive the most attention, Kenyon and Donatello 
are judged to be povrerfully presented. 1 57 The NevT England.er merely 
referred to Hilda and Donatello as the most interesting characters . 158 
The British were considerably more critical. The llestminster Review· 
felt that Hilda and Kenyon -vrere artificially contrasted. Hilda is a 
pure idealization, showing Iiawthorne 's usual powerful psychological 
insic;ht. 1 59 The Eclectic Revie-vr found the characters 11feeble" and 
tj~ical of Hawthorne. 16o And The North British Review pointed out 
that Raivthorne is too synunetrical for life, too exact to be true . The 
result is characters who are moral or intellectual monsters . If they 
cannot be called monsters in this book, they have little flesh and blood. 
l56 DublUM, LV (June 186o ), 680 . 
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Statues, not characters, inhabit the work; for Hal·rthorne forces his 
characters to fit his theme, adapting them until they are appropriate. 
There is no life, only a great deal of delightful talk about life. 161 
The differences of opinion as to the effectiveness of the characters 
suggest two possibilities, neither of which excludes the other. First 
there seems to be an occasional failure to recognize w'hat Havrthorne was 
trying to do with his characters and an attempt to judge them on a strictly 
realistic basis. Second is the apparent temperamental dislike of certain 
types that most fascinated Hawthorne. 
As to setting, the influence of Italy on Hawthorne is obvious to The 
North American Review, which mentioned passages that give Hawthorne 's 
reactions to art in Italy. His descriptions are not considered obtrusive 
and. give the >•ork some of the interest that travel books have. l62 The 
New Englander liked Hawthorne's description of Donatello and the faun, 
finding them suggestive of a powerful sense of unreality and mystery. 163 
The Hestminster Review sa•• the Italian setting as very different from 
the usual and a mistake. In spite of fine descriptions, there is a forced 
tone of the travel book for American readers about them. 164 The Dublin 
University Magazine review is interesting and amusing because its author 
found the descriptions of Rome all ~ortant and because he exhibited a coy 
air of being completely and. soulfully on the inside, far above the mortals 
of cormnon clay. He found. the volume a 11rare book, 11 which has been called 
161 NBrR XXXIII (Aug. 186o), 
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an anacronism; however, it is merely a work o:f "irregular" imagination 
that seems strange to some because Hawthorne places his characters in a 
conventional setting o:f today instead o:f inventing a new world for his 
ne1·1 creations. Time, place, and some o:f the manners of life are real and 
familiar . If they seem strange to others, that is because they have 
created an unreal Rome in their Oi{ll minds without ever having been there . 
If neither o:f these situations holds, then the romance build.s them a Rome 
and. populates it with complete naturalness . Perhaps they ivill sympathize 
thoroughly or be repelled because none of their experience can be brought 
to bear. 'Yle who know Rome agree or disagree with the author more vigorously 
because o:f our knowledge. 165 
After a long digression on \'1 . \·1. Story ' s sculpture, the writer returned 
to Ha.vTthorne and said, "Marvellous is the display of both [aesthetic taste 
and pm.:reiJ in this rare book of Monte Bene . 11 It is more than "display," 
for :feeling is given in add.ition to rare descriptive talents . In presenting 
sculpture and art, the man of vrords has mingled with the artist and has 
used his words to give dimensions to descriptions. Although Havrthorne is 
inaccurate in some details, his omissions are not important because he 
conveys the essential spirit correctly. It is impossible to tell how he 
achieves his magic. The proper atmosphere , created by the artist or the 
result of a recent visit to Rome , vTill cause the mind to suspend judgment, 
as the carping critics who reject Ha>·Tthorne 's The r..Iarble Faun as improbable 
1vould kno1.:r if they had ever felt Rome ' s magic . 166 The North British Review 
165 DublUM, LV (June 186o), 679 . 166 Ib "d __ J._.' p. 684. 
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sa,·r Ha-vrthorne as an excellent guide to pleasant and vivid recollections 
of Rome . 167 
Here again one wishes more American reactions -vrere available . Hould 
the travel book quality of the novel appeal to a culture- hungry segment 
of America or imuld .Americans reject it as foreign? What ivas the reaction 
to the satire of the vulgar and insensitive American tourists? There is 
no doubt as to the praise of Havrthorne 1 s d.escriptive talents . 
The theme as The New Englander reports it is that infinite evil requires 
infinite atonement . The style is appropriate , the tone melancholy, and 
the characters 1 thoughts and vrords such as a heal thy conscience and 
intellect i·Tould not entertain. 168 The Hestminster _ evie-vr sa>V Hawthorne 
as trying t o symbolize sin and to give an opinion of it, suggesting 
tentatively that sin is a source of education . The problem is clearer 
than the solution. Havrthorne hints only of atonement, mutual support, 
general philanthropy, a loosening of the bonds of love, and final peace . 169 
The Eclectic RevieiV pointed out that the classic m;yth sees animal life 
elevated at the sight of human beauty. The German Und.ine acquires a soul 
through human love . Hawthorne humanizes the faun through remorse and 
pain. The theme is repulsive and questionable , and the conclusion scarcely 
understandable . 170 
The Dublin University Magaz'ine claimed that to consider the events a 
reenactment of the fall of man is not proper, for Donatello has the mark 
167 ~' XXXIII (Aug. 1860), 181. 
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of sin upon him from the first. He is not innocent. ~lliether man can 
rise to heights above his state before the fall is another question. 
Donatello's excuse, if any, is that he acted under the instinct of 
self-preservation rather than having committed a crime of self-indulgence. 
He kills a worm that would destroy a shrub, and is not educated by his 
sin. The parallel between Monte Bene and the fall of man is bad because 
the faun is not like Adam, the man with virtue and knovTledge sufficient, 
but is a wild creature. All Greek myths of animals, as -vrell as the 
animal myths of Catlin 1 s Indians, have no reference to Eden and Adam 1 s 
condition. If we can forget Donatello's lynx ears and clothe the faun 
in more conventional humanity, his agony is appalling. 171 
The North British Revie\v saw the mark of time on all Hawthorne 's works 
with the sin of the past casting shadows on the present. Donatello links 
the past to the present and bears the stain of an ancient evil. 172 The 
variety of opinions concerning theme reflects the fact that Hawthorne 
himself seems to have been merely questioning in the novel rather than 
offering solutions. The Dublin University Magazine's reference to Catlin 
on the North American Indians is indicative of the -vddespread interest the 
Ind_ian held for the English and Europeans, an interest noticed in their 
enthusiasm for Cooper's works as well as for the more factual works such as 
Catlin's. Finally, the treatment of theme in this novel may reflect the 
fact that in any successful presentation of a symbolic world, within 
certain limits imposed by the artist, we tend to find ourselves and our 
171 DublUM, LV (June 186o), 172 NBrR, XXXIII (Aug. 186o), 
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personal vision of the world mirrored. 
B. General Estimates 
It is apparent in examining the general estimates of Hawthorne that the 
American critics were from the very first enthusiastic, as is clearly 
indicated in the judgments of the individual works already presented . 
Brownson said that Hawthorne has a good portion of genius and no equal 
in his chosen field of romance unless possibly Irving rivals him. 173 
The writer of a long article in The Universalist Quarterly Review concluded 
by saying that Hawthorne has a greater gift than many poets, that his novels 
reveal the miracle of genius , and that when he brings his high gifts under 
complete control, he vrill be the "first vrriter of the English language of 
the highest order of romance." 174 The Knickerbocker, 1-Tith customary 
enthusiasm, wanted to trumpet the nevrs from the mountain tops vrhen a "real 
genius" appears in .America. Ha1·Tthorne is such a man, a ''talented man of 
genius. " 175 When he revievred The Blithed.ale Romance, Brownson included 
a quotation from his glowing estimate made ten years before, which spoke 
of Ha1vthorne as "fitted to stand at the head of American literature . " 
The only change Brovmson would make after ten years '•IOuld be to temper his 
judgment as to Hawthorne's intellectual vigor and healthy mind. 176 
The British were almost as generous in their judgments. The Athenaeum, 
which consistently took special pride in Hawthorne and affected a proprietary 
air, said, "It is thus made evident that Mr. Ha.ivthorne possesses the 
l73 Brownson'sG~, VII (Oct. 1850) , 
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fertility as vrell as the ambition of genius; and in light of these two 
tales [rhe Scarlet Letter and The House of the Seven Gables] few will 
dispute his claim to rank among the most original and complete novelists 
that have appeared in modern times . " 177 The North British Review 
considered Hawthorne "altogether the most remarkable prose vrri ter yet 
produced by America. 11 178 It i s ironic that this cri tic goes on to 
praise Hav~horne for virtues of condensation, logic, and consistency and 
condemns most American vrri ters of all kinds for t heir failure in these 
respects. These are hardly the qualities that most i'Tould consider 
outstanding in Hawthorne. ~Dublin University Magazine pointed out 
that, like all originals, Hav~horne sometimes writes trash, but a book 
that is half "nonsense" and half 11glorious" is better than one on a dead 
level of "very good. '' 179 Tai t 1 s f ound Hawthorne to be ;-Ti thout peer in 
America f or originality and style. Poe is his only possible rival . 
"Possessed by many of Poe 1 s qualities of genius, and happily free from 
the blemishes that taint his character, Hawthorne has produced fictions 
that are worthy of the foremost rank in our own language ; and have been 
rarely equaled in any other. '' 180 A writer i n The Forth British Review 
corrpared George Eliot and Hav~horne . Discussing imagination, he said 
that imagination operates in two 1-rays . The man of pmrerful intellect 
controls it; the man of weaker i ntellect is controlled by it . Eliot 
is among t he former , a highly select group; Hawthorne is among the latter, 
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a more numerous group and of a lo>rer rank, lacking the calmness and 
serenity to see vrith perfect clarity. 181 Many, the ;.rriter suggested, 
uill resent this judgment of Hai,Tthorne; for the 11gra-ve sympathy, the 
homely insight, the classical Puritanism, the rich and meditative 
intellect, 11 have made him t he fa-vorite of many. 182 
c. Special Qualities 
The general excellence and ability of Hawthorne having been recognized, 
what I·Tere some of the special qualities that set him apart? Among those 
that the critics found. outstanding and original ;.;as his concern 1vi th the 
darkness of life . Related to this aspect of his vTork is his use of the 
supernatural, symbolism, psychological insight, in short, those qualities 
that set him apart most completely. 
LongfellovT pointed out that HavTthorne 1 s chief quality is his ability 
to discover the 11picturesque, 1111the romantic, 11 and the 11 Supernatural, 11 
in everyday life, where they are often overlooked by others. He is 
completely original in his ability to suggest by natural hints the 
possibility of a supernatural explanation of his material . 183 Tuckerman 
called. HavTthorne a med.itative irriter as opposed to the melodramatic and 
mechanical and felt that his personality influenced his entire production 
to an unusual degree. He has an 11 ineffable 11 quality one can not explain; 
it is more than mere skill and polish, requires an appreciative mind to 
perceive, is the true mark of genius , suggests a reserve of poYTer, and 
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includes nkeen observation and moral sensibility. 11 Those who have it 
are either faithful to the real in detail or faithful to spiritual 
reality. Robinson Crusoe is an example of the first; Pilgrim 's Progress, 
of the second. Hawthorne's allegiance is to the second.. His special 
tone is metaphysical or soulful, and in dealing with him, we have to 
treat of spiritual values because his interest is in the mysteries of 
the interior life. However, he is not a sensationalist. Reverence , 
intelligence, and tenderness are a part of his quality. 184 The Southern 
Quarterly Review felt that Hawthorne mingles 11light and shade 11 in peculiar 
v1ays as d.oes Spenser and that, like Sterne, he penetrates to the center 
of his characters and reveals how the morbid element changes the entire 
being of the individual, at the same time giving, too, the reason behind 
the change. This masterly examination and revelation of the heart's 
interior is Hawthorne's special province. 185 Again and again this 
quality is mentioned and. attempts mad.e to analyze it . 186 The North 
British Review alone considered his use of the s~pernatural a fault, 
suggesting that his dependence on the supernatural for effect is an 
artistic failure. A sparing use of the supernatural is effective, but 
repeated use is unsatisfactory no matter hmv cleverly it is done. It 
is only effective if the balance between the believable and the 
unbelievable is maintained. Ha1vthorne gives a sense of reality to what 
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he does not believe in and thus contributes to a charlatanism he 
deplores . 187 
The Vlestminster Review mentioned Poe and Hawthorne as America ' s most 
original writers, both interested in great mysteries but approaching them 
very differently. Poe begins i·Ti th a strange situation that needs unravelling 
or analyzing. Hawthorne begins with a commonplace and gradually reveals 
its mystery and strangeness rooted in the :passions of his characters . 188 
However, this use of characters was considered a fault by The Universalist 
Quarterly Review, which claioed Hawthorne is not a true :painter of character 
because he concentrates too exclusively on a single aspect, that :point 
where the idll and law clash. Consequently, he lacks :proportion, balance . 189 
The Southern Quarterly Review agreed that the morbidity of his characters 
is a fault because it destroys symmetry, even though it does :provide a 
more :pm•erful impact . 190 And ~ North British Revie>-r complained that 
Hawthorne fails to achieve balance because he does not give us examples of 
the characters we should :pattern ourselves on to avoid the mistakes he 
satirizes . 191 
This lack of balance has already been mentioned in relation to the 
individual works discussed . It appears in connect ion with Hawthorne's 
symbolic view of events as determined. Accordine to The Universalist 
Quarterly Review, there must be a balance between the f orces of Providence 
and free will . 192 The North British Review agreed, feeling that 
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Hawthorne exhibits a moraJ. failure by charging Christian faith with a 
nightmare fatality that is not consistent with it . He also is said to 
use the supernatural unnecessarily to maintain or develop moraJ. equi-
librium. 193 
Another charge against Hawthorne is made in connection with the d.eath 
of Zenobia in The Blithedale Romance, an end that troubled the critics 
almost unanimously. The writer suggested that Hollingsworth should have 
failed but that Zenobia is the only one fit to save humanity and represent 
its destiny. To destroy her i n a dirty pool and to have her dug up out 
of its depths is foul and an outrage on art 1 s purpose , as well as on 
decency. The fact that such things happen is no reason to idealize them 
in art . The ought-to-be should be presented and should triumph. Priscilla, 
t he vTeak, should not triumph over Zenobia, the strong. Neither should one 
false step be fatal . Christ did not so teach. 194 This criticism is 
unconsciously ironic; for the very cure it suggests, the presentation 
of a consistent ought-to-beness in art, a vision of moral perfection that 
does not exist in the world, would be just as false and unbaJ.anced as 
its opposite, a presentation of the ugly alone, even though it does exist 
in life. The belief in the appropriateness of certain subjects only and 
the necessity of a conventionally moral outcome is fairly typical during 
this period; yet coupled with it, usually in the more liberaJ. journals 
but occasionally in the very same articles, will be the conflicting plea 
for realism in certain areas. The situation probably indicates the 
193 NBrR, XX (Nov. 1853), 86. 194 WestR, LVIII (Oct . 1852), 595 . 
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changing concept and function of art. 
Another quality implicit in many remarks about Ha'~horne's imagination, 
tone, and style was frequently mentioned directly and may be called poetical. 
The American Whig Review said that the true poet is the best philosopher 
and that Hawthorne is a true poet, constantly writing poems that he calls 
tales. "Rappaccini 1 s Daughter" is a fine example, compared to which no 
diabolism out of 11Hell or Byron" is any greater. 195 Tuckerman said that 
Haw-thorne 1 s imagination takes the commonplace and endmTS it with beauty 
and suggestiveness. He is a prose poet with unusual inventiveness, 
exhibiting a similarity of style but a variety of subjects and a tone 
appropriate to each. 196 The Universalist Quarterly Review credited 
Hawthorne with the kind of mind necessary for the seer. A great heart 
means he will not be godless or misanthropic, a fate that befalls many 
fine intellects. None, even Lamb or Emerson, is more strong in this 
. 
trait. He possesses in the highest degree the imaginative qualities of 
the poet, alive, observant, objective. The artist differs from the 
I 
philanthropist in this respect: the latter appeals to the conscience 
and to action; the artist carries us beyond to a sense of beauty and 
provides a constant source of d~light. 197 
A. P. Peabody, playing both vTi th paradox and the facts , denied that 
Hawthorne is a poet. He never uses rhyme, lacks euphony, has no meter 
in his prose, is often harsh and crisp in diction, and. never uses sound to 
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enhance sense . In spite of these facts he is principally a poet vlho 
creates self-consistent entities . Plain storytellinc is beyond or 
1beneath tt his ability . A.lnost anyone can outdo him in the mechanics 
of the art . His plots are too simple or too complicated. Dialog is 
not natural but is only true to the spirit and tone of his conception. 
Fancy, not narrative skill, is his chief quality. With him a tale is 
an 11apophthegm; a homily is an allegory; an ethical treatise is a 
romance . 11 His use of figures of speech and comparisons is always 
memorable . 198 
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The British "\vere not quite so ready to grant Havlthorne all the powers 
of greatness. The Hestminster Review said Haifthorne is poetical but not 
prophetic . Fate, not faith inspires him. He is not a Jeremiah but a 
l~phistopheles , undecided ioThether to laugh or cry, though either would 
be in mockery. l99 Tai t ' s considered him a prose poet ivho leans a bit 
too close to metaphysical conceits 200 and a year later called him a 
•~iter who does not appreciate the value of poetry or is not able to 
discipline himself to it . Consequently, he writes a poetical prose , 
easy, melodic, graceful, and elevated. 201 
Little difference , except possibly more enthusiastic praise on the 
part of the Americans 1 exists between them and the British. Apparent 
in these references to Havlthorne 's poetic quality are ti-ro aspects of 
poetry. One may be called the mechanical, the form, the language 
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quality. The other sees the poet as set apart from most men and possessing 
the qualities of the prophet or seer. Whether or not it is possible to 
suggest that these two erqphases represent the neoclassical and the newer 
romantic attitudes, the former seems to be more typical of the conservative 
periodicals . 
A final consideration is t he nature of the Ameri can and British reaction 
to Hawthorne as an American -vn-i ter. The North British Revie-vr commented 
on Ha-v~horne 's use of the English language,made an interesting transition, 
and reflected a situation that causes the Englishman concern even today. 
The ivriter said., 11He also 1vrites pure English, vThich is what the 
Americans ought, just nmv, chiefly to look to, for , as "i·Te shall sho-vr, 
they are in danger of abusing their noble inheritance of a pure , sweet, 
and povrerful language, by an admixture of slang, flippancies and false 
grammar, whi ch will become a chronic and even an incurable disease , unless 
it is seasonably withstood and checked by 1vri ters like Mr. Hawthorne . " 202 
Referring to the tales, The Democratic RevievT pointed out that the 
traditions, customs, and manners presented are all of New England . Each 
tale reveals some striking truth and freshness out of Hawthorne's mind 
and New England life. 20 3 
The author of an article in ~ American Whig Revie-vT said our writers 
are native because they are born in .America. Similarities of "style, 
thought, and treatment," to the British are mere coincidents, growing 
out of common backgrounds. It is unfortunately true that -vre have had 
202 NBrR, XX (Nov. 1853), 98-99. 203 DemR, X (Feb. 1842), 198. 
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till now no universal men of Genius who stood above partisan strife, the 
true conservators of culture . Hai·rthorne , however, is one; and The 
American vlhig Review was glad to introduce this retiring man to Brother 
Jonathan. If the latter kne1-r the former , he would not be so much the 
boaster; and America 1 s political ills "'\oTOuld also be sol-ved by such an 
acquai ntance . Hawthorne exhibits a gentlemanly quali t y that is very 
soothing, and. he has something of the 11breadth, depth, and :repose , and 
dignified reliance 11 that are qualities of a really nati onal literature . 
To avoid imitation "'lore must turn to the real and to our own resources, 
presenting the magnificence and t he variety of our ovm land itself. 
Havrthorne i s doing that in his 11 subjects, treatments, and manner . 11 His 
distrust of the blind, hopefUl disciples, reformers , oddfellows, and 
hangers- on that surround Emerson is admirable , as is his self- sufficiency 
and aloofness . F£ shows a universal quality in his readiness to accept 
the fact that there may be several truths. His ethical conservatism is 
apparent in 11Earth 1 s Hol ocaust . 11 The t ouch of unconsci ous irony in the 
;vri ter 1 s conclusion that HB.ivthorne, if he were a party man, would be a 
Whig, is sharpened by the fact t hat Hawthorne , temperamentally and by 
background, might well have been one . 204 
These comments are sensible in t heir explanation of similarities of 
American to British writers and their emphasis on subject matter, manner , 
and style as elements that i·re must culti-vate to avoid imitation. The 
importance given to Haivthorne 1 S gentlemanly qualities reflects t he 
201.~ Am\fuigR, IV (Sept . 1846 ), 299- 308. 
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solidly genteel Whig, distressed by and disgusted >·Ti t h Brother Jonathan 
and his blatant .American vulgarity, the cause of e.l.l our political ills, 
according to the 1vri ter. In addition, the Hhig rejection of Emerson 
and reform is a rejection of a particularly .American element and reflects 
the conservative and self-satisfied nature of the Hhir;. 
The Knickerbocker too, reflecting its respectable Ne>·T York moderation, 
disapproved. of the Concord coterie of Transcendentalists and reformers 
and is glad that Hawthorne 's apparent sympathy is only of the feelings 
and the heart, not of the mind, as he has too much good sense to believe 
as they d.o. 205 
The Southern Literary Messenger, 1.-rhich resented Nevr England 's literary 
domination, was glad to see Ha1-rthorne 's reputation groving on his ovm 
mer:i:t and not because of 11friendly puf'fery11 as is t he case with so many 
Nevr England reputations. 206 
Anticipating Hawthorne's complaint in the preface to The Marble Faun, 
Tuckerman pointed out his problem as a romancer vri thout a rich native 
tradition and praised him for fixing the past and character of New 
EnGland in such an extraordinary '\·ray. He also suggested that American 
critics have a tendency to judge a vrork by the rapidity and vigor of its 
action. Quietness and meditativeness are distrusted; yet these are 
Ha1vthorne's great achievements. 207 
This last point that Tucke1~ made concerning t he American critic's 
distrust of thoughtfulness is one that can hardly be substantiated as 
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a peculiarly American trait. In dealing with Cooper, Hawthorne, and 
Melville, I comment from time to time on its appearance. However, I d.o 
not consider it an American quality but one typical of certain critics, 
operating on rather rigid assumptions as to the nature of the novel . It 
would perhaps be natural to expect the American people, generally busy, 
active , and materialistic, to be more interested in action than in 
philosophy. Although a study of our popular literature 1-1ould possibly 
bear this thesis out, popular taste at any time and in any place would 
probably reveal the same interests . As far as the critics are concerned, 
there seems to be no question but that it was the Americans 1-1ho vrere more 
interested in and devoted more time to Hawthorne's themes and ideas than 
to his other qualities such as his descriptive ability, vThich so charmed 
the British. 
The American Whig Revie1-1 criticized Ha1-lthorne for his uniformly 
pessimistic stories , characters, and ideas, his unhealthiness and his 
rejection of all ideas of human progress . The writer suggested that 
The Blithedale Romance is noticeably lacking in sympathy, but that the 
times lead us to expect a more optimistic treatment of the subject . One 
would have expected a communistic story to be as fresh and pure as are 
the doctrines . 208 It seems unusual that this reaction is not more common 
and that it should appear in T'.ae American \olhig Revie1-1; yet I have 
encountered it nowhere else . Several American critics do refer to 
Ha1-lthorne 's essentially dark outlook and sometimes criticize him for it, 
208 AmvlhigR1 XVI (Nov. 1852), 418. 
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but only as it fails to do justice to the lighter side of life, not as 
it is false to American life. 
The Southern Quarterly Revievr said that Hawthorne is like Irving in 
that he leaves no opening for British criticism on the grounds of 
nationality. He is sectional only in the atmosphere of his works, 
keeping local opinions and prejudices completely out of his writings. 209 
But it ,.,as this very atmosphere that some of the British critics were 
most interested in. 
The Athenaeum considered The Blithedale Romance an especially 
American book, not the Sam Slick money-grubbing type, but the untrained, 
restless, intellectual American type . 210 The Athenaeum here reflects 
one of the chief interests of the English in American literature. The 
British did not look to America for materials that they could find as 
well and better done in their ovm literature. They i·rere principally 
interested, especially on a popular level, in the subjects and treatments 
that were particularly American;- and The Athenaeum at least recognized 
that America is too diversified to be categorized simply; for example, 
there is the materialistic America and the deeply spiritual America. 
When The North British Review discussed Hawthorne, Longfellow·, Miss 
Hetherell, Poe, and. Mrs. Stowe, Hawthorne's name headed the list;and 
half the article •ras devoted to him. The writer referred to an earlier 
article on American poetry that caused. distress in America because he 
said that no great American poet had yet appeared. The situation is 
209 SQJ\, XXIII (April 185 3) , 
504- 505 . 
210 
Ath, July 10, 1852, p. 741. 
changing now; and although Coleridge, Burns, Hordmmrth, and Tennyson 
have no rivals yet; Dickens, ~Brryat, Bulwer, and Currer Bell have to 
compete wi. th Mrs. Stovre, Cooper , Longfellow, and. Hai·Tthorne. 2ll 
Black:v;ood 1 s, directing a not so sly hit at Havlthorne, referred to 
Ameri can writers as too smart not to try all the sensational tricks 
possible, such as slangy adventure stories of the bacmfoods and the 
study of morbid passions and t he psychology of character. Firmly 
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opposed to such experiments, the revievrer claimed that Hawthorne does 
not present characters sympathetically. 212 One f eels that BlackvTood. 1 s 
is using the romantic club to beat the American because it happens to 
fit and that it would be just as critical of English 11excess," as 
indeed. its reference to Charlotte Bronte, above, i ndicates. 
Tait's felt that one of the charms of the American writers is their 
depiction of women, who are not the object of voluptuary vrorship as in 
French ifOrks, nor the helpless heroines of Italy . The German Household 
Goddess is the nearest to the American ideal. Hester i s a masterly 
picture of the fallen woman i·Tith an elevated nature. Her story is a 
Greek tragedy in Hawthorne's hands; in those of another, it would have 
been mere domestic incident. The reader, like Chill~rorth, feels 
Hester's power and capacity for heroism and pities the 1-raste and 
destr uction in her downfall. 213 This reference to t he American writers' 
attitude towards women is curious; for the very characteri stics praised 
2ll NBr R, XX (Nov. 1853), 81-83. 
213 Tait's, XXIII (Dec. 1856), 
756-757. 
212 Bllivd ' s, LXXVIII ( ~1ay 18 55 ) , 
562-563. 
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as t ypical of the American authors ' women are quite the opposite of the 
obviously much admired Hester's . If there is any character less like the 
German hausfrau, submissive, subdued, and concerned only with 11Kinder, 
Kuchen, and Kirche, 11 it is Hester. Phoebe 214 or even Priscilla should 
have been the writer's example for this interesting thesis . 
The \.riter of a long and, in many ways, amusing article on The Marble 
Faun f ound Hawthorne's satire of the American tourists in Rome appropriate 
and quotes extensively from it. Among the favorites was the senator who 
wanted a "monnymint" carved. And then there was Zedekiah Quashing, who 
remarked to Alphonso Pockles, "Stone gals is all very vrell . Guess they 
should see the gals to Lowell ~ 11 Such remarks make the point for both 
the reviewer and for Hawthorne as to the crud.ity of a certain class of 
American. However, if Dickens and. Whittier, among others, are fair 
judges, the 11gals to Lowell" were indeed something to see. 
The reviewer continued in a very flowery vein and introduced an idea 
about American literature and life. He suggested that no one has "so 
strange and yet so natural, so comprehensive and yet so scientific, 11 
a manner as Hawthorne . Perhaps it is not the result of a single unusual 
mind but the beginning of a great movement of ima.ginati ve \?ri ting 
that vrill 1burst forth from underneath the cold colorless mantle of the 
American education of the poet 's mind, as rapid, gorgeous, varied and 
fantastic as the outbursts and bloom of flowering shrubs and grasses 
when the forward American su.'Til!ler overleaps the sprine, and melts its 
214 See p. 247 ahove for a discussion of Phoebe as the All-American 
woman. 
wintry snows, and vrarms all underneath it into an instantaneous life . 11 
The writer felt that Hawthorne speaks for American minds revolting against 
utility and showing a tendency to violent contrast in their reaction 
against the national drabness of America. Poe , and even Longfellm-r and 
Irving, exhibit this rebellion. They try to escape, to absorb the 
richness of the older world of poetry and romance more vigorously that we, 
to ivhom it is more familiar and available . 11Vle would add that these rebels 
are vTOrking in other forms than literary. 11 215 The :hi ghly colored picture 
of the American springtime is rather amusing. The reaction of her artists 
against America has, of course, been a constant quality in the history of 
American literature and art, even dovrn to the present day. The interesting 
point about this whole idea is that what was a drabness and lack of color 
one hundred years ago from which to escape to a richer European past is 
today the very essence of color vrhich is fascinating musician, artist, 
historian, biographer, and writer in America. 
A summary of the American and British critical reactions to Hawthorne 
reveals many more similarities bet>·Teen the two than differences. First 
of all, by 1842, when his first collection of tales that falls within 
the lirni ts of this study ivas published, Hawthorne -vras enthusiastically 
received by the American critics and hailed as one of the most original 
and significant ;rri ters of America. It was not until 1845 that reactions 
from Britain began to appear , although it was evident that the critics 
had had some acquaintance with him .before that time. Like the Americans, 
215 DublUM, LV (Jan. 1860), 679-681. 
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the British 1vere loud in their praise , though a bit more restrained. 
The treatment of the tales introduced most of Ha'ifthorne's qualities , 
which may be listed. briefly and 'i·Thich did not chaJ:lGe significantly but 
only deepened as the years passed. His ability as a stylist, his 
descriptive powers, his concern 1vith the dark side of life and the 
invrard struggles of characters, his use of the supernatural, and his 
pm1ers of an allegorist, all 'i·Tere remarked, analyzed, and, for the 
most part, praised . His concern 1-Ti th the moral drama rather than 
vdth physical conflicts was characteristic. 
In spite of Ha'ifthorne 's acknmvledged popularity, it was felt that 
his audience was limited by the restrictions of his mm materials and 
by his treatment , which called f or a thoughtful and sensitive reader. 
Conflicting opinions were expressed. by both American and British critics 
as to the priority of Hawthorne's reputation in England and the influence 
of British critics in America. How·ever , the general opinion, supplemented 
by a comparison of reviews and dates , indicates that Havlthorne 's popularity 
and reputation were achieved first in America and travelled thence to 
Britain, 'ivhere he was not only accepted as one of America 1 s leading 
vrriters but was given a high place among England 1 s. 
His first novel, The Scarlet Letter, was more higluy regarded. in 
America than in Britain, though the book's power was Generally recognized. 
Interest in and evaluation of the characters varied 1videly; and the subject 
vTas frequently condemned, the British being even more concerned about it 
than the Americans . Religious attitudes played a large part in these 
reactions, although most agreed that Ha1vthorne treated the subject as 
discreetly as :possible . The theme was also quite •ridely discussed, the 
sin of adultery and that of hypocrisy being treated from :points of view 
reflecting religious and philosophical differences . Little attention 
was paid to Chilling\vorth, ;.;hom modern criticism places nearer the 
center of the work. 
T'ne House of the Seven Gables -vras admittedly less powerful but, with 
one or ~.;o exceptions, was felt to be more pleasant, having more successful 
and interesting characters . Phoebe was a universal favorite. The 
symbolism :provoked a number of interesting i nterpretations related to 
current social and. economic conditions . 
The Blithedale Romance aroused probably more response than any other 
vrork of Ha>·rthorne 's because of its dual centers of interest. The British, 
on the basis of the :periodicals consulted f or this study, definitely 
declared it to be the author's masterpiece . In spite of this fact it 
received perhaps more unfavorable criticism than any other work except 
f or The Harble Faun. The plot ,.;as considered. excellent by some, but 
characters proved unsatisfactory and. inconsistent. Zenobia aroused both 
sympathy and distrust . Hairthorne ·Has obviously successful in communicating 
his fascination with her to his readers , at least the male ones. Many 
I·Tere disappointed, and some felt cheated that Hai·Tthorne did not come to 
grips 1vith the question of socialism. In general the British i-lere more 
sympathetic to the experiment itself. Only The Athenaeum found the book 
especially American in its socialistic background. 
The Pierce biography aroused a good deal of partisan comment , but the 
consensus held the book to be unworthy of Hawthorne's abilities and hoped 
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he ;.;ould waste no more time on politics . The Americans, vrho i-Tere obviously 
more familiar ivi th the type, felt that the work i·Tas better than the usual 
co~aign biography. And the children's books were greeted with unqualified 
enthusiasm on both sides of the ocean. To adults tney were not only highly 
moral , but they were also fascinating, as are all the best children's 
books. 
The Marble Faun was unaccountably reviewed by only t;.ro American 
peri odicals. The North American Review felt it to be superior artistically 
to The House of the Seven Gables and The Blithedale Romance, and The New 
Englander, to The Scarlet Letter . The Roman setting certainly seems to 
have had. something to d.o 1dth these j udgments . In many i-Tays the British 
were not pleased. with the work, feeling it to be inferior to the earlier 
volumes . The characters i·Tere deficient and. the plot irregular . The 
whole leaves a sense of incompleteness . In most cases the guide book 
descriptions were well received. 
Among the special qualities for which Hawthorne 11as praised v1ere his 
psychological insight, his ability to discover the unusual in the 
commonplace, skill in handling the supernatural, and t he sympathetic 
revelation of the troubled heart . On the other hand, most of these 
admirable qualities were felt to have been too persistently present in 
his work, resulting in a lack of healthy balance. The consistently 
dark coloring of his plots, the generally morbid element in his 
characters, the invariable concern with sin and evil, all were felt 
to betray this distorted view of life. Considerable objection was also 
raised to his failure to present a world of moral idealism. Yet this 
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quality was rarely considered either representative or unrepresentative 
of America. 
Hawthorne's poetic qualities -vrere frequently mentioned, both qualities 
of language and imagination and those of the seer-like mind. 
As to the American elements in HaMthorne and references to problems 
peculiar to American literature, surprisingly little is said by either 
American or British critics. The Americans point out that Hawthorne is 
native, more specifically New England, in his subjects, treatments, and 
manner, but not narrmfly so; for , like Irving, he is not objectionable 
for his nationalism. Several of the critics found Hawthorne's 
gentlemanliness and conservative outlook appealing. His attitude to-vrards 
reform and radicals is approved by the conservative. Yet it is the 
conservative American Whig Revie;.r alone that finds him too pessimistic 
for the times, especially in The Blithedale Romance. This is a complaint 
one -vrould expect to hear voiced frequently in a land of promise , expansion, 
and optimism; but it is strangely absent . 
1~e British indicate an interest in and an enthusiasm for typically 
American subjects and treatments and are especially interested in 
descriptions of American life and scenery. American literature is 
beginning to rival that of England in the novel, according to one British 
critic. Blackwood 's is the only consistently hostile critic, and its 
hostility is tempered from time to time by flashes of appreciation. 
However, this hostility is apparently aimed at Ha;.~horne the romantic 
rather than at Ha\-rthorne the American. 
A breakdown of the references to Hawthorne show·s The American Whig 
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Revie'i·T irl th tvTO reviews; Brmmson 's with three revieifS; The Democratic 
Revievr 1-Tith one notice and one reviei-t; The Knickerbocker with five notices, 
one rev-ievr, and one article; ~ Ne\·1 Englander with one notice and one 
revievr; The North American Review with one notice and three reviews; 
Putnam's with one notice; The Southern Literary Messenger with four 
notices and one article; The Southern Quarterly Reviei·T with five notices 
and one article; and The Universalist Quarterly Review 'ifith two notices 
and one article . The ti.,..enty notices, eleven revievrs , and four articles 
give a total of thirty-five references. 
On the British side, The Athenaeum has one notice and five reviews; 
Blackivood' s, one notice, one revie'ir, and one article; Colburn's, two 
revie-vrs and. one article; T'.ne Dublin Review, one revie1.,.. and one article; 
The Eclectic Review, one revie-vr; The North British Review, two articles; 
Tait 's, two articles; and. The \-lestminster Review, one notice, one revievr, 
and one article for a total of four notices, tvrelve revie•m, and eight 
articles , twenty-four references in all . 
De Bow's and The Ladies' Repository ignored Hai·rthorne; The Knickerbocker, 
The North American Revie'iv, The Southern Literary Hessenger, and The 
Southern Quarterly Review gave him most attention, one example of North-
South agreement . The Dublin University lvlagazine , The Edinburgh Revie'if, 
Fraser's, The Irish Quarterly Revievr, The London Quarterly Review, and 
The Quarterly Review·, all failed to mention Hawthorne. The Athenaeum 
alone had six references, none of the others having more than two or 
three. 
The general tendency in these distributions seems to be regional in 
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the United States, The Knickerbocker and The North American Review leading 
in praise of Hawthorne. The numerous Southern references are of much less 
~ortance, consisting chiefly of brief notices; and one of the two long 
articles in the Southern magazines 1-ras by Henry Tuckerman. Among the 
British periodicals, The Athenaeum took great pride in having introduced 
and championed Hawthorne in Britain; and the treatments and omissions 
suggest that perhaps the literary conservatives vrere unappreciative of 
Hai·Tthorne 1 s romantic approach to his art. 
The final impression is that the American and British critics are 
surprisingly close to one another in their judgment of Hawthorne . There 
are differences of opinion; but for the most part, they are the result 
of personal , political, economic, and religious factors rather than 
national ones . Differences vrithin the two groups are as great as those 
betveen them >-lith few exceptions . It seems to me that the judgments of 
Ha1-rthorne ' s contemporaries, 1-Ti th all their li.mi tations as critics, have 
stood up well over the years . 
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Chapter VII 
Herman :t-felville 
Perhaps nowhere else in all American literature is there so dramatic, 
so well-documented, so agonizing, and so paradoxical an ascent to the 
heights of acclaim, followed by a descent into oblivion as that of Herman 
Melville . The paradox lies in the fact that his devotion to a different 
drumbeat from that to which his contemporaries marched ultimately carried 
him into the twentieth century, which fell into step tlith him and sv.cept 
him along at its head . Y.Jhether the rhythm that he IITote to l-rill continue 
to move men, only time can tell. If it ceases to do so, hmv-ever, something 
precious 1nll have b0en lost . Melville provides a particularly fine 
subject because his entire output, l-rith a very few minor exceptions, 
falls 1v-i thin the period covered bJ> this study . Behveen 1846, the date 
of Typee , his first book and 1857 , the date of The Confidence Man, a 
short span of only eleven years , Melville ' s star rose quickly, wavered 
momentari ly in the firmament, and plunged swiftly below tile horizon , to 
leave only a brief afterglow from the last two works, Piazza Tales (1856) 
and The Confidence Man (1857). 
The -vmrks will be discussed in the order of their publication, with 
first the American and then the British reactions being given to significant 
topics in connection with each volume . 
A. Typee 
The general reaction to Melville ' s first book was uniformly favorable . 
The American Y.Jhig Review found Typee (1846) to be an interesting narrative 
of personal adventures , with a romantic air that most readers should 
enjoy. 1 The rival Democratic Review called Typee probably the most 
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interesting of the popular 11Library of .American Books , 11 a volume dealing 
with l.Ulfamiliar adventures and places , in this case a 11fairy 11 land 
inhabited by a primitive race i-Tith whom the author I"JaS on good terms, a 
land ,.,here a mild climate provides everything t o make mankind. happy. 2 
To The Knickerbocker, the volume 'ms 11Very entertaining 11 and enjoyable; 3 
and The Universalist Quarterly Revie,., said. that the book was very interesting, 
vivid, and effective and vould be very educational if it w·ere not for 
romantic exaggeration f or effect . 4 Thr ee years after publication, The 
Ne1·T Ent;J.ander spoke of the book as not vri thout literary vrorth, very 
pleasant and worthy of comment as an example of the lighter writing of 
the day. 5 
Putnam 1 s , in 1853, called T;ypee 1-lelville 1 s first and most successful 
novel, containing a clear narrative , novel scenery, and a simplicity of 
style that contrasted sharply vrith his lat er vrorks . The \·Triter asked 
some>vhat vristfully hmf Tom could have left Fayavay for civilized woman 
with her sophistication . The most striking comment is the YTriter's 
notice and approval of the lack of caste and class distinction in the 
book, a distinctly American attitude . ~breover , the reviewer felt that 
Typee was completely new, a book the critics had to read in order to 
l AmWhigR, III (1846), 415 . 
3 Knick, XXVII (1846) , 450 . 
5 NevrEng, Dl (1849), 450 . 
2 DemR, XVIII (1846), 399. 
4 UnivQR, III (1846) , 326. 
' 
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discuss and a great relief from the conventional travel tales and from 
the usual sea yarns , such as those of Marryat, Chaumier, and Cooper, which 
people vere tired of reading ,. The novel showed a quantity "of rich rough 
talent. 11 The scenes were 11fresh and highly colored , 11 and. the 11habits and 
manners fjresente9] had the charm of novelty. 11 The "fresh land scenery, 
\vi th some clever ship life • • • produced a brilliant amalgam. 11 6 In 
1857, eleven years after the publication of~' Putnam 's said that a 
long time had passed since the delectable voyage of ~.rpee to a "miraculous 
shore and miraculous life. 11 The volume seemed like the dream in Locksley 
Hall, filled in the spirit of Crusoe, with modern improvements , love , balls, 
opera, angling, boating, svr.Umuing, an original cuisine, talk and solitude, 
all the joys of civilization, combined with the poetry of the savage life . 
The writer obviously is a man of genius, large nature, and quick sympathy. 
His tendency to insert inappropriately dreamy speculation and philosophy 
-vras understandable in a first book . 7 
Aside from the general readiness to accept Ty;pee as ne\·T and interesting, 
a fell critics \iere concerned over its truthfulness. The Knickerbocker 
llas not very flattering . Its writer said that he suspected. the author 
of romancing and agreed with the critic of the daily Courier and Inquirer, 
'-lho called Ty;pee a piece of "Munc ausenism from beg· nning to end. 11 He 
went on to say t hat it is impossible to believe in specific details, for 
many of the events are "incredible . " Frequent examples of "monstrous 
exaggeration" could be quoted to prove the point; but they were so 
6 Putnam 's, I (lt>53 ), 155 -10~ . 7 "Our Authors and Authorship . 
Mel ville and Curtis , " Putnam's , IX 
(lt>57), 387-388. 
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obvious that it is not necessary . Such toying with the truth would be 
excusable had the book not been presented as a true account . Under these 
circumstances , it should be judged as a book of travel; and , as such, it 
has "no merit vlhatever . 11 8 The Universalist Quarterly Revie'v found the 
educational value of the volume destroyed by romantic exaggeration that 
poses the question of what is fact and what is fiction. 9 But The 
Democratic Revie1v found the places , events , and people of Typee described 
with "peculiar animation and vivacity, " unbelievable but undoubtedly 
true . 10 
Directly related to the interest in the book's truthfulness was the 
concern over Melville 's treatment of the missionaries . Responses were 
strong , as would be expected in a day of intense mission fervor and 
ladies ' missionary societies , but surprisingly, Melville was not universally 
condemned . The American whi g Review objected to many of Melville ' s 
conclusions , especially those regarding the missionaries , as prejudiced 
and vrithout foundation . 11 The Universalist Quarterly Review noted that 
the author ' s reaction to mission work is not favorable , but asked what 
his standards of judgment are . Finding that the voluptuous life of the 
valley affected his own taste , it felt that what he would consider 
unfortunate, others might believe to be good . The vlriter admitted that 
the changes introduced by the missionaries could hardly be expected to 
produce unalloyed good, since it seems to be a law that evil accompanies 
8 ~' XXVII (1846), 450 . 
lO ~' XVIII (1846), 399 . 
9 UnivQR, III (1846) , 326 . 
ll Am~~'higR , III (1846), 415 . 
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even changes for the better . The transition from a life of animal 
pleasure and passion to that of "intellectual and moral enjoyment" 
cannot be carried out perfectly . But the critic should try to weigh 
the general good against the partial evils in making judgments . 12 
The New Englander was more vigorous and unfair in its attack, 
pointing out that at first it was not inciined to criticize because 
the "free and easy" style and "clever heartedness" seemed to reflect 
the author ' s temperament , suggesting that any errors of fact were 
merely part of an easygoing nature . Further reading, however, indi-
cated that the author was motivated by a "perverse spirit of intention-
al misrepresentation," or else could not make a true report because of 
moral blindness and his way of life . "No opportunity slips by for 
giving a glowing description of savage life and for launching quips and 
small anathemas against civilization . For missionaries and missionary 
labor, except in 6encral , he has a special abhorr~nce . The cause of 
missions is a good thing except when it raises man from cannibalism to 
civilization . If the author meets a native female islander, she is a 
goddess; if a missionary's ville , she is a blowsy looking, red-faced 
fat oppressor of the poor native--reducing him to the status of a 
drudge . " Hissionaries themselves , the reviev-rer admitted, do exaggerate; 
and hints have been heard that not all the funds for missions go into 
the proper channels . In addition, missionaries enlarge on the vices of 
the savages, v1hile Christians practice as bad if not ivorse viciousness . 
The author of Typee even blames depopulation on the missions, but where-
ever the native comes in contact with the Anglo-Saxon, he declines . It 
12 Uni vQR, III (1846) , 326-327 . 
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is the duty of the revie;;-rer to point out that .!>:Tel ville 1 s comments on 
t he Pacific islands should be judced by his >-ray of l ife , and that was 
obviously not sui ted to keen moral judgments . Even if the reader be -
licves no intentional deceit vas practiced, this >·m.rning should enable 
him to recognize and. discount fulse impressions of the book, for l~lville 
oversteps his competency in dealing with many subjects of the work. 13 
The only remaining subject that vras touched upon by these early re -
vici-TS of ~ vas Mel ville 1 s style.. The American vlliiG Revievr called it 
11plain and unpretending 11 but j'racy and pointed. " 14 T'ne Knickerbocker 
acreed, pointing out that the book has an "exceediiSJ_y racy and readable 
style, and aboun~s in anecdote and narrative of unusual interest. 11 15 
The Ne>r Englander , unconscious of the irony involved in viev of its com-
ments on Mel ville ' s morals , called the style "free and easy. 11 1 6 
Putnam 1 s, 1-rhich i·Tas one of Melville ' s staunchest champions, admitted that 
t he style vras not the purest and most elegant, but pointed out that it had 
fine narrative facility, especially compared with much overdone trash of 
the day. 17 In a later article, it considered. the style and structure 
unusual for a first book , even though there we.re unGraceful locutions 
and the flow of narrative was not consistently sustained. 18 
Thouch not ifildly enthusiastic, the American revievs of Ty;pee vrere , 
in ceneral, more than favorable , considering the 1-rork nevr, interesting, 
vigorous, and presented in a f ine narrative and descriptive style that 
13 Nei·rEng, rv (1846 ), 449- 450 . 
l5 Knick, XXVII (1846 ), 1~50 . 
17 110ur Young Authors--Melville , 11 
Putnam 1 s , I (1853 ), 157 . 
III (1846 ) , 415 . 
16 Nei·rEng, rv (1846 ) , 449. 
18 11 0ur Authors and Author -
ships--Helv"'ille and Curtis, 11 
Putnam 1 s , :C~ ( 1857 ) , 388. 
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was not without minor flaws and some roughness . The question of whether 
the report was fictitious or factual was decided in favor of a combina-
tion of the two . This combination led to some criticism, reviewers 
feeling that the book could not be given credit as fiction because it 
was too factual or as fact because it was too fictional . Related to 
this problem was the concern of the religious periodicals and The 
American wnig Revi ew over Melville 1 s daring treatment of the mission-
aries . However , even these objections had an air of reason about them, 
in one case the writer even going so far as to admit that all might not 
be complete sweetness and light in·the mission fields . An obvious point 
of attack was t o hint that the chief objection on Melville 1 s part to 
the missions was that they interfered with fornication. The reference 
of The New Englander to the decline of native populations in contact 
with the anglo-Saxon race is interesting , for it is not merely a state-
ment of fact but implies a theory of racial superiority. 
The British criticisms are less numerous but show a bit more variety 
in the literary qualities mentioned; one could hardly call them dis-
cussed . The Athenaeum spoke of the book as being full of 11 fresh and 
richly coloured matter and exhibiting very American manners . 11 19 The 
last comment is not illustrated in any way . I suppose it refers to 
Melville 's acceptance of l ife afloat and ashore and his adaptation to 
circumstances like a good American democrat . 
Perhaps influenced by the fact that it discussed, along with Typee , 
the book of a Dr . Coulter , who had spent some time living 1vi th and 
19 Ath, Feb . 15 , 1846, p . 189 . 
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studying the people and country of the Pacific islands, The Dublin 
Univ~rsity Magazine vouched for Melville's factual accuracy by 
pointing out that there was no disagreement between him and Dr . Coulter 
and indicated that his chief value lay in the presentation of the 
people, their customs, and their life . It called Melvill~ a "nonde-
script young American, whose passion for adventure seems to have led 
him to engage on a "~<Thaler . " The main interest is in the narrative of 
these adventures. 20 This notice is , to my kno"tvledge , the only one 
that recognizes the value of Melville ' s work from an anthropological 
point of view. 
The Eclectic Rcvie1r1 said that Typce exhibits "no lack of incident 
or novelty, and he lirho commences the perusal of Mr . Melville ' s narrative 
will scarcely fail to complete it . Some misgivings 1v-ill probably occur 
to the intelligent reader, but the scenes described are so novel, the 
habits so unique, the adventures so hazardous," that one has to read 
the entire book . One leaves it feeling that he has had a new exper-
ience and met a new people . It is too bad that more specific dates 
are not given . 21 
Colburn's spoke of Typcc as a book about life in the Marquesas 
treated by a man n out of th~ ordinary, n -v;hose portraits of the natives 
are memorable. 22 Strangely enough, the preceding is the only reference 
in all the criticism of Typee that refers to Melville's skill at character 
20 llAdventures in the Pacific--Dr . 
Coulter and Herman Helville,u DublUH, 
XXVIII (1846), 135-138 . 
22 
"Herman Melville, n EclM, XXX ( 1853), 
l-t-6-47 fr Colburn's , LXXXXVIII (1853) , 
300-308 . 
21 EclR, hXXXIII (1846), 448 . 
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portrayal. 
Only one brief reference to st le exist s in t he British criticism. 
The Dublin University Magazine said of Melville, "He is always at home 
with his pen and a lively and easy style is sure to make him a favorite 
23 
with the public . " 
The only other concerns of the British were the question of the nature 
of the book and the treatment of the missionaries . The Dubli n University 
:Hagazine , as reported above , accepted the accuracy of the f actuality of 
the work without question, even finding its chief value to be its ac-
curacy and interest as a report on the islands . The Athenaeum was con-
cerned with the matter and devoted a series of notices to the question 
of the book's truthfulness . Its first notice expressed some doubts but 
suggested that Melville's avowal of truth must be taken for whatever it 
is worth . 24 In August it informed its readers that Toby had written 
to the Buffalo Commercial Advertizer, revealing himself as Melville's 
shipmate and corroborating his story and that the editor of the paper 
vouched for Toby's character, the reliability of his story, and its 
similarity to Melville's. However , the editor of The Athenaeum is not 
completely convinced. He also referred to the great interest Melville's 
25 book aroused in England. Two months later the editor of The Athenaeum 
was still concerned over the question of reliability and spoke of the 
puzzlement and complications that still led him to doubt . Melville 
vouches for Toby, and Toby vouches for Melville, a fact that is not com-
23 "Adventures in the Pacific, 11 
DublUM, XXVIII (1846) , 135 . 
25 Ath, Aug . 8, 1846, p . 819 
2L~ Ath, Feb . 15, 1846, p . 189. 
pletely convincing . Even the pamphlet detailing Toby 1 s adventures 
that was included as a final chapter in the second edition printed 
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in :Sn0land is not the last word . 2C:. The fact that The .~-~.thenaeu."l Hould 
continue to p~int its puzzlement , that people were obviously tremen-
dously curious, and that the ma azine felt its reade s uoul be in-
terested in the added chapter detailing Toby 1 s adventures, -vrhich 1 t 
quoted at some len th, indicates the interest and curiosity that the 
Hhole matter aroused . Does it also suggest the British seriousness as 
opposed to the ~n1erican readiness to accept a tall tale or e4aggeration? 
The Eclectic "?.evievr >vas the onl;y British periodical to deal -vrith the 
moral problem and the missionaries . In a rather surprisingly objective 
manner , but one Hhich could not have been better calculated by a huck-
ster of the salacious to stimulate curiosit~r , the revievrer said. that 
he 111ould pass over the native reception of the ship, 1rmich 11 affords 
an apt, but most humiliating illustration, of the unblushing profligacy 
practiced on such occasions . 11 'rl'or the sa:ne rec. son, the vrriter objects 
to the inclusion of such accounts in print , at the sa~e time recog-
nizing the dut;;r of a writer to include the whole truth . He ;oes on to 
point out that the missionaries are often attacked but adds that those 
who feel their pleasures cut off b~ the mission activities can har ly 
be unbiased 1:li tnesses . Men vrhose anger has been a:::oused by the ob-
stacles iDterposed to their criminal indulgences ;.rill be full of mis -
conceptions . 11 The vie~l given {?y Nelvillg of the moral and socia,_ 
condition of the Harquesans, is s t1~ikingly opposed to all , 11hich ou:c 
2( Ath, Oct . 3, 1846, pp . 1014-101) . 
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knowledge of human nature and experience of its state in other rec:ions 
would lead us to eJ\.-pect . 11 For this reason the v..-rri ter doubts Mel ville 1 s 
accuracy . It is true that civilization brings evils to primitive so-
cieties , but the clock cannot be turned bacL Commerce h1s brought the 
evils; and onlJ- the missionari es are 1·mrking for the benefit of the 
natives . The author should learn the moralit;:;- Christians teach before 
. t • . . 27 
crJ. J.CJ.ZJ.ng . 
Although there is much less of the B~itish criticism, it follo~s 
generally the same pattern as the American . The book is new and dif-
ferent and interesting; but more concern see,ns to be sho-;-n about the 
truth of the work, -;d. th less reco:;ni tion of its fictional or exag er-
ated nature . The objection to Melville 's treatment of the missionaries 
is also similar . The Dublin University Ma5azine's reierence to the 
value of Hel ville 1 s record of life among the islanders is ne1r and does 
not appear elsewhere . One •mnders if the greater familiarity of the 
Americans v.ri th the Pacific isles as a result of the widesprea 
American whali ng activity and trading ventures in the Pacific and 
their acquaintance with the tall tale typical of America made them 
less credulous than the British, ••ho seemed to be more ready to accept 
Typee as a completely truthful travel account . 
B . Omoo 
Omoo (1847), published the next year , was noticed briefly by The 
1\nickerbocker and has a long article by G. IV . Pech devoted to it i n 
The American 1-'"hig Peview. The oi1~Y other reference is from an 18.57 
27 Eel~ , LXXXIII (1846), 4.59 . 
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article in Putnam's., uhich calle Omoo Horse than Typee for its specu-
lative and :philosophical di,;ressions but felt that this .:ault uas re-
deemed by angry, energetic, shar:p, and sensible -vrri ti~ on the Paci.i'ic 
missionaries . 28 The Fnickerboc' er called Omoo -:rer;; "clever and ente:i.~-
taining" but agree_ 11ith Putnam ' s that it was not as z;ood as Typee . The 
incidents are interesting i: not al 'ays unusual, but the s'vyle is the 
best part, simple, straightfor"tvard, natural, presenting fine pictures oi' 
life aboard the vJhalers an _ of the state of the P ol:cnesians as a result 
of their contact ~Ji th the 1-~hites and of the teachings of the missionaries . 
The •rriter must accept the author as telling the truth because the book 
ic: s o naturalJ_y and spor:taneously -vrritten . Its popularity is attested 
b~- the fact that it is already in its third edition . 29 
G. H. Peck , uho Hrote the most extensive treatment of the boo<: in any 
of the periodicals covered by the study, presented_ an inte11 estin.:; and 
provocative revie~r . He suggested that Omoo seemed like an ideal vJOrk on 
Hhich to ,,rrite a July article, one dealing ,,rith a romantic and per:_Jet -
uall:y summery place; ho~rJever, 1-vhen he reread the book, he found that, 
though pleasant enough on first reading, it die. not have substance enough 
to :_Jrovide ior an article . In spite of this fact , the article had been 
promised so he ~rent ahead. and l';rote the article analyzing his reaction to 
the book, ,,rhich was read 1rith interest cou?led ~,rith a sense of rese!ltment . 
The book has paver, bright and clear pictures, and a st;yle -:Jith character, 
though it is loose in sentence and :paragraph structure . Unfortunately the 
28 
"Our Authors and Authorship--
Helville and Curtis," Putnam's , IX 
( 1857) ' 391. 
29 Knick, L1IX (1847), 562 . 
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"reckless spirit," 11 cool sneering wit ,n and lack of 11 heart 11 are repul -
sive , although the "voluptuous" descriptions and brief sketches are at-
tractive . Peck mentioned that he has follo~-red the notices of Omoo 
closely in the papers and that he caught a vague sense of uneasiness 
in them, Hhich, in their haste, the Hriters have not been able to iso-
late except t o say that the account is not true . Even in the East , 
where almost eve~-one has heard seamen tell similar tales of adventure , 
there is only belief i n the general nature of the volume , which lacks 
11 vraisemblance . 11 It is the minor points that prevent complete accept -
ance , f or they are told too glibly. Melville does not care to be 
true; consequently, after reading the preface and the first part of the 
volume, which are bett er in this respect , the reader i s ready to aban-
don the book . Peck cited as an example , the incident in Hhich Melville 
and Dr . Long Ghost pa _dle out to a ship in Tahiti harbor . The narrator 
slyly takes the stern so that he can let his companion do the paddling; 
but vJhen he gets splashed, he calls a halt , Long Ghost turns , and over 
they go. This i ncident i s l i ke the current farces on the stage , low 
comedy . The smart, quick, cocky impudence of the narrator is super-
fic i ally amusing , but it wears thin i n prolonged doses . No satire, rQt , 
or humor is any good on a long haul 1~thout a serious and worthwhi le 
purpose . Long Ghost , as described , is too much of a man of the world to 
be used as straight man so frequently . He is only a freak without 
reality, transformed to fit whatever situation or mood the narrator in-
troduces . On closer examination, though the fir st reading does not re -
veal it because of the striking quality of the 1•Titing, the inconsis -
tency and unnaturalness of the details are apparent . Certainly Long 
Ghost, 1-vho could not swim, Hould not have gone out in such a fl i msy and 
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unstable craft in the first place . Peck points out that this sort of 
thing is acceptable for what it is, but that the intelligent reader 
does not want it palmed off on him as the truth. Melville gives 11 mere 
frothy, sketchy outlining, that will bear the test of comparison with 
nature as little as would scene painting or the pictures on French 
paper hangings.u The impression of truth can be achieved through de-
tails, as in Defoe, or through suggestiveness, as in Shakespeare; but 
the writer must have a vision in his mind and ke€p it under control . 
Melville lacks control and discipline of the fancy; he has confidence 
and the careless abandon of genius without power and has produced an 
attractive and readable book . His recklessness is admirable and is 
better than a drudging diligence . His unshakable confidence, consis-
tent good humor, and self-satisfaction keep him from being dull; and 
every page shows imaginative power of a high order. Some descriptions 
are very fine and poetic; those of the Bay of Hananamoo and that of the 
cockroaches in the Juli,a are examples. No one who has visited an old 
whaler after she has been smoked will say the cockroach incident is not 
true. Omoo is a good book, but it arouses displeasure because it is 
not better, because it comes so close to excellence without hitting it . 
Peck hoped that Melville would recognize the necessity for truth be-
fore he wrote his next book . 
Peck went on to characterize Melville and his volume, saying, IIAlas, 
Omoo finds it easier to address himself to the pit of the world than to 
the boxes . His heart is hard, and he prefers painting himself to the 
public as a jolly rollicking blood-- a charming, rattling, graceless 
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ne'er-do-well." He cares for no man, and women are merely lovely 
creatures to be used for his pleasure. He "spices ·his books with 
the most incredible accounts and dark hints of innumerabl e amours 
with the half- naked and half-civilized or savage damsels of Nukuheva 
and Tahiti--he gets up voluptuous pictures,and with cool, deliberate 
art breaks off always at the right point, so as without offending 
decency, he may stimulate curiosity and excite unchaste desire . These 
parts are unbelievable because the man of sexual virility doesn't 
boast on short acquaintance of his powers, especially in a book. Any 
of us might, under the circumstances of the author, have done all he 
seems to have done, but we shouldn't have boasted of it. Secondly 
he would have suffered for such license, strong and wonderful as the 
body is . He couldn't possibly have kept up the pace he hints at . 
Third, the girls are not half as attractive as he paints them, except 
to men long away on whale trips . Omoo may titilate the appetites of 
many of his readers by describing how he swung in a basket for hours 
at Tahiti with some particular friend of his, but he touches us not a 
jot. He is quite welcome to his particular friends; they are not ours . 
The next stout boatsteerer that came along, with a rusty nail or a 
shred of an old bandana handkerchief, would disturb, we fear, our do-
mestic felicity--knock us out of t he basket and go to swinging himself . " 
Peck went on to make another point, 11It seems necessary nowadays, 
for a book to be vendable, that it be venomous , and, indeed, venerous. 
Either so, or else it must be effeminate ard pure because passionless . " 
The manliness of light reading is becoming l icentious or imbecilic. I t 
is to be hoped that Omoo is not as bad as he pictures himself to be and 
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that he is merely following the current trend . Perhaps after he has 
reflected and counted all his royalties , he ~nll regret he did not 
aim higher . 
He mu"'t also be censured for his treatment of the missionaries, 
who tr-y to teach cont rol of the vice he encourages . He is a barbarian 
and a hater of the missionaries , for an ordinarily decent and educated 
man would have made their acquaintance instead of preferring the com-
pany of savages and thus di screditing himself as a reputable witness 
on mission efforts . The missionaries raay be ·Hrong in many vrays and 
may not have always acted -vnsely; but Omoo, vrho never did anything for 
the natives except laugh at them and use them to cram his appetites , is 
not a proper prosecutor of the missionaries . The good that they do is 
probably exaggerated, and most of them may not be the best people to 
send out . Indeed, Peck said that some of his college classmates were 
certainly not fitted to be missionaries and that he could 6ive examples 
of bi goted, narrmv, ignorant men Hho are in the field . Yet they are 
at least sincere, and it i s apparent that the natives can learn the 
s imple rules of conduct and elements of faith·and recognize that 
missionaries mean better for them than nwanderers 11 like Omoo . Though 
the situation may be bad, it cannot be as bad as Omoo makes out; for 
his admissions , his contentious spirit, his unreasonableness, all make 
the reader doubtful . The missionaries are certainly wrongly pictured 
as an overbearing and unfortunate influence, ruling arbi traril~ 1·n thout 
proper reason; and to suggest that they -vrant to 11harass and torturem 
the natives is untrue . The civilized world has destroyed the health 
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of the savages, but the missionaries at least try to minister to their 
souls. 
Concluding his article, Peck had several points to make . He denied 
any ill-will in his article, claiming that he has tried to be fair and 
to praise when appropriate, in spite of his belief that the enthusiastic 
praise of the papers is undeserved and exaggerated. The book can be 
read once with pleasure; it is poetical but carelessly written in a 
"bad spirit . " The frequent comparisons with Dana are not at all apt. 
Dana's Two Years Before the Mast is a well-constructed mansion; while 
01"1oo is a 11 ric- ety, ill-built cotta • • • unfurnished, unfinished, 
wanting unifo mity, tavrdry, and comfortless . The portraits and pic-
tures that hang on the walls are but daubs compared with the faces and 
landscapes in the other . " Omoo is reckless and daring but without the 
shadiness and discipline for an "easy, rich flowing descriptive style." 
He lacks truth; Dana is the essence of truth and workmanship, with a 
style plain at first but later quietly becoming eloquent and poetic to 
a degree unknown in Omoo. Melville has realized that the public is like 
the islanders he describes, simple and unreflective; consequently, he is 
treating them, as the missionaries treat the natives, to large, over-
simplified pieces of writing. The public does not distinguish between 
a flash and a fire, but time will. 30 
Peck's article has several points of interest. In the first place , 
his judgment of the book is, on the whole , judicious; and his objections 
30 G. W. Peck, 110moo, 11 AmWbigR, VI (1847), 36-46. 
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adequately documented . He tends to exaggerate Melville's callousness, 
hardheartedness, and the erotic element in the book . HovJever, his 
frank and straightforward discussion of the erotic content seems bol . 
for the mid-nineteenth century, and his comment on the problem of sex 
in literature , that it is either ignored completely or salaciously 
overemphasized, presents a different view of the stereotype of the 
Victorian period as one of complete purity and prudery on the part of 
readers and writers. His discussion is also considerably in advance 
of the times in its appeal for a realistic approach to the treatment 
of sex . 
The comments on Melville ' s attacks on the missionaries bespeak the 
pious attitude typical of The American \Vhig :rl.evie1t1 and in one respect 
is related to the objection to the critics ' comparison of Dana and 
Melville . The theme is particularly noticeable among the British re-
viewers . The point is, as Peck nuts it, how an "educated" and 11 decent'' 
man could prefer the company of savages to that of missionaries, decent 
and educated like himself . This question takes on added interest when 
lfJe r .emind ourselves that Mel ville 1 s background and antecedents in many 
Hays vJere about as aristocratic as those of an American could be . The 
answer certainly lies in Hel ville 1 s circumstances as a mutinoml common 
sailor and in his pride perhaps; but more than these, in his hone sty, 
curiosity, and his fierce democratic faith . Although Peck tried to be 
objective in his recognition that all missionaries are not saints, he 
certainl;;r ignored the many qualifications that 11elville includes in his 
criticism of the missions. This same qualit of gentlemanly aloofness 
_____ ..__.... 
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and superiority that cannot understand how a gentleman could voluntarily 
consort with savages, sailors, and such sub-species, finds Dana far 
superior to Melville for the very characteristic reason that he is dis-
ciplined, restrained, objective, among but never a part of the crew, 
always conscious of the fact that he is voluntarily under command and 
that he has powerful advocates who can, at his wish, like the deus ex 
machina, snatch him from a distasteful or disagreeable position. 
Melville, Peck to the contrary, is a far more imaginative art ist, deeply 
committed to life and concerned over people; while Dana is more object-
ive and curious about objects and operations. 
The final point, in view of Melville's later career, a perfect ex-
ample of unconscious irony is Peck's accusation that he was merely a 
money-greedy huckster, pandering to the public taste for sensation and 
soon to be chastised by that inexorable critic time. 
The British were somewhat more impressed with Omoo than were the 
Americans, who seemed to find it less interesting than Typee. The 
Dublin Review said that a vein of humor and irony and "great power of 
observation and expression, which renders it highly interesting and we 
31 
may say engrossing," appeared throughout the book. Blackwood's 
called the book "excellent, quite first rate, 1 the clear grit,' as 
Mr. Mel ville 1 s countrymen would say, 11 and spoke of him as a "prime 
32 fellow11 at pithy and accurate description. Colburn's, in an article 
3l DublR, XXIII (1847), 356. 32 "Pacific Ravings, 11 Blkwd 1 s 
Lll (1847), 264. 
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written six years a ter ~ was published, said it was done in the 
same spirit as Typee and included admirable s::etches of the 1-rhaler 
and life aboard her . Also 1-~ell done uere the Captain, 'liss Gray, the 
mate Ja1~in, Chip~, Bungs, Be~bo , nopey, and, chief among them all , 
Dr. Long Ghost, gentleman, scholar, beachcomber, and vagabond . 33 
"'.s vli th Ty:oee, the British concerned themselves Hi th the puzzle of 
the truth or falsity of Helville 1 s -vro11 h more than the _ mericans, >vho 
recognized more readily 11hat the books w,-ere . Th~ Dublin · "evievr called 
truth stranger than fiction and felt , therefo:c2, that On,oo mst be a 
true book . hnat i s really st ·ange about the book is that it could have 
been viTi tten b;y a sailo.c. He> could such a 1;-.ri ter endure life as an 
ordinary seaman in a vrhaler? In addition, he is a Yankee; and though 
all Yankee yarns are not necessarily tall ones, it is hard to fit 
Melville in a.~· of the conventional classes oi ..'.J'lericans . He is not 
anti-English, as most Americans seem to be; he lacks the conceit of 
Americans; he seems to have no love for the French . ~· 10 could he be? 34 
Blackwood 1 s had a number of doubts as to 1-felville 1 s veracity . It, too , 
felt that the author of such a booh.. could · ot be a comnon seaman, that 
the author 1 s name sounde. like a pseudonym, that the dedication 
rings false , anc: that his farniliarit;> with the French ship indi-
cated his untruthfulness because he had obviously been entertai ned on 
the quarter eck. The conclusion uas that the book Has a composite of 
adventure and inio:::'Illatioi.1 . 3.5 In an article 1-:rritten ten yea.rs afC.er 
Omoo ap:_Jeareo , The Dublin University Magazine told ho·,r T;y-pee and Omoo 
33 :SclM , x:xx ( 18.53), 47 fr 
Colbur~ LXXXXVIII (18.53), 
300-368 
3.5 npacific J.ovin""s ll Blkudts, 
LYJ ( 1847), 764 . "' ' 
34 Dubln. , XXIII ( 1847) , 343 . 
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startled and puzzled the reading Horld, 1<1hich asked whether the books 
were true or fictional . Omoo revealed that they were not true adven-
tures described in "glowing, picturesque, 11 and romantic language , but 
combinations of fiction wov.en into a work based on real incidents, 
real characters, and a real kno-vrledge of the islands. Both contain 
a few chapters describing foremast life in whaling ships that are 
"interesting11 and 11 striking." 36 
On the score of the effects of civilization and missions on the 
natives, The Dublin Review somewhat curiously regrets Melville 's 
feeling that contact of the natives with civilization is unfortunate 
and then goes on immediately to suggest that canon and disease have 
37 decimated the population, which became nerveless . It is as if 
canon and disease were not part of the civilization to which Melville 
objects. This sort of contemptuous attitude toward the native pqpula-
tion is striking in its contrast to Melville 's sympathetic understand-
ing. The writer went on to point out that, although the worst occurred 
before the missions were established, he agrees vrith Melville that the 
missionaries have destroyed many innocent pleasures and cites Captain 
Barclay, Kotzebue , Dr . Russell , and Mr . Wheeler , an honest-hearted 
Quaker , in support of this view. The writer does not Object to all the 
missions have done but feels that , if all Melville says is true , 11 god-
less enterprise and gold seeking connnerce 11 comes before the cross and 
that few are without godless hypocrisy in their Christianity. All this 
is in sad contrast to life in the Typee valley.38 
36 IIA Trio of American Sailor 
Authors ," DublUl'!i, XXXXVII (1856), 5L 
38 ~'XXIII (1847), 359, 363. 
37 DublR, XXIII (1847), 359. 
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On the subject of missions, The Eclectic Review devoted an eleven 
page article to 11Mr . Mel ville and the South Sea ~fissions . 11 The article 
began by suggesting that shame and falsehood were not permanently put 
to flight when the purveyors of apostasy and popery were refuted but 
uprear again in the falsehoods of Melville ' s Omoo . The purpose of the 
article was to show that Melville ' s statements about the Protestant 
mission in Tahiti are "perversions of the truth--that he is guilty of 
deliberate and elaborate misrepresentation • . • that he is a prejudiced, 
incompetent, and truthless witness ." The entire article is devoted to 
a vigorous attack on Melville ' s facts and his credibility as a witness, 
chiefly by claiming that he was a depraved debauchee , a thief , a beach-
combing outcast, and a disseminator of disease and vice . 39 
Colburn ' s , however, while objecting to Melville's attacks on the 
missions being presented as true fact when they are merely intended as 
flippant satire , found no reason to doubt the general truth of his ob -
servations and cited Sir Archibald Alison, a pillar of orthodoxy, as 
being doubtful of the value of mission work . 40 
One final subject that strikes a responsive chord in this day that 
is saturated with the "soft sell" is the objections to the adver-
tizing campaign for Omoo . The writer for The Dublin Review said, 
11This is the age of puffing and humbug , " went on to discuss the quak-
ery advertizing of the times , and concluded his tirade by damning the 
cryptic phrase 11 0HOO by the author of TYPEE 11 that flooded the papers 
before publication of the book . He indicated that he would try not to 
let his resentment of the advertizing carry over to the book, 
39 "111el ville and the South Sea 
Nissions, 11 EclR , LXXXXII (1850), 
425-436 . 
40 EcU1, XXX ( 1853), 48 fr 
Colbur~ LXXXXVIII (1853), 
300-308 . 
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which he promised to review with as much good will as possible . 4l 
Blackwood's was a little less disturbed and said, 11We were puzzled, 
a few weeks since, by a tantalizing and unintelligible paragraph, per-
tinaceously reiterated in the London newspapers. Its brevity equalled 
its mystery; it consisted but of five words, the first and last in im-
posing majuscules. Thus it ran: - 10MOO , by the author of TYPEE.' De-
spising such attacks we thought no more of the book until the volume 
itself was laid before us, and we found ourselves in the entertaining 
society of Marquesan Melville , the phoenix of modern voyagers.n 42 
So much for Typee and~' tidbits for jaded appetites, compounded 
of fact and fictions, introducing a new and original talent, hinting 
of things to come in the author's aggressive democracy and his deter-
mination to look life, society, and civilization in the face with open 
eyes, stirring up curiosity, arousing the wrath of the orthodox with 
an attack on missionaries, and making the conventional uneaqr with 
i t s sug esticn that sex could be something other than a dirty deed 
done in darkness for the sake of the race. 
The British and American criticism is quite similar in most respects, 
the British being a bit more enthusiastic and definitely more curious 
than the Americans as to whether the books were fact or fancy. None of 
the later considerations of the books offered any new insights as the 
result of hindsight. The most interesting evidence of the aristocratic 
tendency of British letters is the disbelief expressed that the author 
of these books could be a common seaman. 
41 DublR, XXIII (1847), 343. 42 nracific Rovings, 11 Blkwd's, 
LXI (1847), 754. 
C. Hardi 
Mardi (1849) did not , in spite of the surprise and in some cases 
dismay that greeted it, receive the universal condemnation that is 
usually attributed to it. The Southern Quarterly Review spoke of 
Melville 's popularity as the author of South Sea adventures which the 
critics felt were in part f ictional, though they purported to be fac-
tual , and pointed out that Melville ' s warni ng that he is reversing 
the situation and presenting only fiction was needless, as the work 
is obviously allegory, not adventure . The book tell s of a fanciful 
voyage in search of happiness throughout the world, a voyage in which 
the deeds of most of the great nations are satirized. The journey 
becomes somewhat monotonous with its "many glowing rhapsodies , much 
epigrammatic thought, and many sweet and attractive fancies; however, 
everything is spoiled for the Southern reader when Melville paints a 
loathsome picture of Mr . Calhoun, in the character of a slave driver 
drawing mi xed blood and tears from his victim at every stroke of the 
whip ." 43 
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The Southern Literary Messenger was less restrained, calling the 
book "a failure" that shovlS an extensive effort to reach its high aim 
on every page and reeks of the lamp . The reviewer noted that he 
praised Typee , which gave great pleasure to an apprec i ative public; 
Omoo was also worthwhile but not so good as Typee; Mardi, however, is 
very bad . The v~iter ridiculed the preface, suggesting that the work 
is so full of gross and complete improbabilities that no one could 
possibly take it for a true account and apparently missing the obvious 
43 SQR , XVI (1849) , 260-261. 
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irony . Completel;;,- misunderstanding Hel ville 1 s purpose, he sut;gested 
that having been overpraised, Melville felt that he had "vo live U~) 
to that praise and tried to do so b~~ st1·iving .lor effect 1Jith 11 fine 
·rriting 11 and 11 artificial vJitticisms . 11 It is a ;?ity that he tooh. this 
co rrse, .Lor he could have >-rritten more 11 eli5htful books as T~-pee 11 if 
he had remined his natural self . 44 It is sm·prisinJ that The 
Southern Li terar;y 1'-iessen::;er did not, like The Southern ~uarterly ...... evievJ, 
attack ?1elville for his condemnation of slavery . Perhaps the reviewer 
had not read the book completely, or he may not have understood it . 
The only other current notice of the booL ,-as in The Democratic 
'1.evie"l·l and must have uarmed Melville 1 s heart, for it is the most per-
ce~:::>ti ve and thorough treatment in either the British or American pr·ess . 
The introduction recognized the act that Melville was kying his pen 
on a deeper theme t:.an those of his earlier books and that many Hill be 
bewildered by the upside down vieH of the 1-rorld he calls Hardi . The 
islands visited in the South Seas represent iffe1·ent countries . 
Dominora is England, and her Humpbacked Kin6 Bella is the B:..·itish 
monarchy Hi th its load of debt . Those >-rho have not looked -v;i th ~:elville 1 s 
penetrating eyes vrill not recognize this world. Some find sweet uhat 
others consider sour; ome could not see even though they tried; others 
~muld not even i · they could . 
The beginning of the book is fine or all, for it is lil-::e the earlier 
-wrks that made the cro·wd 11 cr<1zywith delight . 11 HoHever, these first 
volumes are to Mardi as an extremely simple sketch is to the cartoons of 
Raphael . Some readers like the flute of Typee and 0'~oo and cannot hear 
44 11 Letters From Nei-r York , 11 SLM, XV (1849), 309 . 
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the full orchestra of Mardi, but the revieHer dislikes the little sound 
of Typee and Omoo, Hhich Here >vritten for the multitude 2.nd had no deep 
philosophy . The fault of the books Has the emphasis on the sensual, on 
cannibals, and on captivity. It is not in Yankee human nature to "live 
in heaven" 1.-.Jithout complete freedom to leave and the right to get back 
in any time. Readers v:ho ex-pected more of the same in Mardi Hill not 
be happy with it. The fact that Mardi is an allegory is not recognized 
because it is related to Gulliver 1 s Travels and Pilgrim 1 s Progress, 
fhich uere written too long ago for their memories . A curious and 
idealistic youth afloat on a benign sea finds love , as dreamy and in-
substantial, as misty and lovely, as first love usually is . Then he 
is plunged into the real world that destroys Yillah, who se diappearance 
is not clear. The form of the book is llunique 11 and , like all such crea-
tions , may be thought ugly because it is different. As the imagination 
is greater than the world and can create more beauty and terrar· than the 
;.rorld really presents, so ~fardi 1 s mystery heightens the beauty if the 
reader is in sympathy Hith the author . 
Taji constantly seeks his beloved, who is enshrined in his heart . 
Love of humanity increases as he journeys and is apparent beneath all 
the satire . Consequently, those who want romance , sentinental or 
satanic, should flee Mardi; but those Hho love the spirit of philosophy 
and humanity and the spirit of love and Hisdom, those 1fho vJOuld see man-
kind 1 s ugliness that they may cast off sin and folly should be reverently 
grat eful to the author . This author Hho has a heart warm as a coal from 
God 1 s o1m hand need not fear for his fame . 
Regardless of 11hat petty critics say, Melville will go on writing as 
he does because he must . Some of Mardi is divinely afire . In addition 
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to "majestic poetry," there is "sweet and gentle beauty11 in the book. On 
the other hand, lawyers, doctors, and divines receive keen satire in 
Mardi , as do gold diggers, surgeons, and slave holders. The book must 
be read carefully and by those in rapport with the author; but if the 
reader believes in the best of all possible worlds, Mardi is not for 
him. It will seem "senseless," 11impertinent, 11 and 11 untrue 11 • Those 
who think that the world is evil and that all they should do is watch 
out for themselves and conform, will not be at home in the world of 
Mardi or profit by a journey thither. Mardi 's author is not , however, 
perfect. He depicts too much drinking and smoking, lacks absolute 
faith in God's purpose for the world, and seems to feel that life is a 
vicious circle. He must journey through the depths to reach the heights 
of faith. 4.5 
Among the points of this review that bear emphasizing is the recog-
nition, often ignored by many critics, that tastes differ, that this is 
a more serious and significant vlOrk on Melville 's part than his earlier 
books, that it is a poetic book, and that it is a nobly and ruthlessly 
democratic book. On the other hand, the objection to excessive smoking 
and drinking and to Melville's lack of orthodox religious faith sounds 
a more typical note. The reviewer is quite prophetic and true when he 
speaks of Melville as one with a heart warm as a coal from God's own 
hand, who need not fear for his fame. 
In 1843 and again in 1857, Putnam's discussed~ briefly, calling 
it "very charming" in spite of sad defects in taste and style. The 
wildness is pleasing in its vibrant imagination, and the passionate 
breakneck pace is stirring. Melville shows a barbaric love of ornament 
45 
"Melville's Mardi" , ~' XXV (1849), 44-So 
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and of the orotund word; but unlike his mentor Sir Thomas Browne, who 
is profound and always clear, Melville is unfortunately neither . 11Hardi 
is intended to embody all the philosophy Mr . Melville is capable of, and 
• the philosophical parts are the worst ." When he is intelligible, 
he is as stale and trite as a schoolboy's copy book and quite out of 
place in a romance of splendid imagery, rich diction, and the lush 
dream world of the richly described Yillah and Hautia . 46 It is diffi-
cult to determine precisely what the writer of this article is praising . 
Apparently he failed to recognize the satire, obviously objects to 
Melville's· philosophizing, is unsympathetic to the change of pace, and 
seems most pleased with the romantically lush description of the Yillah-
Hautia episodes and possibly the first adventurous part of the book. 
His reference to the book as "very charming" indicates that he cannot 
have been aware of the deeply serious intent of the work and missed 
completely the symbolic meaning of Hautia and Yillah, apparently ac-
cepting them on their most superficial level . It is difficult to tell 
whether the charge of materialism refers to philosophy or economy. 
Five years later, the reviewer for Putnam's was still bewildered; and 
although he sensed the passionate and earnest genius, he felt that 
Melville should not have obscured so resolutely the something philoso-
phical that he knows or thinks he knows . 47 
The most important aspect of the American criticism of Mardi is the 
fact that of the four periodicals which considered it, The Southern 
Quarterly Review was perceptive and gave considerable praise but found 
that it could not give complete approval to the work because of its 
46 "Our Young Authors --Mel ville, 11 
Putnam's, I (1853), 157-159 
47 "Our Authors and Authorship--
Melville and Curtis," Putnam's, 
IX (1857), 384-393. 
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violent attack on slavery. The Democratic Review recognized the book 
completely for what it was and gave it high and prophetic praise, even 
ignoring, in its enthusiasm, the obvious defects of the book. Putnam's, 
while recognizing Melville's genius, praised the book for the wrong 
reasons from the point of view of Melville 's development as an artist, 
being perfectly satisfied with the lush Typee-like materials. The 
Southern Literary Messenger was entirely hostile, condemning Melville 
for not writing more Typees and being certain that he was merely trying 
to live up to an overinflated reputation. 
The British treated~ much more severely, on the whole , than did 
the Americans, having no perceptive and sympathetic treatment such as 
that accorded by The Democratic Review. The Athenaeum seemed to set 
the tone for most of the reports of Mardi in the British press . It be-
gan , non opening this strange book the reader will be at once struck by 
the affectation of its style, in which are mingled many madnesses . 
Alroy, Carlyle, Emerson, Southey of The Doctor and Cooper of The Manikins" 
are all tossed in together. If the book is a joke, the fun has been left 
out; if an allegory, the key is deep buried; if a romance, it is tedious; 
if a prose poem, it is childish. One hundred will begin it with memories 
of past pleasures; ninety will quit at the end of the first volume; the 
rest will succumb at the end of the second; and none but the critic will 
go on to the bitter end. The reviewer for The Athenaeum said that he 
continued both as a duty and a 11 service of hope, 11 because the first part 
was strangely impressive, excellent, and exciting. But after that, the 
11harlequinade begins. 11 At first told with "considerable spirit," the book 
soon degenerates into bewildering improbabilities, strange incidents, and 
unusual language . Visits to islands such as Gulliver might have imagined 
I 
-------------------------------------------~--------------------
take place; pursuing maidens follow; and matters 0ecome crazier and 
crazier--more and more foggy--page by page--until the end--which is 
no more an end than the last l ine of Coleridge's ' Kubla IChan '--is 
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felt to be a happy release . Few besides ourselves will take the pains 
of reading it. n 48 The Athenaeum' s reference to the book as being nat 
first told with considerable spirit rr indicates a definite British in-
terest in Helville as a teller of adventure stories . Blachrood' s interest 
in this particular aspect of the novel is generally strongly apparent . 
Blacbiood ' s, which did not review the book directly, mentioned it in 
connection with a condescending article called nJonathan in Africa ," a 
review of Kaloolah, or Journeyings to the Djibel Kumri : an Autobiography 
of Jonathan Romer, edited by W. Hayo, M. D. , London. Referring to an 
American innovation in the novel that combines Gulliver , Crusoe , The 
Arabian Nights , and Baron Hunchausen, Blackwood's said that Melville 
introduced the type but has been a great disappointment. His first 
two novels were the best of this kind for a long time; and Blackwood 's, 
~rhose praise is not lightlJr given, said so at the time . lvhen Mardi 
came out , it was taken up with deli ght and satisfaction; but the reader 
was soon sadly ndisgusted" Nith its "rubbishing rhapsody." The first 
half of it was pleasant enough , though not up to the first two books; 
yet with the appearance of Yillah , the rest of a tribe of curiosities 
appeared . 11\'Jhy what trash is this?" A Rabelasian vein, smartness 
strained for, affectation, and pedantry, all very wearisome , indeed. 
Foote 's nonsense paragraphs were written to try the memory of his friend; 
Nelville ' s , to try the patience of his readers. His book is the "back-
sliding performance of a man who has proved himself capable of far better 
48 Ath, March 24, 1849, pp . 296-298 . 
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things. 11 49 Blackwood's did add that certain keen critics have caught 
glimpses of a hidden meaning which even the most penetrating have not 
been able to unravel. 50 One wonders if the Blackwood's reviewer even 
bothered to read the book or tried to discover what Melville was at-
tempting. 
Colburn's is more perceptive and sympathetic. Pointing out Melville's 
belief that Sir John I1andeville was misunderstood, it hoped that the 
same fate would not befall the author of Mardi. With a theological and 
moral purpose, Melville imitates Sir John and makes the South Sea Isles 
"the seat of an enigmatical and metaphysical geography, " from which 
emerges a "long host of fabulous descriptions, out of the crudities and 
quiddities of which, as from the middle age ~ic7 allegories, some moral 
or social meaning may be extracted, but not always with either ease or 
facility." The writer pointed out that the adventure story at the be-
ginning of Mardi is merely an introduction and that the serious busi-
ness of the book begins with the exploration of the Sout h Sea Islands. 
11The descriptions of these islands, ••• are extremely high-coloured 
and fanciful," as the searchers trace their "delightful wanderings 
among the hundred islands of :tviardi . 11 Babbalanja is too "mystical, 11 
but the satire on geologists is excellent as are the hit s at convention-
alities. The style is too often not satisfactory, and a lack of coher-
ence and of purpose mar the conclusion; however, there is a mixture of 
quaintness and shrewdness, and of funning and fancy, rhich imparts a 
51 
charm to every page, however desultory." 
49 "Jonathan in Africa, 11 Blkwd 1 s, 
LXVI (1849), 172-173 
51 Colburn's, LXXXV (1849), 510-512 
50 Ibid., p. 182. 
·-
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Both of the remaining references are from later articles dealing 
with r1e1 ville. Colburn 1 s has changed its tone and suggests that wren 
Mardi appeared, possibly all of Melville's early admirers vanished. 
The wild surmises were too much. However, the writer did indicate 
that some readers preferred Melville's new style as "something rich 
and strange, u and he quoted N. P. Willis, who called Mardi ''unrhymed 
poetry rhythmical and measured, 11 such as only an American could have 
written. The reviewer sarcastically agrees with the second statement 
and points out that unfortunately Melville seems determined to continue 
in the same vein. 52 Apparently the exuberance and extravagance are 
the qualities considered especially American. 
Finally The Dublin University Magazine offered several comments 
that are of interest. Agreeing with Colburn's and Blackwood's that 
the first part is pleasant and enchanting, with original and powerful 
pictures of sea life, unusual and exciting, it is dismayed by what 
occurs as one reads on. What follo\-lS is the "wildest, the most impro-
bable, nay, impossible, series of adventures among the natives, which 
would be little better than insane ravings, ••ere it not that we dimly 
feel conscious that the writer intended to introduce a species of 
biting political satire, under grotesque and incredibly extravagant dis-
guises." The language is lushly poetical, vigorous, full of lovely com-
parisons, vivid fancy, and magnificently rolling periods . Yet all this 
wonderful skill with words, with fanciful imagination, humor, pathos, 
and style, makes the reader merely regret the waste of "rare and lofty" 
talent in unintelligibility. Nobody can fully understand it, and nine 
out of ten readers will be repelled by the lack of "human interest and 
52 EclM, XXX (1853), 47-48 fr Colburn's, LXXXXVIII (1853), 300-308 
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sympath;y 11 in 11 one of the saddest and most melancholJ , most deolorable, 
and humiliating perversions of genius of a high order in the English 
language ." 55 This notice is typical in that it praises as Melville's 
true course the adventure romance; it also praises unreservedly and 
vnth considerable insight, Melvi lle ' s stylistic skill, his imaginative 
oovJer , his humor and his p'3. thos . Finally, it reveals a complete lack 
of understanding of Melville and Mardi in the accusation of a repel-
lent absence of "human interest and sympathy . 11 The \·ITi ter for The 
Democratic 1evi evl is almos t alone in recognizin Melville 1 s dee sense 
of humanity . 
Two bri ef comments in comparing the American and British attitude 
towards ~fardi may be made . First , the British are generally much more 
conventional than the Americans , finding the first part of the book de-
lightful but, with the exception of Colburn 's, being bewildered and 
ismayed by the second part . It is hard to determine whether this lack 
of understanding in the face of the second part allegory-satire is 
merely exaggerated for the effect o whether it is sincere . Probably 
a bit of both is present . Hm..rever , the Americans , particularly the 
writer for The Democratic '~eview , re not only more s m)athetic but 
sho'' more understanding. .-~.s the British 1..rere more pleased lith T;ypee 
and Omoo , perhaps their disappointment i n Mardi was corresuondin.;l;y 
severe. These reactions add a bit more evidence to suggest that 
American criticism •·ms not as subservient to that of Bri tain as is 
generally believed . Second, Colburn's sarcastically agreed with 'fillis 
that no one but an American could have written IJar · • The only other 
53 "1 Trio of American Sailor uthors, 11 Dubl1W, X.X.JCXVII ( 18 56) , 52 . 
I 
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consideration of Mardi as a peculiarly American book occurs by impli-
cation throughout The Democratic Review article, which emphasizes 
those admirable qualities and attitudes towards j ustice, freedom, and 
humanity that we like to think of as best representing the American 
dream. 
D. Redburn 
Redburn, published later in 1849, received four notices in the 
American periodicals , so brief that they may well be mentioned indivi-
dually. The writer for The Democratic Review continued enthusiastic 
over Melville, saying that he was in such haste as is seldom aroused 
by American books lately to get the newest of Melville 1 s. Unfortunately, 
he pointed out, Mardi was a disappointment to the public, although it was 
a 11 great and meritorious 11 work, deserving of extensive popular success. 
But because Typee and Omoo had set the public on Melville 1 s trail as a 
purveyor of bewitching adventures and scenes in a new vein with a 
11power of description, a vividness of delineation, and a talent for 
humor, that would have elevated the writer among a crowd of competitors 
in the most beaten track, 11 they were distressed vri th Mardi , which was 
in an entirely new style . Redburn, a return to the first type, has re-
awakened the old enthusiasm; 11 once more Mr . Melville triumphs as the 
most captivating of ocean authors . There is a variety of pictures ex-
hibited in Redburn, each drawn with a power and skill seldom reached, 
and the humor is of a most contagious nature . 11 54 This review is 
laudatory, while recognizing Redburn 1 s inferiority to Mardi , so lauda-
54 DemR, XXV (1849), 575. 
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tory that it fails to discuss any of the obvious faults of the book. 
The Southern Quarterly Review also emphasized the difference between 
Redburn and Mardi and found Mardi more powerful . Where Mardi was "wild, 
warm, and richly fanciful ," Redburn i s ucold and prosaic" but more popu-
lar; it is simple and detailed like Marryat and Defoe . Redburn is not 
consistent; a 11wild, very knowing and bold boy ashore, 11 he is a 11 sneak 
and a numbskull" aboard ship . The London incidents and those on board 
ship involving Harry Bolton are inappropriate, but Melville has an 
imagination that feels cramped in consistently presenting every-day 
details, and he fails to see how he destroys the previous work he has 
carefully built up by the introduction of such extravagances . The 
shift from Mardi to Redburn was apparently too rapid . 11Wild, improbable 
and fantastic as was that allegorical production, it is more in proof of 
real powers in reserve, than either /Sifl of the books of this author . " 55 
The Southern Literary Messenger felt that , if Redburn is fiction , it is 
the most realistic since Defoe and is payment in full for Mardi with all 
of its "grotesqueness and prolixity. " Everything in the new book is 
strictly probable; the shipboard life and dock activities , the boarding 
house and forecastle , all are "well drawn" and remind the reader of 
Smollett . Redburn is 11 no ordinary work ." Melville should write many 
more such, forgetting the lure of the islands, for he has exhausted 
them as a source . 11\Je have had enough of Babbalanja and the anthropo-
phagi generally and we regard la belle sauvage as a young lady who has 
had her day • 11 56 
It is interesting t o contrast these two Southern reactions . In The 
55 SQR, XVII (1850) , 259-260 . 56 SLM, XV (1849), 760-762 . 
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Southern Literary Hessenger notice , the -vrriter admitted that he could 
not finish Mardi , praised Redburn for i ts complete reality, advised 
Melville to wri te many more like i t but to avoid the islands, an 
superci liously referred to the anthropophagi , w-ithout reali zi ng at 
all that the heart of Mardi and the great nobility of :Helville 's 
vision lay in the despi sed savage . 
Putnam ' s , in 1857 , merely called :S.edburn an amazing mixture of sense 
and nonsense , combining the charm, truth, and hazy golden atmosphere 
of 11Las Encantadas" with the grotesque absurdity and incomprehensible 
verbiage of "The Lightning-Rod Man." 5? The interestin.; fact about 
these American notices is the two typical point s of vie•v-s represented, 
one praising 'iedburn and advising Helville to s tick t o s traightforward 
adventure and romance and the other understanding what he -vms trying 
to do and appreciati ng his pov~er and potentiali ty . 
As for the Bri tish, The Athenaeum was quite negative in its no;:. ic e , 
f inding l i ttle opportunity for the author to present adventure or nev-r 
observations on the voyage from New York to Liverpool and believing 
the fact s too obvious to have been borrowe and the humor too simple 
to be at all effective . Lacki ng the strangeness of interes t and 
subject that gave Typee and Omoo appeal , the book is better \;Ti tten 
than either and is superior to Hardi except for the -w"ild flight in 
the London chapter . The notice concluded, "There is, as 'tJe have said, 
little in _1edbnrn that is open to the charge of extravac:;ance , either 
in matter or manners; --an that is in itself a novel t~- in a i·r~'i "':.e:: 
who has hitherto gone on crescendo i the way of mysteries and 
57 nour Aut hors and Authorship--Melville and CurtisJ" Putnam's, I X 
(1857)' 391. 
___ [J 
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rnadnesses of many kinds . " 58 
Blackwood 1 s devoted a review article to the book and sensibly decided 
not to worry over whether or not Melville had actually sailed as he 
claimed but to take him at face value. Like The Athenaeum, Blackwood's 
judged the work to be better than Mardi but not as good as Typee and 
Omoo, was pleased to find the style and title of the work more manly, 
and felt that Melville was likely to move forward again if he would take 
time to avoid affectations and pedantry unworthy of his ability. The re-
viewer pointed out a number of faults in the book . It is padded by 
material on the glass ship and the voyages of Redburn 1 s father. Redburn 
is too misanthropic for such a young chap, and a number of inconsisten-
cies are present in which he is involved. For example, he is too sharp 
ashore and too naive afloat to be convincing; and he worries about 
getting wet feet when swabbing the decks, although he is tough and hardy 
in other situations. Obviously Melville is merely concerned with setting 
up a humorous situation. The enlistment is given in the quietly humorous 
vein of Marryat, which Melville might develop to advantage. The charac-
terizations of Jackson, Captain Riga, the cook, Lavender, and Max are 
good but not as good as those of the crew of the Julia in Omoo. The book 
lacks the spontaneous flow and the racy originality of the South Sea 
tales. As the chapter heading indicates, 11Redburn grows intolerably flat 
and stupid over some outlandish guidebooks. 11 
Melville is taken sternly to task over his treatment of the English. 
The Liverpool scenes are simply not true. Church of England clergymen 
do not preach on street corners to seamen and prostitutes, and the poor 
58 Ath, Nov. 19, 1849, pp . 1131-1133 . 
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are not left in the streets to die . The revolting and e~caggerated 
manner of these incidents is utterly absurd and ummrthy, for simple 
souls will accept them as true . Like~se the Harry Bolton episode is 
uite false and i n the 11 stalest style of minor theater melodrama . 11 
Blackwoods was indeed upset over }1el ville 1 s ignorance of English 
society , vrhich i t found to be fantastic. On the other hand, the em-
igrants are well described in their conditions and sufferings as is 
the Portugese sailor vJhose dead body burns phosphorescently . The 
death of J ackson is quoted i n the reviev-r and is cited as excellent 
compared to the balderdash in other parts of the book . In a concili-
atory note at the end of the review, Blaclmood' s hoped that , if 
Melville reads the revie>-r, he will realize that the Healmesses i·Jere 
pointed out in hopes of having them mende in the future and that 
Blacln·JOod ' s has formerly spent as much time in high praise . 59 
Colburn's made the same c arges as Black>mod' s bu~ in l ess detail , 
obj ecting to the Bolton episodes, the emphasis on the repulsive , and 
the rhapsodies on English life and Italian organ grinQers , which are 
quite out of r-1elville 1 s sphere . On the credit side are a fe-vr good 
scenes, that of the 1-rrecked ship and Tledburn ' s first ascent to loose 
the sails, for example . The crew is well characterized too . 60 
The Dublin Universi ty Hagazine , lvhich, like Colburn's, mentioned 
~edburn in a bEmeral article , -.vas equally distressed . The few clever 
chapters vJere spoiled because much of the book, especiall;y the Liver-
59 "Across the Atlantic , 11 
Bl~#d 1 s , LXVI (1849), 567-580. 
60 "Herman Melville," EclM, 
XXX (1850), 48 -50 fr ColbU"i'Ti's 
LXL~III (1853), 300-308 . 
pool and London adventures, is insulting, improbable, and without 
pleasure or profit to the reader. 61 
Obvious, of course, in the British notices is the resentment at 
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the criticisms implied in the Liverpool sections and the improbabili-
ties of the Harry Bolton incidents and associations. Unlike the 
Americans, none of the British find Redburn inferior to Mardi, in 
spite of its many faults. Although the American critics are generally 
more enthusiastic, they are not unaware of the faults of the book. No 
one seemed to recognize the symbolic nature of much of the material or 
to comment on the underlying theme of the book, centering as it does 
in the boy's estrangement and his search for adequate bearings when 
cast adrift on his own for the first time. In fact Blackwood 's called 
the guidebook and glass ship material mere padding . 
E. White Jacket 
White Jacket (1850) was universally acclaimed. The Democratic Review, 
ordinarily one of Melville 's staunchest supporters and most perceptive 
interpreters, suffered an interesting sea turn. It indicated that White 
Jacket once more found Mel ville presenting his 11 inimitable sea scenes," 
in which the "manners and customs" aboard a man-o-war are presented in 
"most agreeable sketches." However , this work was evidently written for 
British consumption, for all the heroes are British, as are the admirals 
and texts used as authorities. It is quite apparent that the English 
pay authors better than the Americans do and that 11puffs 11 for English 
officers and back-handed compliments to the United States service paid 
off with Bentley. The book is very interesting; therefore, the "author's 
61 11A Trio of American Sailor Authors , 11 DublUM, XXXXVII (1856), 51-52 . 
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>·Jeakness 11 can be excused . 11 He was threatened ' · th a rope 1 s-end in the 
service and is now apparently approaching the end of his rope . " 62 
This notice offers a wonderful example of the sensitivity of The Demo-
cratic ?eview to anything that it elt approached a national slight . 
In spite of its belief that Melville had sold out to the enemy, The 
Democratic R.evie-v1 still adr.li tted \hi te Jacket to be a good boo . . But 
surprisingly it made no mention of the abuses of the men in the service 
and the fierce democracy of the author . Ironically enough, Melville 
was never far from the financial end of the rope. 
Of the four notices of Hhite Jach.et in the American perio icals 
t-,ro ere in ew York and two in Southern magazines. The other NevT Yorh. 
notice vTas in The Knickerbocker , and the roles of the hro periodicals 
were reversed . The Democratic "R.eview, -vrhich >·ras usually enthusiastic, 
was cold; and The Knickerbocker, -vrhich 1v-as often hostile, Has full of 
praise , finding that Mel ville had dra1m back fro:::1 the v•rong Hay for 
his talents of Mardi, made ~ood strides in the right direction vrith 
Redburn , and. regained his place in the public 1 s favor >-.Jith 1·ihite Jacket . 
The book is so interesting, so realistic, so true an convincing that 
it reminds the reader of Dana's Two Years Before the Mast and kept the 
revie-vrer so fascinated that he read every page of the entire book in 
but t Fo sittings. A dry humor and double entendre suggest that ~~el ville 
ould make a good Philadelphia la-vryer . The chapters on flogging shou d 
influence the public and humane officers to make such punishment less 
severe and frequent if not abolish it completely . 63 
62 DemR, XXVI (18_50) , 384. 63 K . l ~' ~~XV (18_50), 448 . 
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The Southern Quarterly Review saw Melville's role in White Jacket 
as that of a reporter and reformer rather than that of the artist or 
romancer. The chief interest lies in the homely details of the daily 
activities and the thoughts of the men in the little world of the man-
o-war . The occasional interruptions of routine such as storms, men 
overboard, theatricals, and burials and the picturesqueness of unusual 
characters such as Jack Chase are cleverly sketched. No reason exists 
for suspecting exaggeration in the characters presented or in the evil 
and cruelty of shipboard tyranny. 
The writer went on to complain of Melville's curious attack upon 
the South, pointing out something very strange . Melville, he continued, 
s uggests that English crews like and respect their officers more than do 
American crews and that Southern officers are more gentle and gentle-
manly than Northern ones. However, Melville having said this , immediate-
ly turns about , forgets his former statements 'and falls a prey to 
Northern prejudices by claiming that manliness in a crewman is as irri-
tating to an officer as "an erect and lofty African would be to same 
slave driving planter ." The reviewer continued, "He, LJielvill!l for-
gets wholly his own social reflection above quoted, in order to give a 
most unjust and wanton fling at the South , in compliance with the stereo-
typed prejudices of his own region." In spite of this resentment, the 
notice concluded on a positive tone . "The narrative is pleasant , cheer-
ful , seldom sparkling or brilliant; but the author shows himself every-
where a shrewd, sensible, well-informed man, thoughtful and practical." 
The conception of the book as a reform pamphlet is indicated by the 
------------------------------------
revie1-ver 1 s suggestion that it ought to have the attention of the 
government and the people 64 
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The Southern Literary Messenger, like The Southern Quarterly Review, 
emphasized the detailed reality in the presentation of shipboard life 
and Melville 's purpose of reform. It considered Melville superior to 
Harryat in that he has a 11 love of elegant learning and • • • an edu-
cated taste" that the latter never had. For literary qualities, it 
is full of Helville's 11peculiar beauties," contains a varied mass of 
vivid illustrations, and shows extravagance--brilliant, effective, and 
remarkable extravagance. Its chief fault is the light tone used toward 
sacred subjects, a fault that appears several times. 11With this fault , 
however, (and it is not a slight one) the concluding chapter displays 
the strongest evidence of genuine sensibility and a kindly sympathy 
with the race, and may be taken as a favorable specimen of .Helville 1 s 
power as a writer . In discussing White Jacket, we feel it at once a 
privilege and a duty to recommend it to public favor in the warmest 
terms. Faults it ID$Y have, but it is full of fine thoughts, nobly ex-
pressed, and with charm both for its excellence arrl its originality. 11 65 
The Knickerbocker alone was unqualifiedly enthusiastic in the treat-
ment of White Jacket; but, in spite of the reservations of The Democratic 
Review because it believed 11elville had sold out to the British, of The 
Southern Quarterly Review because he had revealed Northern prejudices 
concerning slavery, and of The Southern Literary I1essenger because he 
treated sacred subjects lightly, all felt that White Jacket was an ad-
mirable work that vTould serve Melville's reputation well. All emphasize 
64 SQR, XVII (1850), 514-520. 65 SLM, XVI (1850), 250-252. 
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the realism of the N"ork, but only The Southern Literary Messenger men-
tions its brilliance and extravae;ance . None seemed a1·rare of the fact 
that the work V>ras an artistic and imaginative whole composed of a 
careful and bri lliant mingling of experience, secondary material re-
~rmrke , and imagination . The theme of the book , s ymbolized by the 
jacket which provided the title , was never mentioned; and the jacket 
itself was apparently never recogniz ed a s a symbol , being mentioned 
only once as a mere jacket extravagantly described . The chief empha-
sis seems to have been considered the volume ' s reform impact . 
In an 1853 article , Putnam ' s mentioned .mite Jacket briefly but 
added nothing new except to suggest Smollett 1 s influence on the inci-
dent of Surgeon Cuticle 1 s amputation . 66 The only other reference to 
the book appeared in a long review of Uncle Tom's Cabin . The 
Southern Li torary ~1essenger , after referring to Northern slave owners 
as either too indulgent or too harsh, proved the greater kindness of 
the Southern ma s ter by quoting the Northern author ~vho published ' ·lhi te 
Jacket two years ago to abolish flogging in the navy : 11It is a thin..g 
that American man-of-l-Iar's men have often obsel'Ved , that the I,ieuten-
ants from the Southern states , the descendants of the old Virginians , 
are much less severe and much more gentle and. gentlmanly in command, 
than the Northern officers , as a class ." 67 Melville 1-Jould hardly have 
been happy to have his observation used in defense of slavery . 
Only one British noti ce of t>hi te J acket appeared upon its publica-
tion, in s. i te of The Democratic -qevie1·r 1 s belief that the book had 
66 HQur Young Authors--Melville , 11 
Putnam ' s, I (1853) , 155-164. 
67 SLM, XVIII (1852) , 363 . 
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been -vrri tten for the Br itish trade . It appeared i n The Athenaeum and 
was unusually generous, calling Melville supreme by a 6reat ceal over 
any other s ea ~~iter, even Cooper , who is theatrical where Melville is 
t ouched with the poetry of The Ancient Hari ner , an art above that of 
the mere 11 actor or scene painter . 11 I n 1-'Iardi, though the 11 humour 11 Kent 
wild, it was obvious to t he reader of that 11 absurd extravaganza" that 
Helville could have done a better job vlith The Flyin~ Dutchman than 
Marryat . In 'Jhite Jacket, control is e stabl ished and. the course, 
weatherbeaten shapes and cavernous corner s of the man-of -Har are seen 
in a fre sh r.vay with "tone and relish" both "individual and attractive . 11 
The jacket r.vhich gives the book its title :.as never an equal i n l itera -
ture fo:c the ma5ni loquence ~'i th which it is described . The description 
of Cape Horn is superb , and calm days provide no less s trange spec-
tacles . 11Hith the thousand faults, which i t were needless here to 
point out, Mr. Melville posse sses, also, more vivacity, fancy , colour , 
and energy, than ninety-nine out of one hundred who undertake to p oet -
ize or prate about s ea monsters with land monsters ; and vrc think that , 
with only the commonest care , he mi ht do brilliant service by enlarg-
i ng the library of f ictitious adventure . 11 68 The British interest in 
descri ption revealed in the above notice is constantly being en~ha-
sized . 
Only two other referenc es t o wnite J acket appeared i n the Bri t ish 
periodicals . Colburn 's ver;;r briefly spoke of the descri:ption of the 
jacket , of the shi p , of life aboard, of storms, and of other experi -
ences as being excellent. 69 And in 1856, The Dublin University 
68 .H.th , Feb . 2, 1840, p_ . 123-125. 69 11 Hcrman Melville , " EclM, YJCX 
(1853), 50 fr Colburn's, L1XXXVIII 
(1853), 300-308 . 
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Magazine published an article by an obvious expert on the sea, called 
"A Trio of American Sailor Authors ." The writer considered White 
Jacket to be Melville's best book and said that it resulted from a 
year's enlistment aboar d the Neversink, which one guesses is the 
Frigate United States, captor of the English frigate Macedonia in 1812 . 
Patriotically, the writer went on to explain in a footnote the details 
of the battle and to point out that the loss was no disgrace, as The 
United States was really a line-of-battle ship in disguise, carrying 
almost twice the crew of The Macedonia and fifty-six to her thirty- six 
guns . The book is the 11best picture of life before-the-mast in a ship 
of war ever yet given to the world." The style is "excellent" though 
occasionally nstartling and eccentric," else it would not be Melville's. 
It is always vigorous, straightforward, and pleasant and often "noble, 
eloquent, and deeply impressive . " The author often borrows expressions 
and incidents from little known sea books without acknowledgment . In a 
couple of cases, he describes sea maneuvers that shake the reader's con-
fidence in his seamanship and make him suspect that Melville can handle 
a pen better than a marlinspike . Nevertheless, the book is an "aston-
ishing production and contains much writing of the highest order." 7° 
It is interesting to note that this is the only review which mentions 
Melville's use of source material, an indirect tribute to the skill 
with which he was able to integrate it by imaginative apprehension 
into the fabric of his material. 
7° "A Trio of American Sailor Authors," DublUM, X.XXXVII (1856), 
52-53. 
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F . Moby-Dick 
After the revived interest in Belville ' s ~-Jork as a result of the 
success of 1.<ihi te Jacket, one would have expected Moby-Dick (1850) to 
be reviewed extensively; hm-Jever, such was not the case . The only ex-
planation that seems to offer itself is that , as a result of early re-
views and the generally unfavorable reaction, few reviewers bothered 
with the volume or, having read it, 1-.rere at too much of a loss to know 
what to say in an article . Of the American periodicals, only The 
Southern Quarterly Revie~v and The Democratic Review noticed it, and 
both did so unf avorabl- . The former -was less severe, finding all parts 
touching of tho ·whale and the fisheries interestin and worthwhile and 
Mel ville best fi tte of any >ITiter to teach of the industry and Hrite 
well about it . ~fuerever the whale is att~cked or is the attacker, the 
description and action is "vivid and exciting . 11 In every other 1-uay the 
book is 11 sad stuff, 11 dull, dreary, or ridiculous . "M::.~. l'1el ville r s 
C:.ualcers are the wretchedest dolts and drivellers, and his Mad Captain, 
who pursued his personal revenges against a fish who has taken off his 
leg, at the expense of ship, cre-v1, and mmers, is a monstrous bore, 
who ~i~J Mr . Melville has no way helped, by enveloping him in a sort 
of mystery . 11 The ravings of the author and characters, intended for 
eloquence , -vrould call for the incarceration in a madhouse of the whole 
lot. 71 This first notice reveals the bewilderment of the critics 
over :tvroby-Dick . The practical elements of the 1vhaling industry are quite 
understandable; all else is mystery . Especially sinful against the 
American goddess of success is the madness of a captain who would deprive 
the ovmers of p.cofi t. 
71 SQ.,.T.t, XXI (18)2), 262 . 
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The Democratic Review was much more severe; obviously the notice 
was not written by the person who reviewed Mardi, for it begins, 11Mr. 
Melville is evidently trying to ascertain how far the public will con-
sent to be imposed upon. He is gauging, at once, our gullibility and 
our patience . Having written one or two passable extravagancies, he 
has considered himself privileged to produce as many more as he pleases , 
increasingly exaggerated and increasingly dull. 11 His meagre thread 
has petered out. "In bombast, in caricature, in rhetorical artifice 
• and in low attempts at humor, each one of his volumes has been 
an advance upon its predecessors ." 11He never writes normally; all his 
writing is forced beyond endurance ." Vanity it is that has been his 
undoing; out of his "unbounded love of notoriety" and "morbid self-
esteem" have come all his "rhetorical contortions, all his declama-
tory abuse of socie~, all his inflated sentiment, and all his insin-
, 
uating licentiousness . " In a resume of Melville's works, the writer 
suggested Typee and Omoo were unaccountably considered quite proper, 
although Byron was taboo. They were his 11 triumphs . 11 Redburn was a 
11stupid failure"; Nardi was "hopelessly dull"; whl te Jacket was so bad 
that the writer felt it impossible for a book to be any weaker until 
Moby-Dick came along . The English, he suggested, felt Moby-Dick 
worthy of praise; 11but if there are any of our readers who wish to 
find examples of bad rhetoric, involved syntax, stilted sentiment an~ 
incoherent English, we 1-lill take the liberty of recommending to them 
this precious volume of Mr . I"'elville 1s. 11 72 This notice hardly bears 
consideration except that it offers an excellent example of criticism 
72 DemR, XXX (1852), 93. 
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that finds it clever to be slinging mud in wholesale quantities . The 
references to Melville 's vanity are quite wide of the mark and contemp-
tible; some judgments as to Melville 's successes are quite false, and 
others fly in the face of the general critical reactions . The moral 
bias is apparent and not uncommon, no critical judgment is substanti-
ated, and no perception is in evidence . Personal animosity seems to 
rule supreme. 
Putnam's, six years after Moby-Dick 1 s publicati on, is at least hon-
estly bewildered, asking, "What did he mean when he wrote Moby-Dick? 11 
He is a''man of distinct and unquestioned genius, one who means right-
eously and thinks sensibly , whose arms honor self and country, who 
wants to understand life and to help others, one who can write strong, 
sweet, and clear English, but who insists on speculating, not seeing. 
Introvertive, he has chosen to deny nature, which says see and describe, 
and to terrify like Callot, analyze like Balzac, and satirize like 
Rabelais . Sometimes nature triumphs and what truth and beauty emerge!" 73 
These final comparisons are curious as they are obviously intended as 
criticism; but to a more liberal mind than the writer's, they may be 
read as high praise indeed. 
It is interesting and refreshing to turn to The Dublin University 
Magazine , where Moby-Dick (called The Whale in the English edition) was 
reviewed in an article called 11A Budget of Novels . " The book was in 
the company of Miss March's Ravenscliffe, I iss Burbury' s Florence 
Sachvelle or Self Dependence, Mrs . Trollope's Mrs . Mathewes , and Sir 
73 110ur Authors and Authorship--Melville and Curtis, 11 Putnam 's, 
IX (1857) , 391. 
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Charles Buckingham's Cecile; or, The Pervert . Having discussed these 
novels, the reviewer suggested that they be forgotten when he takes 
up Melville 's book. In view of the charges against Melville made by 
some critics, it is interesting that this revie1ver said that though 
the shift to Moby-Dick is violent, the book represents a more "healthy 
region . rr He continued, "In truth, it is many a long day since it has 
been our fate to peruse a more extraordinary book than Mr . Melville's." 
The title is strange and the work is equally so; disregarding all rules 
of fiction, it has little narrative and no love and tenderness . Yet in 
spite of these omissions, the work is interesting. The opening scenes 
lead one on. The scene in which the narrator awakens in bed with a 
cannibal is 11 so naive, so extraordinary, and told withal in a style so 
graphic and full of humour, that we shall give it in Mr . Melville's 
o-vm words~ 11 The article concluded, saying that the book, "strange as 
it is contains some scenes of stirring interest; and scattered through 
its motley pages the reader will find more varied and curious informa-
tion about the whale , its habits, manners , morals, oil, blubber, 
feeding, swimming, mode of chasing, harpooning, and cutting up than in 
any other treatise , probably extant. 11 74 
In many respects opposed to the praise of The Dublin University 
Magazine, The Athenaeum was so frustrated by the book that it seemed 
to take it as a personal affront or insult. Moby-Dick 11is an ill com-
pounded mixture of romance and matter of fact ," the unity of which is 
again and again interrupted. The style is not merely 11bad11 but "mad," 
and the catastrophe is "hastily, vleakly and obscurely managed. 11 The 
74 "A Budget of Novels," DublUM, XXXI X (18.52), 21.5-226 . 
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plot is frantic, but that could have been accepted, along with the 
roaring and the rant, if Melville had but been consistent. But 
"ravings and scraps of useful kno<·lledge are flung together saladwise 
to make a dish in which there may be much surprise but in whi ch there 
is little savor." The appendix suggests an explanation; he started 
to write an encyclopaedia and changed his mind, ending with a book, 
not wild enough for a satisfactory romance and not complete enough 
for a whaling treatise. Melville must be classified as an undisci-
plined genius who teases his readers with glimpses of great power 
in monstrosities that reveal carelessness , bad taste, and lack of 
control . 
The opening scenes impressed the writer for The Athenaeum as they 
had The Dublin University Magazine's reviewer but in a different way, 
as "graphic descriptions of a dreariness such as we do not remember 
to have met with before in marine literature. " Queequeg puzzled and 
irritated the reviewer, who suggested that Miss Martineau's wanting 
to understand the religious ideas of cannibals was bad enough but 
that, when a civilized being will present such a 11 sweet tempered" 
cannibal, even the most grotesque and beastly aborigine may expect to 
be poetized and praised. 11 To such lengths will a craving for effect 
carry a sane man . " In the past the writer had praised Melville as 
thoroughly familiar with sea manifestations, and there is a wild "and 
humorous poetry in some of his terrors which distinguish him from the 
vulgar herd of fustian-weavers . " Indeed, 11 The Whiteness of the Whaleu 
chapter is full of ghostly suggestiveness that Maturin or Monk Lewis 
would have loved. Melville alone is to blame if his 11horrors 11 and 
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"heroics" are rejected as the worst of "Bedlamite literature." He 
appears to be scornful of learning his craft, not incapable of it. ?5 
What strikes one about these notices is the fact that Melville was 
so far beyond his critics that they found themselves quite incapable, 
except in rare cases, of understanding him or of taking him seriously, 
for example, in the above remarks made on Queequeg . The critics, many 
of them, sincerely believed Melville capable of great work as they 
judged it; and being irritated and frustrated that he would not follow 
their advice, they vented their spleen unfairly and extremely on his 
work . 
Colburn's reacted in a later comment pretty much as did The 
Athenauem, pointing out that the book should have been excellent, 
given Melville 's background. It does have good things: "much vigor-
ous description, much wild power , many striking details." But all is 
spoiled by extravagance. The style is "maniacal , " gibbering madness 
that makes the reader wonder if the Melville who can be so clear and 
straightforward could have written it. Before beginning each chapter 
one asks, "Under 1r1hich king Bezonian? 11 Sane or mad? If only, when 
the author called for Vesuvius as an inkwell and for friends to hold 
his arms, friends had come forward, 11 they might have saved society 
from a huge dose of hyperbolical slang, maudlin sentimentalism, and 
tragi-comic bubble and squeak." The reviewer called his Yankeeisms 
profuse and painful and quoted several paragraphs to illustrate them • 
.Among the 1 ankeeisms 11 mentioned are some of the most magnificen-t, and 
moving passages in the bool<, such as those beginning: 11In landlessness 
75 Ath, Oct. 24, 1851, pp . 1112-1113. 
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alone • . . . H "Thou great God I.Jho di dst not refus e to the svJart con-
viet Bunyan • . • . " "Pip savJ the multitudi nous, God omnipresent coral 
insects . . fl 
The s tory is called a "strange , Hild, and fur i bund thing ," and Ahab 
"raves by the hour in a l ingo borr01ved from Rabelais, Carlyle, Emerson, 
news apers transcendental and transatlantic, and the magnificent poems 
of our Christmas pantomimes . !! The Captain is carefully introduced and 
really has a rude pm er and character that is spoiled by the "Camb;y-s e s 
vein . H Queequeg i s the heart of s t i rri ng and humorous scenes and the 
most !!reasonable and cultivated creature of the ship ' s company ." 
Starbuck and Stubb are tiresome in different v.rays . The climax is high 
strung and pm-Jerful , but the catastrophe is like 11Turner 1 s transgres -
sions i n gamboge . n 76 
The Dublin Univers i ty Magazine 's 1856 article emphasi zed the whaling 
information . The writer spoke of the book a s being unusual and strange 
but extremely ·worthlvhile for its unequalled amount of information about 
whaling technique s, resulting fr om experi enc e and from re search that i s 
accurate and detailed in the opi nion of one who has also consulted the 
authorities . The book is spoiled, ho•·rever, by mad , Hild, i ncomprehensi -
ble chapters and passages that are intermixed. One who has not read it 
cannot imagine 11 the reckless, i nconceivable extravagancies . " Yet the 
book is f i nely 1·Jri tten f:rom a literary point of view; and the early 
chapters have accurate and really remarkably well done sketches of un-
usual incidents, ways, and figures of the American whaling industry . 77 
76 "Herman Helville ll EclM XX.,'{ ' __, 
(1853), 50-52 fr Colburn ' s , 
LXXXXVIII (1853), 300-308 . 
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Again the most apparent reaction is the frustration at .L'ecoe:;nizing 
lTelville' s great ability vrithout being able to understand uhat he meant 
by the book . Little difference exists between the Ame:cican and English 
reactions, except that the British seem twice as interested in it , ju g-
ing by the number of notices, and more -vrilling to ;rant the •wrk some 
merit . 
G. Pierre 
In spite of their resentment and bewilderment over Moby-Dich, the 
critics had paid tribute to Melville ' s genius , abortive though they 
felt it to be, and had held out hope that he might yet return to his 
natural and productive habitat, the recognizable world of dreamy ro-
mance or that ·of exciting sea adventure . However, the publication o~ 
Pierre (1852) seemed to be the final blow. lJo one had a goo vord to 
say for it, and under the circumstances o time, place, an the state 
of criticism, nothing else could have been expected . Putnam's, uhich 
had been publishing Nelville ' s short stories and serializin::; Israel 
Potter, had loyally supported him as best it could in the face of 
mounting inability to follow his drift; but it could not find anything 
to approve in Pierre and viould not have noticed it at all if it had not 
felt that a vJOrd of advice might help its foundering autho.c . Having 
once read The "\bbess , a vJorL that burlesques the stilted style , the re-
viewer thought that Pierre Has also a satire on affectations of style 
because its unparalleled bombast was far 1·10rse than th:::t of The Abbess . 
In Hardi, t1e sensual, sha ory rhapsodies vrere pleasant ancl not inap:?ro-
priate in their set tine;, rezardless of their lad o:::' ~neanin~ . Pier_'e, 
however, Has Mardi's madness with none of its reamy charm, transcend-
ing "all the nonsense writing that the world has ever beheld." The 
language is drunken and reeling, and the moral is bad. The hero is 
a revolting cowardly boy who "chooses to live in poverty with his il-
legitimate sister whom he passes off as his wife instead of being re-
spectably married to a legitimate cousin." Viciousness is pervasive. 
Mrs. Glendinning is proud; Isabelle is morbidly vicious; Lucy is 
viciously humble; Delly is humbly vicious . Mr . Melville should call 
a halt, for his fate will be eclipsed if he tries to carry off another 
Pierre . If he will put himself on a regimen of Addison and eschew Sir 
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78 Thomas Browne, he will undoubtedly "make a notch on the American Pine. 11 
However, it was the very qualities that Putnam's advised Melville to 
cultivate which were criticized in other American writers as imitative 
of the British. 
The American Wnig Review, which had never been a Melville enthusiast, 
took the opportunity to characterize him and his entire output in its 
review of Pierre , 11A BAD bookt affected in dialect, unnatural in concep-
tion, repulsive in plot and inartistic in construction, • Melville 's 
worst and latest work ." The Review went on to say that the reputations 
of some 11 cormnonplace 11 writers soar suddenly because they happen to hit 
the right idea at the right time, only in th~ long run to sink back into 
obscurity where they belong. Melville is such a one; his early work was 
"untrue in its painting, coarse in its coloring, and often tedious and 
prolix in its descriptive passages . " Nevertheless his "rude romance" 
captivated the public by means of its adventures and "naked women 
scattered profusely" throughout. Thinking he had the key to success, 
78 
"Our Young Authors--Melville ," Putnam's, I (1853), 155-164. 
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he produced a series of such works, Omoo, Mardi, wnite Jacket, and 
Redburn, indiscriminate praise of which made him fancy himself a genius. 
The result was Pierre . Although ignorant landlubbers could be imposed 
upon by his sea romances, he failed miserably when he tried to deal 
with the complexity of life ashore and foist off on his readers a book 
such as Pierre to represent our people and our civilization . Nothing 
in all literature is as bad as this book, which 11 has a repulsive, un-
natural and indecent plot, a style disfigured by every paltry affecta-
tion of the worst German school, and ideas perfectly unparalleled for 
earnest absurdity •• . •• 11 Pierre plays the difficult role of a "dis-
obedient son, a dishonest lover, an incestuous brother, a cold-blooded 
murderer, and an unrepentant suicide . This repertoire is agreeably re-
lieved by his playing the part of a madman whenever he is not engaged 
in anything worse." The review continued 1vith a caustic surrnnary of the 
plot and sketches of the characters, typified by the writer's comment 
that Pierre longs for his sister and finds her by a most unnatural 
series of events . She turns out to be an illegitimate daughter of his 
father and "seems to have been dry- nursed by an old family guitar . 
The plot is a monstrous deformity, inconsistent and incongruous, gross 
and immoral, ending with murder, passion, poison and everybody dead 
but the 11 lady of loose morals . " The book is what a 11 raving lunatic 
who had read Jean Paul Richter in a bad translation might be supposed 
to spout under the influence of a particularly moonlight night." 
Next, objections were voiced to Helville 1 s attempt to improve the 
language, and a list of his newly coined words is scornfully given . 
The only favorable comment in the entire review is the admission that 
3.58 
some of the descriptions are not without pow·er. The review concluded, 
"Mr. Melville is a man wholly unfitted for the task of writing whole-
some fictions. He possesses none of the faculties necessary for such 
work . His fancy is diseased, his morality vitiated, his style nonsensi -
cal and ungrammatical, and his characters as far removed from our sympa-
thies as they are from nature. Let him turn back to his island tales. 
No more absurdities misnamed ambiguities. 79 
In a brief notice, The Southern Quarterly Review indicated in rather 
dramatic fashion that Melville was mad and should be locked up out of 
harm's way . 80 The Southern Literary Messenger pointed out that a 
malignant fate pursues those who have great initial success. If they 
have powerful intellects, they improve; but if they do not, their 
work, like Melville 's, becomes weaker and weaker . The Ambiguities is 
his most aptly titled book yet. However, this revie1-ver alone made an 
attempt to explain the ~urpose, suggesting that Melville is trying to 
show that an idealistic soul, from a high sense of duty and righteous-
ness, can not throw himself against all generally accepted rules of 
"moral and social order. 11 The reader can sympathize with Pierre , be-
cause in his "folly and crime" his sense of duty overcomes all 11 laws 
of religion and morality ." Mel ville 1 s theory is wrong . Pierre tries 
to do good by doing much worse and justifies his foolish acts, each 
of which results in horrors, by a false sense of duty. Fiction should 
show life as it is or as it ought to be. Pierre is neither real nor 
ideal and consequently does not belong in fiction. The book is worse 
as morality than as art, and readers had better avoid it unless they 
79 AmWhi gR , XVI (18.52), 446-4.54. 80 SQR, XXII (18.52), .532. 
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81 have a Mephistophelean outlook or enjoy puzzles unsolvable. 
Only two British periodicals noticed Pierre . The Athenaeum saw the 
book as an attempt at German romanticism that was "like an upsetting 
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into English of a very whimsical and lackadaisical student at Gottingen," 
which the English prefer direct from the source rather than second hand 
via America. Unity and purpose are lacking; the style is a mere series 
of 11 spasms"; and the characters are "marrowless phantoms . 11 Novels 
should amuse and not bewilder; as a result , there is no ambiguousness 
about the fact that few readers will touch the book . Though it is by 
an American, it is neither original nor American, except that it may 
be likened to the prairies, which have flowers and freshness but are 
difficult to find the way through. 82 
To his own last and worst piece, Colburn's merely applied Melville's 
advice to say nothing about the ladies if compliments are impossible . 
11 The author of Typee and ~ we admire so cordially the proven capa-
city of your pen, that we entreat you to doff the 'non-natural sense' 
of your late lucubrations--to put off your worser self--and to do your 
better, real self, that justice which its 'potentiality' deserves ." 83 
With Pierre as with Moby-Dick, bewilderment is the chief reaction of 
the critics, to which is added disgust at the horror, the morality, and 
the incestuous theme. Once more, what little understanding there is 
comes from the American critics. The reasons Pierre was unacceptable 
v1ere clearly stated by the critics, and their characterization of what 
81 Sili , XVIII (1852), 574-575 . 
83 "Herman Melville 11 EclM XXX 
' ' (1853), 52 fr Colburn's LXXXXVIII 
(1853), 300-308. 
82 Ath, Nov. 20, 1852 , pp . 
1265-12bb'. 
i 
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fiction should be also shows why so advanced a work as Pierre,quite 
aside from all its obvious faults, could not find acceptance at the 
time. No one seemed to recognize that Pierre was a logical continua-
tion of Melville's development. No one seemed to notice that America's 
great artists--and they were recognized as great in their own times--
Hawthorne, Melville, Poe, and even Cooper, were representative of a 
dark and divided side of American literature that was concerned, not 
with the optimistic, bright aspects of life but with evil, failure, 
and man ' s eternal struggle for light in a bewilderingly complex world. 
H. Israel Potter 
As for Israel Potter (1855), the only American periodical to mention 
it was Putnam's, which was chiefly concerned with the problem of its 
authenticity . The reviewer mentioned Melville's explanation of the 
story's source in the dedication, which did not appear in Putnam's, 
where the book was first printed as a serial. Melville claims he used 
the original narrative, now out of print, expanded it, shifted one or 
two scenes, and added historic and personal details. The little volume 
which Melville described as tattered and forlornly published on sleazy 
gray paper, the writer, who had a copy, claimed was clearly printed and 
neatly bound. He continued, "Mr. l4elville departs considerably from 
his original • How far he is justified in the historical liber-
ties he has taken, would be a curious case of literary causistry. " 84 
Two years later in an article discussing Melville's work, Putnam's 
merely called Israel a generally straightforward narrative, lacking 
84 Putnam's, V (1855), 548. 
the usual animation and presenting Franklin and Jones in a fantastic 
strain. 85 
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The Athenaeum alone of the English periodicals noticed Israel and was 
not very complimentary. Calling the book no exception to the usual sin-
gularity of Melville 's work, it said, 11l1r. Melville tries for powers and 
commands rhetoric,--but he becomes >vilder and wilder, and more and more 
turgid in each successive book. " The Athenaeum cited the description of 
the Thames as an example, along with that of Franklin, who has "neither 
bone, blood, nor muscle, when dealt with by such a proficient in the 
'earthquake ' and ' alligator' style." John Paul Jones is presented as 
a "melo-dramatic caricature--an impossible mixture of a Bayard and a 
bully; and in a book where scene-painting has been tried for, we have 
encountered feu scenes less real than the well-known attempt to burn 
~ihitehaven, and the descent on Saint Mary's Isle, as told in Israel 
Potter . Mr . Melville , to conclude, does not improve as an artist,--
yet his book, with all its faults, is not a bad shilling's worth for 
any railway reader, who does not object to small type and a style the 
glories of which are nebulous ." 86 The only other menti on was in the 
1856 Dublin University Magazine article, whose author said he had read 
everything of Melville 's but Israel Potter , which friends tell him is 
"mediocre . " 87 
85 "Our Authors and Authorship--
Melville and Curtis," Putnam's, IX 
(1857), 384-393. 
86 Ath, June 2, 1855, p. 643. 
87 IIA Trio of American Sailor Authors, 11 
DubluM, XXXXVII (1856), 51 . 
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The B.;.~i tish objections to Helville 1 s descri..?tion of the Thames 
seem based on \•rounded pride; for the description, uhile accurate, is 
hardly complimentary. Israel Potter and ed ~yers hac a good deal in 
common, and the booLs about them met similar fates at the hands of the 
critics, not >vi thout justifica tion . 
I. The Piazza Tales 
The Piazza Ta::..es , Hhich 'Trlere published indi viduallJ in Putnam 1 s 
before being collecteC., appea.ce in 1856 . The Southern Li te.cc.r;y-
Messenger was, in general, complimentary, considerinG it unfortunate 
that Nelville had been out of the nerr1s for some time since Pierre . 
In the volu:J.e at hand is a good de :::_ of the farner ori.;inalit~· c:mcl 
vi.;or. 11 The .._,ncantadcJ.s 11 is the best, tal,in'"' the reader irriJo the 
11idld 1-Jeird clime, out of S)o.ce, out of ti,ne 11 that is the sovttin~ .for 
his earliest and bes ~_., worL 11 The Lightning J.od . :an11 is very flat and 
88 
vould not be creditec: to r:elvi:::.le had it not ar_,peared ir.c this volume . 
The DeJ'IJ.ocratic !levievl, ivhich ble i hot and then cold, 1-1as very gener-
ous, su;;gesting that siuc"'~ cri ticisn is exhausted and nere e lo,;y is to 
be avoided, the stories 'laJ be escribed as exhibiting "tho. t :1ecuJ_iar 
richness o.f :::.angua.;e, descriptive vitality, e.nd splcn(li ly somb..:·e iuag-
inat..Lon rhich are the author ' s characteristics." i.n interestinc, corr1..'11ent 
hints that the O.Q'11i:ers of Poe Nill perhaps see a reflection of that 
author ' s deep ._;loom in 11Bartleby11 and 11 The Bell Tov:er. n The vo'_ume is 
excellent for a su-n:.~er vacation; for 11 the t ales are ~e:-fect in then-
selves, and each Hould form the feast of a =..ong SUI'll.:'ner 1 s noon . 11 89 
88 SLM, XXI (185(), 480 . 89 Dem3. , :.:.,'=.,>::VIII (185(), 72 . 
·------------------------------~ 
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t.gain, The .. ~ thenaeUi11 was the only Englisl periodical to report o~J 
the volume and uas not as hind as the Americans . il.Jr i tting the 
.'l.mericans to be supreme at the short story, as Inring , Poe , and 
Ha,,thorne witness , the revieHer i ndicated that Melvi lle might be 
added to the list except that he has only presented promise so far , 
not fulfi:::.lment . Trying to be 11 rorr.antic and pictorial , n he is some-
time s hardly "un erstan able . n \fter uotinb the openin:c:; passages 
of 11 The Bell To-..rer , 11 the revie1fer suggested that I1elville must be 
satisfi ed with a very limited and youthful audience if he ;;Jil:;_ feed 
t hem on such exoticisms . uo:;_der olks , however tolercmt of i ma.,;ery, 
and ali ve to the seducti ons of c olour , wi ll be content -vJi th a fm-.J 
suc h pages and phrases , and -vlill lay by the rhapsody and raving 
in favor of s omethi ng more temperate . The legends themse:;_ves have a 
certain Hild and ghostly pouer; but the e:;~augera tion of theL.~ te -:'..ler 1 s 
manner appears to be on the i ncreas e . " 
No one discussed 111:elville 1 s themes , his symbolism, or his }Y'eoccu-
pation 1rri th certai n i deas -v;hich mi ght well have been missec1 i n readi ng 
a single story 1r1hen i t appeare in a periodical but ~vhich must have 
een obvi ous i n the collecti on . 
D. The Confidence ¥an 
The Confidence Han, publi shed i n 1857, -.:-va noticed by no Amel'ican 
periodical. Putnam 's alone di scussed. i t i n an article that dealt vri th 
Mel ville ' s '"ork and called the 1vork a 11 t hor oughl;y- American story, 
s trangely comp ounded of t he pr ophetic }1elvi lle , lfho is more than tm-
usually strai:;htfor1...rard . Yet i t is a book , like Jl1oby-Dick and ~ 
Nhich everyone ;-Jill buy, m.any persons will read, and ver;y fe"'tr v-rill 
understan . 11 Melville should not Hrite such books, for he has a uarm 
heart, a lively though no1-r unhealthy iP1a6ination, a vi.:;orous intellect 
and a brilliant reputation . The article concluded on a personal note, 
in Hhich the Hriter hoped that ~1e ville •rould turn from metaphysics to 
9n 
nature anc man and that his p.'"'esent travels vmuld :cef:;.~esh hi n.. 
The British "rere glad ".::.o ta.ke _iel ville once more into favor 1rhen The 
Confidence Han appeared . The AthenaeUi1l called it a 11 morality enacted bj 
'11~squed players, 11 in which the credulous and skeptical make entrances 
and discuss the art of life as practiced by believers and skeptics. 
~~ost 1'eaders ::nay Hant to wait for the sequel to decide on the ultimate 
meaning of this masquerade uithout drama, 1.;hich tales place in the 
little vrorld of a Eississippi steamer . llhen not !!didactic, 11 the ':J"Ork 
is '1lu.::uriously ~"'ictw'es ue"; but though the st:~le is difficult, its 
opulence is controlled by discretion . 11 Full o.f thought, conceit, and 
fancy, of affectation and originalit;y, this book is not unexce_?tionally 
meritorious, but it is invariably graphic, fresh, ar"d entertaining . 11 91 
The \Jestminster 11evievr did not have as much confidence in Hel ville 1 s 
Pacific vo~rages as in his imagination and _oointed out that he appeared 
in a nevr [;Uise in Tha Confidence '•Ian, that of a keen and bitter sati:dst . 
Like Hel ville himself in his first 'TOrks, the chief character asks con-
fidence of the inhabitants of the little vrorld on board the steamer and 
generally gets it . A deep kno•rledge of the world of the Yankees --as nee-
essary 'or ~1elvi lle to make his satire so nacute and tellin:.," and his 
9° "Our "iuthor9 and ~\uthorship-­
J1e ville and Curtis," Putnam ' s, IX, 
(1857) , 384-393 . 
-' 1 1~.th, ;.p.cil 11, 1857' pp . 462-463 . 
scenes so ~robable . The general ~oral is perhaps designed to reveal 
the 11 gullibility o.f the great O.epublicn when tal~en at its ma value . 
Yet the satire is zeneral enough to malce the ivork have •iide appea . 
P lthough several tales are told very "'vell, the book :;enerally lac"ks 
humor and :;eniality ir. its harsh and dark vievr of mankind, "•hich is 
too narroH in this .cestricted setting . 11 FewATiericans ~~Tite so 
powerfully as Hr . Helville, or in better English, and we shall look 
forvmrd 1Ji th pleasure to his promised continuation of the masqueracl.e . 
The first part is a remarkable worh and will add to his reputation . 11 :!2 
It seems apparent that the British interests in The Confidence ~1an 
•rTas in <)art at least due to the belief that the raanners and characters 
reflected in it represen~ed the Yankee and the democrat , althoue;h the 
general application of the sa tire 1-;as admitted. It is only .~.~air to 
point out that there 1vere two 6eneral reac-::-ions in Britain to America 
and things American , one of sympathy and ap'roval , the other o has-
tility and criticism. It is the latter that seems paramount in The 
Wes tminster '7.eview attitude . The praise of Helville 1 s English is 
interestin.:; in vievJ of the frequent cri ticisr.1s of his use of lan~ua:;e . 
The t·vo articles in the British periodicals to the one reference in 
Putnam 1 s and the more enthusiastic English reception probabl.r - ~ ... ~ovide 
insufficient evidence upon 1.Jhich to t;eneralize; but in vie··J of the satiric 
nature of this book and Mardi , a similarity pointec out b~" Putnam's , 
it seems strange that the British Hould approve of it because of thei.1.· 
strong reactions against ~' except for the reason suc;sested above . 
92 1·J .J.r 
· es u.: ., ~XVIII (1857), 310-311 . 
The American and British reactions to Melville's various works pre-
sent patterns from which it may be possible to draw certain tentative 
conclusions . Typee was received by the American critics as an unusual 
and new type of material, written in a vigorous and electric style. 
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The Americans recognized the fictional element in the supposedly factual 
account , and the denominational reviews objected to the criticism of 
the missionaries . The British were more enthusiastic about the book, 
showing a degree of interest that is difficult to document but that 
is apparent chiefly in the tone of the references; and they were defi -
nitely much more exercised over the question of the truthfulness of 
the work than the Americans were . However, the same pattern of denom-
inational disapproval of Melville 's attitude towards the missions is 
apparent . 
Omoo was definitely considered inferior to ~ by the Americans , 
who gave it less attention than the British did . G. W. Peck's long 
article was the fullest treatment and was usually perceptive and fair 
in its judgments . The British devoted more notices and higher praise 
to the work than did the Americans; and the debate over the missions 
became almost a separate issue, with Melville not entirely undefended . 
~' although not lv.ithout severe criticism in the American press , 
received high and intelligent praise from The Democratic Review and 
from The Southern Quarterly Review; The latter, however, was irritated 
by references to slavery . The Southern Literary Messenger introduced 
a charge, made later from time to time, that Melville 's was merely an 
overinflated reputation which he was desperately trying to maintain 
by increasingly violent and extravagant efforts . The Briti sh, without 
exception, prai sed the first part and· condemned the second vi€;orously, 
seeming, with the exception of Colburn's, to be without understanding 
or desire to recognize what it was Melville was trying to accomplish . 
Redburn was seen by the Americans as a return to the more popular 
type of material; but two of the four references felt it resulted in a 
loss of power . The British made no such judgment, being glad Helville 
was once more on understandable and familiar ground but objecting 
strongly to what they claimed 1vere his distorted pictures of the evils 
of Liverpool and other improbabilities of situation and character. 
I n white Jacket, Melville was accused by The Democratic Review of 
toadying to British vanity by making his heroes and authorities 
English officers . However , the British critics seemed quite unaware 
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of the fact . Realism was remarked as probably the outstanding quality, 
and the book 's influence as a reform pamphlet was noted. The Southern 
reviews were both incensed over Melville 's references to slavery but 
pleased by his statement that the Southern officers were more humane 
than the Northern ones. Though the British did not review ~Vhi te Jacket 
extensively, The Athenaeum gave it high praise, finding it superior to 
Marryat becaus e of Melville ' s imaginative power; and The Dublin Univer-
sity Hagazine called it his masterpiece . 
Moby-Dick was greeted by a combination of silence, condemnation, and 
mild praise, only two American periodicals noticing it . The Southern 
Quarterly Review found the whaling parts exciting in their action and 
description . rhe rest was very bad, 1-lild and full of madness growing 
out of personal ambition and conceit . Putnam's, for which Melville 
frequently wrote, regretted his speculative and introspective nature 
and saH no future f or him unless he reformed. The British also felt 
that the whaling action and scenes were fascinating but objected to 
the wild plot . The Athenaeum could even have stomached the fantastic 
plot, but the shifts from fact to fancy and the lack of consistency 
were too much . 
Pierre ivas universally condemned, utnam 1 s being horrified ·oy it 
and The American vJhig Review calling Pierre the worst work in all 
literature and using it as an occasion to revimv Melville 1 s 1vork and 
attack an undeserved reputation . The only good things in the dhole 
book are a fevJ descriptions . The Athenaeum condemned it and called 
it American in its confusion punctuated by a few beautiful parts . 
Israel Potter was discussed by Putnam 1 s, which objected to the 
l iberties Melville took with the facts , an objection that came full 
circle ·to the earliest criticisms of the first works, ~ and Omoo. 
The Athenaeum was not impressed and objected to the -vnldness o.f the 
work and to the descriptions of the filthiness of the Thames . 
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The Piazza Tales were received favorably in America in two .:-eviews ; 
but The Athenaeum saw only promise, not fulfillment , in the w-ildly ro-
mantic and eA~ravagant material. 
The Americans i gnored The Confidence Man, but the British were 
pleased with it, seeing it probably as a savage condemnation o.f the 
Yankee type. 
The difference in attitude between the American and British critics 
to ~ and Omoo may reflect the fact that the American whaling and 
shipping industries vJere large and their activities more familiar to the 
Americans than to the British . The fact that the American system -vras 
more democratic would also account for the widespread dissemination 
at a greater variety of social levels of such information as f-1elville 
used and a tendency to find it less strange, hence less intere~sting. 
This fact would also explain the American attitude towards the~ fic -
tional-factual quality of the works, a quality which seemed to dis -
tress the British greatly, while more readily recognized and accepted 
by the Americans who were more used to the exaggeration of th~~ tall 
tale . Specific evidence of the more democratic American situation in 
the shipping industry and its ready acceptance by the American critics 
is present in the disbelief of the British in the author 1 s po~:i tion as 
a common seaman. He was obviously an educated man, and no such person 
would, within the English experience, serve in such a capacity. The 
Americans accept this situation as a matter of ordinary experience, 
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not 1-rorth comment . The concern over Melville 1 s criticism of the mis-
sionaries and its effect on the judgments of his 1vork is apparent in 
both American and British reactions . Somewhat surprising is the number 
of those who were inclined to agree with Melville or at least to find 
some virtue in his strictures . 
~may, in a number of ways, be considered a peculiarly American 
book in its wildness, in its idealism, in its lack of discipline and 
structural control, in its vibrant democracy, in its humor of exaggera-
tion, in its vitality and exuberance , and in its reaction against the 
easy optimism of the young republic of the mid-century . The much more 
perceptive and appreciative understanding of the Americans may reflect 
this fact. The British were more pleased with the first part r omance 
and consistently regretted Melville's straying from this type of work , 
as is evidenced by their pleasure over his next work, Redburn, which 
half of his American critics felt represented a loss of strength. 
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One is tempted to suggest that this reaction on the part of the British 
represents the more conservative attitude of the older country. The 
Southern revie>JS of lr,Jhite Jacket criticized the references to slavery 
as they had done with those in Mardi . 
The criticism of the remaining works shows little that can be con-
sidered especially American or British except for a few examples . The 
British objected strongly over realistic references to the Thames in 
Israel Potter, just as they had objected to descriptions of Liverpool 
in Redburn, objections based on injured pride . The short stories in 
The Piazza Tales vJere more favorably received in America than in 
England. The motives could have been patriotism, sympathy with the 
wildness and vigor of the tales, or more perceptive understanding 
because of the fact recognized by the reviewer for The Athenaeum that 
America was the home of the short story. 
The Confidence Man was admired by the British, probably because they 
felt it to be a satire specifically on the American character and only 
more generally on mankind. The Americans ignored the book completely, 
possibly because of resentment if they saw in it the same critical atti-
tude towards America that the British had recognized . 
Consistently Melville's ~~ldness , extravagance , and exaggeration seem 
to have annoyed the conservative British more than the Americans . Sur-
prisingly very little is made of the fact, either by the Americans or 
the British, of Melville's militant democracy . 
The distribution of. the references, three to The American whig Reviev1, 
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six to The Democratic Review, three to The Knickerbocker , two to The 
New Englander, three to Putnam's, six to The Southern Literary Messenger , 
five to The Southern Quarterly Review, and one to The Universalist 
Quarterly Revie1-v, suggests a fe1-v conclusions . The American \ih.ig Review 
was generally lacking in enthusiasm, as one mi ght expect of a conserva -
tive organ. The Democratic .:teview, on the other hand , vlas usually the 
most perceptive and enthusiastic of all the American periodica.ls . The 
Knickerbocker, somewhat unexpectedly, s eemed to react to Melville as 
the more conservative British and American reviews did . Putnam 's, 
which published Melville 's t ales and serialized Israel Potter , was 
generally favorably impressed and presented the only two articles to 
appear in the American periodicals in an attempt to enhance Melville's 
r eputation. However, it treated him quite objectively and did not 
indulge in indiscriminate prai se . The considerable Southern interest 
seems explainable principally on the grounds of the South 's romanti-
cism, the less extensive familiarity with sea life, and an ability to 
ignore Melville 's uncompromising democracy . 
As usual , the English interest is widely distributed by periodicals, 
except for The Athenaeum with its twelve references , almost half the 
total of t w·enty-six. Blackwood 1 s had three, Chamber s 1 had one , 
Colburn's had two, The Dublin Review had one , The Dublin University 
Magazine had three, The Eclectic Review had two, and The Wes tminster 
Review had one . The only notable fact is the already mentioned inter-
est of The Athenaeum in American literature and the fact that the de-
nominational periodicals dealt with Melville only because of his treat-
ment of the missionaries . 
Chapter VIII 
Hilliam Gilmore Simms 
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Other than Poe , 1 Jilliam Gilmore Simms is the only Southern -vrri ter to 
be included in this study . His prodi5ious energy, his passionate devo-
tion to American literature , his love of the South , and the range of 
his activities are all e]d:libi ted both in the amazing quantity of his 
literary vrork and also in its :;;reat variety . The notice that was taken 
of his publications , though it does not cover all o::': his activities, 
falls into the follow-ing divisions : biography, history, geography, 
criticism, poetry, and, most important of all, fiction . None of the 
,,rri ters discus s ed in tLis study, even Cooper for all his tremendous 
vigor, approaches Simms either i n the amount or variety of wo::-k pro-
duced; yet, in spite of the fact that his >·mrk uas quite widely cri-
ticized in America , only tvro references , one of them extremel:r brief , 
appear in the English periodicals examined . Consequently, it ··Jill not 
be possible to draw any significant parallels betvJeen the American and 
British points of vievJ regarding his work , the bulk of which appeared 
during the period covere by this study, 1840-1860. Although several 
volumes of poetry, a number of works of fiction , and a few mi1>eellane -
ous p i eces appeared before 1840, only one volume Has publishec after 
1859 . 
As Simms was a proli fic and versatile writer, his lmrk will be treated 
under the follouing four headings : biography, history, and geography; 
criticism; poetry; and fiction . 
A. Bio.:;;ra~Jhy , His tor , and Geography 
The Life of Harion (1844) vJas the only biography that received any 
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notice in the magazines, and the reviewers ofi'ered little criticism. 
The Knickerbocker commended Simms for his use of source material , con-
ceded rather lukewarmly that the work was generally acceptable and in-
teresting, disa reed with :lillis, who said Simms 1 st;'(le was heavier 
than usual in his historical 1-ITi ting, and preferred Simms as a histor-
1 ian rather than as a novelist . The .. evie>r also com-
----------------~-------
mended the use of sources that make the book much better than Feems 1 
life 2 and placed great emphasis on Simms 1 style, 1-1hich it found one 
of the best for "descriptive narrative 1-1e have seen for some time,n 
on occasion exhibitin~ brevity and simplicity and at other tines 
richness and smoothness, but always possessing clarity. 3 The Demo-
cratic Revieu was glad that t e popularity of the vmrk requin;d a third 
edition, for this fact indicates that the Americans are inter<3Sted in 
their 01"111 histor;r . Simms 1 vwr provides an adJnirable treatment of one 
of America's foremost Revolutionary heroes by one of her fine:3t his-
torians . The notice concluded •vi th quotations from one Engli.s:1. and two 
American critics, all of tJhom praise Simms, one crediting him ,,Ti th the 
ability to resent historical reality and truth 1.ri th the abso::-bing in-
h terest of fiction . llhat is immediately a parent in these notices is 
the lack of enthusiasm in any of them . Also surprising is the fact that 
all three references are from Northern Periodicals; none of the Southern 
magazines noticed the volume . The Knickerbocker and The Amer:~can ~;hig 
Ii.eview are concerned with Simms 1 style; The Democratic Jl.evievr;, 1-Ji th the 
1 Knick , Y~IV (1844), 57G . 2 AmV.lhigP , I I ( 1845) :• 106 . 
3 Ibid . , p . 108 . 4 Dem:l., XVI ,1845), 103-104 . 
patriotic motive, with the book's popularity, its subject the Revolu-
tionary patriot, and with its combination of factual truth pre~sented 
with fictional vividness . Apparently Simms, through his familiarity 
with the South Carolina area and his temperamental sympathy with the 
patriotic, heroic man of action, had found a particularly congenial 
subject to which he did full justice in the eyes of his critics . 
Simms 1 History of South Carolina was praised by The Southern Quar-
terly Review and The North American Review. On the occasion of its 
publication, The Sout~ern Quarterly Review ostensibly reviewe{ both 
The History of South Carolina (1842) and The Geography of South Caro-
lina (1843); however , the bulk of the review was devoted to discussing 
the teaching of history in the schools . The ideas presented rr~y be 
briefly summarized, f or they offer an interesting example of how the 
Americans tried to remake the system they had inherited from England 
and the importance the reviewer attached to Simms' history. The stu-
dent, the writer claimed, moves in his studies fr om ancient tc modern 
history, from the past to the present , from the study of the Union to 
that of the individual state; he is stuffed with the past and with 
knowledge about distant places and may become a "scholar, historian, 
perhaps a linguist without learning the duties that devolve on the 
man and on the citizen." However, his studies should begin with what 
he is already aware of, his home . There follows a warm description 
of the glories of American history that should be studied with the 
object, not of making Greeks and Romans but "good citizens , incor-
ruptible patriots acquainted Hith the soil of their birth, which they 
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ought to love; with the renown of their fathers, vlhich they ought to 
emulate; and with the duties they owe to God and to their country. 11 
First teach them well the foundation of republicanism, that no man is 
to be worshipped, and give them the sound principles of morals and 
government necessary for future citizens and statesmen . The excessive 
emphasis on the dead at the expense of the living should be reversed 
so that the student works from the present back into the pas~ Both of 
Simms 1 books are excellent and will be used in the schools, where they 
will do more good than all of his novels will ever do . They should be 
accepted as models for historians of other states . 5 Perhaps the most 
significant points that this plea emphasizes are the invincible faith 
of Americans in the value and efficacy of education, confidence in the 
present as being more important than the past, a feeling that the re -
publican form of government as practiced in America is the ultimate 
achievement , and the fact that Simms ' history was suitable to :Lncul-
cate these values . Also of note is the assumption that the object of 
a novel is to do good . A. P . Peabody spoke of the revised edition of 
1850 as being in full accord with Sinnns' high reputation, 11minute and 
thorough in detail, and at the same time vivid and graphic in style . n 
Though a strong South Carolinian in matters of sectional import , Simms 
writes without bitterness . The Revolution is fully and fascinatingly 
handled . 6 Both Northern and Southern opinions of Simms' only volume 
of history discussed are in agreement as to its quality . 
5 S~~, IV (1843) , 247-249 • . 6 A. P. Peabody, NAmR, 1XXXX 
(1860), 281. 
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B. Criticism 
A logical transition from Simms the historian to Simms the critic i s 
provide by the reaction of the reviewers to his discussion o.t:· the uses 
of his tor;{ in his critical -vmrk VieHs an. -qevie<·Js in American Literature , 
History, and Fiction ( 1848) . A viTi ter for The North American l.evie~or , in 
discussing Simms 1 opinions , .isagreed 1-vi th his distrust of hi:story and 
preferred the new truths of the historian to ancient fal s ehood . Sum-
marizing Simms 1 essay !!History for the Purposes of Art , 11 the 1-rri ter went 
on to point out that Simms conceives of history as something on which 
the artist builds "noble abrics and lovely forms , 11 to vJhich the artist 1 s 
"fire of genius imparts soul, 11 and vJhich his 11 smile of taste informs 
1-vith beauty" to raise the blind multitude ' s heart to ·eeling , to sight, 
to courage, to strength , to excellence, and to hope . Bald faets and a 
concern for dates are useless; history is only valuable when :_-::, deals 
with hopes , fears , feelings, and actions that auaken curiosi t:r, noble 
af ections , generous feelings , and the intellect . The artist is the 
only historian, giving shape to rough facts , relating and uni::'ying in-
cidents, and giving life and motion to action and people of the past . 
ations live through art, the soul of 1-rhich links times anc.: ')=_aces 
and the creative faculty of rhich is distinctl~ - human, bindin~; men to 
all ages , past and future . 
Having summarized these ideas of Simms', the revie>-Jer rejeete them 
and claimed that history has its lessons of God ' s provi dence to teach 
and that its research is unveilin"' mysteries and destro;ying darkness . 
History, he felt , should not be perverted by art; for truth iB a s i n -
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teresting and often more picturesque than romance . 7 01;>vious1;y two 
attitudes are represented. in Simms ' position and. the critic ' s reaction . 
The North American ~levie<v Hriter is thinking of history in terms of 
evolutionary and/or divine progress on a scientific level , a typical 
attitude of the mi -century. The attitude he sees repl~esente:l by 
Siri1ms , -r-rhom he distorts in his eagerness to discredit, is one of emo -
tion and feeling, of the importance of the human heart, as o:J)osed to 
the cold truth of science , which the revie1-ver feels is ~:;_cefera-Jle . The 
pity of s uch contention is that usuall~r both positions represent a e-
gree of truth but that neither party reco15nizes the other 1 s t:~ut or 
the fact that tvro different matters are bein;; discussed, altho"J.gh both 
think they are discussing the same subject . 
A reply, possibly by Simms h · self , to a similar critic ism 1:Jhich 
had appeared-, according to the author , in the January number o.L' The 
Southern Li terar.y Hessenger f or 1847 , lJas printed in the A prE number 
and '"as signed 11 Philo . 11 The v.rri ter pointed out that the follm'ling 
statement of Simms ' was quoted out of context and '"''ith no indication 
that omissions had been made . 11 The truth is, the chief value of 
history consists in its proper employ:'1ent for the pm~_t)oses of art . 
:?"easonin_;; of 111hat should have been from -Hhat is before us, 1-ve gather 
the true from the probable . Dates and names, -phich -.;-rj_ th the 'nere 
chronolo.sist are everything , Hi th us are nothing . Hence it ifl the 
arti st only -r-Jho is the true historian . 11 These sentences , the 1vri ter 
pointed out, 1-vere spread over three or our closely printeC:. pa.:;es in 
the orizinal article , ui th qualifying material on each one . ~~he full 
7 NAmi , LXII (18)-+c), 379- 381. 
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text indicates that reference is only to unwritten history. No dis-
paragement of history was intended or made, for art enters only where 
the historian fails or has to depend on his imagination alone . The 
original article was taken from lectures given to show the method of 
the artist's selection and use of history in American literature. 
Clear, careful, and unbiased reading would not and could not have mis-
understood. The writer of the defense pointed out that the North sup-
plies America's criticism and wants to continue to do so, a fact which 
puts the Southern writer at a disadvantage because he is trying to 
break a monopoly. 11Nr. Simms' loyalty to the South and his portrayal 
and championing of her people, institutions, and ways has roused the 
wrath of most of the critical curs--Tray, Blanche, and Sweetheart--of 
8 
the Eastern press. 11 Here is introduced overtly for the first time 
in connection with Simms, the theme of sectional struggle that has 
played a constant and significant part in our literary history. 
Holmes' sectional limitations come immediately to mind as do Poe's 
bitterness towards the New England 11 claque 11 and Cooper's distrust of 
all things New England . 
The American Whig Review called Views and Reviews Simms' best vol-
ume of miscellaneous work, written in his usual 11 graceful and clear 
style, 11 and it thoroughly approved of the fervor which he devotes to 
the advocacy of American materials for art and literature in 11History 
for the Purposes of Art 11 and 11Indians in Literature and Art. 11 His 
ideas are not always completely acceptable, but they deserve a.ttention, 
for he has done more to indicate the scope and availability of' material 
8 SLM, XVIII (1847), 250-251. 
3'/C ,, 
,.., 
for art in ~.merica than an~rone else . / 
The Nor t h merican ::-.eviev-r, ho'rever, ' as qu.:..te seve:ce, .:in.Ji:1._; 
little valuable criticism in the volume because Simms has no principle 
of beauty and no point in his philosophy of art and because h:Ls extra-
vagant nationalism conflicts with good taste and a liberal culture . 
He does not see the nature of a real national literature, which is the 
embodiment of all the intellectual effort of a nation through its 
lifetime and which will be successful in accordance with the intel-
lectual and moral stature of the nation. Those who called most loudly 
for an American Literature did least; those who did most, worked 
quietly and without pretense . The noisy ones seem to regret their 
English heritage and tradition and to think that a national literature 
can be produced at will . Limiting American writing to native subjects 
is hardly enough; such advice is taken from British critics who expect 
only war-whoops and savages . American literature will rightly go its 
own way, and increased education, cultivation, and intercourse with 
foreign genius will stimulate the already promising work of orators, 
historians, poets, and artists . 10 These comments on a national liter-
ature illustrate the tendency of controversy to go to extremes. The 
North American Review is quite right in its definition of and predic-
tion for American Literature; however, it quite wrong in implJQng 
that the English critics and Simms believed an American literature 
could be established merely by writing about American subjects. What 
most of those who advocated native subjects for American writers were con-
cerned with was avoiding the imitation of f oreign works and stmjects 
9 AmlfuigR, IV (1846), 103 . 10 NAmR , LXIII (1846), 376-378 . 
merely because they were popular. It was as obvious then as it is 
now that a writer must create out of his own experience , whetht9r that 
experience be actual or imaginative; and be he an excellent or a poor 
writer, he w~ll do better with what he knows than with what he is 
less familiar with . 
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The Southern Quarterly Review called the 1848 edition of Vi,~ws and 
Reviel'fS a selection especially of American interest . The wri t~~r pointed 
out that Simms was devotedly patriotic and a great admirer of Cooper and 
that both authors suffered at the hands of their countrymen for their 
views, although Cooper 's treatment was far more severe than that of 
Simms . As for the latter, the initial irritation to the cri tiGs vras 
his first article, "Americanisms in Literature," asking that attention 
be given to national subjects as suitable concerns of literatu~e . As 
a result, he was badly abused. Even more provocative was his ~essay 
"History for the Purposes of Art," vlhich dealt with possible subjects 
from America's history that are suitable for literary treatment. The 
list of these subjects, to the writer for The Southern Quarterly- Review, 
seemed gratifyingly lengthy and appropriate . Simms' claims for poetry 
and the scope of subject matter proper to it were probably overstated, 
for the history of America is too well recorded to allow the poet much 
leeway, and what is already established ought not to be tampered with . 
Neither will time, as Simms suggested, make these subjects more fitting 
for the poet 's pen . His ideas as to the treatment of history ~s art 
are quite true, and it is merely those pe tty critics who have not 
understood him vrho have objected to his vievrs . In the latter part of 
the volume is one of the best reviews, that of Mrs. Trollope's Domestic 
• 
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Manners of the Americans, a revie1v -vJith more good sense on the subject 
of British travellers than ever before was 1-rri tten. Cooper's ::areer 
is judiciously reviewed in a manly and independent uay, and the life 
of Captain John Smith and that of Chevalier De Bayard are excellent, 
especially that of the latter. 11 
The feeling expressed by the writer that American history may not 
be suitable f or poetic treatment depends on the widely held belief 
that there must be something vague, amorphous, dim, distant, and mys -
terious in a historical subject before it is fit for poetic treat-
ment. For example, this idea is implicit in the North American Review 
criticism of Simms as lacking any principle of beauty. 
Blackwood's 1-ras very cutting concerning Simms 1 Views and Reviews 
and persisted in misspelling his name throughout the article, omitting 
one of them's. The article began by ridiculing the essay "American-
isms in Literature," defended above by The Southern Quarterly Review, 
and suggested that certain authors have more ardor than judgment and 
take themselves too seriously. In reply to Simms' appeal to American 
writers that they avoid imitating foreigners, thereby sapping their 
vitality, Blackwood's ironically draws a picture of the literati of 
Europe in league to debilitate the writers of America. As for Simms' 
contention that a nation should do its own thinking as ivell as fighting, 
the writer commented ironically, "There can be no safety for the United 
States as long as people read Bulwer and Dickens instead of The Yemassee 
and The ,.figlvam and the Cabin." He went on to suggest that a national 
literature will not come with the mere calling of it and that no action 
ll £__,XIII (1848), 520-526. 
can be hurt by reading the genius of another. The reviewer f1slt that 
America 's literature would come but that it would be a development 
from the past , not a new beginning and wondered cut tingly if :3imms 
were fighting the Revolution over again . "Fighting for freedom from 
superior genius, intelligence, philosophy, and taste, Simms i:s to be 
congratulated on attaining his freedom, which consists in his being 
free and barren as the North lj,ind, free and blind as sand on a windy 
day and as worthless , and certainly free from the European fetters of 
truth and common sense." 
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Simms is cautioned not to worry, because America "rill have a national 
literature lvhich will take on a native coloring but independently and 
without being forced. The event can be hastened by discarding older 
models and competing in the open market to develop the new. However, 
nationality in literature is a false god, for only as an artist rises 
above nationality will he be truly great; and only Americans 1vho rise 
above national reputation will establish an American Literature. 
In a footnote, the writer indicated that already the Ameriean mind 
is truly native in its wonderful and typical humor of exaggeration, 
which is quite new, although one would not have thought any humor 
possible . 11Monstrous exaggeration, so worded as to give a momentary 
and bewildering sense of possibility to something most egregiously 
absurd" is the hallmark of American humor. In connection with their 
humor, the Americans are also adept at the perpetration of grave 
hoaxes. 
The article concluded by suggesting that Simms' idea t hat history 
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exists only as raw material for the artist through which he ma:{eS the 
people see , feel, gain courage, strength, and hope and that the artist 
is the true historian is ridiculous . Obviously history has its own in-
dependent lessons to teach that are apart from fictitious representa-
t . 12 1on. Although the initial tone of this article is unpleasant and 
its attack on Simms is grossly exaggerated and based on misrepresenta-
tion or misunderstanding , its conclusions regarding a national literature 
are very similar to those of The North American Review, which ironically 
accused the British critics of being to blame for encouraging -~merican _ 
viTi ters to concentrate on war whoops and savages . 
C. Poetry 
Although Simms published seven volumes of poetry before the period 
of this study and eight during it, a notice of the Poetical ~Jerks , 
part of the collected edition published by Redfield (185!-1866), was 
one of four brief notices to appear; and it discussed the poems not 
at all but pointed out that Simms ' re utation is an honor to his city~ 
state , and himself , especially as he is self-educated, having l eft 
the common school early . The Southern Literary Messenger regretted 
that his great efforts as the South's only author whose sole occupa-
tion is literature should have been so ill rewarded and suggested that 
the purchase of the collected vrorks offered an opportunity for Souther-
ners to show appreciation and get well re1-Jarded for it . Southerners 
should also patronize The Southern Quarterly Review, which Simms edits, 
as his efforts for the South and her institutions are unsurpassed. Of 
12 Blkwd's, LXII (1847), 575-580 . 
course, The Southern Quarterlv Revie11 is the best revieil in the coun-
tr · nncl should be supported f or that reason, too. 1 3 
'Hhile there is no reason for including this notice as criticism, it 
does indicate the problem Sir.1l!ls faced as vTriter and editor; it hints 
at the lack of popular support that he suffered from--though it is de -
nied from time to time in generalizations about his popularity--and 
it reveals the strong sectional feeling that became increasingly vio-
lent as the Civil War approached. In a North American Review article 
of 1846, Simms ' poetic imitation of Don Juan ffiorma Florida, a Tale 
(1843)] is mentioned as beinc a ''dull travesty of ["aJ reprehensible 
model . '' "Vulgar sarcasm and licentiousness redeemed only by ru:. occa-
sional passage of beauty, " is bad enough in Byron, but a repetition 
of 11forced wit, '' "painful gr:Lrlaces, " "affected versification, " and 
"stillbless satire , " without any poetic beauty or ":poic;nant 1-licked -
ness," is too much in Simms. Some of his shorter poems , however, are 
better, though none will live . l4 DeBow ' s , in 1846, mentioned a small 
volume of sonnets , published sin:q>ly, "full of thot'lbht and sentiment, " 
and including "some ••• hiGhlY finished pictures . " 1 5 DeBow ' s 
also quoted Duyckinck's Cyclopaedia of American Literature to the 
effect that "Atalantis, a Story of the Sea" introduced Simms to the 
Ne11 York literary life , through its success, vThich vas especially sur -
prisinG in an unknmm author. It exhibited ''easy elegance, in smooth 
blank verse , interspersed. 1rith frequent lyrics . 11 l6 Finally, 'I'he 
13 ' SUi, XX (1854 ), 190-192 . 
l5 DeBow's, I (1846) , 287. 
14 ~~, LXIII (1846) , 359 . 
l6 "Hillian Gilmore Simms, " 
DeBow's, XX (1856) , 6o6 . 
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Southern Literary Messenger, in an article on Simms, spoke of his 
poems as eloquent in "imagination, curious fancy, and metaphysical 
depth . 11 Many are vigorous and beautiful . 17 
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These few and extremely brief references to the poetry indicate 
its lack of significance as a factor in American literature . Al-
though he first established himself as a poet and although the two 
Southern periodicals commend his poetry in four of the five brief 
references, it is obvious that it was neither widely known to the 
public nor highly respected by the critics , in spite of its q_uanti ty. 
D. Fiction 
Although Simms wrote voluminously in the forms already discussed, 
it was his fi ction that received the most attention; and it is as a 
writer of fiction that he is known today . Some general estimates 
will be presented, followed by discussions of specific works. The 
North American Review spoke rather condescendingly of Simms, refer-
ring to him as an author of great pretentions and some local reputa-
tion, who sets himself up as an original, patriotic , and nati.ve 
writer . However , all readers of taste will agree that he is uncom-
monly deficient in originality. Dressed in the "cast off" clothes 
of the British and trying to give them an American fit, he exhibits 
considerable of the shabby genteel . The form of the English novel 
and outworn conventions of romantic sentimentality are ult~.tely re-
volting . His style is deficient in grace, picturesqueness, cmd point; 
his mind is generally unable to recognize the chief features of an object; 
his descriptions lack "felicity of touch" and "beauty"; his characters 
l7 SLM, XXVIII (1859}, 370. 
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are vague and coarsely or weakly drawn; and his dramatic elements 
are poor imitations of nature, with little liveliness or wit and much 
d. 18 wor 1ness . 
On the other hand, in 1859, The North American RevievJ referred to 
Simms 1 ~orork as being very uneven yet always interesting, usually very 
worthwhile, and, since Cooper's death, unsurpassed . It pointe~d out 
that all his novels are set in the South, frequently in South Carolina, 
his 01rm home, of Y.rhich his historical studies have furnished him with 
an extensive knowledge ; that his language is effectiv~, though his 
diction is sometimes coarse; and that his sentence structure is usually 
good, sometimes excellent , but occasionally careless . His artistic 
qualities , t oo, are often uneven . He has a superb power of d(~scribing 
picturesque scenes, an ability to portray character , and a sk:Lll in 
presenting powerful and subtle passions and in revealing clev~~r plots . 
His range of characters is great ; the various social levels a:re de-
picted with equal skill, and the characters are believable and able 
to evoke empathy . Temperamentally Simms himself prefers the 1nore vio-
lent passions ; vengeance and fratricidal hatred are typical of Simms' 
subjects as presented in The Cassique of Kiawah . l9 
These bvo estimates from the same periodical offer an excellent ex-
ample, not only of an aboutface or more probably of two different 
opinions, but of hovl emphasis can shape criticism. Although there 
are a number of direct and absolute contradictions in these t~Jo anal-
yse~ for example those concerning character and plot , it seems to me 
that there is truth in both but that the earlier emphasizes faults 
18 NAmR, LXIII (1846), 357-359 . 19 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859), 559 . 
while the later concentrates on virtues, leaving a very different im-
pression and one much nearer the true worth of Sirmns. It is inter-
esting to note that, although over ten years separates the two vie-vrs, 
most of Simms' significant novels had been w~itten before the earli er 
notice appeared . 
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In connection with the earlier of the above criticisms and its accu-
sation that Simms followed the outworn conventions of romantic sentimen-
t ality, it is of interest to note that DeBow's traced two courses the 
novel has taken and spoke of Durnas and Sue as following Fielding and 
Smollett to debase the form and of Simms as following the nobler course 
of Sir Walt er Scott . 20 Here is probably represented the time lag in 
shifting taste between the North and the South. 
Of Simms' novels, by far the most significant in the eyes of the 
critics were the Revolutionary romances; only a few others ·were dis-
cussed at all . Several novels were published before 1840, but it >vas 
the republication of his novels, beginning in 1850, in the collected 
works that resulted in most of the comment in the periodicals. Com-
plaining that affectation and ostentation carry the day, The Southern 
Literary Messenger >·ms pleased to have Simms onc e more available in 
the novels that made his fame twenty years ago, when he opened and 
mined the field of "historical enquiry . " These books are history in 
fact but are more than 11mere fact. 11 They provide the flesh and blood, 
the reality of it all in a living presentation of various phases of 
the Revolution in South Carolina, as seen from different points of 
20 
"1-Jilliam Gilmore Simms ," DeBow's, XXIX (1860) , 704-706. 
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view. As such, they are an epitome of the entire period, "a great 
historical panorama , filled with vivid interest and no less replete 
with valuable instruction . " The writer claims that, as the books are 
already known in America , England, and Europe, plot and character 
summaries are not needed . 21 
Two points bear mentioning in regard to the preceding comments . 
}lrst of all, there seems to be a general acceptance of the fact that 
Simms had considerable reputation and popularity abroad. This fact 
is hardly borne out by the English critics, although it would be 
reasonable to expect that Simms' works -vmuld appeal to the same appe-
tite for native materials that Cooper so amply gratified . The other 
point is the writer 's reference to the Revolutionary romances as 
having been written twenty years ago . Of the seven, only two were 
written in the thirties; the remaining five were all written in the 
fifties, except f or The Kinsman (1841), hardly twenty years before 
1859, the date of the article . The relationship between Simms' 
theories of the fusion of art and history is also illustrated by these 
novels. 
DeBow's, which was a constant advocate, spoke of the Revolutionary 
romances as portraying the courage, heroism, and patriotism of the 
South through Simms' genius , which was Southern and full of moonlight , 
flowers , a genial climate, Southern feelings, passions, generosity, 
and courage. Simms is not Northern or European, but Southern in senti-
ment, character, and morality, although he is universal in general 
scope and influence . The Revolutionary tales are "contemplative, 
21 "William Gilmore Simms, Esq . ," SLM, XXVIII (1859), 355-356 . 
descriptive, di dactic, philosophic, reflective, picturesque, passion-
ate, and profound; they have touched every cord of human feeling and 
left unexplored no province of thought; yet , if characterized by any 
one specific quality, descriptiveness and dramatic power may be said 
to be their distinguishing feature --a v-Tild and benevolent philosophy 
and the pure and elevated morality their pervading spirit--all en-
livened by fancy , warmed by imagination, and heightened into poetic 
grace and beauty by all informing passion; and while being eve~r true 
to Nature, yet never forgetting that Nature is but the higher art--
the real, but the shadow of the ideal. 11 Wit and humor are subordi-
nate in this strong , manly, delicate , t ender, and aspiring writer . 
With a powerful mind that creates an elevating art , he never indulges 
in inferior motives or unrefined passions . "Unlike the generality 
of the fictitious works of the age , they possess the imperial pro-
perty of conveying knowledge , inculcating beautiful and soothLng 
philosophi es , while bestowing the purest pleasures and gratifications 
the mind and heart can conceive ." 22 
The foregoing is perhaps as complete a statement of the Southern 
position as is available in the criticism of the day . Having much in 
common with the nineteenth century viev-1, it i s distinctly Southern in 
its emphasis upon the somewhat contradictory elements of powe:r and 
gentleness , passion and mi ldness , the real and the ideal; and t he 
qualities of purity, benevolence , grace , beauty, generosity, eourage, 
heroism, chivalric virtues all , were admired and cultivated t~ a fine 
art . How accurate a description of Simms 1 ·work this is, is a::1other 
matter . 
22 
"William Gilmore Simms," DeBow's, XXIX (1860) , 706-712 . 
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On the occasion of the publication of The Partisan (1835) in the 
collected edition of 1854, The Southern Literary Nessenger wa~; sure 
that Simms needed little commendation and f elt that, after twemty 
years of gratifying popularity, he was ready to av-mken a new genera-
t ion t o enthusiasm such as the earlier generation had felt . His 
f aults are listed as "haste and carel essness" i n narration and style ; 
and his merits are "vigorous t emper , love of action, and i nterest i n 
the ::levolutionary period and characters . His chief quality is the 
reality of his i ncidents and their vigor . Though the novels are with-
out delicacy and polish, their earnestness and gus to hold the reader 's 
interest . 23 Also emphasizing this gusto, The North American 1eview 
spoke of The Scout , one of the 'levolutionary r omances, as excellent for 
wild passion, variety of characters and excitement . 24 
In a later article , The Southern Literary Messenger remind1~d i ts 
readers that "dramatic development" i s one of the chief purposes of 
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Sinuns. He pays as much attention to that as t o characters and settings , 
although the present emphasis i n the novel s eems to be on chaj~acter and 
philosophy. Hi s imagination and temperament i ncli ne him to vivid 
events and exciting cr ises . Not for hi m the even regularity of every-
day l ife . Consequently the Revolutionary period, with its tragedy, 
comedy, and v-iolent str uggle , i s an appropriate period for th<~ exercise 
of his talent . But at times, the act ion, t he plots ·Hithi n a :9lot, may 
become bewilderi ng . He is especially at home Hith Marion in the swamp ; 
where Cooper was supreme on the sea and in the f orest, Simms knows the 
jungle , swamp , and river . Opening the secret places of the SI-Iam:!J , he 
23 SIFI, XX (1854), 446 . 24 F(. M8 ~ H)ub~ard, ~mR, LXXXIX 1 ~9 , ~60 . 
unfolds the foray, the swift, silent encounter with the enemy, and the 
retreat into the welcome and deeply hidden camp of the Partisans . In 
society, he is less at home because there is less color , variety, and 
drama there . Although he avoids scenes in polite society, which is 
the life and breath of romance, when he does deal with them, he does 
so capably. 
Moreover, since Scott there has been no one as good as Sinm1s in 
dealing v-ri th the heroic love of women . It is refreshing to meet his 
heroines , compared with the vain, heartless, and selfish creatures 
of current novels . They are tender, good, and ingenuous, v.ri th nothing 
artificial or sanctimoni ous apparent in their make- up; but their firm 
natures reveal vitality, vigor, strength, passionate feeling , and un-
sentimental and undemonstrative but deep and loyal love for their men . 
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The real and the ideal are blended in these heroines, who have the 
qualities of high-bred ladies faithfully depicted and who represent a 
type that is out of fashion, while the thoroughly corrupt heroine 1vho 
is either nweak , depraved, smart, bad, or angelictt is in style . Simms 1 
11 tendern and 11 chivalric 11 treatment of women is typical .of the delicacy 
and truth of his presentation . 25 
Again t his admiration of the quality of Simms 1 women characters 
seems typically Southern and chivalric, representing as it does the 
ideal of Southern womanhood as a strange combination of saint and 
martyr, set above and apart from the vwrld and yet very potent and nee-
essary in its management . Apart from the world of Homen, who sustain 
the household gods and nourish the graces, are the men, rough, manly, 
25 11William Gilmore Simms, Esq . , 11 SLM, XXVIII (1859), 356-363 . 
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vigorous, and even violent, the protectors of and the worshippers at 
the shrine of their own creation. 
Simms' male characters tend to be hearty, earnest and activ-e 
men . In The Revolutionary series, he has taken a place and a people 
that are of unusual importance and interest and presented them with 
great vigor and clarity . Among his favorite characters are the British 
nobles and soldiers in camp and away from the restraints of society . 
One of his great virtues is the use of skillful and realistic dialog 
involving harsh characters doing unpleasant duties. His soldiers are 
always picturesque and natural in their cursing and drinking . Except 
for his young ladies, his troopers are his best character presenta-
tions . 26 
The North American Review spoke of Captain Porgy, a character who 
appears in several of the Revolutionary romances and one who Simms 
felt was an original too good to be discarded after a single book. 
The reviewer disagreed as to Captain Porgy's effectiveness, feeling 
that he was awkwardly developed, but admitting his laughter provoking, 
humor and his enjoyable phi losophizing . 27 On the other hand, The 
Southern Literary Messenger spoke of Porgy as the most ori ginal and 
excellent character of Simms' creations, comparable to Falstaff. He 
is "weak, strong, unworthy and strangely attractive," a sort of "epic 
giant , 11 who will not be killed off . In Woodcraft, mistakenly called 
by the reviewer the last of the series, Captain Porgy is supreme. 
Returning to his home after the war , burdened with debt , he faces 
26 "William Gilmore Simms, Esq . , 11 
SLM, XXVIII (1859), 356-363 . 
27 NAmR, LXXXIX (185.9) , 560 . 
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his ruined plantation with dismay that is characteristically soon 
pushed aside . The entire book mus t be read to recognize fully· 
Captain Porgy's "pathos and funn and his true humor that bespeaks 
the unity of all manki nd . 28 
DeBow's never wrote a notice or an article on Simms -vri thout refer -
ring to his devoted efforts f or the South, his lack of support , and 
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the duty of Southerners to encourage and back him in every way possible . 
The S1vord and the Distaff ( 1852) t...ras called a 11 capital story" of the 
Revolution in South Carolina; and it 'iia s pointed out that no one of 
Simms 1 age in America had written as much as he, many of his novels 
being -vridely popular both in America and abroad . 29 
Referri ng to the so-called Border romances, The North American 
Review called Charlemont (1856) and Beauchampe (1842) the least inter-
esting and worthwhile and Richard Hurdis (The Scout) (1838) the best 
for wild passion, variety of characters, and excitement . 30 
Of the romances of colonial and Indi an life, the two best 'N"ere the 
only one s noticed . The Yemassee , originally published in 1835 , was 
revie'iled by The Southern Literary Mess enger vJhen it was republished 
as part of the collected 1v-orks in 1853 . The revie1v-er expressed sa tis-
faction at the appearance of the volume, especi ally as Simms never re-
ceived the recognition he deserved either at home or abroad, even 
though he will stand at the head of American l iterature of the f uture, 
except f or Cooper . The Yemassee "is a story of striking incident , 
28 
"William Gilmore Simms , Esq . ," 
SLM) XXVIII (1859), 364-369 
30 NAmR, LXXXIX (1859), 560 . 
29 DeBow ' s, XIV (1853), 88-89. 
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vigorous narrative, and animated dialogue," dealing with a period 
full of interest and qualities that might have passed unrecognized 
but for Simms . 31 The North American R.eview mentioned The Yemassee 
in an article on Simms, calling it a pathetic tale of Indian faith 
and treachery, having vitality and vigorous action . 32 
The only other romance in this category was The Cassique of Kiawah 
(1859). DeBow 1 s reviewer admitted he had not read enough to judge 
the book truly but claimed that every page read held his interest, 
that it is considered Simms 1 best novel, and that the descriptions of 
Old Charleston, of the people, and of the coast are excellent, as is 
the chapter entitled 11Inside. Passage. 11 As usual, DeBow 1 s commented 
on Simms 1 literary situation, being happy that he now has an estate 
and need no longer drudge at literary hack work and hoping that he 
will be able to work more seriously and under less pressure . 33 The 
North American Review praised the volume highly and was more speci fic, 
finding it the best of his novels in artistic skill and vivid. narra -
tive, in contrasts and complications skillfully done, in consistency 
well-maintained, and in the great variety of scene, character, and 
events introduced. The wife of the Cassique exhibits fine qualities 
in contrast to her scheming mother; and Julienne, the child ~~fe of 
the younger brother of the Cassique, is original, effectively depicted 
with great credibility and naturalness as a child-woman . She is Simms 1 
female masterpiece . All the characters are well and carefully dra1m; 
yet Simms is able to keep the action moving forward effectively at the 
3l SLM, XX (1854), 64 . 32 NAmR , LXXXIX (1859), 560 . 
33 DeBow's, XXVII (1859), 123 . 
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same time. The book is so varied and interesting that the reader can 
hardly lay it down before finishing it . 34 
Only two other romances were noticed . DeBow ' s described briefly 
The Lily and the Totem (1850), a romance of history originally planned 
in verse, in which the romance does not crowd out the history but 
merely fills in the blanks of known facts . 35 Southward Ho~ A Spell 
of Sunshine (1854), The Southern Literary Messenger suggested, repre-
sents in its title Simms' motto, first, l ast, and always . Some of the 
pages in which his enthusiasm for the South routs critical Northerners 
are humorous in their excess of zeal. His "extravagant caricature" of 
a Virginia gentleman at ease on the tavern verandah is a bit overdone, 
but his genuine appreciation of Virginia is admirable and appealing . 
The writer, who claimed to know the Shenandoah, vouched for the fact 
that it had never before been half so well and appreciatively de-
scribed. The picture of Jamestown of old and the poem 11 Pocahontas11 
are both excellent, although the incident of the cargo of wives for 
Jamestown might well have been omitted for reasons of good taste . 36 
Here Southern pride and prudishness are revealed. 
The Wigwam and the Cabin consisted of tales, principally collected 
from the periodicals , and appeared in a first and second series in 
1845 and in a revised edition for the collected works in 1856 . The 
American wnig Review spoke of the volumes as a collection of varying 
merit. The writer did not like "Grayling, 11 '!.<Thich, however, is highly 
34 F. M. Hubbard, NAmR, LXXXIX 
(1859), 561. 
36 SLM XXI (1855), 63 . __ , 
35neBo'!.<r 1 s, IX (1850) , 574 . 
spoken of . 11 Two Camps 11 is finer and a good bachmods story, but 
11 The Lost Wager 11 is better than either , being 11 original, picttu-esque, 
and beautifully told. 11 11Snake of the Cabinn and 11 Jocassie 11 are value-
less , for they make no impression; on the other hand , 11 The Armchair of 
Tustenuggee 11 will be remembered for many years for its purity and di -
rectness of style , which is sometimes diffuse but ahmys i nteresti-ng . 
This volume confirms the ~rriter's opinion that Si~ns is a man of 
11 fine , ready11 talent but no genius . He lacks invention, uithout which 
genius is impossible; and he tries for humor 1vith little success . He 
is a clever writer, as the English would say, and would probably claim 
no more for himself . 37 
The Democratic 1eview, in an article that discussed Miss Kirkland 's 
\[estern Clearings , Judge Hall's The ifilderness and the \-Jar P a·~h , Mrs . 
Farnham's Prairie Land, and Simms volume of tales, compared Simms as 
a skilled raconteur with Judge Hall, Simms being more the novelist 
and writer of pov1er , passion, and energy but lacking the humo::-ous 
satire and raillery of Hall . Simms' Indians are considered more true 
and vivid than Hall's; and if Hall is the Irving of the West, then 
Simms is the Cooper of the South . Like Cooper , he is direct, manly, 
and forceful; and, although he has 1rrri tten no long >vork equal to The 
Pilot , he has done things that Cooper will not or cannot do . He is 
chief among the writers of short tales of the I ndian and the :?lanter 
life, is fine with Negro life , and good with the current middle-class 
life in the South . His narratives are 11 clear, racy, natural , :' artful, 
37 Am1rv'higR , II ( 1845) , 545-546. 
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and American wholly. Both judicious and imaginative, he is the leader 
of the warmer blooded Southern writers, working busily to advance his 
section of the country and his reputation . 38 
The North American Review devoted probably the longest article in 
any of the periodicals to this volume of tales. Its opening eomments · 
refer t o \-Iiley and Putnam 1 s Library of American Books, of which The 
Wigwam and the Cabin was a part , as being with few exceptions in 
poor taste . The tales of Poe and the lucubrations of J . T. Headly 
are considered among the weakest, Poe being characterized as of the 
"f orcible-feeble" and the "shallow-profound" school. Compared to 
these two, Simms is masterly. The writer did not consider the short 
story a 11very high department of literature" but conceded that Sirrrrns' 
work gave him a position in that form. Except for the introductions, 
which indicate the self-consciousness of his plan, the tales would be 
attractive; for they present much characteristic, memorable, and in-
structive material as to the life and society with which they deal. 
These tales are not gracefully written, but the faults are less ob-
vious than they would be in l onger works . Coarse passages that should 
have been left out i ndicate Simms' lack of discrimination. In depic-
ting the details of life, especially among frontiersmen and i .n the 
wilderness, there is a great deal that cannot be made "poetical" or 
be dressed in "artistic beauty" or "raised out of the region of 
squalid, grovelling, repulsive, vice and barbarism." Such details 
should be kept quite out of the way and certainly cannot be emphasized 
38 "Tales of the South and West, 11 DemR, XVIII (1846), 473-·474. 
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without violating the 11laws of ideal beauty," which must govern "works 
of imagination." Consequently, some of Simms' pieces offend good 
taste. In "Grayling, or Murder Will Out, 11 the incidents are 1r1ell cho-
sen and neatly put together; and the superstitions and circumstances 
that cause the conclusion are well handled. "Two Camps" has vivid 
descriptions of border life; the young chief's character is "happily 
drawn"; and the young love between him and Lucy is "well and truly 
told." "The Lost Wager" is spoiled by its soaring manner, though some 
good passages are included in spite of the improbable and strained 
plot . "The Arm Chair of Tustenuggee 11 is well built and humorous , -,;-vith 
its hen-pecked Indian and its basis in Indian superstition. "The 
Snake of the Cabin" is a tale of vulgar villainy, well told but no 
better than a criminal report in a daily paper . "Ookatibbe, or the 
Choctaw Samson," is one of the best, being good as narrative and as 
comment on the problem of the civilized savage . 
"The Giant's Coffin" is a striking but unpleasant tale that could 
have depicted great passion had the author possessed more sensitive 
artistic feeling . "Sergeant Barnacle" is exaggerated but a good nar-
rative and character sketch . "Old Lures" is amusing but ordinary, 
"Lazy Crow" provides a good delineation of Negro superstition and is 
"able, vigorous, and highly interesting." 11Coloya, or the Loves of 
the Driver" is pretentious and coarse, having a "feeble and foolish" 
plot and being disgusting. Simms does not show how virtue can tri -
umph even in individuals of low status, for Coloya 1 s rejection of 
Mingo , the Negro driver , is the result of nausea , not virtue . "Lucas 
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de Ayllan" is based on the kidnapping and selling of Indians as slaves 
by the Spaniards . The incident is 11well-told11 , and the nemesis of de 
Ayllan is powerfully described . The Indian princess' character is im-
pressive and consistent, and her revenge for the abduction of her hus-
band is strongly and boldly presented. 39 
The Southern Literary Messenger spoke of the tales in the ::--evised 
edition of 1856 as representing some of the best and most "spirited" 
of Simms' short novels, showing his talents as well as any of the 
longer works . 11The Lost Wager" is the best, in spite of an improbable 
plot, because the details are very faithful to life and carry the reader 
along so that he overlooks the improbabilities of the main incident . 
Rayner ' s character is well drawn, and the moral outcome of the story is 
excellent . "Grayling" is powerful and reminds the reader of Poe's 
40 grotesques . 
Putnam's spoke of Simms ' works as having a particular place in 
American literature, in spite of the fact that they are not "popular or 
familiar . " Regardless of the "stirring scenes" and the "wi ld and strik-
ing adventure," they are prosy. The descriptions , which become monoton-
ous, are better than the characterizations. In "constructive talent and 
affluence of production," Simms is superior to any other Southern 
~ITiter . \ irt and Legare, though excellent essayists, have none of the 
"verve or continuity of Simms . " It is shocking, the writer for Putnam 's 
felt,that Simms was omitted from the Savannah convention of Southern 
writers, which was designed t o produce and encourage a Southern literature . 4l 
39 C. C. Felton, NAmR, LXIII 40 SLM, XXIV (1857), 240 . 
(1846) , 359-373 . 
41 Putnam ' s , IX (1847), 438 . 
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Only two references to Simms appeared in the British periodicals 
examined. Blackwood's called the tales neither good nor bad but 
not half so effective as the quotations included from Daniel Boone 's 
authentic memoirs , real history, effective as no art could be . The 
reviewer objected to Simms' outburst against science i n the preface 
to one of the tales but found that the tales did a pear to give some 
view of the early settlers 1 way of life and their intercourse -vri th 
t he Indians, information that would be profitable if Simms' veracity 
were dependable . 42 
The only other notice of Simms by the British wa s a brief refer-
ence to the tales in 11The Editor's Table" of The Athenaeum. Since 
it is short, it may be quoted in f ull . 
This is another collection of tales from the South by a 
di fferent hand, as we suppose, reprinted by a firm in Phila-
delphia and announced as the first of a series . There are 
in them some power , a certain novelty of scene and charac-
ter--though not so much as might be expected from a country 
so little worn by the footstep s of the romance l'llriter--and 
no-vi and then traces of a dramatic feeling. But we do not 
take to them in a kindly spirit. The style is hard and 
metal-like, without being malleable . Interest is not con-
centrated enough to hold attention fast . Altogether there 
is a feeling as if these tales were manufactured literattrre , 
produced to order at a fixed price per square yard of 
reading . There is little prospect, 11e should think, of such 
books finding an audience in this country.43 
The critical reaction to Simms was , on the lvhole, quite just and 
anticipated clearly his present reputation . As poet , historian and 
geographer, his rank was minor and local. As fictionist, his virtues 
and defects viere generally agreed upon; and it was in this form that 
42 Bl kwd ' s, LXII (1847), 580 . 43 Ath , Oct . 29 , lfl53, p. 1290 
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his contemporaries seemed to expect his reputation to stand. Vigor 
of narrative and description , exciting plot incidents, violent pas -
sion , manly characterization, and the presentation of charmi::1g 
heroines were his chief qualities . Only in the opinion of him as 
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a critic is there disagreement between his generally misunderstood 
and condemned opinions by the Northern critics and an increasing 
awareness today that he v-ras one of the pioneers in practicing arrl. 
theorizing on the nature of American fiction, which he felt should 
develop in the direction of the romance or prose epic , as he called 
it , rather than of the novel as exemplified by Fielding and Smollett, 
a forecast that has to a great extent proved prophetic . 
The British reaction to Simms is surprisingly hostile in view of 
his qualities as a novelist, his interest in and exploitaticn of 
nati ve materials, and his allegiance to the Scott-type romar..ce . 
\mile Simms 1 best Norks , the Revolutionary romances, might have been 
unpalatable to the British taste because of their subject mc;.tter, 
this hardly seems a factor in the English rejection. 
Consistently the Southern reviewers were more generous than the 
Northern and frequently refe::rred to Simms ' devoted efforts in behalf 
of the South and her ways . The Southern criticism seems to reveal a 
sectional favoritism and from time to time a sense of .;rievance 
against a North which failed to r ecognize the Southern -vrri ter ade-
quately . However , in addition to high praise of Simms, occasionally 
present in the Southern criticism is a condescending note that may 
have grov-m out of his position as one vTho was an outsider in the 
Jl 
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planter aristocracy, who was self-educated, ~trho married into the 
group, and who occasionally displayed his origins in lapses of taste, 
noted also by the conservative North American Review . The re,vie1oJS of 
Simrn::o 1 novels and tales by both Northern and Southern critic~; pointed 
out the sectional nature of his writing and praised him for this 
quality, at the same time recognizing a larger significance . The 
North American Review treatment of The Higwam and the Cabin :_s of 
particular interest because of its objection to the short sto:::>y as an 
inferior form and to Poe as a particularly weak lrwrker in the genre , 
beside 1nThom Simms is a master . The chief charge against Simms in 
this extensive article is his coarseness and lack of delicac;y . 
That Simms 1 reputation -vms to some extent a Southern one, influ-
enced by his position as the first Southern -vrriter and as editor of 
Southern periodicals , chief of vJhich vJas The Southern Quarterly Re -
~' is borne out by the distribution of the criticism. 
Of the twelve American periodicals covered by the study, eight 
discussed Simms in some way . The American 1ffiig Review had hJO notices 
and one review, DeBow's had two articles and six notices, The Demo-
cratic Review had two notices , The Knickerbocker had one notice, The 
North American Review had two reviews and tvro notices , Putna!::l~ had 
ene notice, The Southern Literary Messenger had two reviews and six 
notices, and The Southern Quarterly Review had three reviewE and one 
notice . Broken doivn into North-South divisions , the record stands 
at three revievs and eight notices for the ~orthern periodicals and 
two articles, five reviews , and thirteen notices for the Southern 
magazines , an almost two to one proportion. 
However, considering Simms' stature as a •rriter and his position 
as a particularly militant Southern lfJri ter, this proportion does 
not s eem to substantiate the charges of Northern discrimination 
against Southern authors. Only twb Southern referenc e s could be 
called enthusiastic; the majority, both North and South, ·vren~ 
favorable; four Northern ones were neutral; and only one Northern 
reference could really be called unfavorable. Here is hardly con-
clusive evidence of discrimination . 
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Chapter IX 
Lydia Sigourney and E . D. E . N. SouthHorth 
11rs . Sigourney and Hrs . Southworth have been included in th:l.s study 
to determine what their contemporaries thought of these two li-~erary 
ladies, phenomenally popular in their own times but noN reduced almost 
to the oblivion of a. pair of f ootnotes in the literary history of 
America . The works of both w-riters will be dis cussed chronolo;sically, 
first American and then British comments being given . 
A. Lydia Sigourney 
Although Mrs . Sigourney never made the best-seller list, she was tre -
mendously popular and >-Jas one of America 1 s foremost female -vr.ci ters of 
the nineteenth century . Yet few of her books , compared to her total 
output during the period, 1trere noticed; and sometimes, only a single 
review or"brief reference appeared, offering no opportunity fer that 
work of comparing American and British points of vim,r . Perha:r:;s the 
simplest Hay to present the materi al on Mrs . Sigourney will bE to take 
up the 11Torks in chronological order and then deal ~- ith the general 
treatments, presenting first American reactions and then English . 
The first reference to .Hrs . Sigourney in the American periodicals 
came in The Southern Li terary 1'1ess enger for January of 1840 and perhaps 
might be excluded from consideration, since it deals with chi=_dren 1 s 
books; however , it represents to perfection the sort of revieH based 
upon morality and the heresy of the didactic that so incensed Poe in 
his critical career and that -was so typical a part of both Ame::.~ican 
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and English criticism. The books being revie1v-ed are The Boys 1 Heading 
Boo· and The Girls 1 Reading Book, companion volumes that the reviewer 
called "worthyn of her "talent and high name . " He went on to say that 
genius is not at its best when it dazzles nor when it is devoted only 
to the stimulation of the intellect. When both of these purposes are 
combined with moral teaching, "when it [jeniug touches the chords of 
the heart, as vri. th angel fingers, until they vibrate to pure and holy 
influences ; vJhcn it enlarges the vision, by directing the dim arri earth 
entranced eye to the true treasures of humanity and the ilmnortal soul--
then do I·Jo hail it as one of the highest gifts ever commit ted to the 
keeping of men . " It is especially important in education for genius 
to leave the high throne of poetry and philosophy and to take c:hildren 
in hand . It is, indeed, no degradation, for the "lisping tongUte 11 that 
repeats the wisdom taken fr om the "Scroll of heaven" or "the legible 
and eloquent earth" or from "the Holy of Holies --R.evelation, may be-
come the leader of tomorrow, battling against sin with these arms" 
Even if these children so taught do not become famous , they may at 
least be taught to be happy and heaven bent, from the book of nature 
which always speaks of religion . 
The purpose of these books is to t each reading and morality, for 
knowledge w"i thout morality is dangerous . This pur ose is ivell accom-
plished, and the lessons taught are good for men and >-mmen as vrell as , , 
boys and girls . Intertwined among the nnutritious" prose are some of 
the "sweetest" from her ngarlands of poetry," >vhich have "undying fra-
grance and freshness" springing from a. spirit of ninstruction and 
~--~-------------------------------------------- _________________ I,IL .. ___________ __ 
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piety." She has used her genius in t he highest sense and as an 
American and a mother blessed the rising generat ion . 1 
In t his review, t he pitfall of reading wit hout a s t rong moral 
sense to keep one pure is emphasized; and without specif ic explanat ion 
or charact erizat ion, Mrs. Sigourney is , in the highest sense, an 
American and a mother, spreading blessings on t he growing generations . 
Her view of nature as beautiful and benevolent and indicat in§; God's 
presense is also typical of one atti tude of t he t imes . The many direc t 
t ribut es and implications of high quality, couched in the flowing 
~ 
cliches of t he t imes, which seem so overdone t hat we find it dif ficult 
t o f eel t hat t hey could have been sincere, indicat e t he type of indi-
vidual writing the review, t he kind of mat erial Mrs . Sigourney was 
mistress of , and t he kind of crit icism that from time t o time over-
flowed in paens of praise. Among t he qualit ies, ment ioned irt the re-
view above, t hat grade her particular genius are brilliance that can 
dazzle, int elligence t hat can stimulat e, and a moral richness that , 
in combinat ion with t he other two qualit ies, endows her with t he very 
highest type of genius . In addit ion, she has reached t he pec~s of 
poetry and philosophy . The concluding ref erence indicat es t he impor-
t ance t o ninet eenth cent ury America of a kind of sent iment al morality 
and motherhood, at least in cert ain middle-class quart ers . 
The preceding overblown and syrupy t reatment cannot be att ribut ed t o 
the traditionally gallant attitude of the Southern gentleman, for in the 
l SLM, VI (1840), 125. 
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April, 1841, number of The Messenger , the writer of a eneral article 
on poetry had this to suggest of Mrs . Sigourney : The "prominent" 
Mrs . Sigourney j udged by quantity is one of the greatest -v.roman :?Oets ever 
to live . On the basis of quality she is a "mere maker of rhym'~, n 
whose "moral tone" is commendable and the reason f or her popularity; 
however , she has little originality or genius. Her last poems , done 
in England are 11 not vJorthy the album of a school miss • 11 2 
In 1842, Pocahontas and Other Poems was published, and The Democratic 
Revi ew i·Jas quite generous in its praise , characterizing Mrs . Sigourney 
as the chief of our lady poets, a position made secure by her current 
volume . Since M:rs . Hemans is dead and Miss Bailly is of the past gener-
ation, Mrs. Sigourney 's kingdom may even be said to i nclude England . 
Pocahontas, equal to any of Nrs . Heman 's l ong oems , reflects on the 
changing fortunes of the heroine , and the description of her ripening 
womanhood is typical of the whole . The last verses of the s econd 
stanza arc as good as those of Nil ton 1 s Lycidas , vJhich they seem to 
echo. But Mrs . Sigourney is better i n the shorter poems , "bea.utifulH 
as Pocahontas is . Her poems present 11with great purity and evi dent 
sincerity, the t ender affections which ar e so natural to the female 
heart . " Her constant themes are 11 lovc and reli gion," and i f ht,r 
ability as a poet equalled her "purity" and "elevation" of thought, 
she 1vould be a skirted Milton . Though she lacks pouer , she has "ease" 
and 11 elcganc e 11 and iP "very successful" :nth blank verse , of vrhich 
some echoes seem lJords-vwrthian and vrhich may almost equal his .. Her 
impressions fr om abroad are quite free from the "spirit of ma~_ignant 
2 11 Pencill ings On Poetry, 11 Sll1, VII ( 1841), 312 . 
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cavil," 1-.rhich disfigures so many travel books . "Her instinctive 
sympathy 1-.ri th the beautiful and the good leads he;r to seek and, of 
course , to find them in everything around her; and her vmrks, ~~hat-
ever may be their form , Ifill ahrays be a lesson of kind and noble 
feelings, --an echo of the sweet harmonies of naturc, --and a hymn of 
praise , gratitude, and adoration to its Divine Author . " 3 
The Eclectic evievJ noticed Pocahontas and Other Poems and ?oems, 
Religious and Elegiac , published in London in 1843 . Mrs . Sigourney's 
popularity was mentioned and her characteristics vJere listed as 
"delicacy of feeling," "graceful diction," and a "sweet easy flow of 
versification," "Which the general reader admires . Pocahontas, unlike 
most of her poetry, is long; and though parts have "great s irit," 
the longer 1-.rork is not her forte . It is gratifying to the Englishman 
to see her affection for the motherland e:A.'})ressed in her poetrJ; . Com-
pression in some of her poetry is admirable in contrast to the diffuse-
ness of much religious verse ; the more di fficult forms of English 
verse seem to bring out this quality in her work, which is more loose 
in the common meters . 4 
Although slightly different qualities are emphasized in th~: two 
notices of Pocahontas , there is agre ment on the hi h moral tone that 
is part of her popularity and on the ease and delicacy of her verse . 
The British were apparently pleased over her veneration for tlH~ mother 
country, and this attitude probably helped spread her fame in England . 
Pleasant lLmori es of Pleasant Lands ( 1842) v-ras next to be noticed, 
a volume of mingled poetry and prose that resulted from travels in 
3 Alexander H. Everett , "Ivlrs . 
Sigourney," Dem"P , XI (1842), 246-249 . 
4 ~' LXIX ( 1843), 600 . 
England and France. The Knickerbocker found it to be in Mrs. 
Sigourney 1 s best style and quoted the preface, which it said was in 
her usual sentimental tone. 5 The Democratic Peview was mildly 
pleased with the book, calling it nagreeablett enough for peopl!~ who 
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like such material, '. sort of versified journal of travels in England 
and France and the impressions she ttexperi enced or judged it p:roper 
to experiencen on visits to outstanding people and places. He::- ttpros e 
is never prolix or tiresome and we have read it with interest 3.nd 
profit . n The poems, not as good, are too numerous and too forGed for 
consistent quality . The revie-vrer 1 s characterization of the verse 
adds nothing new to the material already presented, and the chief 
value of the book is its generally fine influence , soothing and cul-
6 
tivated . A. P. Peabody found it fine from a literary and moral 
point of vieH that such a book, -vlithout intensity, oddity, paradox, 
or outstanding features should have a third edition . He rhapsodized, 
ttEasy narrative, graphic description, vivid yet chastened fancy, and 
devotion equally mild and fervent, blend and alternate throughout, 
constituting a cluster of gems, each with its individual history and 
all of them possessing, not a superficial glitter, but a brilliancy 
Nhich, like that of pure crystal, shines through the entire substance.n 
It is sincere and spontaneous, without a bit of literary affectation, 
and will make its readers wiser and better . 7 It is int ercst~_ng to 
5 Knick, XX (1842), 477 . 
7 A. P . Peabody, NAmR, LXXYJ:I 
(1856), 576-577. 
6 DeTIL'l, XII (1843), =-05-106 . 
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contrast the initial praise of the book as being quite wi thou-.:, sig-
nificant features, in effect commonplace, with the glowing encomiums 
of the latter part. Peabody's acceptance of the book's sincerity, 
spontaneity, and l ack of affectation is in contrast to the judgment 
of The Democratic Review, above. 
In the two British references, The Eclectic Review found the work 
"full of benevolence and Poetry" and quoted the preface approvingly 
wherein it appeals for the traveller 11not to use his knmvledge thus 
acquired, to embarrass and embroil God's creatures, but to brighten 
the bonds of the nations with a wreath of love ." The numerous gen-
erous references to British honesty and hospitality are pleasant to 
English ears . 8 Tait 1 s cal led the book charming but found it better 
for Americans, because Hrs . Sigourney tells the British nothing they 
do not already know about the historic shrines she visited . The re-
viewer also spoke of her more ambitious i mpressions as apt to be 
hackneyed and of her lack of taste in quoting from Mrs . Southey's 
letters concerning her husband ' s health . 9 
In spite of Hrs . Sigourney's deliberate desire to be as pleasant 
as possible, only two British notices appeared, and but one of those 
>-ras unqualifiedly charmed . These notices indicate the problem of such 
a writer as Mrs . Sigourney. The limitations of her works were clearly 
8 EclR , LXIX (1843), 596-597 . 9 Tait's, X (1843), 267-268 . This 
indiscretion of Mrs. Sigourney's 
caused quite a stir in the periodicals; 
and there ,..-ere charges and counter-
charges, denials and coun-~erdenials, 
criticism and support for several months 
after the publication of the book. 
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recognized, especially by the American critics; yet numerous i-r.ri tcrs 
continued to give her extremely, even grossly exaggerated, praise , 
principally, it seems, on the basis of morality . 
Scenes in My Native Land (184.5), a book similar in composition to 
Pleasant Memories but dealing ivith America , was published in England . 
Only one notice appeared, in The Athenaeum, which recognized "pathos 
and naturen characteristic of her verse and prose and the careful 
writing typical of Americans , ..rho have not yet acquired a negligent 
originality . non the whole, this is an elegant and variously inter-
esting volume; one which , if not of the high st class, is of the kind 
that never fails to please , from the delicacy of interest and the re-
fined tone vJhich it indicates . n 10 
On the occasion of the publication of the Carey and Hart illus-
trated edition of~ in 1849, The North American Review pointed 
out that when a reputation is as l;vell established as Mrs . Sigourney ' s, 
reviewing, which is designed to counteract puffing and telescope time, 
is merely lii1li ted to analyzing the causes of success . The chief quality 
is that of religious sensitivity; the chief pleasure is in extremely 
pure thought and feeling that presents the ideas of church and home . 
She is strong only in dealing with her own direct experience or in 
arousing womanly feelings . She lacks imagination, is limited to a few 
well- kno ·m feminine moods , and has a mind, not varied or pass:i.onate 
but didactic . Her poetry conveys the impression that she accepts God 
and His providence as doctrine rather than as an experience o::' faith 
and that she goes to nature f or itemized evidence of God's benevolence 
10 Ath March 29, 184.5, pp . 302 -303 . _, 
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rather than being overv-rhelmed by it as a revelation of truth . She 
lacks penetrative imagination and merely records impressions in a 
workmanlike 1..ray . Her didactic and religious poetry fails to be the 
highest type, for she merely recognizes and applies doctrine Hithout 
apprehending the religious experience and communicating its vitality 
directly through her poetry . Moral fervor such as hers can inspire 
strength, and hers is best in dealing -vJi th domestic feelings . 
Though her poems dealing -vri th individuals may have pathos , they have 
little individualization of 11 sex, age , nation, position, or character . ll 
She never creates character: Harold and Tosti and Bernadine du Born 
are identifiable only by name; Pocahontas merely recalls the effect of 
her story on Mrs . Sigourney; and her '\rTashington is highly romanticized 
and unreal . This very weakness is probaoly one of the reasons for her 
popularity, as she simplifies and achieves the pathetic by revealing 
ll 
an emotion abstracted from character . 
Colburn ' s , the only British periodical to mention Poems, paid more 
attention to the quality of the book than to its contents , merely men-
tioning that Mrs . Sigourney has _ong had an European reputation and 
that it is pleasing to see her poems a propriately presented by an 
American publisher in a volume that combines taste in bookmaking with 
skill in :poetry to make the latter attractive to the public . 12 
Letters to Young Ladies appeared in a London edition in 1851, and 
The Eclectic Pevie,,r merely noted that the ~..rork had gone through several 
editions in America , that it >vas interesting and profitable, a.nd that, 
ll NAm.~, LXVIII (1849), 496-503 . l2 - Colburn's, LXY~ (1849), 141 . 
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t hough it has t he weaknesses of s tyle women writers cus t omarily ex-
hibit , t he sense and good f eeling make it worthwhile . l3 
The Faded Hope, a biography of Mrs . Sigourney 's son, who ~Led at 
t he age of ninet een, was noticed only in The Athenaeum . The not ice 
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is int erest ing chief l y for i t s atti t ude t owards Mrs . SigourneJr ' s sen-
t iment alism, recognized but here explained in an ingenius way , that 
we might keep in mind when we condemn i t as scat hingly as we are 
wont . The reviewer said, "I f the sorrow be somev.rhat professionally 
set f ort h, it is but according to the habi t s of t he wri t er t o whom 
the pen, the period, and t he poem have become a second nat ure . In 
cases like t hese we are t oo apt to f orget t hat t here ar e some persons 
t o whom simplicity of expression would be t he assumed and t heat rical 
mode, and t o vmom t he rounded and decorat ed phraseology has become 
t he habi t ual manner of expression . " l4 Though t his is an int erest ing 
and reasonable explanation, i t is hardly an accept able excuse; and 
t ime generally recognizes affect ation . 
Pos t Meridian, published in 1855, received t v.ro not ices from t he 
Americans and the same number from t he Brit ish. The American not ices 
were bot h favorable . The Sout hern Lit erary Messenger merely called i t 
an "agreeable" book about "old age" by a person who has mast ered t he 
art of t ime gracef ully and who writ es wit h "f eeling and propriety, 11 a 
"cheerful philosophy ," and a "serene fai t h" t hat give t o old age 
15 
"almos t a charm . " On t he occasion of t he second ed~tion, A. P. 
Peabody in The Nort h American Review, was more lengthy and more effu-
l3 EclR, LXXIII (1851), 721 . 
l5 SLM, XXIII (1856), 476 . 
14 5 At h, Dec . 11, 1852, p . 13 7 . 
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si ve . 111-'Irs . Sigourney has never before 111ri tten so vJisely, so use-
fully, so beautifully as in this volume . In saying so we yield to 
none in our high appreciation of her previous literary merit, but 
unless vie greatly mistake, this is one of the comparatively feH books 
of our day 1'1Thich -vJill be read >-Ji th glistening eyes and glmJing hearts 
when all vJho now read it have gone to their graves . 11 She writes as 
one who is herself past middle age and deals with eA~eriences of such 
as can feel and understand 11 devotion, philosophy, an poetry so in-
tert>-rined that each is em·iched and adorne by the association . 11 She 
balances the disadvantages with the advantages and discusses the 
duties and the rights of the aged; she includes biograyhies of the 
happy aged and links the end of well - spent lives with the beginning 
of eternity . Finally Peabody claimed that her prose gives the lie 
to those >-rho believe that poets cannot viTite 1-.1ell in p:cos~ for hers 
is full of poetic imagination. 16 
For the British, The Eclectic ~eview praised the work briefly, 
calling it a "pleasing and graceful 11 volume that 1'1Till give satisfac-
tion to readers of taste . Though she has i-ITi tten no great work , her 
magazine articles and forty volumes are a credit to herself, her sex, 
and to Jl.JTierica . 17 The Athenaeum 1-ras more realistic and critical, re-
£'erring to the book as a 11 piece of American sentimentality, ;-r.ci tten 
apparently to console those Nho are growing old, and to keep up their 
spirits -vJith the mildest of cordials , the sweetest of \'ITords . It is 
16 A. P . Peabody, NAmR, LXYJITV 
(1857), 279-280 . 
l7 ~' CVII (1857), 480 . 
vJri tten with an affable amiability which we s. oul find peculiarly 
aggravating 1r1ere vJe 'post meridian ' ; and the rose coloured curtain 
which ~~s . Sigourney drops upon the 1last scene of all, ' may possibly 
find admirers,- -but we are not amongst them. 11 18 
The New Englander and Putnam ' s noticed Examples from the Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Centuries, published in 1857 . The New Englander spoke 
of Mrs . Sigourney ' s prose 1r1riting as more beautiful than her poetry 
and c ommended the seventeen biographical sketches, which point up 
19 11 impressive and useful examples . 11 Putnam ' s characterized Mrs . 
Sigourney ' s success as 11 the triumph of amiability in literature. 11 The 
book contains the lives of people distinguished by 11Christian excel-
lence of character . 11 Franklin is the only one who could be called a 
genius . Incidentally, one wonders hmv well Mrs . Sigourney kne1-r 
Franklin that she could include him as an example of her extremely 
orthodox type of Ch1·istianity . The revie-vmr called the book inter -
esting reading for children but vlished Mrs . Sigourney had not made 
quite so much of the difference behreen 11 people of God11 and the rest 
of the 'vorld . Formal profession does not make a Christian, and the 
implication that it does '..vill 11 injure the heart of the child and the 
cause of good morals . 11 Probably Mrs . Sigourney did not intend to give 
this impression, the revie1ver suggested, but her mam1er of eX'pression 
unfortunately does convey it . 20 
18 Ath, Harch 3, 1855, p . 437 . l9 NewEng , lv (1857) , 343 . 
20 Putnam ' s , IX (1857), 437 . 
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Lucy Howard's Journal (1858 ) was given a "fine" recommendat ion 
in The Ladies' Repository, which said that the book has "beautiful 
passages, fine expressions of sent iment and delicate delineat ions of 
incidents in private life, as t o throw· a charm over t he entire work . " 
More than entertainment, the book gives s t rength t o the heart and mind 
for f acing the "st ern warfare" of life. 21 
The Southern Litera~ Messenger called t his book t he imaginat ive 
journal of a young lady of forty years ago, -vmose nthoughts, feelings, 
emotions 11 are expressed with "grace and simplicity 11 on the subject s of 
school, travel, marriage, motherhood, and housekeeping . A sensible 
woman, she does not bother herself with schemes for reform and ideas of 
woman 's place . The book is excellent for the ladies, but men would 
22 
not enjoy hearing about woman's routine sphere . The amusing thing 
about this not ice is its conservative and , one could say, tentatively 
at least, Southern attitude towards woman as belonging in t he home in 
a rigidly circumscribed role . Of course, here is also an indirect at -
t ack on the ladies who were agitating for woman's rights . A bit of 
unconscious irony lies in t he condescending recommendat ion of the book 
to women who would not be bored, as would the gent lemen, by a recita-
t ion of woman 's 11 routine 11 activities . Little awareness exis t ed, ap-
parently, that it vTas in part feminine boredom wlth their "routine 
spheren tha t determined the ladies to make it less routine by assert -
ing their "rights." The Knickerbocker added not hing new and emphasized 
chiefly Mrs . Sigourney's t alent for t eaching people to be good . She is 
21 Ladies 'Rep , XVIII (1858 ), 183. 23 SLM, XXVI (1858 ), 239. 
supreme in the qualities of "head and heartn typical of vJOmen, a 
judgment the futm~e >fill confirm. 23 
The Daily Reminder (1859) was given typical treatment by A. P. 
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Peabody of The North limerican Revie>f, ivho found the daily devotional 
poems that comprise the volume , to be of high merit and free from the 
personal conceits and prettinesses with which hymn 1vriters and devo-
24 
tional poets commonly decorate sacred and scriptural thoughts . 
Two general articles devoted to Mrs . Sigourney's work appeared 
during the period under consideration; the first, by D. \<I . Clarke, 
D. D., '\vas in The Ladies 1 Repository and was called ''The Genius and 
\IJri tings of Mrs . Sigourney . 11 Its opening comments set the tone for 
the entire article . Clarke claimed that ~~s . Sigourney's background 
and persorBlity are such as quite to unarm the critic, for her tone 
is never provoking; and her high moral quality, pervasive and pro-
found religion, and sym athetic tenderness set a wall about her that 
it would be blasphemous for the critic to surmount or breach . The 
remainder of the article follNJS from this premise and in the same 
tone . Only one or two comments from the article need be noted , for 
it adds nothing to the qualities already praised in Mrs . Sigourney 
by her more enthusiastic admirers . An example of Clarke's quality 
of insight and critical perception is seen in the comment that her 
poem ''Butterfly on a Child's Graven illustrates her ability to give 
death and the grave an almost nlively" feeling . Her "strength of ex-
pression" and "striking imagery" is illustrated by the following lines 
23 K . k-~' LI (1858), 199. 
24 A. P. Peabody, NAm~ , 
LXXXVIII (1859), 277 .----
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from a poem about a woodsman: "He lifts his puny arm,/ And every echo 
of the axe doth he-,r/ The iron heart of centuries away . 11 Clarke com-
ments that nothing could be more "compact and e::x.-pressive 11 and that such 
beauty and strength are equal to Hilton , t'lordsvrorth, or Mrs . Hemans . 
The company Clarke mixes for comparison and the lines he cites hardly 
need comment . The image of an echo making the chips fly is scarcely 
calculated to win confidence in Clarke as critic or Mrs . Sigourney as 
poet . Clarke 1 s final comment, that her vigorous, all-pervasive moral 
tone proves her to be a true poet is quite consistent vrith the rest of 
the article . 25 
This sort of review _ eflects the policy of The Ladies 1 Repository, 
of the Hidwestern literary canons of taste and criticism, and of the 
moral and religious didacticism that played so prominent a 9art in 
literature, life , and criticism throughout much of America , though it 
was especially strong in the Midwest , lying halfway between the more 
sophisticated East and the more turbulent Hest . 
The other article appeared in The Iri sh Quarterly RevieW', and vJas, 
if anything, more effusive and more dedicatedly moralistic . The list 
of Mrs . Sigourney 1 s characteristics as a writer is significant of the 
revievmr l s values and his judgment , and is quite overwhelming . She 
has the qualities of a first class artist : "vigorous comprehensiveness, 
lofty aspirings, brilliant fancy, philosophy, and philanthropic zeal . 11 
These, coupled with her sublime references to Almighty perfection, and 
the grand moral tendency of her poetry, unite in claiming for her an 
25 D. 11. Clarke , liThe Literary Women of America . The Genius and 
Writing of Mrs . Sigourney," Ladies 1Rep , XV (1855), 176-178 . 
ar.1ount of admiration 1-rhich enables her to hold one of the highest 
places among the poets of her country. 11 Her universal success is 
maintained by "patriotism," "veneration for virtue," "scathing de -
nunciation of crime, deep rooted love of nature , eleGance , compass, 
and pouer of language . 11 She 1 aJ.most alone among the poets 1 can make 
virtue seem attractive and vice and luxury repulsive. The remainder 
of the article is occupied ifi th a catalog of poems 1 to each of which 
is attached an appropriate series of superlatives . 2G 
Little need be said by i·Tay of connnent on this lilaterial, for the re -
vie1-rs speak for themselves . Hrs . Sigourney's great lir.ritations ivere 
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clearlv' recognized by those critics vrho were not blinded by their moral 
and religious corrnnitments . .And the enthusiasts vrere equally trans-
parent as to the basis of their praise, a love of the didactic and the 
S\·Teetljt sentimental. The critics of the nineteenth century may have 
had si.1ortcomings to answer fo_; but, in general, they did recognize 
the lir:ritations of these paraGons of popularity, either by ignoring 
them completely or in their revievs . 
B. E. D. E. N. Southworth 
Hrs . E. D. E. N. Southvrorth, whose melodramatic rant, rave , and sen-
timentality swept her into the homes of countless Anericans and whose 
sixt:,r domestic romances kept the voracious demand \-lell supplied, is 
said to have acknovrledged Hith becoming modesty , that of the thousands 
of people she met in her lifetli~, not one but had read some of her 
novels. According to Hott 's Golden Multitudes, t·1rs . Southworth made 
the best-seller list in l v52 11i tl1 The Curse of Clifton and in 1859 1-ri th 
1') ,... 
...... o 11T'1le Poets of America, II r~ishO.,R, v (1855) 1 193-202 . 
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The Hidden Hand.. Three times more, beyond t he limits of this stud.y, 
she reached the golden heights : in 1()63 >vi th The Fatal Marriage, and. 
tvice · ::.n the year lb64 1-Tith Ishmael and Self Raised., Unlike those who 
achieved. best-seller status through slowly accumulatinG sales over a 
period. of years , such as Poe, Havrthorne , Melville, Thoreau, and vihitman, 
she 1vas immediately popular and remained so until -vrell into the t>·rentieth 
century,. 
During the twenty years of this study ivhich cover the most :produc-
tive :part of this extremely fertile literary lad;y- 1 s life, Mrs . South-
I·Torth w-a.s dealt with only hrice in the :pages of At1erican literary cri ti-
cism and not once in the British :periodicals . A fairly extensive review 
of ~ribution (1849) appeared in The American Whig Hevievr, and a short 
notice of The Heiress (1854) 1ras printed in Putnam 1 s. 
TI1e American Whig Review article revealed its rather English conser-
vatism by its attitude tovm.rds the novel as an art forn, >vhich it dis-
cussed briefl y as an introduction to the reviei•T. Like the more conser-
vative E~3lish reviews, it seemed. to feel that the novel is a new form, 
hardly to be taken seriously in comparison to poetr;y, i·Thich is the form 
that really is significant and. that serious >vri ters eqploy. Perhaps 
that is i·rhy Mrs . Sigourney received as much attention as she did. in the 
English :press, where she vras kno-vm chiefly as a poet .. The introduction 
continued. by :pointing out the ephemeral and. faddish nature of popularity 
amonc; novel writers, first' one then another rising to the top . Since 
f olly and vice are more clearly apparent and moving in the novel than in 
real life, the novel is very popular and. most important i n moulding so-
ciety, affording amusement , and affecting the heru~t and mind. T'IJ.e novel 
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is a force for either good or evil , according to the strength or weak-
ness of i ts creator . 
However, few novels can s tand critic i sm, and Retribution certainly 
cannot. The title itself is weakly mysterious; and the book really 
does not deserve the term novel , for it has no plot , no comic action , 
and only a few characters i n common circumstances . This novel has 
fault s enough for any ncarping critic," but the "Lrriter prefers to ac -
cept without critici sm the affecting story, based on the thoughtful-
ness of its author 1 s elevated mind . It presents no misplaced theology, 
and its religious spirit is unobtrusive and in excellent taste. The 
use of detail is the chief quality of appeal and makes the volume 
first - rate of its kind . In imaginative povmr and style equal to 
Jane Erre , it •~ll not be as popular because i t i s an i mitat ion and 
not an original . The hero is so finel y drawn and plurnbed that it is 
hard to believe that the author is a woman . Less extravagant and in 
better t aste than Jane EJTe, the book has i ncidents, ho~ever , that are 
occasionally contrived merely for the illustration of character traits . 
The dialog is not ahrays consistent -v:ith the character speaking; too 
much epithet is used i n descriptions; and the application of the moral 
is t oo immediate to the incidents . The book is "perfectly American," 
and it i s good that the author has not felt i t necessary to put in an 
Indian to make it so . Virgini~n l i fe and manner s are accurately por-
trayed, and many of the incidents seem taken fr om life . It is also 
good that Juliette , the Circe of the plot, is not J'illlerj_can but di a-
bolically Italian . In her and the hero , Colonel Dent, crimes not 
punishable by law but nonetheless horrible are figured forth; and pride 
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in the hero and vanity and ingrat i tude in the heroine call forth 
terrible justice . I n Juliette 1 s case, vanity alone is not t he sole 
cause of retribution; ot her sins are plentiful . Great skill and in-
sight are revealed in the idea and moulding of the hero, and warm-
heart ed Marcus Denby is one of the most nat ural figures in f ict ion . 
Hester, t he sweet and dove-like, is t he most int erest i ng . 27 
This is a s t range revlew, for the writer makes the point t ha t t he 
work really should not be called a novel, lacking as it does plot, 
comic ac tion, and characters in cormnon circumst ances . Yet he goes 
on to spea.l( of t he aff ec t ing s tory and to ref er to 11Ci rce of the plot . 11 
He does not indicat e t hat this type of production should be called a 
romance, but t hat is apparently what he meant . Hmv-ever, the emphasis 
on the reality of char ac t erizat i on and incident are confusing . One 
t hinks of Fielding 1 s def inition of the novel as a comic epic in prose, 
and t his is perhaps what the writer has in mind, f ollowing the British 
tradition of Fielding, Ri chardson, Smollett . Cert ainly if ~tts . South-
worth had a single t alen t that deserves recognit ion, it was t he ability 
t o invent exci t ing and melodramatic plots . 
The reference to the book as being 11perf ec t l y American11 is unfor t u-
nately not developed or illustrated, but it may well refer to t he inci-
dents, possibly t o the characters . The reviewer 1s pleasure that no 
Indians were int roduced to Americanize t he volume, suggests that t he 
concept of the American novel involved, as was frequen·~ly charged, 
nat ive subjects and charact ers . The relief that t he 11 Circe of the plot" 
is not an .American girl but is "diabolically Italian" implies a concept 
27 AmiVhigR, X (1849 ), 376-389 . 
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of American womanhood and also the acceptance of the literary stereo-
type of the Italian temptress and fiendish manipulator . The reference 
to true-blue American-blooded Hester , 11 s1·reet and dove like'j as being 
the most interesting character, is also suggestive of the American 
literary ideal, so far from the reality of American •·mmanhood . 
Putnam's noticed The Heiress (1854) as being longer than usual but 
as 11 entertaining" and 11 natural 11 in the growth of its plan. Mrs . 
Southt.vorth is a 11 rapid11 and 11 fluent 11 viTiter , 1vith the ability to keen 
the reader fastened to her books . She presents scenes >vi th homey fa-
miliarity and admirable costuming . If she would curtail the melodra-
matic in her Hork13, she might be slightly less popular at present but 
more so in the future judgment of her art . 28 
Considering the fe1rv references to Mrs . Southvrorth 1 s ,,rork and the 
criticism included in the two that did appear during the period, it is 
uite obvlous that the critics recognized her lL~tations and judged 
her in her ovvn day as have later times . 
28 Putnam ' s , I V (1854), 670 . 
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Chapter X 
Walt Whitman and Henry David Thoreau 
The juxtaposition of Sigourney and Southworth with \fui tman and Thoreau 
provides an interesting study in contrasts . From the best-seller lists 
to an attic-stored. library of several hundred unsold books all by the 
owner and to door-to-door hawking of almost unsalable books in a 
market basket; from tremendous popular appeal to almost complete 
rejection; from prolific outpourings of one and even two volumes a year 
to a few lovingly and painstakinGlY created volumes in a lifetime; from 
wealth, respect , and gentility in the extreme to poverty, disgust , and 
robustiousness; from superficiality, conventionality and orthodoxy to 
profundity, independence , and heterodoxy; from immediate popularity 
and equally swift oblivion to immediate indifference and ultimate 
immortality; from parochial effects on morality praised by critics to 
vTOrld-l·iide revolutions trumpeted by history--the list could be extended 
indefinitely. 
The problem posed by the treatment of Thoreau and Hhitman, two of 
our greatest literary artists and t1-10 of our most American vrriters , is 
that the criticism of each is so sparse that it d.oes not provide very 
much material with which to generalize . This fact in itself, the sparsity 
of the criticism, is of course significant. Moreover, both published 
relatively little during the period : Thoreau, the only t-vro works 
published during his lifetime and the only ones of sienificance, 
A vleek on the Concord and :Merrimack Rivers (1849) and. Halden (1855), 
- ---- -- --- ~~~~ 
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both in vrhat might be called. the last half of the :period under study; 
and 1\l'hitman, three editions of his Leaves of Grass_, the first in the 
same year as Walden, 1855, and others in 1856 and. 186o, all in the last 
quarter of the period.. However, the few reviews may be presented. rather 
more fully than usual and may p_ovide some interesting speculations . 
A. ~val t Whitman 
The 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass was noticed. three times in the 
American periodicals , and then silence descended , no notices of either 
of the other editions appearing. Of these three revie1vs, the longest , 
by 'H'nitman himself, was an example of the self- ad:v-ertizing in which he 
frequently indulged .. and appeared. in The Democratic Review·, for 1-rhich he 
had iv.ci tten the conventional sentimental trash and melodrama that is 
now so difficult to associate with his fully developed and original 
poetic genius. Much of the revie-vr itself is a vlhitnmnesque chant 
expressing the purpose of the Leaves . 
nAn American bard at last ! One of the roughs , large, proud, affectionate , 
eating, drinking, and breeding, his costume manly and free , his face 
sunburnt and bearded, his posture strong and. erect, his voice bringing 
hope and prophecy to the generous races of young and old. He shall cease 
shamming and be what vre really are . Vle shall start an athletic and. defiant 
literature . He realize nmv hmr it is , and what was most lacking. The 
interior American republic shall also be declared. free and independent . " 
\fuitman went on to speak of the intellectual dependence on Britain, 
reserved, bloodless , and polite , i·rhen America cries out, nbut "\vhere in 
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.American literature is the first sho\v of .America? ifucre are the gristle 
and. beard.s , and the broad. breasts, and space and rugc;edness and. nonchalance 
that the souls of the people love? Hhere is the tremendous outdoors of 
these States? Where is the majesty of the Federal Nother , seated. with 
more than antique grace , calm, just, i ndulgent to her brood of children, 
calling them around her, regarding t he l ittl e and the large and. the 
younger and. the ol d.er with perfect impartiality? 
11lliere is the vehement growth of our cities? WlLere is the spirit of 
the strong rich life , of the 1\..merican mechanic , farmer , sailor, hunter , 
and miner? Where is the huge composite of all other nations, cast in a 
fresher bra1vnier matrix , passing adolescence and. needed this day, live 
and arrogant , to lead. the marches of the world? 
11 Sel:f- reliant , vlith haughty eyes, assuming to hir.1sclf all the attributes 
of his country, steps Walt Hhitman into literature, talking like a man 
unm-mre that there was ever hitherto such a production as a book, or 
such a being as a writer . 11 Never lmm·ring a superior, disdainful of the 
past, speaking new laws, he tells in a prose preface that the nevr poets 
of .America shall be prophets a>'ld. seers, guid.es and judges for the peo,ple , 
nelr, unusual, distinct ly American, "i'Tithout dependence on the past or on 
Europe, dealing with the :fresh ideas of the present magnificent period, 
this tremendous land., and. the science and ingenuity of the pre sent age . 
Affairs are his subjects, the affairs and activities of a dynamic and. 
diverse democracy. No trappings of poetry, rhyme, or meter or sentimentality 
are for him. No curb on equality and d.emocracy lvill he suffer . The 
common touch and life for 1-1hat it is worth have his love . 11You have come 
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in good time, WaJ.t Whitman! In opinions, in manners, in costumes , in 
books, in the arms and occupancy of life, in associates, in poems, 
conformity to aJ.l unnaturaJ. and tainted customs passes without remark, 
vThile perfect naturalness, heaJ.th, faith, self- reliance, and aJ.l primaJ. 
expressions of the manliest love and friendship , subject one to the 
store and controversy of the vrorld. " 1 
The Democratic Review, as a former publisher of m1i tman 1 s efforts 
and because of his democratic allegiance and activities apparently had 
an interest in his work and vras willing to publish this review, without 
itself indicating whether Whitman was the American poet it had been 
waiting for . It is aJ.so interesting to note how closely 'Hhitm.an seemed 
to have studied. and moulded his imrk, in extreme form, upon the many 
demands f or and outlines of the American poetry of the new country . 
But, of course, when vfuitman offered it to the public, it was rejected. 
It is gratifying and a matter for prid.e to knovr that an American, 
Ed-vrard E. Hale, wrote what is pl~obably the most perceptive, intelligent, 
and generous contemporary review of Whitman not by the poet himself. 
Hale caJ.led the appearance of ti1e b ook "odd and out of the way. " The 
author printed it and "left t o the i·Tinds of heaven to publish it . " 
The bookstores probably i-Till neither have it nor lmm• about it. Yet 
it in available and worth making a couple of trips to r;et . Whitman, 
"one of the r oughs,--no sentimentaJ.ist,- - no stander above men and 
i-romen, or apart from them, --no more r.:todest than ir-Imodest, -- " has used 
a kind of "prose poetry" to e:cpress his experience and the ideas of aJ.l 
l DemR, XXXVI (1~55) , 205-212. 
his lifetime. He abhors ord.inary laJ1o7tlage and feels that "to speak in 
literature with the perfect rectitude and insouciance of the movements 
of animals , is the flawless triumph of art . " This is nothing new; but, 
unlike most expressions of the idea that are folloved by more 
sophisticated art than ever, this book lives up to t he statement. It 
also lives up to the title . It is fresh, simple, real; and it refreshes 
the vreary as the green grass on a hillside does . Sunshine and shadow 
are felt for what they are 1 not 1-1hat they hint of. The preface is 
perhaps the best thing, especially in its theory of America's spirit, 
which is superior to many more ostentatious studies of it . 
Tne book is divided into about twelve parts, each connected, sometimes 
more or sometimes less clearly, with the rest . Each consists of a series 
of verses 1-~ritten, it is claimed, 1-rith ease and lack of art . The book 
consists of "observations, speculations, memories , and prophecies , clad 
in the simplest, truest, and often the most nervous English. " 
Occasionally, however , elements grossly out of place are introduced. 
Hhitman claims a personal interest in all that has happened in the world , 
and he makes the claim legitimate and acceptable by the povrer of his 
im.agination, which makes it impossible to tell 1-1hat is real and what is 
created experience . He has a 1rri ter' s povrerful :i..magination, a memory 
like a drovming man 's, and strong organizing ability . Brief sketches 
of his life appear in a multitude of places; and at times they are so 
real that it seems impossible that they merely exist on paper . To shovr 
he is beyond convention, he puts into the book vrhat he i·rould not say to 
a •roman or a group of men; yet Homer, from the modern point of vievr, has 
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as gross passages as ever ·Here vTri tten. And Hhi tman means no attraction 
by his grossness as does half the literature of the past hundred years 
that rests comfortably in the parlors of America. Hovrever, it is a 
pity that, in a book where everything is so natural except this, the 
author should spoil that naturalness by trying to avoid being thought 
prudish. 2 
Although Hale gave no detailed account or analysis of the >vork, he 
did d.escribe the work, its form, its language, its purpose, and its 
success accurately and justly. He characterized \fui tma.n' s powerful 
imagination and offered. a sound explanation of the sexual references, 
though he disagreed as to their naturalness in a book. Hale's comments 
on the difficulty of obtaining the book and his plea to his readers to 
keep trying make one wish that \fuitman had at least been given the 
opportunity for respectable and professional distribution, though 
undoubtedly it would have made little difference in the work's acceptance . 
Putnam 1 s called the book a 11 curious and. lawless collection of poems, 
excited prose broken into lines vithout any atteirg?t at measure or 
reg;ulari ty. • • • and ivi thout any ideas of sense or reason. " The 
reviewer vas obviously concerned. over the choice of certain words and 
sub jects because he pointed out t hat the vocabulary vlill be shocking to 
many and that the book cannot be read aloud in mixed company. His 
reaction >vas mixed, both favorable and unfavorable. He spoke of the 
author's 11oracular 11 purpose, quoted the preface to that effect, called 
the Hork a combination of 11 Ne-vr England Transcendentalist and New· York 
2 Edvrard E. Hale, NAmR, LXXXII (1856 ), 275-277 . 
rm-Td.y," and went on to refer to "this gross yet elevated, this superficial 
yet profound, this preposterous yet somehow fascinating book . " Trying 
to explain the book's strangeness, the reviewer felt that the combination 
seems nto fuse and combine 1-lith perfect harmony. The vast and vague 
conceptions of the one, lose nothing of their quality in passing through 
the coarse and odd intellectual medium of the other; i-Thile there is an 
original perception of nature, a manly brawn, and an epic directness in 
our ne1-1 poet which belong t o no other adept of the transcendental 
school . 11 Still concerned. about the treatment of certain subjects, the 
reviewer indicated that he would not criticize but only give excerpts 
from the poetry, naturally excluding the boldest pieces . Referring to 
the fact that no author ' s name appears on the title page , the writer 
pointed out that the picture and the text indicate who he is, and the 
revim-7 concluded , "That he "'·Tas an American, we knew before, for aside 
from America, there is no quarter of the universe "1-There such a production 
could have had a genesis . 11 A gentle fling at W'.11itman' s egoism claims 
he is recognizable as a 11rough 11 but that it is surprising for him to 
call himself a 11kosmos . " Perhaps before long, he vrill explain what he 
is. 3 
Tvro reviews appeared in British periodicals . The vrriter for The 
Dublin Revievr said that he skipped through the book IIi th 11disgust and 
astonisl:unent . " "Astonishment that anyone can be found who 1muld dare 
to print such a farrago of rubbish,--lucubrations more like the ragings 
of a drunkard, or one half crazy, than anything vrhich a man in his 
? 
J Putnam 's, VI (1855), 321- 323. 
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senses could think fit to offer to the consideration of his fellow men. 
vfuere these bold, confused, disjointed caricatures of blank verse have 
any meaning, it is generally indecent, several times execrably profane . 
We should not have bestowed one line of notice upon such an insult t o 
common sense and common propriety , as this book, but that , to our 
unspeakable surprise, lfe find bound up with it extracts from various 
.American papers highly laudatory of this marvellous production, and 
"'i-Te think it right to call the attention of our American readers to the 
fact , that any (even of the meanest) of their li terar·- critics, should. 
be mistaken enough to lend a sanction t o such trash as this . 11 4 
Even recognizing that 1•fuitman himself had written some of the comments 
referred to here , it is to the eternal credit of men like Emerson and 
Hale t hat, notwithstandinG the later pressures ru1d embarrassments, they 
did recot;nize , did dare to praise \·lhitman ' s work, and did refuse to 
retract their recommendations . 
The Westminster Review, in discussing the third , 186o, edition, 
sucgested. that , if the book had been printed on paper as "dirty as his 
ffmitman 'if favorite topics, ., and if the book had looked like the type 
only t he police are interested i n , it would be beneath notice . But it 
is 1rell printed, in its fourth /ii,c7 edition, and has attracted a 
i-Ti der public than reads obsclE'ity. The question is ho1r could it do so 
and uhat publisher ~>Tould go to t he expense of prod.ucine it . "Perhaps 
loose thinking and tall talk are nowhere so efficacious in attracting 
notice as in the United States and Mr. lfuitman by pretentiously assuming 
4 DublR, XXXXI (1856), 267-268. 
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to be the exponent of a Hegelian moraJ.ity, by offering himself as a 
high priest of that religion, vhose sole dogma is c01:1prised in the 
proposition Homo sibi deus , attracts and perplexes readers, whose natural 
good sense would otherwi.se soon cast aside his friGhtful fustian. 11 
vlhi tman had no real knowled[;e of Hegel , the revielrer felt , as the •v-ay 
he sees the problem and the lack of catchivords indicates. For his 
ignorance of grammar has not kept him from larding his 11motley 11 with 
vrords that appeal to him. Emerson is at fault and vill pay dearly for 
the praise he used to introduce '1-lhitman to America. It is amazing that 
"emancipation of the flesh 11 is to be added to the public defense of 
polyg~y and slavery, indications of the moral disintegration of the 
states . "T'.nat a drunken Helot should display himself' -vri thout shame in 
the market place, speaks sad reproach to the public that does not 
scourge him back to his cellar. 11 The form of the •·rork, if it can be 
called poetry, is irregular rhythmical lines like Tupper's . An equation 
describes it . As Tupper is to English humdrum, so llhitman is to American 
rOivdy. The book does not, as those lvho praise it claim, contain numerous 
poeticaJ. passages . Occasionally in the 11dreary waste of rhetoricaJ. 
verbiace 11 a poeticaJ. expression exists and was to be expected. ''A naked 
savace has often a wild grace of movement that a civilized man can hardly 
possess, but certainly not display. 11 ''These Leaves of Grass are a sympton 
of a moral fermentation in America, which no doubt ivill result in a 
broader and. clearer life--but the progress is painful and the yeast 
nauseous. 11 5 
5 vlestR, LXXIV (1860), 590 . 
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These two British reviews are such as have come to be associated with 
the imnediate reception of Whitman, completely condemnatory. The most 
that can be said for The \>Tcstminster Revie-vr treatment is that it does 
see in Hhitman a sign of ..Anerica 1s growing pains . It is to HaJ.e 1 s 
credit, as has been mentioned before , that he recoGnized and praised 
\Jhi tman 1 s genius in the face of 1ride spread condenma tion And Putnam 1 s, 
thoUGh it had reservations, clid recognize ifuitman 1 s unique qualities 
and pm;er. The number of vlhi tman revie1vs appearing :i.n the periodicals 
examined are too few to permit any significant eeneralization to be 
made concerning vlhitman 's reception in England and America during the 
period covered, especially as Rossetti's selection, the first English 
edition, appeared in 1868 and as Hhi tman himself 1rrote a third of 
the American reviews examined. 
B. Henry David Thoreau 
The only t1vo volumes published during the lifetime of one of America 's 
greatest stylists, individualists, and literary, pnilosophical , and 
political f orces appeared during the years covered by tl1is study, Henry 
David Thoreau ' s !!:. Week 2!! the Concord and Merrimack Rivers (1849 ), and. 
his masterpiece, vlalden (1855 ). 
Of tne American periodicals, only The Universalist Quarterly Review 
noticed ~Week. Few books, it felt , needed editing as much and deserved 
it more . The id.eas on religion, poetry, history, philosophy, friendship , 
and other such subjects should be cut out and put in a separate book, 
-vrhich still would have its faults as well as virtues . It would be a 
book, :='resh, varied, worthwhile because of a style that is 11rich and 
oracular, 11 influenced by Emerson in idea and form and because of the 
careful and thoughtful observation, reading, and meditation that ·went 
into it . It would be garbed in ''beautiful images, happily caught at 
first hand from nature, in striking aphorisms, in really valuable 
original thoughts, and in sucgestive hints; but on the other side 
interspersed 1-l'ith inexcusable crudities , 1d.th proof of carelessness, 
and lack of healthy moral discriminations, with contempt for things 
comrlonly esteemed holy, with reflections that must shock every pious 
Christian, with the transcendental doctrines of the new light school, 
obscux i ties of incomprehensible mysticism, lvi th ridiculous speculations , 
moon struck reveries , and flat nonsense,--1-lithout moral purpose in the 
ivriting and without practical results in the reading . 11 
Of the remaining half of the book, it is hard to find praise enough. 
The beauties of the trip are clearly and memorably presented in 11 clear 
objective existence , and detail . 11 "The unexaggerated simplicity of the 
descriptions, the uncolored fidelity to fact, the perfect freedom from 
cant, the childlike earnestness of sympathy for outvrard things, a poetic 
eye fo_ interior meaning, pathetic analogy and external beauty, the 
felicitious phraseology ~Vhich calmly paints the exact objects themselves , 
--these traits are beyond commendation. They have combined to make a 
modern week on two New England. rivers as romantic and new as ever a 
week in bygone ages on the Simois and Xanthus of antique climes could 
have been. '' 
This second part of the book was read 1-l'ith unmixed delight and with 
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the vrish that the trip alone had been included to give joy to all, for 
it has a "strange long-lingering charm, an indescribable fascination for 
vrhich -vre can hardly account, except by saying that it springs from :pure 
naked truth. 11 
In the new volume, Walden, or Life in the Woods, vrhich the reviewer 
is glad ·will be :published soon, he hopes that Thoreau >·Till be true to 
the theme expressed in his title, a subject that he truly knows and. one 
that, because of his intimacy vrith nature, vlill result in an immortal 
work. If he feels that the other vein is his true one, he should handle 
it separately. 6 
Aside from the traditional timidity and the religious conventionality 
that, even in the most liberal of Protestant denominations, still drew 
back from the militant questing of a man like Thoreau, the :preceding 
rev-iew ivas most sympathetic, jud.i cious, and propheti c, though the 
:prophecy envisaged the immortality of Walden quite strictly in the sense 
of a nature classic . It >·ras i ndeed that , but it was also a great d.eal 
more and. :probably "\VOuld have fallen prey to the same ob jections lev-elled 
at A l1eek . Nevertheless, this review that stood alone f or Thoreau and 
found in hi s Heek much to praise as well as to censure, vTas 1-lithin its 
l imitations sensitive, generous, and :perceptive . 
T'ne British noticed ~Week twice . The Athenaeum "\vas not very receptive 
to it, either as philosophy or nature excursion. It felt that the Concord 
and r,:Ierrimack vrere not streams >-lith much interest, even if the traveller 
vrere observant, and Thoreau ivas not . The book records a vreek of loafing, 
6 UnivQR, VI (1849 ), 422-423. 
picnicking, and boating and the accompanying thout;i.1ts of a man of education. 
Indeed, this last fact dominates the work and. should have led to a title 
appropriate :for a series of essays on love, poetry, and religion. The 
material is generally poor, but there is enough here and there to 
stl{;gest an original thinker '.·Tho may develop. The style is a mixture of 
Emerson and. Carlyle at their -vrorst; and if Thoreau irould trust himself, 
his ideas 'wuld d.emand a wider audience . 11But imitations of an imitation~ 
The world is too old and prophets are too many for such things to have 
a chance of a public hearing these days . 11 7 
Tim comments are in order. The Athenaeum was alone in objecting to 
Thoreau's style, although The He stminster Revie1-1 found purple patches here 
and there . The slighting remark on Thoreau as prophet is ironic in the 
light of history, which finds Thoreau the prophet, in some degree at least, 
the cause of the collapse of the British Empire . 
The Hestminster Review vras much more cordial and penetrating in its 
treatment, speaking of ~ \veek as "an exceedingly pleasant narrative of a 
week 's b oating excursion upon the waters of two rivers vrhose very existence, 
perhaps, is all unknmm to the majority of the di'lellers on this side of 
the Atlantic . " The author is clearly a reader, a thinker , an observer, 
a nature lover, and an interesting companion. In spite of purple patches 
here and there and windy excursions on religions, literature, and other 
subjects, occasionally suggested by the voyage and at other times 
'iTilli"'ully brought into the narrative 1 the work is "agreeable . 11 Through 
skipping, both the nature lover and the philosopher may be pleased . 
The revie-vrer objected to the author 's failure to give the sources of his 
7 Ath, Oct. 27, 1849, p . 1086. 
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epi[7aphs and considered this omission 11a significant hint, perhaps, of 
the absence of taxes on knowledge across the Atlantic." The description 
of the joys of camping make one wish he were of the party; and if this 
volume is a sample , the author's ne1-1 book "Day in the \Ioods 11 fiJ:il will 
be 1-1clcomed when it is broUGht to England from Boston by an alert 
pUblisher to whom England is already in considerable debt . 8 
Tne objection of the British reviewers to the lack of unity in A 
Week repeats the American criticism, al4hough The Athenaeum is more 
severe on this count than The \iestminster Revie-vr, >·rhich is much more 
enthusiastic over the -v1ork as a vrhole . The reference to Thoreau's lack 
of acknoHledgment for his epigraphs is, of course , a hit at the practice of 
piracy in the United States, a practice to which the British 1-1ere 
particularly, and with considerable justification, sensitive and one 
which they mentioned at any opportunity, favorable or otherwise . 
i·lhcn '\>-lalden was pUblished, apparently not as soon as anticipated , A. P. 
Peabo~-, of The North American Review, noticed it briefly, objecting to 
the inclusion of the material on economy and calling it 11more curious 
than useful; for the author ' s life in t he >mods vras on too narrov1 a scale 
to find imitators . '' Peabody continued, "But in describing his hermitage 
and his forest life, he says so many pithy and brilliant things, and 
offers so many piquant, and , ve r.:tay add , so many just, comments on 
society as it is , that his book is 1-1ell vrorth the reading, both for its 
actual contents and its suggestive capacity. " 9 .A,pparently Peabody did 
not read ·walden carefully enough to notice Thoreau's statement that he 
8 WestR, LII (1850) , 599-600. 9 A. P. Peabody, NAmR, LXXIX 
(1854) , 536. 
vras not seeking converts to his vlay of' lif'e but vras merely trying to 
illustrate a principle . His vay of' lif'e and the details that Peabody 
ob jected to were merely illustrations of' his thesis . Yet this is a 
f'act that still bothers people today, who f'eel that Thoreau wants 
everyone to live in a cabin in the 1-TOods as he d.id. Peabody did , 
hm-rever , touch one of' the great qualities of' Thoreau, the seminal 
suggestiveness and the stimulating vigor with which he agitates his 
readers 1 minds. 
The Southern Literary Messenger presented another point of' viev 
that is still represented by many Thoreau readers and lovers, who see 
in him merely a delightful and sensitive painter of nature and who 
miss the depth, the suggestiveness, the stimulation that are so much 
more vi tal and important an aspect of' his writings. They even miss his 
true relationship to nature, seeing in it merely superficial descriptive 
prettiness . Yet this fact merely confirms Thoreau's genius ; f'or one 
mark of' genius is that it provides a banquet f'or various appetites at 
the same table . The Southern Literary Messenger suggested that many 
readers would approve of' the "f'resh rural scenes and d.escriptions 11 in 
Halden, i·rhich is a "delightful companion f'or a loll under the rustling 
leaves of' some old oak, f'ar in the country. 11 He "paints rural scenes 
and habits , works and pleasures with a gusto most refreshing . 11 10 
Putnam 1 s printed a revie"YT titled 11A Yankee Diogenes 11 and pointed out 
that Yankees are usually anti-Diogenic in that they 1rant to make money. 
It claimed that Thoreau apparently did not like his life at Walden, 
lO Sil1, XX (1854 ), 575 . 
rose-tinted as he makes it out to have b~ or he VOUl.d bOt~ lett. 
Although he gives a or what be did1 tbe actual. result of two 
and a. halt years u hermit are left out. However~· ~ lives 
passed w:ttb. les value than is in this little voJ.urnc. The wr1• felt 
'lhorea.u t s eCQnC~D~ c ex.perltaent W$ te ot ~; :tol"' be cou.l.A he.ve sot 
the snme inf01"1D&tiot1 ~ ca.l.eule:ted trout the over eer of the town 
poor. ~re 1S • 'iuock sentil'Dent1 .ta.or stmulat1on ot piety or p.h1l.aathropy 
iJJ. bin vol.ume." Be is *>· cynic but a . k Tapley 1 \tho del.ights in b ina 
~UDder dU'ticult1es. It i$ a bit of the vagabond in him that is 
a love of E stern JQetr1 
lb exhibits much good sense in hi CCJD»reheJlsive e:o4 by no meaJU 
tri:Q;ll,ea.BQt st)"le1 vhioh provides profit aal reb'eshtlent tor the l"eader. 
Orl.l.y one ill a m:U.l.ioa can v.rite a ~ volume 1 aad tlda oae 
is re<Xllllnellded to those Who oau e..~t thought as -well u vord trca 
author.u 
Oll tl1e vhole1 this ~ • a review is DOt very peroept1ve1 call 'DS 
Thoreau a hermit1 faJlins U&td.tu' the ssion that he tr.y1ag 
to 'WOl'k ~ a permanent danestic econOltiY 
accusiD~iJ him of ta.Uure because he did t10t take UJ:1 his c.t res1derl.ce 
there.. T.be revieW, with its ~t · tone--tor e¥f.IIW1e1 
~~a mere k i'lq>J.e;y out of' Thoreau hintins t®.t he laxy•...does, 
t,tpprec:latio:n of certe1a qualities of Thore UJ but 
llc 
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generally it reveals the irritation that Thoreau deliberately ".·ras seeking 
to arouse by his extreme positions and sharp insights. 
The Knickerbocker considered Halden and Barnum's Autobiography under 
the title "Town and Rural Humbugs . 11 The writer pointed out that the 
Concord philosopher's keen eye found so much bustling and foolish activity 
in life that , self- respect isolating him, he built a tub on the shores 
of a pond for a couple of years and vrrote a book f'ull of pungent, solid, 
and unusual ideas and comments . Fortunately for ~~oreau, his strictures 
on the vaJ.ue of things compared to their cost is most ably illustrated 
by Barnum 's autobiography, vlhich, if anything could, 1muld make a man 
despair and take to the woods . 
The ".·Triter went on to sut;eest that these are t•,ro of the most remarkable 
books of the year, the authors being perfect opposites and teaching 
opposed lessons. No book needed a corrective more than Barnum ' s; and 
none "\vas so well fitted to do the job as Thoreau's, vrhich reveaJ.s the 
'~old. and originaJ. mind of a man •·rho reads much, is a creat observer, 
and looks quite through the d.eeds of men. Emerson says to beware when 
the cods turn a thinker loose on the planet , for he r.ay turn it upside 
dmm. Barnum 's book suggests that i·Te are not yet overburdened with 
thinkers . Unfortunately T".noreau vrill not win many converts compared 
to Barnum. Solitude, ".vhich is important to men of genius , Thoreau 
encourages; Barnum spent his life in crovrds because an intelligence 
that could invent monstrosities and beguile the public 1muld have been 
barren in solitude . Neither "1-Tished to work "1-Tith his hands but "1-Tith his 
wits . Barnum made and spent creat sums of money; Thoreau preferred to 
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decrease his vrants rather than invent unusual 1-rays to satisfy them. A 
nur.:1ber of resemblances betireen the two men are apparent . Both are good- natured , 
compassionate , artistic; and both are hurnbugs . If '\·Jalden were >·ridely 
read , the price of meat micht drop , but its readers imuld at least be 
encouraged to believe that there is more to life than r.mking money. 
Halden is a much needed work, especially in New England, w·here the 
philosophy of thrift shapes the mental and moral life of the people; and , 
in spite of its extravagance, it 1fill do good. and should be vlidely read . 
If it harms one reader, Barnum ' s 1fill hurt a hund:red. 12 
The most important aspect of this review is the recognition by the 
critic of tvro streams in American life, represented by Thoreau and Barnum, 
the mainstream of materialism and the countercurrent of idealism. Too 
often, critics and historians try to discover a unit'~ vhere none exists . 
Another idea, one that has persisted down to the present, is the belief 
that somehm.; Thoreau is a humbug, is insincere . The charge seems to be 
made principally by those 1-Tho have difficulty in recot;nizing a principle 
vhen they see one and are even more unable to believe that it is possible 
for a person to act from so invisible a motive . On the other hand, 
Thoreau ' s tendency to exaggerate for the purpose of stimulating his 
readers , even of aggravatinG them, s ometimes misleads his readers into 
thinlcing that he cannot possibly be sincere . 
As for the British, The T;Testminster Review found Halden so interesting 
that it made an exception of its rule t o deal only vri th current books and 
a year after publication called the volume a description of true American 
12 11Tovm and Rural Humbugs 11 Knick XXXXV (1855 ), 235-241 . , ___ , 
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living, not the Barnum-Yankee type, but a true example of the vigorous 
originality, cormnon sense, and idealistic ind.ependence of the best 
.American minds . Thoreau wrote of his two years as "stoic of the woods, 11 
his everyday housekeeping, his reading, his thinking, and his observing. 
The last is especially fine, as his clear eye sees and sensitive spirit 
represents these observations. The impression is given of a tough, 
active, and highly cultivated mind. The self-satisfied, rigidly orthodox, 
and utilitarian minds may feel Thoreau and his ways are "unpractical 
and dreamy, 11 but he has lots of good sense mixed irlth hi s idealism. The 
Westminster Review seems to be almost alone in really understanding 
Thoreau 1 s purpose of serving himself as an example that i-rhat a person 
i-rants is often nearer to fulfillment than he thinks, if he really wants 
it. The reviewer concluded his notice with the quotation that states 
this purpose. 13 
Chambers' Journal, the only other British periodical to notice Walden, 
seemed to have taken its review·, in part at least, from The Knickerbocker 1 s 
"Tmm and Rural Humbugs . 11 It called Thoreau the transatlantic Diogenes, 
who, when he saw the "foolish, aimless bustle made by the modern 
Corinthians of the world in pursuit of the sacred c1.ollar and. its 
glittering accessories, instead of r olling about his tub1 quietly sat 
down in it and wrote an interesting book, replete with pithy, original 
obser-~tions, but strongly tinctured with the inevitable dogmatism that 
ever attends the one soi disant wise man who assumes to be the teacher 
l3 WestR, LXV (1856), 302-303. 
of all the rest of his race . 11 The author is called 11a graduate of 
Hru~vo..rd university, a ripe Gcholar, and a transcenclcntalist of the· 
Emersonian school, though he coes much f'urther than his master, his 
object apparently being the exaltation of mankind by the utter 
extinction of civilization. 11 The real truth of Thoreau is half "ivay 
bet1-reen extremes . Living lazily on beans in a hut in the woods, he 
was not half as mad as his neighbors felt; they, in tmm, comfortable 
and eating beef and mutton they had to ;vork to buy, 1-rere not as mad 
as he makes out. Actually he went into the lvoods vi th an axe and 
11pleasantly and interestingly11 related his acts and thoughts. 11But 
the e0o, the I , as in all solitary men, stands out like an obelisk 
in a by no means barren plain. 11 
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The revie;ver continued, 11The natural sights and sounds, as described 
by f.Jr . Thoreau, form much pleasanter reading than his vague and scarcely 
co!:lprehensible social theories . 11 
The final paragraph of the review contrasted Thoreau 1-ri th Barnum. 
11As homespun, beans, and ~>rater differ from fine linen, turtle , and 
chaqpagne, so do the tiVO men differ in taste, habits, disposition, and 
culture; yet ;ve cannot think of one I·Ti thout an id.eal association of the 
other . In one respect only do they seem to agree--both have an antipathy 
to hard 1-rork; but while one prefers diminishing his vrants , the other 
increasing them, invents extraord.inary schemes for their gratification. 
If Barnum's autobiography be a bane , Thoreau's woodland experiences 
may be received as its antidote; but unfortunately the former musters 
its readers by the tens of thousands, the latter probably in hundreds only. 
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It is to be hoped, hovrever , - - though aJ.l of us have a reasonable 
predilection f or beef, pudd.ing, and the society of our fellow-men, that 
there are few read.ers of this Journal who ivould not prefer eating beans 
in the i-TOods idth Thoreau to living on the fat of the earth, in the 
best show in all Vanity Fair, with Barnum. 11 14 
It seems obvious, and I have quoted. the last paragraph entire to 
illustrate, that the .Americans 1-rere not the only ones g_uil ty, as The 
Westminster Review puts it, of failing to pay taxes on l".noivledge . Two 
problems then as now were that Thoreau was too radical in many of his 
expressions and. vrays and also that he 1-ras often not read carefully. His 
sensitiveness to nature and. his ability to d.escribe accurately and 
vividly were universally recognized. In spite of the favorable reactions 
of the critics, he was, as Chambers • suggested, not w·idely read during 
his lifetime . It is gratifying, however, to notice the respect that 
most of the reviewers paid. to his many talents in these few notices 
that 11ere taken of his genius . 
14 
"An .American Diogenes, 11 Chambers ', XXVIII (1857 ), 330- 332 . 
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Conclusion 
It is now possible to ansuer some of the questions posed in the 
introduction of this study. In the first place , the British criticism, 
with very few exceptions , was in no sense unduly harsh, unfair, condescending, 
or colored in any significant 1-ray by a general anti -American feeling, 
although there -vrere occasionally such articles or references, which, it 
seems to me , were accepted as the rule because of the impact that the 
unusual or extraordinary ali-rays has. Moreover, the Ar.l.erican criticism 
l·ras not influenced by strong feelings of nationalism to the point of being 
unduly gentle, exaggerated, or chauvinistic, althoU&h, here again, there 
were outstanding examples of these attitudes, vrhich received more notice 
than they deserved. Neither is there evidence that American criticism 
took its cue from and waited upon the pronouncements of the British before 
it dared to commit itself. On the contrary, it 1-ras cenerally prior to 
British reactions in the case of specific American vrorks , often differed 
in sicnificant lvays, and -vras cited not infrequently by the British 
th~selves . This is not to say that American critics were independent of 
British influence . Given a po1rerful and ancient tradition and culture , 
a similar system of education, and the same languase, the Americans 
inevitably adhered to many of the same standards and vere influenced by 
the same background. Consequently it is difficult to say that there is 
a distinct and characteristic American criticism different from that of 
the British. 
Hithin the two criticisms many forces worked tmrards variety and diversity. 
Many revie•·rs and periodicals shoiT religious interests and emphases, if not 
outricht bias. Political alleciance has been sho1m to influence criticism 
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considerably. Class distinctions play their part . Nationalism d.oes tinge 
criticism and even color it from time t o time . Geocraphy plays its part 
in subtle and. not so subtle sectional influences . Aesthetic standards , 
or lacl~ of them, exert pressures. These factors are operative equally 
in both American and British criticism. As a restut, divisions are often 
more marked on these lines than on strictly national ones . For example , 
the denominational magazines 2~d reviews on both sides of the Atlantic 
have nore in common in their treatment of ethical and didactic issues 
than they have differences because of their national origins . The 
political liberals of England and America have more in common 1vith each 
other than with their conservative countrymen. Sectional differences 
w·ithin the states often seem as great as those betw·een America and Britain. 
So nuch, hovrever, for the differences . Hhat is truly significant and 
of far r1ore importance, it seens to me, is the fact that, when these many 
and considerable differences are admitted and noted, there remains a solid , 
extensive, and important consensus that , with fei·T exceptions, crosses all 
national, sectional, political, religious, and other lines and. meets in 
evaluations that are remarkably similar and close to those of one hundred 
years later . This situation is true of Bryant, Poe, Holmes, Hhittier, 
Cooper, Ha1vthorne, Sigourney, and Southworth, 1vri ter s who, 1-Ti th the 
possible exception of Cooper, Poe, and Ha1·Tthorne , blazed no nevr trails 
and -vrhose vork could be handled with the critical tools and standards 
available . 
On the other hand, bewild.erment and frequently condemnation resulted 
then as it does novr when ne1r ways are marked out. Cooper 1 s attempts 
to express and. establish for America social, economic , political, legal, 
and religious standards in his later vTOrks , vrere not given the sympathetic 
illld.erstanding and stud.y they nmf receive . Poe ' s use of symbol and the 
consistency of his ideas ifere not illlderstood fully. Belville, particularly 
in Hoby-Dick, Pierre, and. many of the tales , was far be·cond. most of his 
critics, lfho vrere not able to classify his work , hence could not 
understand or praise but only lanent the abortive productions of his 
recoc;nized genius . lfalt l·ihitman failed. with his contemporaries for 
similar reasons, although the question of morality vas of paramount 
importance in his failure . As for Thoreau, the form in 1.rhich he vmrked, 
his limited output, his untimely death, and the subversiveness of his 
doctrines worked against widespread acclaim or popularity, although his 
vrork vas generally praised for a variety of reasons . 
It is interesting to find that even among these most militant and 
unpopular innovators, critics to match their vision vrere not wanting, 
especiall'r in America,and. that vihitman, Thoreau, and Melville to a 
lesser extent received. pe-rceptive and deserved praise from a few of the 
critj_cs who noticed their 'lvork. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of th i s study was to examine the criticism of a representa-
tive group of nineteenth century American authors (Bryant, Poe, Holmes ~ 
Whittier, Cooper , Hav~horne, Melville , Simms, Sigourney, Southworth, 
Whitman, and Thoreau) in about a dozen representative British and the same 
number of American periodicals during the years l84D-l860, with the inten-
tion of presenting through summary ~ paraphrase , and quotation, a cross 
section of the criticism and of discovering, if possible , the similarities 
in and differences between the two bodies of criticism. 
A number of conclusions emerged. The British criticism was not unduly 
harsh, unfair , condescendin£ , or colored in any significant way by a 
general anti-American feeling or a feeling of superciliousness. There 
were exceptions,to which I feel the Americans gave the undue attention 
and currency that exceptions usually receive • . The American criticism 
was not L11fluenced by strong feelings of nationalism to the _9oint of 
being unduly gentle , exaggerated, or chauvinistic, although, here again , 
there were outstanding examples of these attitudes , to which the writers 
of the day gave more notice than they deserved. .American criticism did not 
take its cue from and wait upon the pronouncements of the British before 
it dared to commit itself. On the contrary, it was almost without excep-
tion earlier than the British reactions in the case of specific American 
works, wes so.netimes different from the British criticism, and was cited 
occasionally by the British themselves. This is not to say that American 
critics were inde s- endent of British influence. Gh-en a powerful and 
ancient tradition and culture, a similar system of education~ and the 
same language, the Americans inevitably adhered to many of the same 
standards an::l were influenced by the same background . It is t;herefore 
difficult to say that there is a distinct and characteristic American 
criticism. Religious . political , class. geographical , and aesthetic 
influences affect judgments within each of the two bodies of criticism. 
2 
As a result, divisions are often more marked on these lines than on strictly 
national ones . For example, the denominational magazines on both sides 
of the Atlantic seem to have mora in common in their treatment of ethical 
and d idactic issues than they have differences because of their national 
origins; and the political liberals of England and America have more in 
common with each other than with their conservative c ountryman. Sectional 
differences within the states often seem as great as those between ,1\merica 
and Brit a in . 
So much, however , for the d i fferences . What seems significant to me 
is that , when these many and considerable differences are admitted and 
n oted , the Brit ish and ,A.mer ican criticism generally ignored national , 
sectional , political, religious , and other boundaries and presented 
evaluations that are surprisint;ly similar . Moreover , concern ing Bryant , 
Poe , Holmes, Whittier , Cooper , Hawthorne, Sigourney , and Southworth , the 
judgments were quite close to those of today 1 s critics. On the other 
hand , bewilderment and frequently condemnation resulted when new ways were 
mar ked out . Cooper 1 s attempts to express and establish for ~•.:nerica social, 
economic, political, legal, and religious standards in his later works , 
were not given the sympathetic understanding and study they now receive. 
3 
Poe ' s use of symbol and the consistency of his ideas were not understood 
fully . Melville was far beyond most of his critics, particularly in 
Moby- Dick , Pierre , and s one of the tales , leaving the reviewers to lament 
as abortive these productions of one they recognized as a genius . Whitman 
failed with his contemporaries for similar reasons, although the question 
of morality was of great im2ortance in his failure. As for Thoreau , the 
form in which he worked , his limited output , his untimely death, and the 
subversiveness of his doctrines worked against wides pread acclaim or 
popularity . However , even among these most militant and unpopular inno-
vators , critics to match their vision were not wanting . 
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